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Abstract

This dissertation describes the history of the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia, and the relations
between the Mamluks and the Armenians, especially during the period between
688AH/1289CE and 707/1307. The conflict between the Armenians and the Mamluks was

part of a wider conflict between the latter and the Mongol Ilkhans. Therefore, this work also
looks at the relationship between the Mongols and the Armenian kingdom, and Armenian
involvement in the Mongol campaigns against Syria. To these ends, the thesis demonstrates
the use of Arabic sources from the Mamluk Sultanate, in addition to those French and
Armenian sources already well-known to historians of the kingdom. The Arabic sources can

be used to correct, contrast or clarify these conventional sources, and also to give
information on events not covered significantly by them. The Arabic historians tell us a

surprisingly large amount about the turbulent internal affairs of the kingdom, and its

relationship with the Ilkhans.
The first part of the thesis is concerned with the period before 688/1289, introducing the

region and its political units. It looks in more detail at the period following the rise to power

of the Mamluks, and especially after their victory over the Mongols at 'Ayn Jalut in
658/1260. The Mamluk Sultans sought to punish the Armenian kingdom for its involvement
with the Mongol invasions of Syria, until the Armenians agreed to a truce and, in effect, to

subject status.
The main section deals with the period of the several reigns of Het'um II, until his

murder by a Mongol general in 707/1307. This period covers the end of the Crusader
States; several attempts by the Ilkhans to conquer Syria; and the beginnings of the Mamluk
conquest of the Armenian kingdom. The Armenians became increasingly dependent on the
unreliable Mongols, and increasingly vulnerable to Mamluk interference.
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The end of the seventh/thirteenth century was a period of momentous change in the Near and
Middle East. Following the Mongol conquests earlier in the century, Hiilegii and his
successor Ilkhans created a new, expansionist, state, based in northern Persia; another,
rival, Mongol khanate, that of the 'Golden Horde', was formed in the steppelands to the
north of the Caucasus and the Black Sea. Dominated by the Mongols of Persia, and
threatened by the growing power of Turkmen confederations, the Seljuk Sultanate of Rum
was in steep decline, heading towards its eventual oblivion. Having to deal with these
changes to its north and east was the remnant of the old Byzantine Empire, once again
centred on Constantinople. As the Romans regained their city, so another ancient dynasty,
the 'Abbasids, finally lost their own, Baghdad. The Caliphate was revived, as a shadow of
its former self, in Cairo. Even without the residence of the Caliph, Cairo had become the
focus of Muslim rule throughout the region, with the rise of the Mamluk Sultanate. In
Egypt, the Mamluks deposed their Ayyubid Sultan, but in Syria they were able to occupy the
vacuum caused by the Mongol destruction of the Ayyubid states there (although some

Ayyubid princes survived for a while). The Mamluks consciously sought the mantle of the
defenders of the clcir al-islam, the leaders of the jihad against the infidels.

These were difficult times for the Christian states of the eastern Mediterranean. At first,

there was uncertainty and difference of opinion as to how to react to the new Mongol and
Mamluk neighbours, and when the Mongols came to be seen as the Great Hope, it was

perhaps too late. Riven by internal tensions, and confronted by the full awesome power of
the Mamluks, the Crusader States - the legacy of Bohemond, Tancred, Baldwin, Raymond
and Godfrey - collapsed. Antioch fell to the Mamluks in 1268; Tripoli in 1289; and Acre
and the last few remaining coastal towns in 1291. The more secure kingdom of Cyprus,
which sought to regain toeholds in Syria through continued alliance with the Ilkhans, was

nevertheless equally affected by the same sort of factionalism that had dogged the last
century of the other Frankish states of Outremer.

The kingdom of the Armenians established in 1198 in Cilicia and the area north of Syria,
its development hitherto closely bound to its neighbouring Frankish states, remained, alone,
surrounded by the Seljuks and Turkmen of Anatolia to the north and west, the Ilkhans of
Mesapotamia and Persia to the east, and the Mamluks of Syria and Egypt to the south. The
kingdom's future looked bleak, yet it survived, three-quarters of the way through the
eighth/fourteenth century. The end of the seventh/thirteenth and the beginning of the
eighth/fourteenth century was an important, and interesting, time in the affairs of the
Armenian kingdom, as it struggled to find its place in the drastically altered circumstances of
the region. One problem with tracing the affairs of the Armenian kingdom in this period is
the comparative paucity of sources available to the modem student.1

1 It should be noted that the surviving work of several important Armenian writers - Kirakos Gandjakec'i
(work ending 1266, died 1271); Vardan Arewelc'i ('the Great', ending 1267, died 1271); Smpad
Sparapet (the Constable, ending 1271, died 1276); Grigor Akanec'i (ending 1271) - finishes before
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This was also the great period of Mamluk expansion. The Mamluks were proud of their
achievements, and - perhaps as a consequence of being a 'dynasty' of constant usurpation -

sought to promote them, and themselves. The Mamluk era produced many great, and many

lesser, historical writers, and we are learning an ever-growing amount about the
historiography of the period. The work of these Arabic writers is becoming increasingly
available, through modern editions, and modern scholarship.

In this thesis I propose to make use of the historiographical production of the Mamluk
Sultanate to investigate the affairs of the Armenian kingdom in the period after the fall of the
Crusader States. Given the nature of the Mamluk attitude to the Armenian kingdom, much
of the material I am presenting here deals with military and diplomatic contacts between the
Armenian king and the Mamluk Sultan. Nevertheless, this is in itself revealing of the
changed status and position of the Armenian kingdom; and I also intend to show that the
Arabic sources, frequently neglected by scholars working on the history of the kingdom, can

actually be used to uncover or illuminate details concerning its internal affairs.

Previous Scholarship
Since its publication in 1978, the most prominent work in English on the Armenian kingdom
has been T.S.R. Boase's The Cilician Kingdom of Armenia.2 In truth this is not a

monograph but a collection of chapters by various authors on topics related to the history of
the kingdom, prefaced by a historical introduction and concluded by a list of place-names
provided by Boase himself.3 Other chapters deal with two castles, and with the Military
Orders and the Armenian kingdom.4 While all the chapters are in their way useful, the
historical introduction really provides only that: there is little room to go into any kind of
detail. The period covered in this thesis, from the rise of the Mamluk Sultanate to the
murder of King Het'um II in 1307, is essentially covered in four pages, and much of this is
not strictly to do with what was happening, but about the culture of the time as well.5 Boase
relies on the articles of Canard6 and Der Nersessian, and on the sources gathered in the
Recueil des historiens des croisades volumes, the sources that have been behind much of

the end of the seventh/thirteenth century, and that they are followed by chroniclers of lesser quality or
stature.

2 T.S.R. Boase (ed.), The Cilician Kingdom of Armenia (Edinburgh 1978).
3 'The History of the Kingdom', and 'Gazetteer'.
4 A.W. Lawrence, 'The Castle of Baghras'; J.G. Dunbar and W.W.M. Boal, 'The Casde of Azgit'; J.S.C.

Riley-Smith, 'The Templars and the Teutonic Knights in Cilician Armenia'; A.T. Luttrell, 'The
Hospitallers' Interventions in Cilician Armenia: 1291-1375'.

5 Boase, 'History', 26-29.
6 Even when citing the article by Canard discussed below (M. Canard, 'Le royaume d'Armenie-Cilicie et

les Mamelouks jusqu'au traite de 1285', RllA iv (1967): 217-59), Boase is not always accurate in his
information, for example in relation to the truce of 684/1285: see below, p47, n53.
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the work produced by 'Crusade historians' that touches on the Armenian kingdom. Boase
makes little use of Arabic sources, and, where he does, the use may not be first-hand: he
clearly is not too well aware of the basics of Arabic historiography, to the point where he can

cite a wholly fictitious source.7
The other standard work in English on the Armenian kingdom, which is used by Boase,

is Sirarpie Der Nersessian's chapter in the multi-volume account of the crusades edited by
Setton.8 While this chapter stands independently as a history of the Armenians in Cilicia, it
must also been seen in the context of the aims of the whole work that contains it, a history of
the crusades. Der Nersessian covers the period from the rise of the Mamluks to 1307 in six

pages, and concentrates more on the political and military events than does Boase. While
there is the occasional misconception, or chronological confusion, by and large the chapter
seems accurate, and Der Nersessian gives the impression of knowing the sources very well.
Indeed, Der Nersessian provides a list of the "principal Arabic sources", which consists
largely of those in the Recueil ties historic/is ties croisades: Historiens orientaux, and
other translations from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.9 The main criticism to
be made of this chapter is perhaps the lack of understanding of the history of the wider
Middle East, and especially of the Mamluk Sultanate.10 As a summaiy of the basic history
of the kingdom Der Nersessian's chapter is fine, but it does not obviate the need for a much
more in-depth look at the sources for this period.

Robert Edwards' mammoth study on the fortifications from the Armenian period that
survive in Cilicia also includes an introductory chapter on the 'Historical Background'.11

7 Boase cites one "Imad Abu Charna" ('Gazetteer', 172), making reference to "RHC.Or., p. 212". I take
it that this refers to volume IV, and that die source in question is actually the Kitab al-Rawdatayn
by Abu Shama (called Abou Cluiimli by the translator, A.-C. Barbier de Meynard). Abu Shama
makes extensive use of al-Barq al-shami by 'Imad al-DIn al-Katib al-Isfahani, prefacing his
abridgements from this work by reference to "al-'Imad". This may itself be the route of Boase's
confusion, but Boase also cites a footnote from Cahen's La Syrie du nord, which refers to the
relevant passage from Abu Shama's abridgement of al-'Imad, and it is possible that this invented
"Imad Abu Charna" derives not from use of the actual source itself, but merely from a misreading of
Cahen's footnote.

8 S. Der Nersessian, 'The Kingdom of Cilician Armenia', in K.M. Setton (gen. ed.), A History of the
Crusades, vol. II, The Later Crusades, 1189-1311 (second edition, Madison 1969), 630-659. Der
Nersessian has also produced a work on The Armenians (London 1969), on which, see below.

0
'Kingdom', 630-31, nl. The list of sources is not free from errors. Incomprehensibly, Quatremere's

translation of al-Maqrizi's Suluk is described as a translation of the Khitat, an entirely different work.
10 This can perhaps be seen in die frequent references to "the Egyptians" or to "Egypt" when the Mamluks

and their Sultanate are intended. References to die Ayyiibid ruler of IIamah as the "ally" (654) of the
Mamluks, rather than their subject, and to a raid by "the emir of Aleppo", perhaps also reveal a lack
of understanding of the political structures of the Mamluk state. A reference to T'il Hamdun as being
one of Uiree "fortresses on the eastern front" (656) when in fact it is in Cilicia itself may reveal
perhaps too great an emphasis on the written sources, and too little attention to the geography of the
region.

11 Robert W. Edwards, The Fortifications of Armenian Cilicia (Washington, 1987); 3-10. This book is
supplemented by two articles by Edwtirds, one on a fortress not dealt with in the later book, one
explicitly intended to fill "important lacunae in [the] 1987 monograph". These are: 'Bagras and
Armenian Cilicia: a reassessment', REA xvii (1983): 415-55; and 'Settlements and Toponymy in
Armenian Cilicia', REA xxiv (1993): 181-249.
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Edwards' stated aim is to provide a "brief historical survey of the Armenian kingdom in
Cilicia", and he does "not attempt to reinterpret ... any of the questions concerning

chronology or political events".12 The whole last century of the kingdom is covered in a

short paragraph.13 Nevertheless, the study as a whole proves an invaluable aid to

understanding the history of the Armenians in Cilicia, and also proves a crucial service in
assisting a visitor to the region to find, and comprehend, the sites he discusses, which are

frequently well off the beaten track.
Claude Mutafian has written two books that deal with the history of the kingdom. One is

exclusively concerned with the Armenians in Cilicia, while the other is a general history of
Cilicia itself. The former, Le Royaume Armenien de Cilicie, is a large-scale, beautifully
produced work, illustrated lavishly in colour with photographs and reproductions of art¬
works.14 The book is much more than a political history; it is also a presentation of the
culture of the Armenian kingdom.15 As a consequence of this, some of the political
happenings of the period are skated over with minimal notice,16 and some of the analysis is
rather simplistic,17 as are some of the errors.18 The work is not intended as a serious
academic record, and lacks a critical apparatus; additionally, few sources are cited. The
same cannot be said of the other of Mutafian's books on the subject. La Cilicie au

carrefour des empires covers the history of the region from the classical period on, and a

large chapter is devoted to the history of the Armenian kingdom.19 The work is to some

extent concerned with the historical geography of the area, and is abundantly accompanied
by maps and illustrations, in a separate volume. While the amount of space given over to a

survey of the political history of the period is impressive, the nature of the work is such that
Mutafian appears more interested in the geographical effects of the events - changes in
putative borders - than in discussing the course of the events themselves. One strength of
the work is Mutafian's willingness to make a full use of the Arabic sources available to him

12 Edwards, Fortifications, 4 (the italicisation is his).
13 Edwards, Fortifications, 10.
14 Claude Mutafian, Le Royaume Armenian de Cilicie, XIIs-XIVe siecle (Paris 1993). The book

contains a preface by Levon Ter-Pedrossian, President of the Republic of Armenia until February 3,
1998.

15 The final section, entitled 'Civilisation', contains chapters contributed by other scholars: a chapter on
commerce, by Catherine Otten (119-26); on the arts, by Lilith Zakorian (127-39); on literature, by
Krikor Chahinian (140-46); and on the Church, by SS Ktuekine II, catholicos of Cilicia (149-51).

16 For example, the assassination of Ilet'um II and Lewon III is only mentioned, rather than discussed:
Mutafian, Royaume Armenian, 73.

17 The dichotomy between 'pro-Latin' and 'Nationalist' factions is perhaps over-emphasised, and leads
Mutafian into some arguments of dubious value. Mutafian states that the reason for Het'um II's visit
to Constantinople at (lie occasion of his sister's marriage to Michael Palaeologos was "without doubt
to discuss further the union of tire Churches". In the meantime, Sinpad usurped the throne, with the
connivance of the Catholicos who was "probably considering that Smpad gave better pro-Latin
guarantees" (than Het'um, who of course was periodically a Franciscan friar: Royaume Armenian,
71).

18 For example, over the date of I let'urn II's final abdication: Mutafian, Royaume Armenien, 73.
19 Claude Mutafian, La Cilicie au carrefour des empires (2 vols., Pans 1988); chapter VIII is entitled

'Le Royaume Armenien de Cilicie' (i, 405-75).
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in French translation, especially Abu'l-Fida', al-MaqrlzI, al-Jazari and Mufaddal.20
However, at times it seems that Mutafian is treating these editions as if they were the sources

themselves, debating the significance of the French of the translation rather than the original
Arabic.21 Mutafian has an advantageous knowledge of Armenian, and makes extensive use

of both Armenian sources and modern Armenian writers. At times, his writing perhaps
unfortunately reflects theirs, in that he presents an account of events slanted to give
maximum prominence and status to the Armenians and their kings.22 Nevertheless, La
Cilicie au carrefour des empires represents perhaps the most thorough modem account in a

western language of the political history of the Armenian kingdom in this period.

The same slanting that affects some of Mutafian's work can also be identified in general
histories of the Armenians that deal with their southern outpost in Cilicia. This can be to
such an extent that an accurate picture of the history of the kingdom is not provided. Some
writers betray a lack of understanding even of the 'pro-Armenian' sources from the
kingdom, and perhaps through reliance on passionately nationalistic later writers, may take
an unrealistically positivislic approach to the history of the kingdom. Concentrating on the
heroic (or anti-heroic) Armenian kings, these works often show a lack of understanding of
the complexities of the realpolitik in the Middle and Near East during this period, and,
thereby without being able to put the kingdom within its proper political context, may ascribe
a disproportionate amount of importance to the role of these Armenian kings within the
affairs of the day. An example of one such work is that of Hrand Pasdermadjian, described
as professor at the University of Geneva, which was first published in 1949.23 A general
history of Armenia and the Armenians "from their origins to the Treaty of Lausanne" at the
end of the First World War, it contains a chapter on the history of "New Armenia". In
common with most other works on this topic, the amount of space given over to the period
discussed in this thesis is very small (two and a half pages), but this short section
nevertheless manages to be extremely interesting, if merely because of the level of

20 Using the translations ol' the RHC Or., I, Quatremfere, Sauvaget and Blochet respectively.
21 For example, when discussing the meaning of an "incoherent" passage from Quatrcmere's translation of

al-Maqrizi: 'Terreur du manuscrit serait alors a chercher dans le «en passant par»" (Cilicie, i, 449).
22 A simple example of this may be found in Mutafian's account of a Mongol rebel (it is Siilemish)

crossing Cilicia: "he was captured, sent to Ghazan by the Armenian king, and put to death" (Cilicie,
i, 463). This greatly inilates the role of the King in the affair: see below, ppl01-7. Earlier, in the
aftermath of Baybars' invasion of Anatolia in 675/1277, and the subsequent execution of the Pervane,
Mutafian records the offer of the Scljtik state to Lewon II by Abagha; the Armenian "wisely ...

refused this offer: he was not capable of defending a kingdom of Cilicia-Cappadocia" (Cilicie, i,
451). Mutafian's sources for this unlikely encounter are modem Armenian works and early-modem
western European ones (Cilicie., ii, 336, n463). The murder of Het'um II and Lewon III is blamed on
an anti-Latin party inciting Bularghu, although Mutafian acknowledges that the "explanation is not
very satisfactory", suggesting that Buktrghu may have had tut "ulterior motive ... of making himself
independent master of Cilicia" (Cilicie, i, 466). On the genealogy of this 'treacherous incitement'
version, see Der Nersessian, 'Kingdom', 658, n5().

23 H. Pasdermadjian, Histoire de VAnnenie: depuis les origines jusqu'au trade de Lausanne (Paris
1964).
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inaccuracy shown. It may be useful to summarise Pasdermadjian's version of the years

from roughly 1280 to 1307. Throughout this section the only source footnoted is a chapter
on Armenia by Macler in the Cambridge Medieval History,24 and while this is itself
somewhat tendentious, it seems likely that Pasdermadjian's distortions have been influenced
by other works.

Pasdermadjian explains how the battle of Horns results from Lewon III "marching on

Syria", after "allying his forces with those of the Mongols"; the battle would have been won

but for the Mongol general Mengii Temiir ordering "inexplicable conduct", a retreat, for
which he and his army were punished by the Ilkhan.25

The Mamluks attacked Hromgla in 1292, and captured it and the Catholicos, but
"Het'um II managed finally to drive off the troops of the Sultan of Egypt.
This latter, obliged to recall his troops in order to face the Crusaders who had
laid siege to Alexandria, released the Catholicos and concluded peace".26

"Some years later the viceroy of Damascus, Susamich, attacked New
Armenia at the head of his army, but he was defeated by Het'um II and
constrained to withdraw".27

"Then the king of New Armenia, allied to the Mongols commanded by
Ghazan Khan, invaded Syria. The aim of this invasion was to take as far as
Palestine and to deliver Jerusalem. The Mongol Khan soon returned to
Persia with his army in order to put down a revolt there. The Armenian
army, abandoned to its own forces, gained some success, but had finally to
abandon the enterprise before the numerical superiority of the Muslim forces
and serious losses were incurred."28

24 Fr6deric Macler, 'Armenia', chapter VI of J.R. Tanner, C.W. Previte-Orton and Z.N. Brooke (eds.), The
Cambridge Medieval History, vol. IV: The Eastern Roman Empire (717-1453) (Cambridge
1927), 153-182.

25 Ibid., 215. Macler ('Armenia', 176) explains that Lewon "was bound by his alliance to go to the help
of the Mongols", which is a very different emphasis. He also uses die phrase "inexplicable conduct"
to describe Mengii Temiir's actions, which were the cause of die defeat.

It is interesting to note that neither Macler nor Pasdermadjian imike mention of die truce between
Qalawun and Lewon of 684/1285.

26 Ibid., 216. On die Mamluk capture of Hromgla, see below, "The Conquests of al-Ashraf Khalil",
pp56-74. The mention of crusaders presumably refers to the raids against Alexandria made in 1292
by a mixed Papal-Genoese-Cypriot fleet, on which, see P.W. Edbury, The Kingdom of Cyprus and
the Crusades, 1191-1374 (Cambridge 1991), 102. Macler ('Armenia', 177) also refers to "the
Christians, who at the Pope's instigation laid siege to Alexandria". Rather than having Ilet'um
"drive off" the Mamluks, Macler states diat he "gained peace and the release of the Katholikos at the
price of several fortresses". Macler dates this episode to 1289-90, so clearly Pasdermadjian must have
used some other source, in order to get the correct date, but perhaps also the incorrect analysis.

27 Ibid., 216. Macler is (incorrectly) cited for diis information by Pasdermadjian, and indeed die former's
account is very similar, although he has Het'um handing "Susamish" over to Ghazan ('Armenia',
177-78). This may be an obscure reference to the passage of the Mongol rebel Siilemish through
Cilicia, and his defeat by the army of the Ilkhan. On Siilemish's rebellion, see below, ppl01-7.

28 Ibid., 216. On die Armenian involvement with Ghazan in Syria, see below, "Ghazan's Invasions of
Syria", ppl07-20. While Macler may seem to imply a greater Armenian involvement with die
campaign than was actually the case, he does take care to mention the fact that Qutlugh-Shah
remained behind with a force of Mongols ('Armenia', 178).
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"Towards the end of the reign of Het'um II the equilibrium of the
opposing forces was modified, to the detriment of Armenia, by the gradual
conversion of the Mongols to Islam. Thus in 1303 the successor of Ghazan
Khan, Oljeitii, attacked New Armenia with his Mongols. The plain of Cilicia
was reduced to ruins and the king and his army were obliged to go to
entrench themselves in the Taurus mountains. After the departure of the
Mongols, the Seljuk Turks of the Sultanate of Ikonium and the Mamluks of
Egypt occupied the country to continue the pillaging. But Het'um II at the
head of his army attacked the enemy troops who were preparing to quit the
country, loaded with booty, and inflicted on them a bloody defeat, killing
7,000 of their men. The Sultan of Egypt along with the Turks of Ikonium
were thus reduced to conclude peace."29

As a response to the loss of the Mongol alliance, Het'um turned to the West for
assistance, and was prepared to submit the Armenian Church to that of Rome.

"But the Armenian people, always fiercely attached to the independence of
their Church, then rose up, in a moment of insane aberration called on the
Mongols who occupied the country and put Lewon IV and Het'um II to
death."30

This is, as I intend to demonstrate in this thesis, for the most part positivist fantasy
embroidered by the occasional (but not too frequent) oblique reference to the truth. The
implication of much of the text is that it was the Armenian king who was taking the lead in
the fight against the Mamluks, with the Mongols merely following, allied to the Armenians.
In fact, the Armenians were the subject nation, and were obliged to contribute, at some

considerable cost, to the Ilkhan's expeditions against Syria. The Mongols are implicitly
blamed for the failure of these Armenian-inspired expeditions, by their "inexplicable
conduct", or their precipitate withdrawal. These expeditions were, of course, Mongol-
inspired and Mongol-led; the Armenian influence on their course being small or

insignificant. The Sultans of Konya had long since faded from importance, and it was in
fact at about this time that the Seljuk Sultanate simply disappeared.31 In 1303, when the
Mongols are supposed to have invaded Cilicia under Oljeitii, Ghazan was still Ilkhan, and
the Mongol alliance, for what it was worth, still held: the above seems to be a reference to
what was actually a Mamluk raid. It was, in fact, with Mongol assistance that the Armenian
king was able to gain the victory referred to above. This victory did not force the Mamluk

29 Ibid., 216-17. This may refer to the invasions of Cilicia by the Mamluks between 1302 and 1306, on
which, see below, ppl20-34. Again, Macler is cited: his account is very similar, except he refers to
the death of Ghazan in 1302, and does not identify the "Turks" as specifically Seljuks ('Armenia',
178).

30 This is again very similar to the account of Macler ('Armenia', 178), although he goes into more detail,
mentioning the ecclesiastical Council of Sis, and naming Bularghu. On the murder of Het'um and
Lewon, see below, ppl 35-42.

31 See Claude Cahen, Pre-Otloman Turkey (London 1968), 301. The last accession of a Sultan was that
of Ghiyath al-Din Mas'ud, who was put back on the throne by Ghazan in 702/1303. His death, or
replacement, was not noted by contemporaries.
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Sultan to peace: rather, the Armenian king rushed to apologise to the Mamluks, and caved in
to their demands, helping to recover captives from the Mongols, in order to stave off a

further, more serious, Mamluk raid.32 The idea that the Mamluk Sultans would ever have
been forced by Armenian military action to conclude a peace with the Armenian king is
ridiculous. The truces between the Mamluks and the Armenians were all largely dictated by
the Mamluks' terms, with the Armenian king merely hoping to get away with the least worst

possible deal. The murder of Het'um and Lewon was not part of some general uprising, or

a Mongol invasion, but was the act of a Mongol commander, who was executed as

punishment by the Ilkhan.33

It may seem unfair and disproportionate to devote such time to an analysis of this work, but
it should be noted that this is not merely a critique of the scholarship of this one individual.
Pasdermadjian's work is representative of one strand of writing on the topic, of which
echoes may be found even in otherwise scholarly work on the Armenian kingdom.34 While
more sober writers on the history of the kingdom do not suffer from the failings revealed in

Pasdermadjian's work, there is still a need for a thorough account of the history of the
Armenian kingdom in Cilicia in this period that shows awareness of the wider context of the
politics of the Near and Middle East, and awareness of the 'non-traditional' (that is, not
western European or Armenian) sources.

Not all such general histories of the Armenians are quite so problematic when dealing with
the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia. For example, Jacques de Morgan's history of the
Armenian people also includes a chapter on the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia.35 His account

is, perhaps inevitably, brief,36 and is well illustrated with pictures of coins and seals. The
quality of what is there is generally very high, and large extracts from Quatremere's
translation of al-Maqrizi's Suluk are given (although with some inaccuracies, for example
with the Arabic names). Nevertheless, given the brevity, there is no attempt to deal with the
sources for the history, not even the Armenian sources upon which de Morgan is reliant, and
there is little attempt to contextualise the history of the kingdom within that of the Middle
East.

32 On this, see below, pp 129-34.
33 See "The Murder of Het'um" below, pp 135-42.
34 Echoes of this posiUvist attitude to the history of the Armenian kingdom can even be detected in a work

such as Paul Z. Bedoukian's Coinage of Cilician Armenia (revised edition, Danbury, Conn. 1979).
One example of this deals with Baybars return from Anatolia to Syria in 676/1277, and his
subsequent death in Damascus: "[o]n his return [from Anatolia], he was harrassed by Levon's forces
and died near Damascus" (Coinage, 12).

35 Jacques de Morgan, Histoire ciu Peitple Armenien, depuis les temps les plus recules de ses annates
jusqu'a nos jours (Paris 1919).

36 The period dealt with in this thesis is covered in nine pages (Peuple Armenien, 206-14).
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Tournebize's work on the political and religious history of the Armenians provides one

of the more detailed descriptions of the history of the medueval Armenian kingdom.37
Het'um IPs reign is very densely covered in nine large pages, and the ecclesiastical history
of the period is dealt with separately.38 While some of the information presented derives
from later Armenian historians rather than from the contemporary sources 39 and some of
the basic facts are inaccurate,40 this is arguably the best widely available introduction to the
period. Tournebize even shows awareness of the relevance of the wider politics of the
Middle East to the Armenian kingdom,41 and he makes interesting use of al-Maqrizi and
Abu'l-Fida'.42 However, since Tournebize was writing, more sources (and more

information about them) from the Mamluk Sultanate have become available, and the use

Tournebize made of these can be extended greatly.
A more recent introduction to the history of The Armenians, by Sirarpie Der

Nersessian, also has a chapter on the medueval kingdom.43 This nine-page chapter gives
only "the main outlines of the turbulent history" of the kingdom, and also looks at its
culture, and, interestingly, at its place within 'Europe'. The account of the period under
discussion in this thesis is very brief: the last century of the kingdom is covered
schematically, rather than chronologically. Nevertheless, it is an excellent summary of the
history of the realm, and Der Nersessian is very perceptive in her relation of the kingdom's
history with that of the Mongols. The book is intended for a popular audience, and this, and
its extreme brevity, entail there being no discussion or analysis of sources, and no

investigation into the historiography, be it 'pro-Armenian', or Arabic.44

37 Collected as: Fr. Tournebize, Histoire politique et religieuse tie I'Armenie, clepuis les origines des
Armeniens jusqu'd hi mart de leur dernier roi (I'tiri 1393) (P;uis 1910).

38 Histoire politique et religieuse, 220-28, 300-11.
39 For example, the theory that a taction of rebellious Armenians incited Bularghu to murder Het'um II

(.Histoire politique et religieuse, 228). On this, see Der Nersessian, 'Kingdom', 658, n50; and
below, pl36, n486.

40 For example, the date of al-Ashraf Khalil's assassination is given as in 1294 instead of 1293 (Histoire
politique et religieuse, 221); or, the elate of the murder of Het'um II and Lewon III, which was,
according to our sources, on November 17, 1307, he places a year and a day late (228).

41 For example, he discusses the internal politics of the Mtunluk Sultanate, and the effect of that on the
Armenian kingdom: Histoire politique et religieuse, 225.

42 One example of the latter: Histoire politique et religieuse, 221.
43 Sirarpie Der Nersessian, 'The Kingdom of Cilicia', in The Armenians (London 1969), 44-53.
44 Another, more recent general history, A.E. Redgate's The Armenians (Oxford 1998), should also be

mentioned. This is primarily concerned with the history and culture of the Armenians before the late
eleventh century, dealing with the following nine centuries only very briefly. Redgate, while paying
attention to the Cilician kingdom, is predominantly concerned with Armenia proper, the lands to the
north, and also pays a great deal of attention to literary, artistic or religious developments and
achievements. Only four short sentences deal with the politics of the period dealt with in this thesis,
yet Redgate manages to place the affairs of the kingdom well in the context of the currents of Middle
Eastern history, and the Mamluk and Mongol empires (261).
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Recent years have seen an increased interest in the study of the crusading movement after
1291.45 The fall of Acre and the expulsion of the Franks from Syria has come to be seen, as

it was at the time, as merely one event in a whole series: it was not necessarily to be an

ending, but also the beginning of a new phase in crusading. Crusades still left western

Europe, and crusading propaganda received a new impetus. Norman Housley, introducing
his study on The Later Crusades, argues that while the '"classical period' of crusading
(1095-1291) will probably always exert a greater appeal to both historians and readers ... the
'post-classical period' ... can assuredly no longer be relegated to concluding chapters or

appendices."46 Just as the Armenians of Cilicia are involved in the course of the earlier
crusades, so the history of their kingdom has had to be considered for this later period by
historians of the later crusades. While scholars of the Crusades are indeed increasingly
looking beyond the fall of Acre, there is often a lack of understanding of the history of the
Armenian kingdom, and its place in the network of political relations in the Near and Middle
East.

Housley, reasonably enough, deals with the Armenian kingdom in a chapter shared with
the kingdom of Cyprus. Inevitably, the affairs of Cyprus dominate, with the history of the
Armenian kingdom dealt with summarily in four pages.47 The political history of the period
dealt with in this thesis is covered in little more than one page, and while the account is an

excellent summary, Housley makes some assumptions that need to be tested by more

detailed study, such as his emphasis on "the great invasion of 1266", when others may have
been quite as traumatic.48 As is too frequently the case with works written from the point of
view of the crusades, rather than the Middle East itself, there are confusions when dealing
with aspects of the history of the region and the Armenian kingdom.49

This can be seen much more seriously in an important (and more detailed) recent work
on crusading policy from 1274 to 1314 by Sylvia Schein.50 Some of Schein's confusion is

simply a matter of getting basic facts wrong: for example, within the space of four pages,

45 Mention should perhaps he made of one work that deals with the region up until the Mamluk
conquests. Claude Cahen's La Syrie du nord, a I'epoque des croisades et la principaute franque
d'Antioche (Paris 1940), as its title suggests, deals with the history of the region before the capture
of Antioch by Baybars. Aptul from providing an interesting background survey to a study of a later
period, it also provides a long and very useful discussion of the country and the historical and
archaeological topography of the period (105-76).

46 Norman Housley, The Later Crusades: From Lyons to Alcazar, 1274-15S0 (Oxford 1992), 6.
47 Housley, Later Crusades, 178-82.
48 Housley, Later Crusades, 180.
49 Two rather petty but nevertheless indicative example of this are: his inaccurate date for Ghazan's

conversion to Islam, and his rather too obvious identification of this with a deterioration of relations
between tire Ilkhan and the Armenian king (1 let'urn's murder is almost presented as the direct result of
Ghazan's conversion); and an imprecision in the use of "Mongols" and "Tatars" in opposition to each
other - indeed, from the context it may be that he means "Turkmen" where he uses "Tatars"
(Housley, Later Crusades, 180).

50 Sylvia Schein, Fideles Cruris: The Papacy, the West, and the Recovery of the Holy Land 1274-
1314 (Oxford 1991).
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two different dates are given for Het'um II's assassination.51 Nevertheless, some of the
problems are due to a more serious misapprehension of the nature of events.52 A lack of
awareness of the long-term internal politics of the Armenian kingdom is also revealed, for
example in a discussion of attempts by Het'um II to move the Armenian Church into line
with that of Rome.53 At times the interpretation of the history of the kingdom is infected by
an unrealistically positive spin on events, perhaps because of a lack of sophistication in
dealing with the sources, or a reliance on the 'pro-Armenian' sources without the balance
provided by the Arabic ones.54 At one point, "Arab chroniclers" are cited as being in
support of an absurd claim made by a late Armenian source, but on inspection of the
citations, they do no such thing.55 It is clear that a better understanding of the history of the
Armenian kingdom, and of its place in the Middle East, and, perhaps most importantly, of
the nature of the available sources, including those written from the Mamluk point of view,
would be desirable.

51 Schcin, Fideles Cruris: "Hetouin II of Lesser Armenia, murdered on 13 August 1307..."(211); "the
assassination of Hetoum II and Leo IV (17 November 1307)" (214). The latter date is that given in
the sources.

52 Schein (Fideles Cruris, 214) writes of "[t]he coup of the Mongol chieftain Bilargou, a Moslem
fanatic, which ended in the assassination of Iletoum II and Leo IV (17 November 1307), put an end to
the friendly relations between Lesser Armenia and the Mongols of Persia which existed under Hetoum
II." This is to some considerable extent a simplification: while Bularghu's faith may have sparked
off his murder, there were other factors involved, and his actions can hardly be called a 'coup'. The
murder itself by no means ended the "friendly relations" between the Ilkhans and the Armenian kings:
it was Oljeitii himself who punished Buhughu. See below, "The Murder of Het'um", ppl35-42.

53 Schein (Fideles Cruris, 195) writes of "the emergence of a unionist parly in the kingdom" around
1306-7, ignoring tire previous century of debate of the issue.

54 For example, Schein, Fideles Cruris, 195:
"After lite death of Ghazan (17 May 1304), the Egyptians renewed their raids against
Armenia. Between the years 1300 and 1304, William of Villaret the master-general of the
Hospital twice brought ;iid to Lesser Armenia. In the summer of 1305 an Egyptian army of
3,000 men advanced as far as Tarsus, but was defeated and cut to pieces by King Hetoum
near Ayas (17 July 1305). Thereupon the sultan hastened to conclude a truce with
Armenia."

Ignoring die rather confused chronology of the passage, one can identify clearly die influence of
Hayton's 'Flor', which is, indeed, cited here as Schein's source. While it is true that the death of
Ghazan does mark a lessening of the Mongol threat to Syria, the Mamluks had not ceased raiding
Cilicia during his lifetime. The victory referred to was primarily the work of Het'um's Mongol
protectors, and the subsequent truce was (he result of Het'um's anxiety at possible Mamluk
repercussions: it was he, not the sultan, who "hastened to conclude a Uuce" (on diis, see below, "The
Mamluk raid into Cilicia (704-5/1305-6)", pp 129-34).

55 Schein, Fideles Cruris, 163: "According to ;m Armenian source confirmed by Arab chroniclers,
Hetoum II with a small force reached the outskirts of Cairo and then spent some fifteen days in
Jerusalem visiting the Holy Places." The Armenian source cited is the RHC Arm., I version of the
'Chronicle of the Kingdom', but this passage was in fact inserted into the translation of the chronicle
by its editor, Dulaurier, and originates in the (unreliable) work of Nerses Balienc' (on Nerses'
treadnent of this episode, see below, pp 113-14, and n351). The "Arab chroniclers" cited are Mufaddal
(actually a Copt; the edition of Blochct), al-Maqrizi (Quatremere's translation) and al-Nuwayri. None
of these sources confirm Nerses' story in any way; in fact, as is not made clear in the relevant
footnote, it is not the text of al-Nuwayri that is cited, but D.P. Little's discussion of tire writer in his
Introduction to Mamluk Historiography (Montreal 1970; 24-27), and in that there is absolutely no
mention made of any Armenian involvement at all in the events of the year. It is disappointing to
find such a cavalier attitude to the Arabic source material.
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While the well-known Armenian sources have been available in the Recueil des historiens

des croisades: Documents armeniens56 since the beginning of this century, and have been
well used, in some cases they have been over-relied on, or followed too closely. Echoes of
Hayton's Flor des estoires especially can be found in many works that touch on the
kingdom, while this is an extremely tendentious work, designed to be a piece of
propaganda. One recent writer even confuses the author of the Flor with his namesake who
was then king of the Armenians.57

Unfortunately, the 'pro-Armenian' sources can be problematic, and, worse, the
information they provide may be unclear or sparse. Many writers have sought to make use

of some of the sources available from the 'other side', from the Mamluk Sultanate, if only

relying on translations, some of which themselves are rather problematic. All too often,
however, writers have privileged the 'pro-Armenian' sources over the Arabic ones, using
the latter merely for supporting detail. While editions of Arabic historical works from the
Mamluk period have continued to be produced, and the works themselves and the
historiography of the period in general to be studied with ever greater attention,58 many

writers on the subject of Cilicia and its Armenian kingdom still rely exclusively on

translations a century or more old. Nevertheless, the new studies and new editions can

provide a new and largely unutilised body of source material. These sources can be mined
for new information relevant to the history of the Armenian kingdom, to provide a greater
breadth or depth to our knowledge of events, as well as, perhaps, new perspectives. The
Arabic and 'pro-Armenian' sources can be used together, compared and contrasted, to

provide what is hopefully a more reasonable and balanced view of the history of the relations
of the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia and the Mamluk Sultanate.

Two works, by Canard and Scott, have looked in detail at this topic. Marius Canard's 'Le
royaume d'Armenie-Cilicie et les Mamelouks jusqu'au traite de 1285' appeared in 1967.59
Canard makes use of a wide range of Arabic sources,60 and Armenian sources in French or

Russian translation. He is aware of the limitations of Armenian sources - such as Hayton's

56 The second volume also contains works, such as Ilayton's Flor, that by Jean Dardel, and the Gestes des
Chiprois, in other languages, but closely aligned to the Armenian point of view. In this thesis, I
have grouped together the sources written by or sympathetic to the Armenians as 'pro-Armenian'.

57 Bruce T. Becbe, "Edward 1 and the Crusades" (Ph.D. Thesis, St Andrews 1971), 254: "King Hayton II
of Armenia, for example, advocated the launching of limited expeditions from Cilicia and Asia Minor
in order to secure advance bases for reconqucst." In note 1 he cites: "King Hetoum of Armenia, "La
Flor des Estoires," RIIC arm, ii. pp. 243-276."

58 A landmark work on the historiography of the Mamluk Sultanate is D.P. Little, An Introduction to
Mamluk Historiography: An Analysis of Arabic Annalislic and Biographical Sources for the
Reign of al-Malik an-Nasir Muhammad ibn Qald'un (Montreal 1970).

59 Revue des etudes armeniennes, iv (1967): 217-59. The article finishes with a translation, but no
detailed discussion, of the truce of 684/1285 (248-58). It has been reprinted as article VII in Canard's
L'Expansion arabo-islamique et ses repercussions (London 1974).

60 Arabic writers whose work is frequently cited include Ibn Shaddad, Ibn al-Shihna, Abu Shama,
Mufaddal, Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir, and al-Maqrizi.
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Flor61 - and uses the Arabic sources both as a means of checking details given by the
Armenians,62 and as of value themselves. His method is to compare the accounts of
different Arabic sources from the Marnluk Sultanate, with each other and with pro-Armenian
sources, and then to propose a synthesis. He shows great awareness of the wider history of
the region, relating events of direct concern to the Armenian kingdom to events, for
example, concerning the Mongols - the history of the Armenian kingdom's relations with
the Mamluks is also firmly placed within the context of the wider Mamluk-Mongol conflict.
Canard's methodology in this article has served as a model and as an inspiration for this
thesis.63

Richard Scott's Master's thesis, "Mamluk-Armenian Relations during the Bahri Period
to the Fall of Sis, 1250-1375", also looks at this topic, but for a longer period.64 In his
introduction, Scott notes the opinion of Dulaurier, the editor of the first Armenian volume of
the Recueil des historiens des croisades, that "Arabic, Greek and Latin historians have left

us much material on central and southern Syria, but little on Cilicia", but counters that
"Arabic sources do indeed contain a good deal of information on Cilician Armenia, at least in
as much as it came into contact with the Mamluks".65 Scott then continues to prove this
point. His surveying of the primary source material is extremely impressive,66 but the
analysis of events, understandably, is much weaker and more simplistic than in Canard's
article. His emphasis is on what the Arabic sources contain, not on trying to create a

synthesis, or a conjunction between the Arabic and non-Arabic sources. While he does
make use of the non-Arabic sources, his thesis is perhaps too reliant on the Arabic texts, and

61 See, for example, 'Le royaume', 218.
62 For example, lie is able to give dates lor Met'um l's attempt to assist in a Mongol siege of al-BIra by

looking at al-Maqrizi's Suluk ('Le royaume', 225, and n39).
63 Canard finishes the article by expressing the ambition that "[w]e shall study these events up to the

conquest of Cilician Armenia by the Mamluks in 1375 in another article" (my translation; 'Le
royaume', 259). Unfortunately, this follow-up litis not appeared. The first section of this thesis
("From the Rise of the Mamluks to the Truce of 684/1285", below, pp35-50) covers the same period
as Canard's article. I have sought to summarise his arguments, while adding supplementary details
from recent secondary scholarship, or from sources not consulted (for example, the Hyderabad edition
of al-Yunini) or not available to Canard.

64 Richard J. Scott, "Mamluk-Armenian Relations during the Bahri Period to the Fall of Sis, 1250-1375"
(Master's thesis, McGill University, Montreal 1981).

65 "Relations", 11.
66 As with this thesis, Scott confines himself to the published sources (see "Relations", 24). This means

that certain editions published in the last twenty years were not available to him, such as, for
example, Li Guo's edition and translation of an important section of al-Yunini's Dhayl, in his Early
Mamluk Syrian Historiography: Al-Yunini's Dhayl Mir'at al-zamdn (2 vols., Leiden 1998).

One of these publications in particular has made the period of the reign of King Het'um II especially
auspicious for a study of the relations between the Armenian kingdom ;uid the Mamluks. The work
of the historian al-'Ayni has become increasingly highly regarded by modern scholars, for tire amount
of material he provides, but also because of his fidelity to his own sources, and his habit of clearly
citing them (see, for example, Little, Introduction, 80-87). An edition of his 'Iqcl al-Jumdn has
been long overdue, and recently a strut has been made on producing one: the published volumes so
far only cover the period up to just after the death of Het'uin II (M.M. Atnin (ed.), 'Iqd al-Jumdn ft
Tdrikh Ahl al-Zanuin; 4 vols, to date, Cairo 1987-90). When later volumes appear, we will have
much greater access to the study of the later fourteenth century.
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on occasion could be improved by an increased input from other sources, or from increased
knowledge of the topography (and toponymy) of the region. At times this makes him
unaware, or at least reluctant to deal with, problems in the Arabic sources.67 His thesis
reads like an overview of what the sources say, with little attempt to break up, and break
down, the source material: he seems content to follow the path laid by each of the sources.

At times he does not go into very great detail, and while he is very strong on the reigns of
Baybars and Qalawun, the period from the death of the latter to the murder of Het'um II is
covered in only twelve pages.68

The Armenian kingdom did not exist in a vacuum, and it is important to consider the wider
history of the region when considering its history.69 The end of the seventh/thirteenth
century and the beginning of the eighth/fourteenth was clearly a very important period in the
development of the Middle East. The period saw the rise to superpower status of the
Mamluk Sultanate; the disappearance of the Seljuk Sultanate of Rum; the conversion of the
Mongol Ilkhans, and the end of their policy of expansion into Syria; and the extirpation of
the Franks from the mainland of the Middle East. These years saw the reign in Cilicia of
Het'um II, which was a turbulent period even by tire standards of the Armenian kingdom. It
marks a confirmation of the Armenian kingdom's inherent weakness before the might of the
Mamluks, and important developments in the relationship of the Armenians and the
Mongols. A study of the history of the Armenian kingdom and its relations with the
Mamluks in this period should clearly be rewarding.

Sources

In this study I have sought to demonstrate the potential value of the Arabic sources from the
Mamluk Sultanate, and I have limited myself to those that are widely available in printed
editions. These sources have been the subject of some recent study, and I do not propose to

67 An example of this can be seen in his lack of awareness of the problems with "Qal'at Nujayma and
Humays" ("Relations", 138-39), on which, see below, pp93-94.

68 Indeed, Scott deals with the murder of 1 let'um II in only one short sentence ("Relations", 143; on this
assasination, see below, pp 135-42). While he does deal with some campaigns in detail, the capture
of Hromgla/Qal'at al-Rum, for example, is dealt with in two paragraphs ("Relations", 133-34; on
this campaign, see below, pp57-66). Scott gives a very brief account ("Relations", 140-41) of
Ghazan's invasions of Syria, with only tin occasional reference to Armenian involvement, even
though their role was interesting, of significance, and discussed tit length by the Arabic sources (for
example, the sacking of al-Salihiyya; on which, see below, pp 111-13).

69 In this context it should be noted that recent years have seen the publication of important new
accessible studies on the history of the Middle East, and especially the Mtunluk Sultanate, in this
period. Two such tire Robert Irwin, The Middle East in the Middle Ages: The Early Mamluk
Sultanate 1250-13S2 (London 1986); and P.M. Holt, The Age of the Crusades: the Near East
from the eleventh century to 1517 (London 1986). Another more detailed study, on Mamluk-
Mongol relations but of much wider significance, is that by Reuven Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and
Mamluks: The Mamluk-llkhdnid war, 1260-1281 (Cambridge 1995).
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look at them here in superfluous detail.70 Therefore, I will here only briefly introduce them,
and the other sources I have consulted.

Foremost among the Arabic sources 1 have used is al-'Ayni (762-855/1361-1451), a Cairene
qadl, courtier and scholar. While a comparatively late source, his general history, the 'Iqd
al-jumanfi ta'rikh ahl al-zamdn, reliably preserves the accounts of earlier writers, and at

great length.71 He is not afraid to present versions of events that may be contradictory to
each other, which allows us to reach our own conclusions. It is to be hoped that more

volumes of the edition of the 'Iqd soon appear: fortunately, those already available just
cover the period of this thesis. Another, more famous, writer from the same era of use is al-
Maqrlzl (766-845/1364-1442), a professional scholar in Cairo, and a rival of al-'Ayni's.
His history of the Ayyubid and Mamluk dynasties, the Kited) al-suluk li-ma 'rifa duwal al-
muluk, is available for the period covered by this thesis both in a well-respected twentieth
century edition, and in a mid-nineteenth century French translation.72 Doubts have been
raised about the ultimate value of the Snliik, given al-Maqrizt's possibly questionable
methodology,73 but it still remains useful, if only because of the amount of material collected
therein.

Closer to the period studied is Abu'l-Fida' (672-732/1273-1331), author of a universal
chronicle, al-Mukhtasur fi akhbdr al-bashar. His account, available in a recent English
translation by Holt, is frequently that of an eyewitness: as an Ayyubid prince, and later the
ruler of Hama, he accompanied many important Mamluk military expeditions.74 It was not

only his position that led to him being well-informed, but also it seems an innate interest in
politics and history: for example, he shows a surprising degree of knowledge concerning
the internal affairs of the Armenian kingdom.

Also contemporary to the events they describe were two Syrian writers, representatives
of one of the important schools of Mamluk historiography, based in Damascus: al-Jazari
(658-739/1260-1338) and al-Yunini (640-726/1242-1326). Their chronicles are inextricably
linked, and of great value.75 ll is unfortunate that al-Jazari's Hawadith al-zamdn is
incomplete, and that al-Yunmi's Dhayl mirat al-zamdn fi ta'rikh al-a'yan is only partially

70 For example, see Little, Introduction. Most of the Arabic writers used here have entries in the new
edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden I960-present).

71 M.M. Amin (ed.), 4 vols, to date (Cairo 1987-92).
72 M.M. Ziyada and S.'A.-F. Ashur (cds.), 4 vols. (Cairo 1934-73); E. Quatremdre (part ed. & tr.),

Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks de I'Egypte, 2 vols, in 4 parts (Paris 1837-54).
73 On this, and on al-MaqrizI in general, sec Little, Introduction, 76-80; and Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and

Mamluks, 5 ("al-Maqrizi often did his work in a haphazard manner, distorting the meaning of his
source").

74 P.M. Holt (extracts tr.), The Memoirs of a Syrian Prince: (672-732/1273-1331) (Wiesbaden 1983).
Also worthy of mention is his geographical work, the Tatjwim al-hulddn (J.T. Reinaud and W.
MacGuckin de Slane (cds.); Paris 1840).

75 Al-Yunlni is notably included as among those sources Irwin suggests require publication: Middle
East, page iii.
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available, and that mostly in unsatisfactory editions.76 Nevertheless, what is available is of
some interest, and often appears to be a foundation for the versions of later writers, such as

al-Maqrizi.
Several other writers, all working in Egypt in the first half of the eighth/fourteenth

century, deserve mention. Mufaddal ibn Abl'l-Fada'il, a Copt, wrote a continuation to an

earlier history entitled al-Nahj al-sadld wa'l-durr al-farid fundi ba'd ta'rlkh Ibn al-'Amld,
which covers the period 658-741/1260-13 48.77 We know little about Mufaddal, but his
Nahj contains much interesting detail, and is distinguished by a coherent organisation. Ibn
al-Dawadari is also a shadowy figure, but had connections witli the Mamluk regime and may

himself have been a Mamluk official. His universal chronicle, completed in 736/1335, the
Durar al-tljdn, is unpublished for this period, but his own abbreviation of it, the Kanz al-
durar, has been edited.78 Better known are two slightly earlier writers who were themselves
sources for those writing after, but whose work is not fully available: Baybars al-Mansuri,
and al-Nuwayri. The former was a Mamluk general, who died in old age in 725/1325, the
author of two main historical works, Zubdat al-fikra ft ta'rikh al-hijra, covering the period
up to 724/1324, and the shorter Tuhfa al-mulukiyya fi'l-dawla al-turkiyya. Al-Nuwayri
(677-733/1279-1333) was an administrator and then a professional scholar, the author of a

vast encyclopaedia, not all of which has been yet edited, Nihdyat al-arab fifunun al-adab.
Extracts from the work of both al-Nuwayri and Baybars al-Mansuri, covering the years 694-
98/1294-98, have been edited and published by Elham.79

'Izz al-Din Ibn Shaddad (613-84/1217-85), a biographer of Baybars, also wrote on the
historical topography of Syria and the Jazira, in al-A'Idq al-khatira fi dhikr umara' al-
Shdun wa'l-Jazira. Relevant sections have recently been translated into French, by Edde-
Terrasse.80 This has provided much background information on places mentioned in the
sources, as well as some historical detail. Also of use have been the biographies collected
by Ibn al-Suqa'I (died, in Damascus, in 726/1325), in the Tall kitdb wafayat al-a'ydn.
This has also recently been edited and translated into French.81

76 On the problems with the editions of al-Yiinlni, see Li Guo, Early Mamluk Syrian Historiography:
al-Yunini's Dhayl, i, 3-5. Al-Jazari's Hawdulith has been summarised and partially translated by
Sauvaget, La Clironique de Damas d'al-Jazari (amices 689-698) (Paris 1949). The first half of al-
Yunini's Dhayl was published in Hyderabad, 4 vols. (1954-61).

77 The period from 1259-1317 was translated and edited by E. Blochet as '1 Iistoire des Sultans mamlouks',
in Patrologia Orientalis, xii, xiv, and xx (1919-28). The rest of the Nahj is edited and translated by
S. Kortantamer, Agypten und Syricn zwisclien 1314 und 1341 in der Chronik des Mufaddal b.
Aln l-Fada'il (Freiburg 1973).

78 Volume 8 covers the period 648-698/1250-99, U. Haarmann (ed.) (Freiburg 1971); the reign of al-Nasir
Muhammad is in volume 9, II.R. Roemer (ed.) (Cairo 1960).

79 M. Elham, Kitbuga und Login: Studicn zur Mamluken-Geschichte nach Baibars al-Mansuri und
an-Nuwairi (Freiburg 1977).

80 A.-M. Edde-Terrasse (tr.), Description de la Syrie dit Nord (Dtunascus 1984).
81 Ibn al-Suqa'i, Tali kitdb wafaydt al-a'ydn, J. Sublet (ed. & tr.) (Dtunascus 1974).
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Foremost among the Armenian sources for this period must be La Flor des Estoires de la
Terre d'Orient of Het'um, or Hayton, of Gorigos. This was actually dictated by Hayton in
French, to a clerk who then translated it into Latin (Flos Historiarum Terre Orientis), for

presentation to Pope Clement V, in August, 1307.82 The first three books describe the lands
of the East, and deal with the history of the Mongols, including passages of some relevance
for the history of the Armenian kingdom, many of which Hayton claims to be a witness to;
the fourth book is essentially a treatise advocating a passagium. aimed at recapturing the
Holy Land.83 The intended Papal audience, the 'political' aim of the work, and Hayton's
own involvement in the politics of both the Armenian kingdom and Cyprus,84 are all factors
that lead the reader to question the reliability of the Flor. Nevertheless, bearing these
problems in mind, the Flor does provide much information, which can in the least be
compared with other sources. Hayton was also responsible for the brief and incomplete,
though occasionally informative, entries in a 'Chronological Table', edited and translated
into French from the Armenian by Dulaurier.85

Another figure of some importance in the history of the Armenian kingdom who has left
us, amongst other works, a chronicle based in part on eyewitness observation, is the
Constable Smpad, the brother of Het'um I. There have been recent French and English
translations of this chronicle, but these versions end in the 1270s:86 Smpad himself died in
1276. The work was also translated by Dulaurier, in the Recueil des historiens des
croisades, with an anonymous continuation up to the 1330s, as the Chronicle of the
Kingdom of Little Armeniaf1 Many of the notices recorded by the continuer are very

brief, but even these can be help fid.

82 Both the French and Latin versions, willi variants, are published, in the Recueil des historiens des
croisades: Documents Armenians, II, 113-253 [French], 255-366 [Latin], Throughout this thesis I
have called this writer Hayton, rather than Ilcl'uin, in order to distinguish him from his namesake,
the Armenian king.

83 On this aspect of Hayton's Flor, and on other such treatises, see Schein, Fideles Crucis, especially
195.

84 In 1307 Hayton was not only in exile from Cilicia, but was also acting as the Cypriot Regent
Amaury's representative at the Papal Curia, in the controversy over Amaury's removal of his brother
King Ilenry II. On this aspect of Hayton, see D.D. Bundy, 'Het'um's La Flor des Estoires de la
Terre d'Orient: A Study in Medieval Armenian Historiography and Propaganda', REA, xx (1986-
7):223-235.

85 Ed. Dulaurier (ed. & tr.), 'Table Chronologique, de Ilelhoum, comte de Gor'igos', RHC Arm., I, 461-
90. R.W. Thomson (A Bibliography of Classical Armenian Literature to 1500 AD (Turnhout
1995), 139) attributes this work to King Ilel'um II himself, which seems unlikely, given the content
of some of the entries, not least that concerning the murder of Het'um.

86 S. Der Nersessian (tr.), 'The Armenian Chronicle of the Constable Smpad or of the "Royal Historian"',
Dumbarton Oaks Papers xiii (1959): 143-68; G. Dedeyan (tr.), La Chronique Attribute au
Connetable Smbat (Paris 1980).

87 Ed. Dulaurier (ed. & tr.), 'Chronique du royaume de la Petite Armenie, par le Connetable Sempad',
RHC Arm., I, 605-72. This edition also includes excerpts from the work of Nerses Balienc', a writer
from the later fourteenth century: these extracts are often very full, and are certainly very interesting,
if of dubious accuracy. On Nerses Balienc', see Dulaurier's introduction to Smpad's chronicle (RHC
Arm., I, 608-9, and n 1), and Thomson, Bibliography of Classical Armenian Literature, 178
(transliterated as if standard, or classical, Armenian, as Nerses Palienc').
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Other Armenian sources furnish the occasional detail. I have made use of two

continuations of the chronicle of Samuel Anec'i, or Samuel of Ani. The details provided in
the Chronography edited and translated by Dulaurier are generally, with the occasional
exception, brief, but are much more full than the simple entries in the Chronological Tables
translated by Brosset.88 Of some interest is the collection of Armenian manuscript
colophons translated by Sanjian.89 These often help with points of dating and titles, for
example, and by their nature give what are the frequently fascinating opinions on events of
contemporary scribes. The shifting attitude of the Armenians to the Ilkhans is one area

revealed by some of the extracts.
The Gestes des Chiprois also adds some information of interest, for example relating to

the Ilkhans' invasions of Syria, and even the internal affairs of the Armenian kingdom.90
The compiler of this, the author of the later section relevant here, who may have been a

Templar, lived in Cyprus at the time covered in this thesis. Given this contemporary status,
and the close relations between the Armenian and Cypriot kingdoms, it is well worth paying
attention to his account. Another contemporary account is provided by the important
Jacobite ecclesiastic known as Bar Hebraeus, who, from his studies and his posts, knew the
Middle East well. He died in Maragha in 685/1286, but his Syriac Chronography was

continued, perhaps by his own brother, until 696/1297, and has been translated by Budge.91
The accounts of visitors to the eastern Mediterranean, such as Jean de Joinville or Marco

Polo, have also provided the occasional detail.92

While 'historical' written sources have inevitably been the mainstay of this thesis, other
sources of information have also proved useful. The physical remnants of the Armenian
kingdom can also contribute to an understanding of its history. My visit to the region in the
autumn of 1997, to many of the sites mentioned in this thesis, and also to see the terrain
covered by the kingdom, has given me some importants insights, and contributed extremely
positively to my understanding of the written sources. Also of some use in assessing the

88 Ed. Dulaurier (ed. & tr.), 'Extrait de la Chronographie de Samuel d'Ani', RHC Arm., I, 445-68; M.
Brosset (tr.), 'Samouel d'Ani, Tables Chronologiques', in Collection d'historiens armeniens, II (St.
Petersburg 1876), 339-483.

89 A.K. Sanjian (tr.), Colophons of Armenian Manuscripts. 1301-1480 (Cambridge, Mass. 1969). It is
unfortunate that Sanjian's selection begins so late.

90 Two editions of the Gestes were consulted: G. Raynaud (ed.), Les Gestes des Chiprois: recueil de
chroniques frangaises ecrites en orient mix Xllle el XlVe siecles (Societe de l'orient latin: serie
historique; Geneva 1887, reprinted, Osnabruck 1968); and G. Paris and L. de Mas Latrie (eds.), RHC
Arm., II, 651-872. Throughout the text, unless specifically stated, references to the Gestes des
Chiprois are to die former.

91 E.A.W. Budge (ed. & tr.), The Chronograph)' of [Gregory Abu'I Fa raj, the son of Aaron, the
Hebrew Physician commonly known asI Bar Hebraeus, being the first part of his Political
History of the World, 1 (translation) (London 1932).

92 'The Life of Saint Louis', in Joinville and Villchardouin, Chronicles of the Crusades, M.R.B. Shaw
(tr.) (Harmondsworth 1963); R.E. Latham (tr.). The Travels of Marco Polo (I larmondsworth 1958).
Marco Polo was in Ayas at the time of Bay bars' invasion of Cilicia of 673/1274-5 (Latham,
Travels, 39).
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impact of the conflict with the Mamluks on the Armenian kingdom has been the work of
scholars looking at the coinage of the kingdom, notably Paul Bedoukian.93

Of the literary sources discussed here, the latter, 'pro-Armenian', ones are those traditionally
used by historians of the Armenian kingdom. In this thesis I aim to demonstrate the great

potential value of other sources, the work of Arabic writers from the Mamluk Sultanate.

The Geography of the Armenian Kingdom
The area settled by the Armenians emigrating from their ancestral homelands, the
mountainous country in the southern Caucasus and to the north of Lake Van, in the tenth and
subsequent centuries was much wider than the area later covered by the Armenian kingdom
of the Rupenids and Het'umids, even when at its height. By the later eleventh century
Armenian governors controlled a vast area, which included Malatya, Marash, Edessa and
Antioch. Much of this territory later came under the control of the crusaders, but some was

later included in the lands of the Armenian kingdom in the thirteenth century. Especially in
the later thirteenth century, after Hiilegii's conquests and distribution of lands, it is perhaps
misleading to refer to the Armenian kingdom, centred in Cilicia as it was, as being merely
"of Cilicia", or "Cilician".94 The Armenian king ruled lands away in the eastern Taurus
mountains, to the banks of the Euphrates, in what is the extreme north of Syria.

93 See, for example, B.Z. Bedoukian, The Coinage of Cilician Armenia (Danbury 1979).
94 Throughout this thesis I have tried not to use these terms, and especially the 'Cilician Kingdom of

Armenia' construction. 1 have sought to avoid the problem of the lack of a single geographical
designation for die area covered by the kingdom by calling it the "Armenian kingdom". It should be
noted that, of contemporary sources, only the 'Western' name the kingdom as "Armenia", such as the
Gestes des Chiprois' reference to the "royaume d'Hrmenie". Jean Dardel calls the region of the
kingdom "la basse Armenye", as opposed to "la haulte Armenye", the Armenian homeland. Hayton,
very interestingly, calls the kingdom Cilicia, but states that "[vjerily, this province of Cilicia is
known as Armenia" ('Flor', 134 [French], 273 [Latin]). Armenian writers, such as Samuel of Ani or
the Constable Smpad, call the region Cilicia (Kilikia, Giligia, etc.), although the ruler himself may
be termed "king of Armenia". The writers of the colophons collected by Sanjian, even those in
Cilicia itself, call the province Cilicia, and its ruler the "king of the Armenians"; tire legend on coins
from the kingdom describes the ruler in the same way, or even as "king of till the Armenians" (see
Bedoukian, Coinage, 87, etc.). The Arabic writers used in this thesis never call the kingdom
'Armenia', but always hildd sis, the "land of Sis", and at times merely sis itself serves for the whole
kingdom as well as its capital (a not uncommon, but potentially confusing practice); occasionally
there is a reference to "the territory of the Armenians". While they arc aware that he and his subjects
are Armenians, the king is called sahib sis. "lord of Sis", or even takfur malik sis, "Takfur
[doubtless a derivation of the Armenian for king, t'agawor] king of Sis" (for example, al-Maqrizi,
Suluk, I:iii, 949).

On this topic, it should be noted that it is difficult to establish which national or religious groups were
resident in the Armenian kingdom, llayton ('Flor', 134-35 [French]; 273 [Latin]) describes the
inhabitants of his "kingdom of Syria", of which Cilicia is the fourth p;ut, as "Greeks, Armenians,
Jacobites, Nestorians, Saracens [in the Latin version only], and another two Christian nations, ...

Syrians and Maronites", the hitter two groups explained as Arabic-speaking, and following the Greek
and Jacobite rites respectively; but this does not help us with regard to the Armenian kingdom alone.
The Arabic writers seem to refer only to Armenians as inhabitants of the kingdom: Armenian
soldiers took part in the Mongol raids; Armenian ambassadors were sent to the Sultan; the nobles of
the kingdom were the "amirs of the Armenians" (for extunple, al-'Ayni, Tqd, iv, 301); castles are "in
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Nevertheless, Ciiicia was the main, and most important, part of the kingdom. Cilieia lies
around and to the north and west of the Gulf of Alexandretta/iskenderun, and the very north¬
eastern corner of the Mediterranean Sea. To its north is the Anatolian plateau, Syria to the
south and east. The Cilician plain (Classical Ciiicia Pedicts, in Turkish Cukorova) is fertile,
and in summer very hot: the climate is characteristically Mediterranean, and modern
irrigation programmes have led to citrus plantations, and cotton is still a major product. The
plain is drained by two main rivers and their tributaries, the Seyhan (Arabic Sayhan,
Classical Sarus) and the Ceyhan (Armenian Chahan, Arabic Jayhan, Classical Pyramus).
The main cities of the area lie in this plain, Tarsus, Adana (farther west, on the Seyhan),
Msis (Turkish Misis, Arabic al-Massisa, Classical Mopsuestia or Mamistra, on the Ceyhan),
Sis (today Kozan, to the north), and Ayas (Classical Aigai, Turkish Yumurtalik) on the west
side of the Gulf of Alexandrella.95 However, at the time of the Armenian kingdom, it seems

that these cities, with the possible exception of Ayas, were often little more than trading
depots, with only small populations sheltering within dilapidated walls:96 it is likely that the
kingdom was overwhelmingly rural in its population, and that this was more concentrated in
the mountain valleys than the plain.97 It is possible that it was the small population of the
Cilician cities that enabled them to be so repeatedly sacked by Mamluk armies: they only
maintained a low level of urbanisation, that was easier to revive than would have been a

more sophisticated settlement.9S

the land of the Armenians" (for example, al-'Aynl, 7c/<7, iii, 422), or tire garrisoned by Armenians.
While these tire till references to nobles or soldiers, the Arabic sources also refer to Armenians,
presumably civilians, who gather in or near (a valley "full with Armenians": al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii,
840) a castle in the lace of Mamluk attack, and prisoners massacred by a Mamluk raiding party
returning from Ciiicia me those who had been "captured from the Armenians" (al-Maqrizi, Suluk,
Iriii, 839). The kingdom was the "land of the Armenians", its population the "Armenian people of
Sis" (for example, al-Maqrizi, Suluk, Iriii, 784: a reference to the holders of Behesni, in the eastern
Taurus).

95 Alexandretta (Arabic Iskandertina, Turkish iskcnderun) itself, on its east coast of its gulf, and the
modem port city of Mcrsin/iyel at the south-western corner of the Cilician plain, were not of such
importance during the period of the Armenian kingdom as they tire today.

96 In the course of the thirteenth century, the Genoese and Venetians were granted rights to warehouses in
Tarsus, Sis, and Msis, and Msis only, respectively, but it seems that their settlement was
concentrated overwhelmingly in Ayas. The account of the thirteenth century traveller Wilbrand von
Oldenburg implies that of the Cilician cities, only Tarsus had any substantial population; this may
have been predominantly Greek, rather than Armenian (see Edwards, Fortifications, 43-45). Marco
Polo describes Ayas as a "busy emporium" (Latham, '/'ravels, 46).

97 On this point, see Edwards, Fortifications, 43-46.
98 It is also conceivable that the plain was unattractive for settlement not only because of the insecurity

caused by the Mamluk menace, but because of the threat of malarial disease in the marshy lowlands.
It should be stressed that I have discovered no evidence to support this argument, but it is clear that
other areas of the Mediterranean littoral were depopulated for this reason in the post-Classical period,
so this process could at least be considered for Ciiicia as well. Marco Polo does refer to Ciiicia as
having a humid and "far from healthy" climate (Latham, Travels, 46), which may support the dieory
of malaria contributing to the lack of urbanisation in Ciiicia in this period.

Stephen Hill (The Early Byzantine Churches of Ciiicia and Isauria (Aldershot 1996), 6-10) discusses
the decline in urban populations in Ciiicia in the early Mediteval period, and the conversion of the
townspeople, over time, into transhuman! mountain-dwellers. This process he relates to a decline in
the size and qutility of churches being built in hitherto urban areas.
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While the Cilician plain is largely flat, with only the occasional outcrop (as at

Anawarza/Anavarza/'Ayn Zarba/Anazarhos), the mountains that separate it from the rest of
what is today Turkey are imposing, densely forested, and difficult to cross. In the west of
Cilicia the Taurus mountains extend close to the coast, and the main settlements occur where

a valley enters the sea, as with the Goksii/Calycadnus at Silifke (Seleucia). Other important

ports in this region include Anamur to the west and Kizkalesi (Armenian Gorigos, Classical
Korykos or Corycus) just to the east of Silifke. This mountainous area is very isolated, and
even the modern road that skirts the coast from Alanya to Silifke is extremely winding, and
still in places very rough, doubtless where landslides have caused damage or diversion.
While a road from Silifke heads north up the canyon of the Goksii towards Karaman and
Konya (Ikonion), the main road into Cilicia from the north-west, in the historical period as

well as today, runs through the "Cilician Gates" (or Pylw Cilicia') north of Tarsus." Sis
itself is at the southern end of another, minor, route across the mountains, north past Vahka
(one of the earliest fortresses of the Rupenids in Cilicia, today Feke Kalesi). The great
rivers that cut through the mountains from Cappadocia run through steep gorges, and the
viable passes, then as now, often avoid what might seem the obvious routes along the river

valleys.100 To the east of Cilicia, the mountains, while still imposing, are not so impassible,
and there are minor routes through the eastern Taurus, such as that from Kadirli, east of Sis,
to Marash and thence to Gbksun or Elhistan.101 The Amanus range (the Nur Daglan or

Jabal al-Lukkam), though less impressive than the Taurus, still acts as a hairier to the south¬
eastern side of Cilicia. While there are other routes, under ideal conditions, across these
mountains from Syria, in practice there are only two important passes. The pass of Belen or

the "Syrian Gates" is the southerly of the two, and is guarded on its eastern side by the castle
of Baghras, from which comes the name often given the pass by Arabic writers.102 In order
to enter Cilicia proper from this pass, a traveller must also go through the Portella, a defile

90 In fact, the modem highway between Tarsus and Pozanti runs through a cutting just to die east of the
historical Cilician Gates, which are at Giilek Bogazi, a name possibly derived from die Armenian
name for the Cilician Gates, the pass of Guglag.

100 D.G. Hogarth points out that the rivers that rise north of the main chain of the Taurus "strike straight
through the hills by gorges often impassible even on foot", at the end of the nineteenth century
('Passes of the Eastern Taurus and Anti-Taurus', Royal Geographical Society - Supplementary
Papers hi, part V:I (1893): 643-78; 656-57).

101 Hogarth ('Passes', 657) states that "[l]hrough the whole system [that is, the Taurus and the Anti-
Taurus] from die Bulgar Dagh [the Bolkar Daglan, the range at the west end of Cilicia] to the
Euphrates, nature and man have rendered only six roads practicable for anydiing less agile than a goat
or a Zeitunli Armenian [a nation then famous for indomitable bravery and independence of spirit]".
These six routes are listed as: the Cilician Gales: the pass from Sis north into the Anti-Taurus,
which bifurcates to Vahga/l-eke and Hajin: from Marash to Gdksun/Coxon; Marash to
Zeytun/Siileymanh; Marash to Elbislan; from Marash or Samsat, via Behesni/Besni north towards
Melden/Melidne/Malatya.

102 The modern road through the pass of Belen does not pass by Baghras. William Ainsworth, writing
early in the nineteenth century ('Notes Upon the Comparative Geography of the Cilician and Syrian
Gates', Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London (1838): 185-95; it should be noted
that Ainsworth's "Cilician Gates" are actually the Amanus Gates), calls this (die "Bei'lan Pass") the
"only pass commonly practicable from Cilicia into Syria" (185).



between the mountains and the coast north of Alexandretta.103 At the northern end of the

range is the pass called the "Amanian (or "Amanus") Gates" (or Pylw Amanidce), known to
the Armenians as the pass of Mari, and containing the important castle of Saruantik'ar
(Savranda). The modern equivalent to this pass, slightly to the north of the mediaeval route,
contains the main highway between Adana and Antep.104

While the mountains are breached by these passes, they also contain remote valleys,
accessible by narrow winding roads through the forested slopes. One such valley,
significant in the history of the Armenians of Cilicia as the base of the Het'umid rivals to the
Rupenids, is that dominated by the castle of Lampron (Namrunkale), south-west of the
Cilician Gates, but divided from them by the mountains. The Taurus mountains contain

many such castles, more isolated even than Lampron.105 The castle-towns in the valleys of
the eastern Taurus, such as Marash and Behcsni, were also important outposts of the
Armenian kingdom at the end of the thirteenth century, and, as with many of even the most
isolated fortresses, these were on important routes of communication and trade. Within the
Cilician plain itself, other castles arc to be found on isolated outcrops, as at Anawarza, Yilan
Kalesi, T'il Hamdun, or Tumlu Kalesi. These dominate the country, and are intervisible,
obviously a potential aid to communication in the case of invasion. The castle of Sis itself is
perched on an outcrop just south of the mountains proper, and other castles - Tumlu and
Anawarza, for example - are visible from it.l()<'

Quite apart from the fertility of the Cilician plain, a major source of income for the
Armenian kingdom derived from the trade that passed through.107 Caravans using the
passes into Cilicia could be taxed, but Cilicia also, more importantly, provided Ayas, the
port that for a time, after the decline of the Crusader states, and before the disintegration of
both the Mongol Ilkhanate and the Armenian kingdom itself, was the terminus of the great
trade routes to the East. At the other end of Lhe plain, Gorigos (Korykos), like Ayas
defended by both land and sea castles, was much less important. In the Mediaeval period it
is likely that at times Tarsus, and even Adana and Msis, may have been accessible to boats

103 Edwards (Fortifications, 39) points out that it was this secondary pass that marked the southeastern
boundary of the Armenian kingdom for most of its existence, with Baghras held usually by the
Franks, and then the Mamluks. For a picture of Baghras today, see Photograph 12, below, pl60.

104 The pass itself on the modern E-90 highway is between Osmaniye and Fevzipaja. For a picture of
Saruantik'ar today, see Photograph 11, below, pi60.

105 On all matters relating to Cilician castles, see Edwards, Fortifications. The castle of Lampron is above
a recently developed settlement called Qtnihyayla, north-west of Tarsus.

106 por illustrations of some of these castles, including Sis. Lampion, Anawarza, Ytlan, and T'il, see the
photographs below, np 155-63. For the location of these and other places in the Armenian kingdom
mentioned in the text, see the map, below, pi54.

107 Catherine Otlen describes the important trade routes that crossed Cilicia ('Les Echanges Commerciaux',
in Mutafian, Royaume Anncnicn, 119): from Syria (Aleppo or Antioch) across to Konya (and
Constantinople beyond); a branch of this, coming from the direction of Marash and die middle
Euphrates; and perhaps die most important for the period of the kingdom dealt with in this thesis, die
route from Ayas north, either to Trebizond/Trabzon and the Black Sea, or to Sebasteia/Sivas, Tabriz
and beyond to Central Asia and China.
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sailing up each city's river. Given the build up of land caused by silt deposits from the great
rivers these cities would then have been closer to the sea, but the lower reaches of these

rivers were then even more marshy and shallow than now, and it seems that, especially in
the period covered in this thesis, Ayas was by far and away the most important port.108

Much of what we know of the commercial life of the Armenian kingdom comes from
surviving documents from the Italian mercantile cities.100 The Genoese and Venetians were

granted trading privileges in the kingdom from the beginning of the thirteenth century, and
each had a representative (a 'consul' or 'bayle') in the kingdom. Ayas was also frequented
by traders from Sicily, Catalonia, Monlpellier, and Pisa, and housed representatives of the
great Tuscan commercial companies.110 Perhaps inevitably, Ayas had especially close links
with Famagusta in Cyprus, and it seems much of Ayas' trade flowed through that city
also.111 The Western merchants exported not only the spices carried overland from India
and the far East (such as pepper, ginger, indigo and brasil wood), but also the produce of
Cilicia itself, such as cotton. When not forbidden by the Papal embargo on trade in military
supplies with the Mamluks, the Italians also carried wood and iron, the products of the
Taurus forests, to Syria and Egypt. From the West the merchants carried finished cloth to
Cilicia, for re-export to Konya, Tabriz and beyond, and also grain, oil, and wine.112
Famous Italian merchants that passed through Cilicia include Marco Polo, and Francesco
Balducci Pegolotti (as late as 1336).

The topography of the Armenian kingdom was extremely varied. The high forested
mountains, drier in the east, with steep-sided valleys, provided the home and place of refuge
for the majority of the Armenian population. As in the Armenian homeland, the Armenian
nobility resided in their castles, rather than in towns. This is in marked contrast to the
Frankish settlers in the Crusader States, and, even, Turkish immigrants to the dar al-islam
such as the Mamluks themselves, for example. While a source of strength, the mountain
base for the kingdom, and the scattered settlement of the nobility, may have contributed to
their fissiparous tendencies, and may have militated against coordinated defence. The far-
flung nature of some of the kingdom's outposts would also have contributed to these
defensive problems. The hot, fertile plain was a source of wealth, but its exposure to enemy

108 For pictures of the ports and fortifications of Ayas and Gorigos today, see Photographs 16-18, below,
ppl62-63.

100 See Otten, 'Echanges Coinmerciaux'; C. Otlen-Froux, 'L'AYas dans le dernier tiers du XHIe sifecle
d'aprfcs les notaires genois', Asian anil African Studies xxii (1988): 147-71; Cornelio Desimoni,
'Actes passes en 1271, 1274 et 1279 a I'Ai'as (Petite Armenia) el a Beyrouth par devant des notaires
genois', Archives de /'orient latin, i (1881): 434-534. On the position of the Armenian kingdom
in the trade of the time, see also W. Hcyd, Histoire du Commerce du Levant, au Moyen Age (2
vols., Leipzig 1923), especially ii, 73-92.

110 Otten, 'Echanges Commerciaux', 123-24.
111 Otten,'Echanges Commerciaux', 126.
112 On Cilicia's imports and exports, see Otten. 'Echanges Commerciaux', 124-26.



incursions prohibited much development: the kingdom followed a "non-urban strategy",113
based on control of fortified outcrops, and on retreat to the mountains.

113 The term is used by Edwards, Fortifications, 37-50 (a chapter entitled "The Role of Military
Architecture in Medieviil Cilicia: The Triumph of a Non-Urban Strategy").



Historical Background I
Armenians, Mamluks, Mongols, Franks



The Armenian kingdom
The origins of the Armenian kingdom in northern Syria and Cilicia lie in the confused
politics of tenth and eleventh century eastern Anatolia.1 The Byzantine Empire was

annexing the Armenian states on its eastern frontier, and was also expanding into lands to
the south, along the Euphrates; this policy reached a peak in the reign of Basil II (976-
1025).2 Armenians were encouraged to leave their ancestral homelands, to settle in
Cappadocia, Cilicia, and Mesopotamia. This emigration was accelerated in the years

following the Seljuk move into Armenia, which led to Byzantium's loss of Ani in 1064,
and the disastrous defeat at Manzikert in 1071. Armenians were given control of
important cities on the Byzantine Empire's eastern frontier, and some of these governors,

in time, with the weakening of Byzantine power in the eleventh century, sought to
establish independent lordships. The most notable of these was that created by one

Philaretos, who had originally been promoted by Romanos IV Diogenes, and who took
advantage of the Byzantine civil war in the 1070s to expand his control, over the cities of
Malatya, Marash, Edessa and Antioch. By the time of the First Crusaders' arrival in the
region, Armenian governors were established in Cilicia itself. Two Armenian families
came to prominence in Cilicia at this time, the Rupenids in the north, based at Vahga, and
the Het'umids in the west, based at Lampron.3

The Rupenids sought to rule over the whole of Cilicia, in conflict with the Byzantines,
who, in the eleventh century, were often supported by the Het'umids. The struggle was

complicated by the arrival of the Franks, who brought with them their own problems with
the Byzantines. Danishmendid and Seljuk invasions also complicated the politics of
twelfth century Cilicia. However, with the death of the Emperor John II Komnenos in
1143, in Cilicia, and the escape from captivity in Constantinople two years later of the heir
to the Rupenid pretensions, T'oros, the Rupenids began to build up a strong state, often in
alliance with the Franks, covering the Cilician plain as well as the mountain strongholds.
The Armenian settlements in the south had become so significant that the Catholicos, the
head of the Armenian Church, transferred his see in 1151 to Hromgla, on the Euphrates,
hitherto one of the possessions of the Frankish counts of Edessa. After further turbulent
relations for the Rupenids with Byzantines, Muslims and Franks, by the time of the Third
Crusade, Lewon, T'oros' nephew and the new head of the family, was firmly in control of
Cilicia. It seems that Lewon aimed to consolidate his position by seeking to obtain a royal
crown from the Western Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa, but the latter's death postponed
this plan. It was not until 1198 that he was crowned king of the Armenians, in Tarsus

For the history of the Armenians in the south in the period before this diesis, see, for example, Der
Nersessian, ' The Kingdom of Cilician Armenia', 630-653; Boase, 'History of die Kingdom', 1-26.

On this, see Michael Angold, The Byzantine Empire 1025-1204, a Political History (London 1984), 9-
11.

For pictures of Vahga and Lampron today, see Photographs 1 and 2, below, pl55.
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cathedral, in the presence of the Armenian Catholicos, the Syrian Jacobite Patriarch, the
Greek metropolitan of Tarsus, and other ecclesiastical dignitaries, including the Papal
envoy Conrad of Mainz. The latter presented Lewon with the royal insignia, his crown

having been brought from the Emperor Henry VI by the imperial chancellor, Conrad of
Hildesheim.

Lewon's reign can be seen as a high-point of the Armenian kingdom. Lewon obtained
marriage alliances with the rulers of Nicaea, 'Jerusalem' and Cyprus, and had important
connections with the Teutonic and Hospitaller Knights, and with the Italian mercantile
communes. Lewon sought, ultimately unsuccessfully, to control the Principality of
Antioch, and his great-nephew for a short time ruled there (1216-19). Lewon also secured
his kingdom internally, by seizing, and then using, Het'um of Lampron. The Het'umids
played a central role in the succession crisis that followed Lewon's death, and the
accession of his daughter, Zabel. The regent, Gosdantin of Lampron, eventually had Zabel
married to his own son, Het'um (I), and thus the feud between the two rival Cilician
Armenian families was ended (1226).

At first, the main threat to Het'um I's kingdom came from the Seljuk Sultans to the
north, and he may have been forced to acknowledge some sort of Seljuk overlordship.
Upon the arrival of the Mongols on the Near Eastern scene, Het'um I was quick to pay his
respects, aware of the danger of resistance, and alive to the opportunities that prompt
obedience might bring. Het'um I was prepared to break with the traditions of hospitality
in order to ingratiate himself with the new invaders, handing over to them the wife and
daughter of the Seljuk Sultan Kai-Khusraw II after the Mongol victory at Kose Dagh
(1243). Lirst his brother, the Constable Smpad (1247-50), then Het'um himself (1253-56)
journeyed to Qaraqorum to obtain recognition and support from the Great Khan of the
Mongols.4 On his return, Het'um tarried in Armenia proper, the first ruler of the
Armenians in Cilicia to visit the motherland. The Mongol alliance was to bring the
Armenian kingdom success against the Seljuks and the Qaramanid Turkmen in Asia
Minor, an expansion in territory, eastwards to the Euphrates (especially following
Hiilegii's invasion of Syria in 1260), and a glorious role in the Mongol occupation of cities
like Aleppo and Damascus; but also the enmity of the Mamluk Sultans.

The Mamluks

At the time of the establishment of the 'Abbasid Caliphate the dctr al-islam had extended
its north-eastern borders to the steppe lands of Central Asia, inhabited by nomadic Turkic
tribesmen. Over the following centuries, these Turks were to play an increasingly

It is perhaps worth mentioning that oilier rulers in the region, such as the Muslim prince of Mosul, Badr
al-Din Lu'lu', also saw the advantages of swift submission to the Mongols (on the latter, see, for
example, Peter Thorau, The Lion of Egypt: Sultan Baybars I and the Near East in the Thirteenth
Century, tr. P.M. Holt (London 1992), 63).
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important, even dominant, role in the politics of the Near and Middle East. Turkish tribes
infiltrated the Muslim world in various ways: as nomads, known as Turkmen, seeking
fresh pasturage; as soldiers of fortune, such as the Seljuk clan; or as mamluks,, slaves
bought to be soldiers.5 Not all mamluks were Turks, but their relative availability and
martial reputation meant that they were the most sought after. By the third/ninth century
the use of these mamluks to provide armies was becoming widespread, both by provincial
dynasts and by the Baghdad caliphs themselves. Indeed, the creation of a large mamluk
regiment by the Caliph al-Mu'tasim (218-27/833-42) is seen as especially important: al-
Mu'tasim was deliberately setting out to create a force that, unafflicted by family or

political prejudices, without connection to the local population, would serve him with
guaranteed loyalty. However, like the Praetorian Guard of the Roman Emperors, mamluk
regiments could on occasion become too powerful for their supposed masters.

It may be misleading to refer to the mamluks as slaves, since their position, especially
once their period of training was over, could be anything but servile. Indeed, by the time
of the Mamluk Sultanate, it was the normal practice for senior mamluks to be manumitted,
in order for them to become acceptable as leaders of non-slave forces. However, even

after manumission, the erstwhile mamluk would theoretically remain close, and loyal, to
his former ustc'ulh (master). Similarly, mamluks trained in the same household (a
mamluk's khushdashiyya) were, conventionally, bound together by ties of loyalty to each
other (this could prove a factor affecting Mamluk politics). Freed mamluks could
themselves come to own mamluks. It is quite possible that some mamluks effectively sold
themselves into slavery, as an exciting career move; while many mamluks were enslaved
by the military actions of rival Turkic tribes, in times of dearth on the steppe families
might willingly sell their sons, both in order to provide for themselves, and to give the
boys a chance of a glittering future. A mamluk might keep in touch with the slave-dealer
that had transported him to the Middle East; it was not uncommon for a really successful
mamluk to send back to his homeland for his family to join him.

Bought as boys, the mamluks were converted to Islam. A mamluk had to originate as a

pagan, as Muslims could not be enslaved. Because of this, the sons of freed mamluks,
born free, could not themselves become mamluks;6 the mamluk aristocracy was thus
largely one-generational, and there was a constant need for a supply of new boy-slaves to

provide the mamluks of the future. Quite apart from their military renown, the Turks
provided the largest reservoir of potential mamluk slaves to the heartlands of the Muslim
world. Once converted, the mamluks received not only religious, but also military

On the mamluks and the mamluk system, see, for example, David Ayalon, 'Mamlukiyyat', Jerusalem
Studies in Arabic and Islam ii (1980): 321-49; and his 'Aspects of the Mamluk Phenomenon', Der
Islam liii (1976): 196-225; Irwin, Middle East, especially 1-23.

On the awldd al-nds, the sons of mamluks, see, for example, David Ayalon, 'Studies on die Stincture of
the Mamluk Army - II', BSOAS xv (1953): 448-476 (especially 456-59).
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instruction (and also, possibly, education in other suitable areas, such as Arabic). While
some regiments of slave-soldiers in the ddr al-isldm were infantry, such as the Nubians
used by the Fatimid Caliphs of Egypt (and suppressed by Saladin), the Turkic mamluks
were trained as cavalrymen. The steppe nomad way of life engendered an ability in

fighting on horseback, and the training given to mamluks built on the reputation the Turks
had for skill in this type of warfare. While the still pastoral Arabs, the bedouin, remained
efficient cavalrymen, and continued to be an important part of Middle Eastern warfare, the
steppe Turks, who remained pagan, were the best mounted archers available for
enslavement for the mamluk armies.

The armies of Saladin, and his succesor Ayyubids, contained large numbers of
mamluks. Saladin's forces at Hattin (583/1187) were a coalition of armies from all over

the Muslim Middle East, but when dealing with the Third Crusade he was often reduced to
reliance on his own troops: mamluks and Kurdish tribesmen. These two groups, despite
the tensions between them, continued to provide the backbone of the rival Ayyubid armies.
The rise of the mamluk element to dominance in Egypt can be seen as beginning in the
reign of al-Salih Ayyub (637-47/1240-49; ruler of Damascus also from 643/1245), who
relied heavily on mamluk troops, mostly recruited from the Kipchak tribes from the north
of the Black Sea, available in increased numbers since the Mongol onslaught across the
whole Eurasian Steppe.7 One regiment of these mamluks, known as the bahriyya, came to

especial prominence, and they played a decisive role in driving back the crusaders
following Louis IX of France (647-48/1249-50). Fearful for their position, these mamluks
murdered al-Salih Ayyub's heir, al-Mu'azzam Turan-Shah (28 Muharram 648/2 May
1250).8 The Bahriyya took over power, at times using Ayyubid puppet Sultans, but then
disposing of these and installing one of their own, creating what historians call the
Mamluk Sultanate. For a decade, the Bahriyya rule was disrupted by factionalism, with
one prominent leader, Baybars al-Bunduqdari, forced to enter exile in Syria. The rival
parties came together in the face of the Mongol invasion of Syria, with Baybars returning
to Egypt to be reconciled with the Sultan, Qutuz, and at the battle of 'Ayn Jalut (25
Ramadan 658/3 September 1260) the Mamluk army gained decisive victory. Syria now

came to be ruled by the Mamluk Sultan,9 who, after his murder of Qutuz, was soon to be
Baybars himself.

The Mamluk Sultanate was to last until 922/1516 in Syria, and until the following year

in Egypt. The competing tensions between dynastically-minded Sultans and non-dynastic

On the Kipchaks, also called Cumans and Polovtsians, see, for example, Irwin, Middle East, 14-18.
See, for example, Amalia Levanoni, 'The Mamluks' Ascent to Power in Egypt', Stadia Islamica lxxii

(1990): 121-44; and Holt, Age of the Crusades, 63-66, 82-89.
See, for example, David Ayalon, 'Egypt as a Dominant Factor in Syria and Palestine during the Islamic

Period', in Ammon Cohen and Gabriel Baer (eds.), Egypt and Palestine - A Millennium of
Association (868-1948) (Jerusalem 1984): 17-47.
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mamluk society,10 and the near-constant faction fighting between rival households of
mamluks, or even mamluk groups of differing ethnic origin, meant that the Sultanate was

riven with bouts of political turbulence. Nevertheless, the Mamluk army, which made use

of non-mamluk troops, was a formidable fighting machine.11 The Mamluk Sultans sought
preeminence throughout the Near and Middle East, and also in the Hijaz and Nubia. Their
origin being in the fight against the Franks of Louis, and the Mongols of Hiilegii, the
Mamluk Sultans saw themselves as the defenders of the dar al-isldm. The surviving
Christian states of the region, aligned as they were to the Mongol Ilkhans, were an obvious
target for Mamluk expansionism.

The Mongols and the Ilkhanate
In 1206, the Mongol tribal chieftain, Temiichin, held a great quriltai, or gathering, at
which the dominance he had fought for over the steppe tribes was acknowledged.12 He
took the new name of Chingiz Khan, or 'World-Conqueror', and from this time he sought
to make his title a reality. The obvious target for the Mongols was the Chinese lands, but
the Mongols also looked westwards, across Central Asia to the Middle East and Europe.
The swift and ferocious onslaught of these 'Tatars'13 seemed as unstoppable as an

avalanche, and like an avalanche the Mongol strength grew as many Turkic tribesmen
joined the victorious Mongol armies. By 1219 the Mongols had come into contact with
the ruler of the north-east of the Muslim heartlands, the Khwarazm-Shah, and the latter
was soon driven from his lands, while other forces ravaged the Caucasus and the Ukrainian
steppe before returning around the north of the Caspian Sea. Persia was incorporated in
the Mongol empire in the 1230s, at the end of which decade the Mongols also conquered
the Russian lands. In 1241, Mongol armies destroyed the forces of Poland and Hungary,
and a German coalition. Two years later, at Kose Dagh, the Rumi Seljuk army was

destroyed, and its Sultanate became a protectorate. By 1280, under Qubilai, the Mongols
had fully conquered the whole of China.

10 On the one-generational nature of the mamluk society, see, for example, David Ayalon, 'Mamluk
Military Aristocracy - A Non-Hereditary Nobility', Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam x (1987):
205-210.

11 On the Mamluk army, see especially the works of David Ayalon: 'Studies on the Structure of the
Mamluk Army -1', BSOAS xv (1953): 203-228; 'Studies on the Structure of the Mamluk Army - II',
BSOAS xv (1953): 448-476; 'Studies on the Structure of the Mamluk Army - III', BSOAS xvi (1954):
57-90; 'The Auxiliary Forces of the Mamluk Sultanate', Der Islam Ixv (1988): 13-37.

12 On the Mongols, their conquests, and their rule in the Ilkhanate, see David Morgan, The Mongols
(Oxford 1986), and Medieval Persia 1047-1797 (London 1988); J.A. Boyle (ed.), The Cambridge
History of Iran, V: The Saljuq and Mongol Periods (Cambridge 1968); Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and
Mamluks, especially, for the period before 'Ayn Jalut, 8-17.

13 'Tatar' is the name given to the Mongols by many Christian and Muslim writers, and is the name
commonly used in the Arabic sources. In fact, the Tatars were the steppe tribe annihilated by
Temiichin in his early years: there is something ironic in Chingiz Khan's followers being called by
the name of the hereditary enemy of his Mongol tribe.
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In 654/1256 the brother of the Great Khan Mongke (and also of the latter's successor

Qubilai), Hiilegii, began to campaign in Persia. At first, Hiilegii destroyed the 'Assassins',
Isma'ilis, of Alamut, who had for long exercised influence, and fear, out of all proportion
to their numbers. In 656/1258 Baghdad was sacked, and the last of the 'Abbasid caliphs
killed (the Mamluk Sultans later reestablished a puppet caliphate in Cairo). Next came

upper Mesopotamia, and then in 658/1260 the Mongols invaded Syria, in alliance with,
amongst others, the Armenians of Cilicia and the Franks of Antioch. Aleppo was sacked,
and Damascus occupied. Hiilegii, however, left his forces in Syria weakened, under his
Christian general Kit-buqa, and at 'Ayn Jalut the Mongol conquest of Syria was decisively
reversed by the forces of the fledgeling Mamluk Sultanate.

The Mongols remained rulers of Persia, Azerbayjan, and Mesopotamia, and overlords
of Anatolia. The title borne by Hiilegii and his succesors was Ilkhan (possibly 'subservient
khan'14), but the loyalty felt by the Mongol ruler of Persia to the distant Great Khan in

Qaraqorum or Beijing diminished over the years. Indeed, by the later thirteenth century,
the Mongol Empire had broken up, and the Ilkhans inherited hostility to rival Mongol
states: that of the Golden Horde to the north, specifically over control of the Caucasian
steppe-lands; and also, to a lesser extent, to the Chagatai Khans in Turkestan. Just as the
Mamluk Sultans sought alliance with their enemy's enemy, the Golden Horde, so the
Ilkhans chased an alliance with the powers of the Christian West, encouraging dreams of
the reconquest of the Holy Lands.

The Franks and the Crusader States

By 492/1099 Edessa, Antioch and Jerusalem had fallen to the forces of the First Crusade.15
The small territories captured from the divided Muslim rulers by that time were to be
expanded through the first half of the sixth/twelfth century, until the conquest of Ascalon
in 548/1153. However, by then the Muslims of Syria were already beginning their
reconquest, under the dynamic leadership of Zengi, atabeg of Mosul and Aleppo, and his
son Nur al-Din, to whom Damascus opened its gates in 549/1154. Nur al-Din's Kurdish
general Shirkuh invaded Egypt, supposedly to defend the collapsing Fatimid Caliphate
from the rapacious Franks. However, after his death his nephew, Saladin, deposed the last
of the Shi'ite Caliphs in Egypt, and returned it to obedience to the 'Abbasids of Baghdad

14 The exact meaning of the title ilkhan has been the subject of some scholarly debate, and the
interpretation suggested above has been seriously questioned. J.A Boyle ('The Death of the Last
'Abbasid Caliph: a Contemporary Muslim Account', Journal of Semitic Studies vi (1961): 145-61)
suggests that it means the ruler of '"the political unit governed by a single ruler' i.e. 'kingdom' or
better still 'realm"' (151-52, n7). This interpretation has not always been accepted. Others have
proposed a meaning derived from a translation of il as 'peace'; hence, 'peaceful khan'. Amitai-Preiss
seems to prefer a more simple original meaning for the term, as merely 'ruler', which was possibly
associated with the term il by die Mongols of Persia, who "dius modified the original meaning of the
dde" (Mongols and Mamluks, 14).

15 For a survey, from a Middle Eastern perspective, of die history of die Crusader States and their
relations with their Muslim neighbours, see Holt, Age of the Crusades.
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(567/1171). Saladin spent the years following the death in 569/1174 of his nominal
suzerain Nur al-Din asserting his authority throughout the Middle East, until the coalition
of forces he had built up was able to destroy the Frankish armies at the battle of Hattin
(583/1187). The latter were badly led by their Aquitainian king, Guy of Lusignan, and
were riven by internal factionalism; in truth, the supposed unity of purpose of the
Crusading Franks had not survived even to the initial fall of Jerusalem. After Hattin, the
greater portion of the Crusader States fell to Saladin, although he was frustrated in his
plans for total reconquest by a lessening of support from his Muslim allies, and by the
obduracy of the Third Crusade.

Once again, an uneasy modus vivendi was established between Levantine Frankish and
Muslim rulers. The unity of the Ayyubid realm did not last beyond Saladin's death, but
the Crusader States themselves were caught up in frequently violent civil wars. Much of
this turmoil was imported from Europe, such as the struggle between the Italian merchant
communes, or between supporters of the Empire and the Papacy. Though the Franks were

even able to gain some sort of occupation of Jerusalem, by negotiation with rival Ayyubid
princes, their decline was such that they were unable to stand up to the might of the
Mamluk Sultans. Antioch, which had supported the Mongols (following its dominant
partner, the Armenian kingdom), was the first to feel the full wrath of Baybars. The city
was destroyed, and its population massacred, in 666/1268. The other Frankish states had
missed their chance to ally with the Mongols in 658/1260, but made frantic efforts to do so

later, in the face of Baybars' pressure. The papacy and the kings of France and England
also sought to cement such an alliance, but, effectively, to no avail. The Mamluk Sultan
Qalawun (678-89/1279-90), as with his dealings with the Armenians, was willing to make
truces with the lords of the remnants of the Crusader States, but at the end of his reign he
was himself preparing for the final push. After his death, it was left to his son, al-Ashraf
Khalil, to finally drive the Franks from Syria and Palestine. Acre fell, after some

considerable resistance, in 690/1291, and the last few Frankish cities were evacuated.
But the Armenians did not have the only Christian kingdom surviving in the region.

During the course of the Third Crusade, the island of Cyprus had been taken by the
crusaders from its rebel Byzantine ruler. Eventually, the island was constituted as a

kingdom, under the Lusignan dynasty.16 Cyprus was to prove a useful staging post for the
crusading expeditions of the seventh/thirteenth century, such as that of Louis IX of France,
and its kings retained close contacts with the mainland Frankish states. In 668/1269 the

kings of Cyprus also acquired the royal title of Jerusalem. Inevitably perhaps, given their
geographical proximity and confessional identity, the kingdom of Cyprus had close
relations with that of the Armenians. Marriage alliances were made, which had the
combined effect of both dragging the Armenians into the messy world of Cypriot Frankish

16 On the origins and history of the Frankish kingdom of Cyprus, see Edbury, Kingdom of Cyprus.
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politics, and vice versa. Nevertheless, for all that relations could at times be strained, the
Franks of Cyprus provided probably the closest ally for the Armenian kingdom at the end
of the seventh/thirteenth century.
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Historical Background II
From the Rise of the Mamluks to

the Truce of 684/1285



Origins of the Mamluk-Armenian conflict
The Mongol irruption changed the geopolitical complexion of the Middle East drastically. It
is inevitable that the Mamluk-Armenian conflict should be seen in the context of the Mongol
invasions, and the latter's own struggle with the Mamluks: it was the Armenians'
involvement with the Mongols that first brought them into direct contact with the forces of
the Mamluk Sultanate. The origins of the Mamluk-Armenian conflict may be introduced by
considering the origins of the Armenian association with the Mongols.1

At the battle of Kose Dagh in 641/1243 the Mongols defeated the forces of the Seljuk
Sultan of Rum, Kay Khosraw. The year following this defeat of his hitherto most serious
enemy - numismatic evidence suggests that the Seljuks may occasionally have exercised
some overlordship over the Cilician kingdom2 - King Het'um I of Cilician Armenia sensed
which way the wind blew and became a dependant of the Mongols. He won the favour of
this new force to be reckoned with in Anatolia by surrendering to them members of the
Seljuk royal family who had sought refuge in Cilicia, and doubtless maintained it through
tribute.3 Following an earlier expedition by Het'um's brother Smpad, the constable, in
1254 the king stayed with the Great Khan Mongke in Qaraqorum for 50 days - Armenian

1 Canard begins his article on Armenian-Mamluk relations by making similar points; as with this
chapter, the first date he mentions is that of the battle of Kose Dagh ('Le royaume', 217).

2 M. Canard, 'CILICIA', EI2 II: 34-39; 38a. During the reigns of the Seljuk Sultans 'Ala' al-Din
Kayqubad (616-34/1220-37) and Ghiyath al-Din Kaykhusraw (634-44/1237-46), King Het'um I
(1226-69) issued bilingual coins, on one side as if Armenian trams, and on the other displaying the
Arabic legends and scrolls seen on contemporary Seljuk dirhams. The reason for the existence of
these coins has been debated. Some scholars suggest, that as written documents do not mention the
Armenians paying tribute to the Seljuks, the coins commemorate some treaty of friendship -
Bedoukian suggests that this treaty was actually originally arranged by Lewon I, following Seljuk
invasions of his territory, and then confirmed in about 1228 by Het'um I's father, the regent
Gosdantin, although this is mere conjecture (Coinage of Cilician Armenia, 10-11). One writer, B.
Sabbaghian, suggested that the coins had some commercial purpose, aimed at facilitating trade
between the Armenians and the Rum! Sultanate, and that the minting possibly stopped at the
suggestion of the Papacy, which explanation conveniently ignores the political history of the period,
of the tensions between the various parties (Y.T. Nercessian, Attribution and Dating of Armenian
Bilingual Trams (Los Angeles, 1983), 10). The most plausible explanation is perhaps that the coins
indicate that the Armenian kingdom was demonstrating itself to be subject to the Seljuk Sultan.
Bedoukian states firmly that the coins "were struck ... as a token of Hetoum's nominal acceptance of
their [the Seljuks'] suzerainty" (Coinage, 84). Nevertheless, the comparatively small number of
(surviving) examples of this type, and their exceptionally high quality, may indicate that these coins
did indeed have some sort of symbolic function.

While these coins may indicate a tributary status for die Armenians under die Seljuks, they also show
that this did not finish neatly with the battle of Kose Dagh and Het'um's subsequent betrayal of
Sultan Kaykhusraw's wife and daughter to the Mongols. The Sultan made a punitive invasion of
Cilicia in 643/1245, and the existence of bilingual coins dahng from 644 (1245-6) show that, even
after Het'um had thrown in his lot with the Mongols, the Armenians were still attempting to appease
Kaykhusraw (N.G. Rhodes, 'Some Armenian Notes', Spink's Numismatic Circular (October 1976):
370-71; on Kaykhusraw's invasion of Cilicia, see Cahen, Pre-Ottotnan Turkey, 270-71).

3 According to Jean de Joinville, it was "[i]n order to free himself from subjection to the Sultan of
Iconium [that] the King of Armenia went to the King of the Tatars, and to obtain help from him
became his vassal" ('The Life of St. Louis', 200). While Joinville's reliability may not always be
assumed, it is clear from his work that he had contact widi envoys from Cilicia whilst in Cyprus
with King Louis IX: while there may have been odier factors motivating Het'um in his submission
to the Mongols, we can accept at least that the impression given to the French crusaders was that his
reason was to counter the Seljuks.
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historians rather optimistically related this visit to Hulegii's invasion four years later,
attributing the promotion of such an invasion to Het'um.

During the course of Hiilegii's conquests in the Middle East, in 657/1259, the Ilkhan
ordered Het'um to send troops to assist in the proposed conquest of Syria. Arab historians
attribute a nefarious rdle in Hiilegii's capture of Aleppo to Het'um: massacre and arson in
the main mosque and in the neighbouring quarters and souks.4 After the Mongol conquest
of Damascus, according to the Gestes des Chiprois, Het'um and the prince of Antioch
converted a mosque there into a church;5 the Muslims of that city were certainly upset by the
ostentatious joy expressed by their Christian fellow-citizens at the Mongol take-over.6 An
Armenian contingent was with the Mongol army in 658/1260 at 'Ayn Jalut, and were

defeated with them by the Mamluks under Qutuz, and Baybars.7
The Mamluks had been steadily replacing their erstwhile Ayyubid masters as the

foremost power of the Middle East. From 1250 they controlled Egypt, and successfully
defended it from Louis' crusaders; from 1253 they followed Louis to Palestine; after 'Ayn
Jalut they eagerly filled the power vacuum caused by the Mongol destruction of the pre¬

existing Ayyubid and 'Abbasid order, the caliph of Baghdad and rulers such as al-Nasir
Yusuf of Damascus. The Muslim Middle East was thus effectively united; the origin and
justification for the Mamluk unification, the raison d'etre of the Mamluk Sultanate, was its
defence of the dar al-islam from the threat of the infidels, be they Christian or Mongol.8 In
the 'cold' periods of the Mamluk-Ilkhanid war, it made sense for Baybars and his
successors to promote the conflict in their enemy's satellites - Rum, Cilicia, and the
Frankish states - for essentially strategic reasons. Quite apart from these 'strategic' reasons,

neither the importance of the Mamluk sense of duty - or need - to perform the jihad, nor

their basic desire for revenge, should be discounted as factors determining the policy of the
early Mamluk sultans. The significance of the latter motive - revenge - is perhaps indicated
by the fact that Antioch, the most eager accomplice of the Mongols among the crusader

4 Canard, 'Le royaume', 219, in nlO quoting at length (in translation) from Ibn Shaddad's al-A'laq al-
khatira fl dhikr umara' al-sham wa'l-jazira (citing Sourdel's 1953 edition of vol. 1:1, Ta'rlkh
halab / La Description d'Alep, 36).

5 Gestes, 161-62.
6 Canard, 'Le royaume', 220, nl2, cites Abu Shama's Dhayl, the continuation of his own Kitdb al-

rawdatayn ft akhbar al-dawlatayn.
7 On 'Ayn Jalut, and the failed Mongol attempt to conquer Syria, see Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and

Mamluks, 26-48; Peter Thorau, 'The Battle of 'Ayn Jalut: a Re-examination', in P.W. Edbury (ed.),
Crusade and Settlement (Cardiff 1985), 236-42; and David Morgan, 'The Mongols in Syria, 1260-
1300', in Edbury (ed.), Crusade and Settlement, 231-35.

8 Linda S. Northrup, "A History of the Reign of the Mamluk Sultan Al-Mansur Qalawun, 678-679
A.H./1279-1290 A.D." (Ph.D. thesis, Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University, Montreal
1982), 291-98, discusses Qalawun's 'ahd, or investiture diploma, and compares it with that for an
earlier Ayyubid ruler, al-Malik al-Kamil. In the hamdala, or praise to God, she identifies an
increased emphasis on the role of the sultan as the leader of the jihad, suggesting that it "was no
longer a matter of empty propaganda as it had frequently been in Ayyubid times. Jihad had in a sense
come to justify the Mamluk regime ... [t]he Mamluks had emerged as the defenders of the faith par
excellence" (292). Northrup also points out that one of the reasons given for the deposition of al-
Sa'id was his lack of leadership in the jihad.
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states, and the only one of them to support militarily Hiilegii's Syrian campaign, was the
first of the Frankish territories of the littoral to experience the full wrath of Baybars' armies.
Canard concludes that the Mamluks,

"by their victory rendered masters of all of Syria - and who soon, in 1268,
were to seize the principality of Antioch, allied to the Armenians - were
bound, as they [the Armenians] were auxiliaries of the Mongols, to seek to
do to them the greatest possible ill, then to destroy their independence, which
mark they attained in 1375. For their part, the Armenians were to fight
through more than a century against their implacable enemy."9

The Mongol destruction of the Muslim principalities in Mesopotamia and Syria allowed
Flet'um to expand his realm and, at least in part through Hiilegii's generosity, recover places
on his Cappadocian, Mesopotamian and Syrian borders, lands crossed by important trade
routes. These gains included Marash and Behesni. As Canard indicates, however, this
expansion served to mark out the Armenian kingdom further as an eventual target of the
Mamluks, giving them another motive: the Mamluks were to seek the return of these
gains.10 Additionally, the death of Mongke and war with Berke and his Golden Horde

9 Canard, 'Leroyaume', 221.
10 Canard, 'Le royaume', 222: "On verra plus loin que les Mamelouks convoit&rent ces places."

Behesni (Armenian), or Bahasni (Arabic; sometimes Bahasna), is the modern Besni (although the town
has recently moved a few kilometres from its original site, now called 'Eski [Old] Besni'), about 30
km to the west of the modern oil-town of Adiyaman. It would have been on the route from Amid,
modern Diyarbakir, to Marash (Classical Germanicia, Arabic Mar'ash, modern Kahraman Mara§),
avoiding the Mamluk fortress guarding the Euphrates crossing at al-Bira (modern Birecik). The
massive Atatiirk Reservoir now blocks this road. From Marash there are two routes south-west into

Cilicia, along the Chahan (Armenian; in Arabic, Jayhan; the classical Pyramus; modern Turkish
Ceyhan) river or through the Amanus Gates (east of modern Osmaniye), and a route north-east
towards Caesarea.

The Mamluks considered these two casdes to be very important, and repeatedly sought their capture, by
arms or by treaty (see below, pp57-58, and 70-72). Mufaddal tells us diat his source, who he calls
"the historian", says that,

"these two, Bahasni and Marash, [were] among the greatest [or, most important] castles of
Sis [i.e. the Armenian kingdom], in particular Bahasni, [which is] a strong [or, inaccessible]
castle. Many villages belong to it, and it is in the mouth of al-Darband [i.e., "the pass";
presumably this refers to a route north or north-west along the Gok Su towards Elbistan
(Arabic: Abulustayn)] and a gateway of Aleppo [i.e., if coming from northern Anatolia], It
had been in the diwan of al-Nasir [Yusuf, the last Ayyubid] lord of Aleppo, and, when the
Tatars conquered Aleppo [9 Safar 658/25 January 1260], Bahasni had a governor called Sayf
al-DIn al-Mu'aqrab, who offered it for sale to the lord of Sis for a hundred thousand dirhams.
He [i.e. the king] gave him [the governor] sixty thousand dirhams, and received the castle
from him, but retained the remainder [40,000 dirhams]. It continued in the hands of the
Armenians until [the reign of al-Ashraf Khalil], and there was great harm from it against the
Muslims" (Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 557-58).

This passage is almost exactly the same as one in the history of Ibn al-Dawadari, the differences
being insignificant (for example, the governor of Behesni is called al-'Aqrab; Kanz al-durar, in U.
Ilaarmann (ed.), Die Chronik des Ibn ad-Dawadari, viii (Freiburg 1971), 340-1). The relationship
between these sources is unclear, but it seems the ultimate source for both was al-Jazari (presumably
"the historian" named by Mufaddal), who also calls the governor al-'Aqrab, and also lists a third
castle, T'il Hamdun (this is in the context of the truce arranged in 692/1293; in Sauvaget,
Chronique, 26). For an investigation of the problematic relationship between Mufaddal and Ibn al-
Dawadari, see Litde, Introduction, 32-38.

Another Mamluk historian, al-'Ayni, agrees that Behesni had "belonging to it many estates and lands
and fields", but gives a different version of its acquisition by the Armenians: when the Mongols took
Aleppo from al-Nasir Yusuf,
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meant that Hiilegii was unable to return to Syria; after 'Ayn Jalut this meant that the
Mamluks were not only able to take over central and northern Syria, but were also able more

freely to conduct the conflict with the Franks of the coast, particularly with Antioch. The
principality soon suffered from two Mamluk-inspired raids, in 659/1261 and in 660/1262,
the latter actually carried out by the vassal Ayyubid rulers of Horns and Hama. The second
of these attacks ravaged the port of Antioch, Suwaydiyya, but was forced to retire by a force
of Armenians and Mongols, although al-Yunini suggests that the Mamluks were bought
off.11 Armenian forces clashed with the Mamluks from Aleppo the same year.

Between 660/1262 and 662/1264, Het'um launched a series of expeditions into northern
Syria.12 These were perhaps on Hiilegii's instructions,13 as was the case when Het'um
came to assist with the Mongol siege of al-Blra in 663/1264-5. The raids served only to

antagonise the Mamluks further, and their only benefit would have been as a distraction for
the latter from the crucial siege of the Euphrates fortress.14 The Mamluks dealt with the
Armenian incursions, but were not as yet in a position to risk an invasion of Cilicia, as they
were preoccupied with the defence of the besieged al-Bira, and with the Franks.
Nevertheless, with the collapse of the Mongol siege, it was not to be long before Baybars
could turn his attention to the troublesome Armenians of Sis.

The Mamluk Offensive under Baybars
In 664/1266, Baybars captured the important castle at Safad - the beginning of the end for
the Franks in Syria - and became clearly ready to take the offensive in Cilicia.

Het'um (according to Smpad) sought a peace treaty with Baybars, who was not ill-
disposed to this idea, but demanded the surrender of certain frontier holdings.15 However,

"Takfur lord of Sis heard that Halawun [i.e. Hiilegii] conquered them, and went to him and
interested him with gifts and carried to him money, and requested that he hand over Bahasni
to him. He yielded it to him, and it remained in his hands until the Sultan al-Ashraf
demanded it, and he was not able to retain it from him" (Tqd, iii, 151-52).

The latter is a reference to al-Ashraf s acquisition of these cashes, as part of a truce, in 692/1293: all
three of the writers cited in this note (Mufaddal, Ibn al-Dawadari, and al-'Aynl) give these accounts of
the two fortresses, and the Armenian take-over of Behesni, during their descriptions of the
negotiations between the Sultan and the Armenian envoys in this year (see below, pp70-72). For
another contemporary description of Behesni and his history, by the historian and geographer Ibn
Shaddad, see Eddd-Terrasse (ed.), Description, 71-4.

11 Canard, 'Le royaume', 223, n28.
12 On these expeditions, and their consequences, see Reuven Amitai-Preiss, 'In the Aftermath of 'Ayn

Jalut; The Beginnings of the Mamluk-Ilkhanid Cold War', Al-Masaq: Studio. Arabo-Islamica
Mediterranea iii (1990): 1-21 (especially 10-12).

13 Canard,'Le royaume', 223.
14 However, a reading of Smpad's account of these expeditions would suggest at least partial success: "the

King [Het'um] returned to his land with rich booty and there was great rejoicing" (Der Nersessian
(tr.), 'Armenian Chronicle', 143-68; 162-63). To be fair, Smpad does report that three of the four
expeditions were unsuccessful.

15 Canard, 'Le royaume', 228. Thorau tentatively relates the sending of Het'um's embassy to the death of
I liilegii in February 1265/ Rabi' II 663, a theory supported by Runciman (The Lion of Egypt, 163,
and n26).
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Het'um, entrusted with these by the Mongols, felt unable to accede fully.16 Bar Hebraeus
reports that the sultan laid down unacceptable commercial conditions, as well as demanding
Het'um effectively acknowledge subject status by paying the jizya. On the other hand, the
Mamluk civil servant Shafi' b. 'Ali blames the king for the breakdown of negotiations,

through his laying down of terms unacceptable to Baybars. However, as Thorau points out,
as it was Het'um who had initiated the talks, it is more likely that it was Baybars laying
down the terms for the treaty, and perhaps it is these that should be seen as responsible for
the failure of the embassy.17

After taking Safad, Baybars despatched al-Mansur of Hama against Cilicia, while he
himself campaigned against the Franks. Het'um was unable to obtain assistance from the
Ilkhan, who was distracted by conflict with his Mongol confreres to the north. At Mari the
Armenian army attempting to halt the Mamluk advance fled. Lewon, son of King Het'um,
was captured, and another son, T'oros, killed; the son of the chronicler Constable Smpad,
Vasil Tatar, was also captured. The Mamluk army burnt or destroyed several fortresses -

including Amuda,18 an important castle held by the Teutonic Knights - on its way to Sis,
which they sacked and burnt, without taking the citadel. The Mamluk amir 'Izz al-Din
Ughan was sent towards Rum, while Qalawun ravaged Msis, Adana, Ayas and Tarsus,
bringing back much booty.19 In captivity, Lewon and Vasil Tatar were treated well. In
Rabi' I 665/end of 1266, an Armenian ambassador arrived in Cairo, seeking to recover

Lewon, and during the next year another Armenian mission was sent to Baybars in Syria.20
In 666/1268, Het'um handed over to Baybars a series of fortresses on their frontier, listed
by Abu'l-Fida' as Darbsak, Marzaban, Ra'ban and Shih al-Hadld (Behesni, although
included in the original agreement, was apparently not handed over, through the intercession
of Sunqur al-Ashqar, a close friend of Baybars, who had been acquired from the Ilkhan by
Het'um and who was exchanged for Lewon).21

16 This is the account of events provided by Smpad. We are told that Het'um "did not comply with these
demands for two reasons; first, because of his fear of the [Mongols], lest they should say that [he]
was an ally of the Sultan of Egypt, and had given him the places and fortresses freed by them; and
second, although the Sultan's demand was not great... the King would not cede it so as not to come
under the authority of the Sultan. For he had been a victorious and famous King for many years,
while the Sultan had been the servant of a vile servant and had of late become so powerful that
everyone feared him" (translated by Der Nersessian (tr.), 'Armenian Chronicle', 164).

17 Thorau, Lion of Egypt, 163.
18 Also known in Arabic as al-'Amudayn, to the crusaders as Adamodana, and today called Hemite. The

castle sits above the modem road from Osmaniye (and Bodrumkale) to Kadirli. On this castle, is
position and history, see Edwards, Fortifications, 58-62.

19 For this invasion, see, for example, al-Yunini, Dhayl (Hyderabad), ii, 343-4; and Canard, 'Le royaume',
229-32, and Thorau, Lion ofEgypt, 171-75.

20 Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 118.
21 See, e.g., al-Yunini, Dhayl (Hyderabad), ii, 384-86; for details of the arrangement between Het'um and

Baybars, see Canard, 'Le royaume', 233-37, and Thorau, Lion ofEgypt, 192-93. Retaining Behesni
meant Cilicia was allowed some connection to the Ilkhanate; it was perhaps also considered important
to prevent the Ilkhans thinking the Armenian kingdom had gone over to the Mamluk side. The
castles that were handed over were in two areas: to the north of Antioch, and to the north of 'Ayntab,
east of the Euphrates.
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Cilicia, devastated by the Mamluk raid of 664/1266, after 666/1268 no longer had the
"glacis"22 of the Frankish principality of Antioch between it and the Mamluks. Het'um,
having first recovered his son and heir, and consulted the Mongol Ilkhan Abagha in
Baghdad, abdicated in 1269, dying a year later.

The Mamluk expeditions against Cilicia became more frequent. According to Smpad,
Baybars was only dissuaded from raiding in 669-70/1271 by an embassy from the new king
and former Mamluk captive Lewon (and, apparently, Abagha's promised loan to the
Armenians of 20,000 soldiers).23 In 672/1273, Mamluk troops from Aleppo, under
Baybars' orders, captured Goyntik (Kaynuk), a stronghold with strategic and commercial
importance; according to Nuwayrl this was followed up by another minor raid.24 A more

serious expedition was launched in 673/1274-5. The Arabic sources justify this by pointing
to Lewon's failure to keep to the terms of the 666/1268 agreement made by his father and
Baybars, through not sending the required tribute, by attacking caravans, and by restoring
fortresses. However, as the exact terms of the treaty are not known it is unclear whether or

not these are honest excuses.25 Perhaps the real reason is that provided by Ibn Shaddad, in
his biography of Baybars, and repeated for example by Mufaddal: that the Pervane (Mu'In
al-Dln Sulayman, the power behind the Rumi Seljuk throne), for fear of the Mongols, had
invited Baybars to take over in Rum, but sought to put the Sultan's invasion off for a year

Darbasak, in Armenian Tarbsag or Darbsak, is on the east slope of the Amanus mountains (the modern
Nur Daglari), to the east of Iskenderun. Shift al-Hadld is listed by Ibn Shaddad (Edde-Terrasse (ed.),
Description, 84) as one of the fortresses of the territory of Aleppo, in ruins when he was writing
(1276-80); Cahen (La Syrie du nord, 137; see also Edde-Terrasse's note: Description, 84, n8)
places this castle in a valley in the Kurd Dag, or Jabal al-Akrad, the range running parallel, and to the
east, of the Amanus: the two ranges are separated by the valley of the Karasu Cayi, or Nahr al-
Aswad, which flows into the 'Asi, or Orontes, river, although in this period it would have first
flowed into the lake of Antioch, in the depression known as al-'Amq or al-'Umq. This valley
privides one route north from Antioch towards Marash. Ra'ban, in Armenian Raban, Turkish
Araban, is about 40 kilometres south-east of Behesni. Cahen (La Syrie du nord, 119), postulates
that Marzaban (which he calls Marzban, and the Armenians P'arzman) is on the river of the same
name (today called the Bozatli fayi), which meets the Euphrates at Hromgla. Handing over Raban
and P'arzman would have meant the Catholicos' fortress of Hromgla would have been effectively cut
off from Cilicia (although when Ibn Shaddad was writing his geography, he thought Marzaban was
still held by the Armenians: Description, 71). According to Cahen (La Syrie du nord, 705),
Het'um I had acquired P'arzman, Raban and Darbsak from Hiilegii.

22 The term is used by Canard, 'Le royaume', 237.
23 Smpad tells us that in 1271 "the Sultan of Egypt Baibars Bunduktari set out again to invade Cilicia.

And King Leon sent ambassadors to him and made him return to Egypt, while he himself went east,
to the Khan Abagha, and the Khan offered him 20,000 men to take back with him for the protection
of his land, and he [the Khan] promised to come a few months later. And King Leon, taking a few of
these men, returned to his country" (Der Nersessian (tr.), 'Armenian Chronicle', 167). See also
Canard, 'Le royaume', 237, and n80, and Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 133-4.

24 Cited by Canard, 'Le royaume', 238. For the assault on Goyniik, see Canard, 'Le royaume', 237-38,
Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 131-32, and Thorau, Lion of Egypt, 232-33.

25 For this reason, Canard, 'Le royaume', 238-9, cites al-Nuwayri; Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and
Mamluks, 134 and nl06, cites Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's Rawd (perhaps al-Nuwayri's source), supported by
Ibn Shaddad in his al-A'ldq al-khatlra.
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by suggesting it would make strategic sense to neutralise the Cilician kingdom first.26
Perhaps the first explanation for the invasion - that the terms of the treaty had been neglected
- can be seen as the manifest reason, the second - that furnished by Ibn Shaddad - as the
latent reason. Of course, the invasion may have been ordered for any multitude of reasons,

which demonstrates the dangerous position in which Cilicia found itself, especially as

Abagha, occupied with problems to his east, was in no position to lend assistance - a factor
of which Baybars, with his efficient information-gathering network, would have been
aware.27 For whatever reason, the lands of Sis - as far as Gorigos, and including the
capital - were devastated. Denied the prospect of any Mongol assistance, Lewon, safe in a

mountain fastness, abandoned his kingdom to the Mamluks. Nevertheless, Baybars did not

bring heavy equipment - perhaps because of the season and his desire for mobility - which
meant he could not attempt an assault on the citadel of Sis, where the capital's population
had hidden. This suggests to Thorau that,

"[f]rom the outset the whole campaign did not serve the ends of a permanent
conquest but the marked enleeblement of the country",28

perhaps, as Ibn Shaddad suggests, as preparation for the forthcoming invasion of Rum.
The enormous quantity of booty was divided on the army's return to Syria, in the vicinity of
Harim.29

In 1276 there was another minor invasion, from the direction of Marash, mainly
consisting of Turkomen, which was repulsed successfully, although the Constable Smpad
and other barons were killed in the battle. Canard found no Arab source which mentions

this raid, concluding that it had merely local significance; our knowledge of it comes from
Bar Hebraeus.30 Also according to Bar Hebraeus, Lewon discovered Baybars' intention to
invade Rum in 675/1277, and repeatedly sought to warn the Mongols, who rather accepted
the Pervane's false assurances to the contrary.31 Canard states that following the abortion of
Baybars' conquest of Rum, the Mamluk sultan was convinced that the only way to maintain
hold of any conquest in Anatolia was by first conquering Cilicia, through which easier
access to Caesarea32 would be obtained; however, this imminent conquest was postponed

26 See Canard, 'Le royaume', 238-40, and Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 134 and 162, for
discussions of the reasons for this invasion. It may seem improbable that Baybars would have let the
Pervane determine the course of Mamluk foreign policy: he would surely have had his own reasons
for his own actions. For an examination of the Pervane's motivations, and a tentative reassessment
of his involvement with Baybars, see Carole Hillenbrand, 'Muin al-DIn Parwiina: the Servant of
Two Masters?', in F. de Jong (ed.), Miscellanea Arabica et Islamica (Leuven 1993): 267-74.

27 On Baybars' intelligence network, see Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 139-52, and passim.
28 Thorau, Lion of Egypt, 233.
29 For details of the expedition, see, e.g., al-Yunini, Dhayl (Hyderabad), iii, 88; also Canard, 'Le

royaume', 241, and Thorau, Lion ofEgypt, 232-34.
30 Canard, 'Le royaume', 241-2, and n95; Bar Hebraeus, Chronography, 454.
31 Canard, 'Le royaume', 242, and n97; Bar Hebraeus, Chronography, 456-7. According to Bar Hebraeus

(Chronography, 459), one of King Lewon's daughters was the daughter-in-law of the Pervane.
3 2 Caesarea-in-Cappadocia, the Turkish Kayseri, Arabic Qaysariyya.
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by the death of Baybars later that year,33 following which there was a temporary calm in the
war between Cairo and Sis.

Canard concludes that Baybars' attitude to Cilicia was primarily determined by his
conflict with the Mongols and Franks, and by his aims in Anatolia:

"Baybars, by his invasions of Cilician Armenia, intended to punish the
Armenians for their collusion with the Franks, and above all for the
assistance of all varieties which they were providing to the Mongols. It was
more against the Mongols than against the Armenians that he bore ill-will.
By the pillaging of his army in Cilicia, he had in addition to the desire to
obtain booty, that of ruining the country in order to hinder the Mongols'
provisions gathering. He did not intend, without doubt, to conquer the
country. In exacting the cession of certain places in the eastern region of the
Armenian kingdom, he aimed to assure himself an easier surveillance of the
invasion routes of North Syria, but also, as the destruction of Goyniik
shows, to have the mastery of an important commercial route to central
Anatolia. Baybars' successors aimed further in their expeditions against
Cilician Armenia and wished to appropriate to themselves in stages sundry
parcels of territory and finally to annex to the Mamluk Empire all the
kingdom of Sis."34

Nevertheless, the Cilician kingdom of Armenia was to struggle on for nearly a century after
Baybars' death, long outliving the Franks of Syria and Palestine, and even, effectively, the
Ilkhans themselves. In fact, the Armenian kingdom nearly outlasted the 'Bahri' Mamluk
sultans. If Baybars really had intended the complete conquest of Cilicia, his successors

quietly postponed the project.

33 Canard,'Leroyaume', 242.
34 Canard, 'Le royaume', 242-43: "Baybars, par ses incursions en Armenie cilicienne, entendait punir les

Armeniens de leur collusion avec les Francs, et surtout de l'aide de toute sorte qu'ils apportaient aux
Mongols. C'6tait plus aux Mongols qu'il en voulait qu'aux Armdniens. Par les pillages auxquels
son armee se livra en Cilicie, il avait outre le desir de se procurer du butin, celui de ruiner le pays
pour l'empecher de procurer des approvisionnements aux Mongols. II ne songeait sans doute pas a
conquerir le pays. En exigeant la cession de certaines places dans la region est du royaume armenien,
il visait k s'assurer une surveillance plus facile d'une des routes d'invasion de la Syrie du Nord, mais
aussi comme le montre la destruction de Goyniik, k avoir la maitrise d'une route commerciale vers
l'Anatolie centrale. Les successeurs de Baybars visbrent plus loin dans leur expeditions contre
l'Arm6nie cilicienne et voulurent s'approprier par dtapes diverses parties du territoire et l'inalement
annexer a l'empire mamelouk tout le royaume de Sis."

The damage inflicted on the economy of the Armenian kingdom is perhaps reflected in the quality of the
coinage issued by its king. The reign of Lewon II saw a gradual debasement in the value of the silver
coinage, and this debasement can be chronologically related to the circumstances of the realm. Lewon
IPs earlier silver trams have a high weight and silver content (ca. 3g, 90%); after Baybars'
destruction, this slipped (ca. 2.8g, 80%); after the battle of Horns, and the arrangement of the
enormous tribute to Qalawun in 684/1285 (see below, pp45-50), the debasement increased (ca. 2.6g,
60-70%). The value of the Armenian trams also declined in relation to other currencies in this period.
On this, see Bedoukian, Coinage, 86, 53-54, and Graph II.
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The Reign of Qalawun
After his accession, "thinking thus to get rid of the comrades of his father",35 Baybars'
young son al-Sa'id Berke Khan decided to send two of them - Sayf al-Din Qalawun and
Badr al-Din Baysari - on an expedition to Cilicia; the former went towards Sis, the latter
besieged Hromgla, or Qal'at al-Rum, taking the town but not the citadel (Muharram
678/May 1279).36 The sultan planned to assassinate the two amirs on their return, but
instead was himself deposed in favour of his brother Salamish, who in turn was replaced by
Qalawun himself, in Rajab 678/November 1279.37

This coup was not universally accepted by the Mamluk elite: in Dhu'l-Hijja 678/April
1280 Baybars' old khushdash Sunqur al-Ashqar, in Damascus, proclaimed himself
sultan.38 In the autumn - invited by Sunqur - Abagha sacked Aleppo, and the Armenians of
Sis were involved: according to Mufaddal, "the Great Mosque of Aleppo was set on fire,
the Armenians of Sis took the pulpit, and destroyed all which they found there."39 The
invaders retired for the winter, but returned the next year, under Mengii Temiir (Abagha's
brother). According to Mamluk sources, the Ilkhan's army numbered 80,000, including
30,000 non-Mongols - Georgians (under King Dmitri), Seljuk troops, Franks, and
Armenians under King Lewon.40 By the time the two armies met, at the battle of Horns (14
Rajab 680/29 October 1281), Sunqur and the other rebels had been reconciled with

35 Canard, 'Leroyaume', 243: "Pensent ainsi ddbarraser des camarades de son p£re...".
36 On this castle, see below, p58, n32. According to the report of Bar Hebraeus of this incident, the

Mamluks launched a raid of a thousand cavalry and four thousand infantry against Hromgla, led by the
amir "Basari" (Baysari), attacking it on May 19, 1279. They camped on the river "Parzaman"
(presumably the Merziman, the tributary which meets the Euphrates at this castle), and told the
Catholicos that the Sultan offered passage for him and his monks either to Cilicia, or to Jerusalem,
where they would be given property sufficient to maintain themselves, but if he were to resist, the
Christians of Hromgla would be massacred. The "Catholicos replied, 'I will fight until I die. I
cannot be faithful both to God and to the king'." The Mamluks proceeded to destroy the orchards and
plantations, and then broke into the "wretched city and looted it" and burnt it; the population retreated
to the "citadel" - presumably the upper, southern part of the fortress outcrop - and after five days of
destruction (which included the digging up of the baths and their removal to al-Bira), die Mamluks
left (Chronography, 461). Again according to Bar Hebraeus, Baysari went from Hromgla to Cilicia,
his object being not to raid, but to escort the leader of the Qaraman Turkmen to Syria; but on their
return they spent fifteen days "spoiling and looting" in Cilicia, based around Anawarza
(Chronography, 461-2). Ibn Shaddad (Description, 220-1) reports that Baysari first attacked
Hromgla in May; then, after Lewon paid the Mamluks 200,000 dirhams, he rejoined Qalawun on his
expedition in late Muharram/early June.

37 Canard, 'Le royaume', 243; also Irwin, Middle East, 63-4, and Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and
Mamluks, 180.

38 See, e.g., al-Yunini, Dhayl (Hyderabad), iv, 7-9.
39 Cited by Canard, 'Le royaume', 244: "...la grande mosquee d'Alep fut incendiee, les Armeniens de Sis

y prirent la chaire precher et detruisirent tout ce qui se trouvait dans la mosquee." Ibn al-Shihna (J.
Sauvaget (tr.), "Les Perles Choisies" d'Ibn ach-Chihna: materiaux pour servir a I'histoire de la
ville d'Alep (Beirut 1933), i, 59), citing Ibn al-Khatib, also mentions the burning of the Great
Mosque by the king of Armenia in 679/1280-1. The Armenians were also alleged to have burnt the
mosque in the course of the Mongol invasion of 658/1259-60 (see above, p37).

40 A discussion of the campaign leading up to the battle of Horns, and of the battle itself, is given by
Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 187ff.
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Qalawun. Mengii Temur's right wing, which contained all the non-Mongol troops,41 was

initially successful, but the battle went Qalawun's way. The Mongol army's retreat was

initially ordered, but they broke up and were decimated in the Mamluk pursuit. The Mamluk
garrison of Baghras intercepted and destroyed an Armenian contingent passing by; according
to a contemporary letter sent from Palestine by the Hospitaller Joseph de Cancy, Rumis
under Samaghar robbed their erstwhile allies the Armenians during the course of the
retreat.42

Qalawun now had a free hand in Syria, rather as had Baybars in the aftermath of 'Ayn
Jalut; Canard suggests that,

"The defeat of the Mongols, and their allies the Armenians, before Homs
allowed Qalawun to profit from the unlikelihood of the Mongols finding
themselves able to return to Syria, by executing various operations."43

Qalawun determined to strengthen his forts on the northern frontier, and to avenge the
assistance given by the Armenians to the Mongols - the Slrat Qaldwun tells us that the
Sultan specifically mentioned the deeds of the Armenians in the sack of Aleppo as the reason

for raids into Cilicia which he instructed his deputy at Aleppo to carry out.44 An expedition
from Aleppo sacked Ayas in 682/1283, defeating Armenian forces both on their advance and
their return; they arrived back loaded with booty.45 The next year the army of Aleppo
sacked an Armenian-held fortress, apparently a base for brigands, and presumably in the
Jazxra, called by Bar Hebraeus, our source for this incident, "Tina".46

The Truce of 684/1285

In the face of these successive raids, denied aid either from the turbulent Franks - especially
now that Antioch was no longer theirs - or from the Ilkhanate, which was at the time solely

41 Which, in addition to the reasons given by Amitai-Preiss (Mongols and Mamluks, 194-5), is a further
indication that the Mamluk figures for the Mongol army are wrong. If 44,000 Mongols were in the
centre, and 30,000 non-Mongols (plus more Mongols) were in the right wing, then fewer than 6,000
Mongols are left from the total of 80,000 to man the left wing. This does not ring true, though it
might explain the success of the Mamluk right.... It seems likely that we should not only lower the
total for the whole Mongol army, as Amitai-Preiss suggests, but also lower the relative proportion of
the non-Mongol contingent within it.

42 Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 199, and n.74.
43 Canard, 'Le royaume', 245-46: "La defaite des Mongols et leurs allies les Armeniens devant Horns

allait permettre a Qala'un de profiter de 1'impossibility ou se trouverent les Mongols de revenir en
Syrie pour effectuer diverses operations."

44 Canard, 'Le royaume', 246.
45 Canard, 'Le royaume', 246, and nl05, which cites the Slrat Qaldwun, al-Maqrizi, and Bar Hebraeus.
46 Canard, 'Le royaume', 247. Bar Hebraeus (Chronography, 471) reports that the Mamluk force, heading

for the country of "Shabaktan" (the area drained by the tributaries of the Khabur river: see Cahen, La
Syrie du nord, 110-11, and map), had to cross the Euphrates before reaching Tina, hence Canard's
assumption that it is to be found somewhere in northern Mesopotamia. According to Bar Hebraeus,
the assault on Tina was abandoned after the Mamluk leader was killed. The raid on Mosul in

685/1286-7, ordered because the Mosulis had apparently assisted the Mongols, might be considered as
part of the same policy as these raids on Cilicia - Northrup, "Qalawun", 160, groups the three
together, although admittedly perhaps more for the sake of structural convenience than for anything
else.
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concerned with the succession following Abagha's death, and with western Europe unlikely
to provide much immediate assistance, King Lewon was forced to seek a rapprochement
with the Mamluk sultan. In this, although at some cost, he had success, and the text of the
truce which was agreed has been preserved with an introduction in Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's
biography of Qalawun.47 This introduction tells us that at first successive Armenian
embassies were simply imprisoned, until Lewon sent an ambassador accompanied by the
Commander of the Templars in Armenia, who carried a message from the Grand Master of
the Order asking for the Sultan to show indulgence towards the king. Qalawun, who was in
Syria, having just captured Marqab, for some reason accepted the Grand Master's
intercession, and the ambassador was allowed to state his terms, which were the offer of an

annual tribute.48 As Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir notes, the treaty was considered to be entirely to the
benefit of the sultan, as he was to receive a large income for little effort, which might not be
so guaranteed if he sought to embark on the conquest of Sis.49 The Cilician kingdom of
Armenia was in effect to become subject to the Mamluk sultanate; the surviving text of the
treaty is in the form of an oath to be sworn by King Lewon, in the presence of an amir sent
to Sis once the details were agreed upon. There are few obligations conceded by Qalawun in
Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's text, which is, after all, Lewon's oath. Qalawun's implicit reciprocal
obligation - not to attack the Armenian kingdom - was of course the very basis of the truce:
the oath shows the conditions Lewon was forced to accept to ensure this.

The truce was to last from Thursday 2 Rabi' II 684/7 June 1285, for ten years, ten

months, ten days, and ten hours.50 It was to remain in force even after the death of one of
the contracting parties, even if there was an invasion of foreigners (presumably, Franks
were intended),51 even if the Mongols or someone else interfered. The Catholicos, his

47 The Tashrif al-ayyam wa'l-'usur fi sirat al-Malik al-Mansur. Canard introduces it ('Le royaume',
247-49), and provides a translation into French (249-58); P.M. Holt gives one section of his Early
Mamluk Diplomacy (1260-1290): Treaties of Baybars and Qalawun with Christian Rulers
(Leiden 1995) over to a brief introduction - including a translation of Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's own
account of the background to the truce - and a full English translation of the truce itself (92-105).

48 Earlier, in 681/1282-3, Qalawun had appropriated to himself the annual tribute paid by Sis to the
Isma'ilis, thus asserting his authority over that sect, and implicitly over the Armenian kingdom
(Northrup, "Qalawun", 593, citing, in n314, Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's Tashrif, and Baybars al-Mansuri's
Zubdat al-fikra fi ta'rikh al-hijra).

49 "jf sjS had been conquered and colonized, there would not have been such a surplus over expenses"
(translated by Holt, Diplomacy, 94; also cited by Canard, 'Le royaume', 249). Northrup, perhaps
slightly in conflict with Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's version of events, states that "Qalawun was only too
willing to sign the accord", without mentioning the king's problems in getting a hearing
("Qalawun", 180).

5 0 This was, of course, a traditional length for such truces. Muslim law prohibits the establishment of
permanent treaties with the infidel, and so such a theoretically temporary truce was the best Lewon
could have expected. For a discussion of the very similar treaties of Baybars and Qalawun with the
Frankish authorities, see P.M. Holt, 'The Treaties of the Early Mamluk Sultans with the Prankish
States', BSOAS xliii (1980):67-76, and especially 67-8 for the usual ten year duration of such truces;
and Holt, Diplomacy.

51 This implicit recognition of the possibility of interference from a crusade is more explicit in other
similar truces of the time, as demonstrated in Holt, 'The Treaties', 71: "[t]he danger of a crusade still
haunted the imagination of Muslim rulers, and the denial of assistance to the sultan's enemies is
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monks, and his residence at Hromgla were covered by the treaty, as they apparently had
been in the treaty concluded previously with Baybars (of which, as mentioned above, details
are lacking). Lewon promised to give up all his possessions, and make thirty pilgrimages to
Jerusalem, barefoot and bare-headed, if he violated the terms of the truce.

As part of his oath, Lewon undertook to pay an annual, fixed tribute to Qalawun (and his
intended heir al-Salih 'Ali, and his other son al-Ashraf Khalil), for his person, his subjects
and his country, for the period of the truce. He was to pay a year in advance in silver coin,
valuing 500,000 dirhams, reckoned by weight, as well as 25 horses of mixed breed,52 25
good mules, and 10,000 iron plates (for horse shoes and harness).53

Lewon undertook to release all Muslim merchants he held prisoner, with their property,

merchandise, slaves, horses, etc.; and all the other Muslim prisoners. If one of the
prisoners had died in Lewon's prisons, the King undertook to forward their property to

Qalawun, or the equivalent in value. For his part, Qalawun undertook to release all Lewon's
ambassadors, and their servants, held in the sultanate, and also Armenian merchants, with
their goods. Great emphasis is laid in the treaty on mercantile relations, with a preponderant
number of clauses concerned with securing trade, especially in slaves and horses - the raw

material for the Sultanate's armies. This emphasis in the truce perhaps indicates Qalawun's
own interest in trade,54 as well as the importance Cilicia had come to have in the trade of the

several times required" (in the treaties analysed by Holt). In Qalawun's treaty widi Acre, in
682/1283, "the Frankish kings of the sea" are explicitly mentioned.

5 2 The word used to describe these horses is ikdish, plural akadish; the translation as "horses of mixed
breed" is provided by Holt (Diplomacy, 99) and by M.Th. Houtsma (Ein tiirkisch-arabisches
Glossar: nach der Leidener Handschrift herausgegeben und erldutert (Leiden 1894), 51). Cahen
(Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 192) defines ikdish as a "gelding or cross-bred animal", but that the word
came to mean a human being of mixed race, in Asia Minor referring mainly to the product of unions
between Turks and the indigenous inhabitants.

53 According to Der Nersessian ('Kingdom', 655) and Boase ('History of the Kingdom', 28), the figure
was 1,000,000 dirhams, which is not the figure given in either of the translations, by Canard and
Holt, of the text of Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir. According to these, the tribute was to be "of silver bullion,
tahegans [an Armenian unit of currency] of the kingdom, 500,000 dirhams by weight, the half being
250,000 dirhams" (Diplomacy, 99), and "en monnai d'argent royale, de 500.000 dirhams, comptes au
poids, dont la moiti6 est de 250.000 dirhams" ('Le royaume', 253). The amount given in Ibn 'Abd
al-Zahir's summary of the treaty is also 500,000 dirhams (Holt, Diplomacy, 94). In his n20, Boase
cites Canard's article as the authority for the details of the truce, but he does make use of Der
Nersessian's chapter elsewhere, so it is possible that her higher figure is the source for his. It is
possible that Der Nersessian is confusing the tribute of 1285 with that promised in 1315 to al-Nasir
Muhammad (which itself was a doubling of the 500,000 dirham tribute arranged in 1297 during the
sultanate of Lachin), or perhaps simplifying the sequence of tributes conceded. For details of these
latter two arrangements, see Irwin, Middle East, 120. Der Nersessian goes on to say (656) that the
tribute (already, in her version, 1,000,000 dirhams) was doubled in 1293: on this, see below, p72.

54 For which, see Northrup, "Qalawun", 557ff. In his discussion of treaties between the early Mamluk
sultans and the Frankish states, Holt concludes that because of the frequent emphasis on mercantile
matters, it "is not possible, in fact, to draw a hard and fast line between political treaties, such as
these truces ostensibly are, and commercial treaties, such as were concluded with Venice, Genoa and
Aragon" ('The Treaties', 74). In this, as with the treaty as a whole, the truce of 1285 with the
Armenian king fits in well with the pattern of treaties with the Frankish states; perhaps the similarity
of treaties could be understood to imply a similarity in attitude towards all the Christian states of the
Middle East?
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Middle East. This was especially since the official 'closure' of the border between the
Sultanate and the Ilkhanate, since when Cilicia had become a useful gateway for
merchandise to the Mamluks, not only from Rum and the Black Sea, but also from
Mesopotamia, Persia and the East. Indeed, the text of the truce specifies that Lewon was not
to hold up men or merchants passing through his lands and heading for the sultanate, from
Rum, the east, the west, Iraq, Baghdad, the lands of the Persians or all other places; and he
was not to argue that these were subjects of the Mongols (presumably so he could detain
them and return them to the Ilkhanate).

The truce states that the merchants of the two sides should be able to come and go freely,
unmolested and protected. The lands - and waters - included in the truce were to be
guarded from thieves, brigands, bandits and malefactors. Other clauses also aim at

encouraging trade; for example, if one party were to violate the terms of the truce, merchants
and travellers should be able to continue their journey in security, without having to fear for
their lives or their goods, slaves or horses, for 40 days. The emphasis laid on ensuring
merchants should be free to import these latter 'commodities', essential for the Mamluk war

machine, is repeated in several clauses: Lewon was not to impede anyone, merchant or not,

engaged in the importation of slaves, horses or mules.55 Even the possibilities of accident
were considered in the truce, so that they should not impede trade: if a merchant of one side
dies in the other's lands, his goods were to be returned.

The truce helps reveal the full extent of the inroads the Mamluks had made into Cilician
sovereignty and territory. It was to cover all the lands and subjects of the Sultan, and those
permanently held by Lewon at the time of the truce. The lands of the former are enumerated
- they include territories at least recently held by the Armenians, between the Euphrates and
the Amanus, such as Baghras, Darbsak and Tall Bashir.56 If anyone fled the Sultanate for
Cilicia, Lewon undertook to arrest and return them - even if they had converted to

5 5 Northrup ("Qalawun", 562) states that the "very survival of the Mamluk regime depended on the slave
trade"; that the traditional slave trade routes were now dominated by the Mongols posed "a threat to
the lifeline of the sultanate. ... ProtecUon of the slave trade was, therefore, one of the primary
objectives of Qalawun's commercial policy", as seen in his treaties with Byzantium and Genoa, as
well as with the Armenian kingdom.

5 6 Canard, 'Le royaume', 252. Baghras (Arabic Baghras, Turkish Bakras, Crusader Gaston) is to the north
of Antioch, guarding the most important pass through the Amanus mountains to the coast; its
possession had been disputed between the Armenian kings and the Knights Templar, who seem to
have been responsible for much of the surviving building (see R.W. Edwards, 'Bagras and Armenian
Cilicia: a reassessment', REA xvii (1983):415-55; Lawrence, 'The Castle of Baghras', in Boase (ed.),
Cilician Kingdom, 34-83; T.A. Sinclair, Eastern Turkey: an Architectural and Archaeological
Survey (London 1987-90), iv, 266-70; Ibn Shaddad, Description, 262-67, gives a contemporary
description of Baghras, and an account of its history). Tall Bashir was known to the Armenians as
T'lbasar, and to William of Tyre as Turbessel, and on modern maps it is called Tellbasar Kalesi; it is
in the valley of the Sajur river (today the Bagirsak Deresi), the tributary of the Euphrates running
from 'Ayntab/Antep. Ibn Shaddad (Description, 61-67) gives a description of Tall Bashir, and an
account of its history: the citadel had been destroyed by Baybars, and it was unoccupied save for a
group of Turkmen. Tall Bashir seems to have initially been occupied by Baybars in 1263/4; Baghras
was captured by the Mamluks in the aftermath of the sack of Antioch in 1268; and Darbsak was
handed over to Baybars in the same year (Ibn Shaddad, Description, 67, 266-67, 269).
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Christianity; on the other hand if a fugitive from Sis embraced Islam, only his goods were to
be returned.57 Importantly, Lewon could not carry out new fortification work. This was a

feature of other treaties between the Mamluks and the Franks, and it was a feature the former
were willing to exploit, either to have offending fortifications destroyed, or as an excuse for
ending the period of truce.58 Not only did Lewon have to promise not to improve his
defences, but he also, obviously, was not to take the offensive. He swore not to conspire or

to carry out an invasion of the Sultanate; nor to show benevolence to any of the enemies of
the Sultan, nor to come to an understanding with them; but to make every effort to guarantee
from all ill the lands of the Sultan, and to stop those who wished to go there to commit
misdeeds or hostile acts. Depending on the reliability of Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir's transmission of
the text of the oath sworn by Lewon, one can see his new subject status in the title he
accords Qalawun at the very beginning, and repeatedly thereafter - he is called "Our Lord the
Sultan".59

Ibn 'Abd al-Zahir informs us that the release of prisoners and payment of tribute was

carried out as stipulated, though Lewon sought to retain some subjects of the Qaramanid
amir and the Rum! Sultan as those princes had imprisoned many of his own subjects, but
Qalawun argued that as Muslims they should be released, and so they were.60

The truce of 684/1285, as Canard points out, marks a turning point in the history of the
Armenian kingdom, and its relations with the Mamluk Sultanate.61 Though the Armenian
kings continued to try to align themselves with the anti-Mamluk powers - Lewon's
successor, Het'um II, visited the Mongols, and married one sister to Michael IX
Palaeologos and another to Aimery, brother of the king of Cyprus - Cilicia could no longer
be sure of the protection of the Ilkhans, as was the case during the reigns of Hiilegii or

57 In a separate clause, the truce states that peasants from Rum or the Sultanate found in Cilicia were to be
returned to Syria; Cilician peasants found in the Sultanate were to be returned there. Presumably this
implies that peasants were not considered as religious entities. Perhaps the clause also reveals the
Sultan's concern to encourage settlement in his lands, which had of course been repeatedly devastated
by the Mongols, in so far as it effectively legislates for the transportation of peasants from Rum to
the Mamluk Sultanate.

58 For example, in 684/1285, the same year as the truce with Lewon, after the capture of Marqab,
Qalawun persuaded the count of Tripoli to bribe one of his vassals to destroy a tower the latter,
Bartholomew, had built in the sea at Marqiyya/Maraclea; this construction may have been seen as
breaking their truce of 680/1281, or as certainly impeding the possibility of any future one - see al-
Yimini, Dhayl (Hyderabad), iv, 241, or Ibn Taghribirdi, al-Nujum al-zdhira fi muluk misr wa'l-
qahira (12 vols., Cairo 1963), vii, 315-16; for details of the truce between Qalawun and Bohemond
VII (count of Tripoli 1275-87), see P.M. Holt, 'Mamluk-Frankish Diplomatic Relations in the
Reign of Qalawun (678-89/1279-90)', JRAS (1989); 278-89, especially 279, 281-82, n5 and n9.
According to Holt, 'The Treaties', 72, the forbidding of fortification work was a "common provision"
in these truces.

59 In the translations of Holt (Diplomacy, 97, 101, etc.) and Canard ("Notre Seigneur le Sultan"; 'Le
royaume', 250, 251, etc.).

60 This information is included in the passage from the Tashrlf translated by Holt (Diplomacy, 95).
61 Canard, 'Le royaume', 259: "[c]e traite marque un tournant dans l'histoire des relations entre 1'Armenie

cilicienne et le sultanat mamelouk."
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Abagha. Worn out, Lewon died, aged fifty-three, in 1289.62 In 1291 Qalawun's son and
successor, al-Ashraf Khalil, took Acre and the last possessions of the Franks on the
mainland of the Middle East. Qalawun, with an eye for the easiest and most profitable
option, had treated Cilicia relatively leniently. After his death, and the accession of more

bellicose or less secure sultans (who were therefore more in need of distractions for rivals,
or legitimising achievements), the situation was to change.

62 Boase,'History', 28.
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The Reigns of King Het'um II
(1289-1307)



Claude Mutafian has stated that after 1289 the kings of Armenia in Cilicia were "faibles et
sans imagination", themselves Latinophile but with their court riven by intrigues between the
'pro-Latin' and 'nationalist' factions. He cites the first of Lewon's successors, Het'um II,
as a good example of this, who "passe son temps a hesiter entre le trone et le couvent".1
T.S.R. Boase concurs: Het'um was "a vacillating character"; his "personal indulgences
were little suited to the times"; "with a heedless disregard of pressing dangers" Het'um "was
destroyed from within his own territories".2 As Boase hints, to blame Het'um alone for
Cilicia's troubles is rather harsh: quite apart from events outwith the Armenians' control,
there was discord within Het'um's family. The family feuding was rather bloody, and
discredited the Het'umids even in the eyes of their contemporaries. A Dominican writing in
France in the early fourteenth century condemned not only their religious errors, but also
used an (exaggerated) account of the royal fraternal squabbles as a means of discrediting the
Armenians.3 Bloody, and debilitating for the kingdom, the fraternal feuding may have been,
but such contention should be seen in the context of feudal monarchy in general:
contemporary with Het'um's reign was that of Henry II of Cyprus, interrupted, of course,

by his brother Aimery's "regency", to cite one comparison. Lewon II had made the
fundamental error of leaving behind him too many ambitious sons: we do not need to look
beyond Britain in the Middle Ages to see the trouble which that could cause; however they
may have been slandered, the Armenians were surely no worse than any other nation. The
problem Het'um II had with his brothers can be contrasted with the experience of his
grandfather, Het'um I, who had been loyally served by his (elder) brother, the Constable
Smpad. Perhaps it was easier to be loyal in the relative security of the early and mid-
thirteenth century, than in the turmoil and apprehension that followed the beginning of the
Mamluk onslaught.

The End of the Crusader States

The years following 1285 saw much that was outwith the control of the kings of Armenia,
but which had profound effects on the history of the kingdom. In the late 1280s, conflict
within Tripoli between the Embriaco-led commune and the dynastic heir, Lucy, prompted
Qalawun to return to the offensive against the remnants of the crusader states. Qalawun may

also have been prompted by concern at the Genoese domination of Tripoli4 - a compromise
between the factions had been agreed there only after their admiral in the eastern

Mutafian, Royaume Armenien, 70.
Boase, 'History', 29.
The Directorium ad passagium faciendum, presented to King Philip VI in 1332: Ch. Schefer, L. de

Mas Latrie and C. Kohler (eds.), RHC Arm., II, 365-517; see 487-90 for an unflattering opinion of
the Armenians.

This is the view suggested by Steven Runciman, 'The Crusader States, 1243-1291', in K.M. Setton
(gen. ed.) A History of the Crusades; II: The Later Crusades (2nd ed., Madison 1969): 557-98,
591-2; and by Irwin, Middle East, 75.
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Mediterranean, Benito Zaccaria, had, in return for suitable concessions, thrown his weight
behind it - or perhaps simply by the desire to let his mamluks stretch their legs: even before
the establishment of the commune at Tripoli, he had eagerly taken advantage of earthquake
damage to Lattakia's town defences to annex it (in April 1287). Qalawun laid siege to

Tripoli in late March 1289, and by late April the city had been captured, with much slaughter
in the chaotic desertion of the defenders.5 Despite the warning that this event was for the
surviving Latin holdings in Syria, the people of Acre still managed to provide Qalawun with
the excuse he needed to break his truce with Henry of Cyprus, King of Jerusalem. In
August 1290 there was a massacre of Muslim merchants, blamed on newly-arrived Italian
crusaders, and though the authorities in Acre were quick to apologise to the Sultan, the
apologies were not to his satisfaction. He was clearly looking for an excuse: preparations
for an expedition in Syria, perhaps spurred on by the success, and booty, of the sack of
Tripoli, were well under way long before the incident in Acre.6 The strength of Qalawun's
hold on the sultanate is perhaps shown in the fact that his death, in November 1290, did not

significantly delay the assault on Acre: the opposition to his (already unpopular) son Khalil
(who took the regnal title al-Ashraf) was at first limited, and easily dealt with; more serious,
and fatal, opposition took a couple of years to crystallise.7 The Mamluk army eventually left
Egypt in March 1291, and combined with forces collected from throughout Syria, laid siege
to Acre in early April. Despite reinforcements from western Europe, Cyprus and the
Military Orders, the defenders were driven from the city on May 18, although one tower,
manned by Templars, held out for ten days more. Though the retreat was again
disorganised, with few survivors, the better state of readiness in Acre for the assault than in

Tripoli meant that the Mamluks collected less booty.8 This aside, the capture of Acre was

decisive: the remaining Frankish garrisons on the mainland of Syria were soon evacuated.
The only remaining Christian state on the mainland of the Middle East was now the
Armenian kingdom.9 It was not to be long before the Mamluks, under the dynamic
leadership of al-Ashraf Khalil, were to turn their attentions towards it.

5 In the aftermath of the capture of Tripoli, the Genoese, for whom this had been their major Syrian port,
took revenge by attacking Egyptian shipping, under their admiral in the region, Benito Zaccaria. The
power of the sultan over the Italian naval powers, the most important link for the Christian powers
of the eastern Mediterranean with Latin Europe, is demonstrated by Qalawun's ability to quickly halt
the Genoese piracy: he put pressure on the commune by retaliating against its citizens in Alexandria,
until the Genoese themselves stopped Zaccaria (see Irwin, Middle East, 75-6; and Runciman, 'The
Crusader States', 593). Trade with the merchant navies of LaUn Europe was extremely important for
the economic well-being of both the sultan and his sultanate, but the trade with Egypt was important
for the Italians as well, and they were concerned to avoid threatening it. Qalawun welcomed "Italian
commercial colonies in Egypt ... not only for commercial reasons but because those colonies were
hostages for the good behaviour of the Italian trading republics" (Irwin, Middle East, 73).

6 See Irwin, Middle East, 75.
7 For the details of Khalil's accession, see Irwin, Middle East, 76-7.
8 For details of the capture of Acre, see Irwin, Middle East, 77-8; and Runciman, 'The Crusader States',

595-8.
9 This point seems not to have been lost on al-Ashraf himself: see below, p59, n33. Letters sent by

Het'um to Edward I of England purporting to be from al-Ashraf to the Armenian king at the Ume of
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The Successors of Hiilegu
The position of the Armenian kingdom was also weakened by events in the Dkhanate, which
may have seemed of less immediate importance, but were nevertheless to prove of
considerable significance in the long term.10 Hiilegii's son Abagha died not long after the
defeat of his army at Horns in 680/1281, and after a succession dispute he was succeeded by
his brother Tegiider, who reigned from 681/1282 to 683/1284. Tegiider had converted to

Islam, ruling with the name Ahmad, and he sought to make peace with the Mamluks.
Although nothing came of this - and he was soon deposed and executed by the leading
Mongols, who saw no reason to end what was for them a desirable state of war with the
sultanate - nevertheless his actions were to be a portent of things to come. While the
Armenians may have suffered in the cross-fire of the Mamluk-Ilkhanid conflict, Mongol
friendship and support were crucial for the defence of their kingdom. Tegiider was

succeeded by Abagha's son Arghun (reigned 683-90/1284-91), who in contrast to his
predecessor may have been more anti-Islamic than was the norm for the Ilkhans. Certainly,
he was sympathetic to the Christians, and was fondly remembered by the Armenians: the
continuator of the Chronological Tables of Samuel of Ani tells us Arghun "loved the
Christians strongly";11 the Cilician historian Hayton of Gorigos, writing at the beginning of
the fourteenth century for the pope, summarised Arghun's reign very favourably.12

After Arghun's death, however, under his dissolute brother Geikhatu, the Ilkhanate
reached the point of economic collapse, with the state effectively bankrupt. Hayton did not
have a high opinion of Geikhatu, and neither did the leading Mongols:13 in 694/1295 he
was overthrown by his cousin Baydu, who Hayton calls "a good Christian".14 After
Geikhatu, the Armenians must have been relieved to hear of the accession of an Ilkhan with

such a reputation, and Het'um was eager to visit Baydu to offer his allegiance. According to
Bar Hebraeus,

"when the believing, and just, and righteous king Hitam of Cilicia heard that
Baidu had triumphed, and that the kingdom of the Mongols was established
for him, and that he was a friend of the Christians, and inclined to them more

than to the other Faiths (or, Religions), he desired greatly to come to his

the former's conquest of Acre, certainly threaten military action: reproduced in the chronicle of
Bartholomaei de Cotton, Historica Anglicana (A.D. 449-1298), H.R. Luard (ed.) (Rolls series;
London 1859), 215-19.

10 For a brief account of the reigns of Hiilegii's successors, see David Morgan, Medieval Persia 1040-
1797 (London 1988), 68-71.

11 French translation as 'Samouel d'Ani, Tables Chronologiques', in M. Brosset (tr.) Collection
d'historiens armeniens, ii (St. Petersburg 1876), 475.

12 Hayton, Flor, 189 (chapter 37).
13 Neither did Abu'l-Fida': writing in his al-Mukhtasar fi akhbar al-bashar he tells us that Geikhatu

was "a monster of depravity and sodomy with the sons of the Mongols. For that reason they detested
him" (Memoirs, 18).

14 Hayton, Flor, 189 (ch. 37).
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service (i.e. to pay homage to him), and to meet him in person, and to put on
a sure footing many matters between Baidu and himself."15

Bar Hebraeus tells us that Het'um travelled for nearly two months, arriving near 'Siahkuh'
at the same time as a rebel Mongol army led by an amir, Nawruz, who was acting on behalf
of Arghun's son, Ghazan. Baydu advised Het'um to return to Maragha where he awaited
the settling of the disorder, for about ten days. Ghazan succeeded in overthrowing Baydu,
and Het'um hurried to his encampment, on 'Telia 'Aukama', near 'Diahkhurkan',16 to pay

homage, presenting "great gifts". Ghazan objected that he had come in order to visit Baydu,
not him; Het'um replied that,

'"I am bound to show subjection to all the seed of Chingiz Khan, and I come
to pay homage to whosoever is established on the throne.' Then the King of
Kings welcomed him warmly, and he arrayed him in royal apparel. And he
commanded that a patent should be written for him, and that all his petitions
should be fulfilled."17

The continuation of Samuel of Ani's Chronological Tables informs us that,
"Ghazan having aroused a great persecution against the churches, the pious
Het'um calmed it, by going himself to the East, at the cost of great
hardships."18

Bar Hebraeus also writes of an order to demolish churches, which Het'um asked to be

rescinded, with success. Het'um left "with a happy heart, and gladness and rejoicing" on

October 9.19 Nevertheless, according to Bar Hebraeus, Baydu's execution by Nawruz in
October 1296 was followed by the latter ordering the destruction of churches and
synagogues: we are told that Christians suffered in Tabriz and Baghdad, and the Jews even

more so. Subsequently, edicts20 were sent throughout the Ilkhanate saying that churches
and monasteries were to be destroyed. The chronology of these events is confused in Bar
Hebraeus' text: it is unclear if it was these edicts that Het'um had success in countering, or

others, issued at Ghazan's accession.21 It seems possible that Het'um's success in

15 Bar Hebraeus, Chronography, 505.
16 'Siahkuh', which is a rendering of the Persian for 'Black Mountain', seems to have been north-east of

Tabriz, and is possibly the peak today called 'Qareh Dagh' (see G. Le Strange, The Lands of the
Eastern Caliphate: Mesopotamia, Persia, and Central Asia from the Moslem conquest to the
time ofTimur (Cambridge (905), 168). 'Telia 'Aukama' was presumably a hill near the town today
called Dehkhvareqan, between Tabriz and Maragheh (on which, see Le Strange, Eastern Caliphate,
163-64).

17 Bar Hebraeus, Chronography, 506.
18 Samuel of Ani, Tables, (tr. Brosset) 475.
19 Bar Hebraeus, Chronography, 506.
20 These edicts are called "Yarlike", clearly the Syriac plural of the Mongol yarligh; Bar Hebraeus,

Chronography, 507.
21 There is a dating problem with the text of Bar Hebraeus (Chronography, 506), who places Het'um's

departure from Ghazan on Teshrin I (October) 9th, 1607 (1296). The next paragraph in the text has
Baydu executed also on 9 Teshrin I, 1607, but this is the fifth day of the week not the first (as was
Het'um's departure). Perhaps Het'um was with Ghazan in 1608 or 1606: the latter is suggested by
Budge, which makes sense - Baydu had lied before Nawruz on Ilul (September) 24/25, 1606/1295;
Het'um would have seen Ghazan shortly after this. Abu'l-Fida', however, dates Baydu's killing to
shortly after his flight, in 695/late 1295 (Memoirs, 24). Rashid al-Din's account of Ghazan's
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defending the Christians of the Ilkhanate at this point may have been somewhat over-stated;
however, David Morgan, writing recently on the accession of Ghazan, mentions his
outlawing of Buddhism and the destruction of its temples in the Ilkhanate, but not any

similar persecution of the religions of the dhimmi, Christianity and Judaism, merely noting
that they were restored to their former position of inferiority.22 For what neither Hayton nor

Bar Hebraeus tell us is that Baydu was the last of the non-Muslim Ilkhans: Ghazan had
converted, under the influence of Nawruz, before his accession, and so did the rest of the

Mongols in Persia, if perhaps in some cases only superficially. Ghazan's conversion was

one of the ways in which he tried to bridge the gap between the Mongols and their Persian
subjects, in his attempt to rebuild the Ilkhanate;23 with hindsight, it perhaps seems inevitable
that this new wave of conquerors of the Islamic Middle East, like the others before them,
would eventually be absorbed into the dominant religion of their subject population. While
time was to prove that Ghazan himself would not be led by his new faith to change the
traditional Ilkhanid policy of amity with the Armenian kingdom, others of the newly-
converted Mongols were not to be so restrained.

The Conquests of al-Ashraf Khalil
Het'um's accession came at a time when the Mamluk Sultans were returning to a more

belligerent policy. The reign of Qalawun's son al-Ashraf Khalil (689-93/1290-93) began in
the midst of preparations for the final assault on the crusader states, and continued with more

military endeavours. Al-Ashraf certainly was more aggressive in the brief period of his rule
than his father had been for much of his;24 he seems to have been keen to present himself

accession, while agreeing that Baydu was executed shortly after his loss of the throne (on 4 October
1295), also lends weight to the theory that Het'um met with the new Ilkhan in 1295. According to
this, after banqueting in Tabriz, where "all who came to pay homage were maintained in their
positions and offices", Ghazan decamped to "Dehkhwaragan, where he waited for the arrival of the
amirs Nawroz and Qutlughshah"; it is likely that Het'um also visited at this time (Rashiduddin
Fazlullah, Jami'u't-tawarikli/Compendium of Chronicles - A History of the Mongols, tr. W.M.
Thackston (Harvard University, 1998-99), 629.

22 Morgan, Medieval Persia, 72. This is perhaps in conflict with Rashid al-Din, who also mentions
that Ghazan attacked Jewish synagogues, Christian churches and Magian monasteries after the death
of Baydu, which is, of course, dated to shortly after Ghazan's takeover (tr. Thackston, 628).

23 For details of Ghazan's accession and conversion, see Morgan, Medieval Persia, 72-3. Rashid al-
Din's account of Ghazan's conversion, which "sprang from sincere conviction", is given in B.
Spuler, History of the Mongols (London 1973), 144-46.

24 It is possible that al-Ashraf Khalil may have sought an aggressive foreign policy because he felt that
his position as Sultan was insecure, and he wished both to prove himself, and to distract any
potential dissent. During much of Qalawun's reign, al-Ashraf s brother al-Salih 'All was treated as
the heir apparent, and even after his death in 687/1288 it seems that Qalawun was reluctant to
acknowledge al-Ashraf as his new heir: most importandy, there was some doubt that Qalawun had
ever wished to sign the diploma of his appointment. At his accession, al-Ashraf would have known
that some senior amirs were bitterly opposed to his rule (and the new Sultan was indeed swift to deal
with the most senior of these, Qalawun's nd'ib al-saltana Husam al-Din Turuntay al-Mansuri). On
the other hand, it seems that al-Ashraf was well respected for his military skills even before his
accession, and it has been suggested that his interest in Syrian expansion may at least partly have
been the result of the influence of his Palestinian wazir Ibn Sal'us, as well, of course, as the natural
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militaristically to his Christian enemies: for what it is worth, the Gestes des Chiprois
records the title al-Ashraf uses in the preface of a letter to the Master of the Temple in 1290
(therefore only shortly after his accession) as,

"Sultan of Sultans, King of Kings, Lord of Lords, Malik al-Ashraf the
mighty, the redoubtable, the chastiser of rebels, the chastiser25 of the Franks
and of the Tatars and of the Armenians, captor of the castles from the hands
of the miscreants, lord of the 2 seas, devotee of the 2 holy pilgrimages,
Khalil al-Salihi".26

Even before the onset of Khalil's rule, the Armenians had sensed the return to a more

aggressive policy by the Mamluks. The Coptic historian Mufaddal b. Abl'l-Fada'il tells us

that during the (successful) siege of Tripoli, in early 688/1289, ambassadors from the lord
of Sis arrived in the Mamluk camp, imploring the sultan's mercy and saying that their master
would obey whatever the Sultan commanded. The reason for this embassy, and the offence
for which it sought clemency, are not given: it could have been merely a reflex action by the
Armenians, provoked by the assault on Tripoli, for fear that they would be next; however, it
seems more likely that it was the result of the death of King Lewon. The latter is suggested
because Lewon seems to have died on February 6, 1289,27 and Qalawun arrived at Tripoli at
the end of March. It is possible that the new king, Het'um II, wished to ensure the truce
would not be broken by the death of his father, even though the text of the truce explicitly
states that it would not. In any case, Mufaddal tells us that the ambassadors were well
received. They were given robes of honour, and told that their king should surrender
Marash and Behesni, "and stay in the qati'a as he had" - that is, continue to pay the tribute,
presumably that arranged in 684/1285 - along with several un-named conditions.28 The
version of al-Maqrizi agrees substantially with that of Mufaddal, but follows the account of
Qalawun's capture of Tripoli, his agreement with the lord of Jubayl, and his subsequent
return to Damascus (Jumada I 688/ May-June 1289); al-Maqrizi is not necessarily implying
that that is when the embassy took place, but merely includes this passage here to summarise

Mamluk wish to drive back the infidels (Irwin, Middle East, 76-77; see also Holt, Age of the
Crusades, 103).

25 Or "hunter"? The text has "... le chasteours de rebels, le chasseour des Frans...".
26 The text reads "ferveour de[s] .ij. sains pelerinage Calohonel [&] Salahie"; the editor seems to have

misread the names of the Sultan, Khalil al-Salihi, as the names of 'the two pilgrimages' (Gestes des
Chiprois, 242). It is interesting that the Armenians have been included in the list of Khalil's
victims, by the Sultan's scribe and/or by the Gestes' writer. If it was the former, which is possible,
then it shows that the Mamluks still considered the Armenian kingdom as amongst its serious
enemies, or that they were at least willing to recognise all parties to the feared Christian-Mongol
alliance to their north. If the title was concocted in Cyprus, then it at least shows that the Franks
there saw the Armenian kingdom as a potential victim of the Mamluks, and one worth bothering
about.

27 For this date, see W.H. Riidt-Collenberg, The Rupenides, Hethumides and Lusignans: the Structure
of the Armeno-Cilician Dynasties (Paris 1963), 67, n.129.

28 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 531. According to Dozy (Supplement, II, 381) qati'a
means an annual, or extraordinary contribution.
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the lesser events of the year, rather than interrupting his narrative of the conquest of
Tripoli.29 Mufaddal adds that the messengers returned, after Tripoli had been taken, to the
Sultan's camp before Horns. An honourable truce was arranged, but they brought excuses

"for the surrender of Marash and Behesni, as he [King Het'um] was not able to surrender
them because of the Tatars, and he offered the Sultan a great sum in compensation for
them", which, presumably, was acceptable. The Mongols may have been unwilling to see
these towns handed over to the Mamluks, which would have meant a significant movement
of the frontier northwards, and would have obstructed communications between the
Ilkhanate and its satellites in Rum and Cilicia via the upper Euphrates; the Armenians of
Cilicia would have been unwilling to see this lifeline to their Mongol protectors disappear.30
For the same reasons, the Mamluks were keen to obtain these places, which aim influenced
much of their diplomacy in the following years.

In early 690/1291, al-Ashraf moved against Acre, and mopped up the last remaining
independent Latin holdings in Syria. The Mamluks' continued commitment to northern
Syria as well was demonstrated at the same time by the completion of the citadel of Aleppo,
mentioned by Abu'l-Fida' and al-MaqrizI. This had been destroyed by Hiilegii in 658/1260,
and its rebuilding begun by Qalawun's mamluk Qara-Sunqur.31 The most exposed
Armenian outpost to the north of the Sultan's territories was probably Hromgla, or Qal'at al-
Rum,32 and the year after the extirpation of the Franks, 1292, al-Ashraf determined to

capture it.

29 The summary nature of this part of the annal is emphasised by the fact that it is followed by the list of
Qalawun's administrative appointments that year, a sure-fire indicator that the writer is running out of
things to say about the year's events. Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, in Quatremere, Histoire, II:i, 104.

30 On Marash and Behesni, see above, p38, nlO.
31 There may be a problem with the year given by these writers. Khalll's inscription - referred to by

Abu'l-Fida' - on the citadel, commemorating its construction, apparently refers to the capture of
Qal'at al-Rum in 691, and gives that year's date (Memoirs, 18, n.26, citing the Repertoire
chronologique de I'epigraphie arabe, xi, no. 4956). Perhaps the inscription marks not the date of
the completion of the citadel, but of al-Ashraf s stay there, for its 'ceremonial opening'. While it
seems that the repairs to the citadel were at least underway during Qalawun's reign, the Aleppan
writer Ibn al-Shihna, perhaps influenced by the inscription, stated that "it remained in ruins until its
restoration in the reign of al-Malik al-Ashraf Khalil" ("Les perles choisies", I, 48). The inscription
has been published and translated in Yasser Tabbaa, Constructions of Power and Piety in Medieval
Aleppo (University Park, Pennsylvania 1997), 74-75.

3 2 These are, respectively, the Armenian and the Arabic names for the castle. Bar Hebraeus, in his Syriac
Chronography, calls it Kal'ah Rhomaita; the modern Turkish is Rumkale. We are told by al-'Aynl
that the castle's name in Armenian was "Hrum K(a)lin" ('Iqd, iii, 121). It is about 40 km by road
north of Birecik (Arabic al-Bira; Armenian, Bir), a few kilometres north of the village of Halfeti and
on the opposite, the western, bank of the Euphrates, which at this point flows through a steep-sided
gorge. The castle is built on the cliff-top, with views up and down the gorge; it is on a large tongue
of rock, which rises and narrows towards the south, until it is cut off from the cliff-top on that side
by a pitched ditch cut from the rock. The castle-outcrop is broader at the north end, and there are
today the remains there of what seem to have been fairly recently occupied buildings. The site is
surrounded on three sides by water: the gorge of the tributary Merziman Su (on modem maps
sometimes called the Bozath Qayi) curves along the west side before turning sharply to the east,
along the northern end of the castle-outcrop, to enter the Euphrates, which itself flows below to the
east.

At the time of the Crusaders' irruption into the area, the castle was part of the territory held by an
Armenian prince, Vasil Dgha. In 1116, after suffering torture, he was forced to hand his lands over to
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It is not clear if there was any specific reason why al-Ashraf chose this year to attack
Hromgla, other than the fact that he wanted to, and was able to.33 The - not necessarily
wholly reliable - fourteenth century Armenian friar Nerses Balienc' puts the attack firmly in
the context of the Mamluk actions against the Franks, but also tells us that the Sultan may

have had an additional motive to seize this particular moment to besiege Hromgla:
"In the [Armenian] year 741, Ashraf, sultan of Egypt, after having taken and
ruined Acre, and destroyed entirely the dominion and even the name of the
Christians in the Holy Land and the sahil (littoral) of Syria, marched against
the Armenians. ... He attacked it [Hromgla] vigorously, under the
impression that the other Christians could not defend it; because the king of
Armenia had sent there his maternal uncle, the baron Raymond [Eremund],
at the head of a body of numerous elite men."34

Presumably this meant that there would not remain suitable forces to relieve the defenders,
or to disrupt the siege from outside; perhaps Nerses is trying to imply that King Het'um had
done his best to defend the catholicos. The Arabic writers from the sultanate do not

comment on al-Ashraf s motives, but do provide useful details on the expedition.

Baldwin of Le Bourg, then count of Edessa (on this, see Dulaurier's comments, RHC Arm., I, 154,
n4; and Boase, 'History, 7-9, and 'Gazetteer', in Boase (ed.) Cilician Kingdom, 166). In the
aftermath of the collapse of the county of Edessa it was acquired from the countess, Beatrice, by the
head of the Armenian Church, the Catholicos (Armenian: Gat'ughigos), in 1151, and became his
official residence (on this transfer, see, for example, Dulaurier's extracts from the chronicle of
Michael the Syrian, RHC Arm., I, 342-43). At the time of al-Ashrafs siege, al-'Aynl was aware that
Hromgla was held by "kithaghikus khalifat al-arman" ('Iqd, iii, 116). What appear to be the
remains of the church of the Catholicos are at the higher, southern end of the castle.

Hromgla, overlooking the Euphrates, is clearly on a strategically important route, northwards from
Syria, but there is also some evidence that an east-west route may have crossed the river at this point:
Bar Hebraeus tells us that, on Hiilegii's advance into Syria in 1259, he ordered pontoon bridges to be
constructed across the Euphrates at Melitene (Arabic, Malatya; Armenian, Melden), Hromgla, al-Bira,
and KarkTson (the old Roman border fortress of Circesium, in Arabic Qarqisiyya; this is much farther
south than the other crossing points mentioned, and probably indicates an advance south along the
Khabur river from Nisibin and Mardin, or Mosul; Bar Hebraeus goes on to say that other crossing
points in between al-Bira and Qarqisiyya were attacked) (Chronography, 435). On the Mamluks'
earlier attack on Hromgla, in 1279, see above, pXX. The Sultan al-Ashrafs expedition against the
fortress was much more serious.

For additional information on Hromgla, see Cahen, La Syrie du nord, 122; and the lengthy description
in Sinclair, Eastern Turkey, iv, 166-72. For pictures of the castle today, see Photographs 6-8,
below, ppl57-58.

33 Around the time of his capture of Acre, al-Ashraf wrote threateningly to the Armenian king, pointing
out that he was now the only remaining Christian ruler in the region, and that he should therefore
demonstrate due submissiveness. One letter is given by Ibn al-Dawadari (Kanz, viii, 320-21).
Interestingly, two letters purporting to be originally from al-Ashraf to Het'um, along with a covering
letter from Het'um himself, are preserved in the Latin chronicle of the late-thirteenth century monk of
Norwich, Bartholomaei de Cotton (H.R. Luard (ed.), Historia Anglicana, (A.D. 449-1298) (Rolls
Series, London 1859), 215-23). Presumably, the letters could have been carried to England by
Bernard, bishop of Tripoli (who also wrote to the bishop of Norwich). On these letters, see also
Scott, "Relations", 132-3, 161 n.5.

34 French translations of selections from Nerses' chronicle are given as additions to Dulaurier's translation
of the continuation of the chronicle of the Constable Smpad (RHC Arm., i); this passage is at 654-
55, n2.
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The Mamluk army was carefully assembled for the campaign, the forces from Egypt and
Syria congregating at Damascus in Jumada I (late April).35 The Sultan reviewed his army,

and then left Damascus on 16 Jumada I (May 5).36 While the army marched to Aleppo,
according to Abu'l-Fida', al-Ashraf followed al-Muzaffar Mahmud of Hama back to the
latter's city, where he was hospitably entertained. He hunted in the desert, before rejoining
his army at Aleppo,37 arriving there, according to al-Jazari and al-Maqrizi, on 28 Jumada I
(May 17). He left Aleppo on 4 Jumada II (May 23), and was before Hromgla on Tuesday
8th (27th) of that month.38 The Sultan surrounded the fortress with trebuchets, and began
bombarding it. There is some disagreement in the sources as to the precise number of
trebuchets that were employed against Hromgla; it was clearly a large number, but not so

large that the passage from Aleppo was noticeably slowed, in contrast to the effect the
enormous collection of trebuchets had had on the army's approach to Acre the previous
year.39 According to al-Maqrizi there were twenty trebuchets set up, but al-Jazari gives a

more detailed account (based on his conversation with two named amirs who had witnessed
the siege), implying twice as many: the battery set up before Hromgla consisted of five
Frankish mangonels, one qarabughci ('Black Bull'), and fifteen shaytdni ('Devilish')
mangonels on the south side, at the summit of the mountain; the lord of Hama set up only
one, the amir 'Izz al-Din Aybek al-Afram set up two on the side of the river (which one is
not clear) and one at the summit of the mountain (to the south?); the Sultan one on the east

side, on the Euphrates bank; the amir Badr al-Din Baysari one on the west side, at the side of

35 Al-Jazari describes how al-Ashraf left Egypt on 8 Rabi' II (29 March), and arrived at Damascus on
Saturday, 6 Jumada I (25 April), accompanied by the wazir Ibn al-Sal'us and a body of troops. The
lord of Hama, al-Malik al-Muzaffar, arrived on 8 Jumada I (27 April), and was received by the Sultan
with great honour (Hawadith al-zaman, in J. Sauvaget, La Chronique de Datnas d'al-Jazari
(annees 689-98 h.) (Paris 1949), 15).

36 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 111 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:i, 141); al-Jazari (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 15)
implies that the troops received the order to set out before the Sultan's departure, which was on this
day.

37 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 18-19.
38 There is some disagreement between the Arabic sources over the dates of the siege. Abu'l-Fida'

(Memoirs, 19) tells us that Hfomgla was "besieged in the first ten days of Jumada I"; Mufaddal
(Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 552) agrees with the date given by al-Jazari (in Sauvaget,
Chronique, 15) and by al-Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 778; Quatremkre, Histoire, II:i, 141), a month later.
All are agreed as to when the casde was taken, and I have chosen to follow the later date for the siege
being laid, as it gives us a siege of 33 days (the figure quoted by al-Jazari: in Sauvaget, Chronique,
16), closer to the 20 days of Bar Hebraeus (Chronography, 493) than is the two months of Abu'l-
Fida'. Nevertheless, Abu'l-Fida' was an 18-year-old eyewitness to this expedition, so perhaps his
dating should not be ignored.

39 Abu'l-Fida' tells us that because of the need to make use of many ox-carts to transport the siege-engines
to Acre, the pace was so slowed that what was normally an eight day journey took a month
(Memoirs, 16).
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the qardbughd;40 and fifteen shaytani in the valley.41 Nerses Balienc' reports that the
Mamluks, "battered the rampart across all the area with their ballistas", until they had
"penetrated the interior of the citadel by a mine, [when] they endeavoured to knock it down
by sapping its foundations" by means of setting fire to the mine.42 In his assessment of the
destruction inflicted in the siege, al-Maqrizi also writes of the damage to Hromgla from
tunnels, as well as from the trebuchets; in all, we are told that "a quarter of it was in
ruins".43 He also writes that,

"the amir Sanjar al-Shuja'i, nd'ib of Damascus, made a chain, attached it to
the battlement of the fortress, and fastened the end of it in the ground. The
soldiers climbed up on it and fought fiercely."44

In the final assault, al-'Ayni tells us that the Mamluks gained a great deal of strength in their
conduct of the siege by the arrival of additional forces, the "free army" (al- 'askar al-
mujarridun);

"The Muslims ... scattered against the castle in squadrons (kata'ib) and
mounted parties (mawakib), and they used picks on its walls. They did not
cease from that until arrived the aid of God, and the capture."45

The Arabic sources are agreed that the castle was taken on Saturday 11 Rajab (June 28), by
the sword; Bar Hebraeus tells us that the Mamluks "killed, and spoiled, and looted, and

40 Al-Afram and Baysari were both Salihi amirs; al-Afram was in charge of fortification and engineering
works in the sultanate, and was later in 1292 imprisoned by al-Ashraf; Baysari, one of the most
important of the Mamluk amirs, had, in contrast, been released by al-Ashraf on his accession (on
these two, see Irwin, Middle East, passim and 80-1, 87-8; on al-Afram, Ibn al-Suqa'i, Tali, tr.
Sublet, 19-21).

41 Al-Jazari (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 16) names his sources as "[t]he amir Shams al-Din Abu'l-Bayan
Naba', known by the name of Ibn al-Mihafkadar, amir-jandar, and his son the amir Sayf al-Din".
Mufaddal's account seems to be derived from this one, but there are certain differances: according to
his account the Sultan positioned five 'Frankish' and fourteen nuinjaniq qardbughd, or 'Black Bull'
mangonels (along with one of the lord of llama's) on the crest of the mountain above the citadel -
presumably this means to the south; the Sultan had one 'Frankish' mangonel, and Aybak al-Afram
another two, by the Euphrates, and Baysari al-Shamsi one more; on the western side there were five
'Black Bulls' and 'Devilish' mangonels; in the valley (to the north?) there were fifteen mangonels
(Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 552).

For a discussion of mediaeval trebuchets, including details, and illustrations, of those types mentioned
by al-Jazari and Mufaddal, see P.E. Chevedden, 'The Artillery of King James I the Conqueror', in
P.E. Chevedden, D.J. Kagay and P.G. Padilla (eds.), Iberia and the Mediterranean World of the
Middle Ages (Leiden 1996):47-94; 58-63. The manjaniq qardbughd was a trestle framed machine,
designed to launch bolts rather than stone missiles; the name is a corruption of the original
qardbughrd, or 'Black Camel'. The Frankish trebuchet or "manjaniq firanji was a large pole-framed
counterweight machine ... known in Latin sources as the bricola" (Chevedden, 'Artillery', 63). The
manjaniq shaytani or Devilish trebuchet was probably similar to the firanji but was a traction, rather
than counterweight, machine.

42 RHC Arm. i, 655.
43 Suluk, I:iii, 778; Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:i, 141. Al-Jazari (Sauvaget, Chronique, 16) also reports the

damage inflicted on the fortress by both the mangonels and mines. He also reports that the amirs
"Sharaf al-Din Ibn al-Khatir and Shihab al-Din Ahmad b. Rukn al-Din, amir-jandar, found
martyrdom before Qal'at al-Rum and also the chamberlains (bardaddr) 'Umar al-Misri and Khalil b.
al-Raf'a, ra 's-nawba, perished crushed under the rubble" of the castle. He also mentions that three
men in the Mamluk camp were struck by lightning, and many tents uprooted, in a terrible
thunderstorm that struck during the siege.

44 Suluk, I:iii, 778; Quatrembre, Histoire, II:i, 141.
45 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, in, 115.
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made prisoners of sons and daughters innumerable".46 Abu'l-Fida' tells us that when the
'citadel' was taken, the catholicos "sought refuge in the keep, where those who had fled
from the citadel also gathered"; when this 'keep' (presumably the narrow area above and to
the south of the main enclosure) was threatened by the mangonel erected by al-Muzaffar of
Hama (which was to the south of the ditch that cuts off the castle outcrop, therefore
overlooking the 'keep'), the Armenians asked for terms. The Sultan "granted them only
their lives, but they were to be made prisoners". This offer was nevertheless accepted.47

According to al-'Ayni, King Het'um had made an attempt to relieve the defenders of
Hromgla. The

"lord of Sis, when the people of the castle wrote to him and called for
assistance from him, knew he was incapable of that, so he devised a ruse.
He summoned three of the Armenian amirs, and despatched with them 5,000
Armenian cavalry. All of them were dressed in Mongol clothing, and they
put hoods on their heads until they rode as if they were Mongols, and they
had with them banners and drums [so they were] dressed [like] the army of
the Mongols. He ordered them to halt at the bank of the Euphrates, because
he thought that they would not encounter an [Mamluk] army there, as they
were very cautious."48

The tactic of imitating Mongols to frighten the Mamluks was one used before by the
Christian powers of northern Syria, seeking to exploit their fearsome reputation.49 Here the
intention was that the Armenian force should fool "the people of the lands and the Arabs"
(presumably the latter are the Bedouin) into thinking that there was a Mongol invasion in
progress.50 They would then alert the Mamluk army before Hromgla of this supposition,
who would be so concerned that they would abandon the siege. As it turned out, only the
first two parts of the plan worked. The news was brought to the Sultan by a group of Arabs
from the Al Muhanna, who reported that,

46 Chronography, 493. Al-Maqrizi and Abu'l-Fida' confirm that the garrison was massacred and the
women and children taken prisoner: Suluk I:iii, 778 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:i, 141); Memoirs, 19.
Al-Jazari (Sauvaget, Chronique, 15-16) says that his source reported the capture of 1,200 prisoners.

47 Memoirs, 19.
48 'Iqd, iii, 115. The word I have translated as "hoods" is al-saraqujaf, Amitai-Preiss (Mongols and

Mamluks, 132) translates this word as "Mongol hats". However, what this actually means is far
from clear: Eric Schroeder ('Ahmed Musa and Shams al-DIn: A Review of Fourteenth Century
Painting', Ars Islamica vi:ii (1939): 113-42) gives line drawings of well over 100 styles of hats
from fourteenth century Persian miniature paintings, and the styles vary greatly (120-21). It is
therefore difficult to be precise as to what saraqujat means in this context.

49 According to Arabic sources, some of the troops that participated in the ineffective Armenian raids of
662/1263-4 were similarly disguised as Mongols. These were at first Antiochenes, but then Het'um I
also disguised a thousand of his troops; see Amitai-Preiss, 'Aftermath of 'Ayn Jalut', 11; also,
Canard, 'Le royaume', 223-27, and Scott, "Mamluk-Armenian Relations", 75. The Armenians based
in the fortress of Goyniik/Kaynuk, captured by the Mamluks in 672/1273 also apparently wore
saraqujat to disguise themselves in their attacks on caravans: Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and
Mamluks, 132.

50 'Iqd, iii, 115.
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"about a tuman of the Mongols ... had crossed the Euphrates, and were
approaching the army. The people of the castle heard about that, and they
struck their bells, and proclaimed their joy."51

Instead of withdrawing immediately from the siege, al-Ashraf despatched a force of a

thousand Mamluk cavalry, along with Bedouin (the Al Muhanna, the Al Fadl, the Al Mura
and the Banu Kilab) and Turkmen, led by Sunqur al-Ashqar and Bektash al-Fakhri, two of
the leading Mamluk amirs. This detachment hurried to the Euphrates, but found no trace,

predictably, of the Mongol invaders. When the Mamluks returned and reported the invasion
to have been a false alarm, the Armenians in the castle, their hopes dashed, were struck
down with "hopeless disappointment".52 With the Mamluks in contrast heartened by the
news, the final conquest was soon achieved.

Ibn al-Dawadari also mentions an attempt by the Armenians to relieve Hromgla, although
he does not go into much historical detail, stating instead that "Satan suggested their actions
to them, and they spread out their hopes in the market place of error".53 He does report that
the Armenians were prepared to "risk drinking the cup of death" because they feared that
King Het'um would "accuse them of being infidels", or that "their Caliph, its [Hromgla's]
ruler Kitaghyus [Catholicos], excommunicate them". Intriguingly, Ibn al-Dawadari
mentions the involvement of a force of Mongols in the efforts to relieve the besieged
Catholicos.54

As has been noted above, Abu'l-Fida' reports that while the garrison was largely
massacred in the sack of the citadel, the Catholicos and some others only surrendered their
'keep' on being granted quarter. This may be the basis for the story given by Nerses
Balienc', who seems to be trying to twist the story of the loss of Hromgla into a triumph for
the holy Catholicos: it was an honourable surrender, rather than a disastrous sacking.
According to Nerses, the besieged became aware that the Mamluks had undermined the
citadel, and were intending to sap its foundations by firing the mine "and complete their
project of destruction" the next day. The garrison therefore,

"requested the amanat', that is, the safe-conduct,55 and permission to go
throw themselves at the feet of the sultan; but he rejected their prayer, on the
pretext that he had proposed to them many times that they surrender and leave
with their possessions. In this desperate situation, the lord Step'annos,

51 'Iqd, iii, 114. A tiimen was a unit of the Mongol army, consisting of, theoretically, 10,000 men.
52 'Iqd, iii, 115.
53 Ibn al-Dawadari (Kanz, viii, 330) includes a passage from the Qur'an, from sura viii, 48: "But when

the two forces came in sight of each other, he [in the Qur'an, Satan, but in the context of Ibn al-
Dawadari's passage, al-takfur Het'um was probably also meant] turned on his heels" (translation
from Abdullah Yusuf Ali (ed. & tr.), The Holy Qur'dn, London 1975).

54 Irwin, Middle East, 78, mentions a "Mongol force sent to assist the Armenians [that] arrived too late
and withdrew"; unfortunately, he does not mention his source for this information. It is conceivable
that al-'Ayni's story of this diversion attempt came from a confused interpretation of a sighting of
this force.

55 The word amanat' is clearly derived from a plural of the Arabic aman, a safeguard, guarantee, or
assurance of protection.
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Catholicos, surnamed Hrovmayetc'i (that is, from Hromgla), who was in the
place, the next day put on his pontifical ornaments, and, escorted by all the
bishops and priests, and with the cross and the venerated religious objects
carried before them, went to prostrate himself before the sultan."56

At the Catholicos' appearance, this "tyrant" spat on him, asking why the surrender had not
been made before. Nevertheless, we are told that the move had been worthwhile, as al-
Ashraf gave the order that no-one be killed. As for the Catholicos Step'annos, he,

"and all the Christians, numbering more than thirty thousand, were taken
away to Egypt, put in prison and reduced to servitude."57

While the account of Abu'l-Fida' might lend some support to this story, it conflicts with the
otherwise universal accounts of massacre so greatly, that perhaps it should be seen as a

legend. It is possible that Nerses, a Catholic friar, was seeking to exalt the reputation of
Step'annos IV, who had been appointed after the deposition of a catholicos, Gosdantin II,
who had obstructed King Het'um's pro-Latin policy.58 In contrast, the continuer of the
chronicle of Smpad suggests that Step'annos suffered the misfortune of losing his see as,

"punishment for the unjust sentence which had condemned the lord
Gosdantin to exile, and which was the work of jealousy."59

Perhaps this represents the view of the 'traditionalist', or Armenian 'nationalist' faction, as

opposed to the 'Latinophile' Nerses.
The actual fate of the Catholicos is not clear. The sources are agreed that he was not one

of those massacred in the sack of the castle: Abu'l-Fida' reports that "the catholicos with all
who were in the keep of the citadel were taken prisoner to the last man";60 al-MaqrizI reports
the capture of the Patriarch (batrak) of the Armenians;61 the continuer of Smpad's chronicle
writes of the "catholicos and a multitude of bishops, priests and deacons ... made
prisoner";62 Nerses, who of course does not mention the massacre, tells us that the Christian
prisoners numbered more than thirty thousand, as we have seen.63 Mufaddal reports that
"the caliph of the Armenians, the Kataghikus, the lord of Qal'at al-Rum" was taken to

Damascus, where he "was lodged in the citadel".64 The continuer of the chronicle of Smpad
reports that the clerical prisoners were taken to Egypt, where the Catholicos died, as

punishment for his sin in taking the office from his deposed predecessor.65 Bar Hebraeus
gives the rather optimistic report that,

56 RHC Arm., 1,655.
57 RHC Arm., I, 655.
58 For Het'um's reasons for appointing Step'annos, see Mutafian, Royaume Armenien, 70.
59 RHC Arm., 1,654.
60 Memoirs, 19.
61 Suluk, I:iii, 778 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:i, 141).
62 RHC Arm., I, 654.
63 RHC Arm., I, 655.
64 Histoire, xiv, 554. Al-Jazari (Sauvaget, Chronique, 16-17) also reports the arrival of the kataghikus,

as part of the Sultan's ceremonial entrance of Damascus, on 19 Sha'ban (5 August).
65 RHC Arm., I, 654.
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"they took the Armenian Catholicus, and all the monks who were found with
him, and they carried him with honour to Jerusalem on the Sabbath, [28th]
HazTran [June] of that year, and behold there he still is."66

Bar Hebraeus himself did not believe this version of events, but reports that others said that
he had been executed:

"It is however quite true that he ended his days as a prisoner in Damascus in
misery. And the Armenians regard this as a sure fact, [for] they selected a
suitable man and appointed him Catholicus in the place of the other man, and
they made a throne for him in Sis of Cilicia."67

Also captured at Hromgla was an important Armenian religious relic, the right-hand of St.
Gregory the Illuminator. The continuer of the chronicle of Smpad tells us that Het'um was

able to regain this and the other relics taken from Hromgla. These were taken to Sis, where
Het'um re-established the catholicosate, appointing a partisan of the Latin faction,68 Krikor
(Gregory) VII, of Anawarza.69

66 Chronography, 493. The date he gives corresponds to that given for the actual capture of the castle in
the Mamluk sources.

67 Chronography, 493.
68 Mutafian, Royaume Armenien, 71.
69 RHC Arm., I, 655. Dulaurier, in his notes to his RHC Arm., I edition of Hayton's (Het'um, count of

Gorigos) 'Chronological Table', writes that the relics were returned by the Sultan Kitbugha, who
made peace with King Het'um after succeeding al-Ashraf Khalil "that same year" (RHC Arm., I, 489,
n.l). Dulaurier does not provide a source for this; in fact, al-Ashraf was not killed until the next
year, 1293, and Kitbugha did not accede to the throne until 1294. Nerses Balienc' provides us with a
typically up-beat account of the restoration of the relics to the Armenians:

"When this tyrant, this second Balthasar [al-Ashraf], had conducted this multitude to
Babylon, the paternal hand (of the Ail-Powerful) traced the words which condemned him: a
mortality declared itself among his people and carried away all. Their priests and their
doctors pointed out to the sultan that this plague was the punishment for the captivity to
which he had reduced the religious leader of the Christians. Then, having called the
catholicos: 'Choose', he said to him, 'among the prisoners, those that you wish, to the
number of twenty; carry with you the holy and glorious relic that you had in your hands
when you came down from your fortress, and leave my kingdom immediately, because I am
persuaded that the mortality with which it is afflicted will cease.' The catholicos went to
take the right-hand of Saint Gregory, [and] the sultan gave it to him, along with the men
who he took with him, [and] what was necessary for their expenses, and an escort charged
with taking them back to Armenia. The same day when the catholicos left with his relic,
the plague stopped".

Shortly after his return to Armenia, "fatigued and sick at heart", the Catholicos died (RHC Arm., I,
655).

Nerses Balienc' also tells us that the Armenians lost two other castles at the same time as Hromgla.
During the siege, "the Armenians handed over to the infidels Abeljes, a royal fortress situated on the
frontier"; Hayton's 'Chronological Table' also mentions the king's voluntary surrender of a frontier
castle called 'Abljes' in this year (RHC Arm., I, 489); I have found no other references in the sources
to this place: Cahen {La Syrie clu nord, 123) lists it among the unidentified places in the area
between the Taurus mountains and the Euphrates. The king then "ceded to the sultan the impregnable
castle of Behesni, as ransom for the catholicos; but the latter had already been freed, ... without the
Armenians being apprised" {RHC Arm., I, 655). Hayton's 'Chronological Table' also dates the hand
over of Behesni to this year, rather than the next (see below, pp70-72); both he and Nerses have
seemingly elided the events of 1293 with the aftermath of the fall of Hromgla in 1292, but Het'um
appears to provide the more believable explanation for the hand-over, that it was in order to obtain
peace {RHC Arm., I, 489). Nerses is clearly keen, here as elsewhere, to protect the reputation of the
monarch as well as the catholicos; not only are God and St. Gregory shown to be active in achieving
the Catholicos' release, but King Het'um, himself a friar, also. In fact, until shortly before the siege
began, King Het'um had been occupied by a council he had called to determine the correct date for
Easter, the Armenians, Syriacs and Nestorians having fallen into disagreement. The controversy is
dealt with in greater detail in the Poem of Het'um II (Ed. Dulaurier (ed. & tr.), 'Poeme de H6thoum
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When the Mamluk sultans captured the Frankish cities and fortresses on the coast, they
razed them to the ground, not wishing to repeat Saladin's mistake, and allow any further
crusading fleets the possibility of establishing bridgeheads. The castles they captured
inland, however, such as Marqab (Margat) or Hisn al-Akrad (Crac des Chevaliers), were

restored and reoccupied, to help secure and maintain the Mamluk hold on Syria. Hromgla
was not an exception to this rule. The Sultan put his nd'ib of Syria, 'Alam al-Din Sanjar al-
Shuja'i, in charge of the (extensive) refortification work, to help with which he also left a

garrison. Abu'l-Fida' tells us that al-Shuja'i "set to work, and built and fortified it very

completely".70
Mufaddal tells us that the Sultan sent out letters announcing the capture of the castle.71

Al-Jazari reports that the post announcing the capture of Hromgla arrived at Damascus on

Tuesday 15 Rajab (2 July), with letters from the Sultan to his nd'ib, the amir Shams al-Din
Sunqur al-A'sar, and to the chief qbdi Shihab al-Din Ibn al-Khuwayyi: these two letters
were displayed in the Great Mosque on the next day. There was much rejoicing in
Damascus: "[f]or seven days the fanfares continued to ring out in the citadel and the houses
of the amirs, and candles illuminated them during the night...".72 The Sultan remained at

Hromgla for only a week, long enough to decree that henceforth it was to be called "Qal'at
al-Muslimin", before returning to Aleppo, and eventually to Damascus, arriving there with
his prisoners on Tuesday 20 Sha'ban (August 6).73

Al-Ashraf did not rest on his laurels, but sent out another expedition, led by his deputy,
the nd'ib al-saltana Baydara al-Mansuri. This was against the hillsmen of Kasrawan, the
upland region north and inland from Beirut, who had been resisting Mamluk domination,
and was a disaster, ending with recriminations in Damascus. While Baydara survived in his
post, tension was to grow between him and the Sultan, which would lead, in Muharram

II, roi d'Armenie', RHC Arm., I, 550-5), which seems to have been written shortly after the main
events of this year. If the number of lines Het'um gives to this dispute, compared with those given
over to the fall of Hromgla, can be taken as an indicaUon of the relative importance the king attached
to these two events, he was more concerned with the former, although he does express his grief at the
desecration of the catholicos' see.

70 Memoirs, 19; see also al-Jazari (Sauvaget, Chronique, 16), and al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 778
(Quatrembre, Histoire, II:i, 141). Al-Shujai was known for his building work: under Qalawun he
"made his name ... as a construction supervisor (shadd)" at various sites in Cairo; while nd'ib in
Damascus he was responsible for several buildings in the citadel; later he was involved in
reconstruction work in Cairo's citadel: see Nasser O. Rabbat, The Citadel of Cairo: a New
Interpretation of Royal Mamluk Architecture (Leiden 1995), 148-49; and Ibn al-Suqa'I, Tali, tr.
Sublet, 114-16.

71 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 552.
72 Al-Jazari (Sauvaget, Chronique, 15). Al-Maqrizi describes how, "when the news of the capture of

Qal'at al-Rum reached Damascus, the town was decorated as if in a fete, and (instruments were) played
at the good news" (Suluk, I:iii, 778; Quatrembre, Histoire, II:i, 141).

73 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii 778-9 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:i, 141-2); Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet,
'Histoire', xiv, 554. According to Cattenoz, Tables de Concordance, Sha'ban 20 was a Wednesday
in 691.
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693/December 1293, to the latter's murder by the former.74 After Ramadan (August -
September), al-Ashraf returned to Egypt.75 Later in 1292, several leading amirs were

executed, a sign perhaps of growing discontent with the Sultan, or of al-Ashraf's increasing
insecurity; perhaps he simply felt secure enough to get rid of some inconvenient senior
princes, as he did with an important Bedouin chief the next year.76

In 692/1293, al-Ashraf intended to continue both with his aggressive 'foreign policy',
threatening ambitious offensives against Cyprus and the Ilkhanate, and with an energetic
policy within the sultanate: he built a fleet (both as a defensive measure and with regard to
the intended assault upon Cyprus), planned construction in Damascus, and ordered a rawk
(a survey and redistribution of iqtd' revenues) in Egypt.77 In the spring he also initiated an

expedition against the Armenian kingdom.
It is unclear if there were any reasons behind the intended raid other than the weakness

of the Armenians and the strength and energy of the Sultan. Nevertheless, al-'Aynl provides
us with not one but two explanations.78 He first tells us that a letter from the na'ib of
Aleppo reported "that the lord of Sis had interfered with some merchants, and taken their
property, and taken a group of them prisoner".79 The na'ib of Aleppo had written to the
king, ordering him to return the property and the people he had seized, threatening him with
a military expedition if he failed to do so. The king had replied that he had not taken any

goods, and the alleged prisoners were certainly not with him. The na'ib of Aleppo was

therefore asking permission of the Sultan to send "the army of Aleppo" to the Armenian
kingdom, and to assign a group of Turkmen to supplement his own troops. On reading this
letter, the Sultan consulted with his amirs as to his response. We are told that,

"all and one of them began to advise the Sultan to order the raid and take the
castles, and that Sis was a glorious city, and its people had great prosperity,
and its lands were full of wealth."80

74 Irwin, Middle East, 79. On Baydara, following al-Ashraf s murder briefly the titular sultan, as al-
Malik al-Qahir, see Irwin, Middle East, 76, 81-2; and Ibn al-Suqa'i, Tali, tr. Sublet, 75-76).

75 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 19. Scott, "Mamluk Armenian Relations", 134 and 163, nl9, says that "the
rumour of a crusader attack on Alexandria prompted him [al-Ashraf] to return to Cairo quickly"; in
this he is following Dulaurier's notes to Hayton's 'Chronological Table', 489, nl. Dulaurier gives
no source for this information, and it is not in agreement with the Arabic sources: it seems that al-
Ashraf in fact waited for autumn's more gentle weather to return to Egypt.

76 Irwin, Middle East, 81; the bedouin was Muhanna b. Tsa of the A1 Fadl, the amir al-'urban.
77 Irwin, Middle East, 81. In his summary of al-Ashraf s reign and character, al-'Ayni mentions his

resolution to attack al-'Iraq to recover it from the Mongols, his readiness for this expedition, and the
proclamation of his intention throughout the Sultanate; his conquests from the Franks and the
Armenians are also described ('Iqd, iii, 207, 208). The Sultan's aggressive intent towards Cyprus in
this year may have been provoked by the Papal-Genoese-Cypriot raids of 1292 against Alexandria, on
which, see Edbury, Kingdom of Cyprus, 102.

78 'Iqd, iii, 149-50.
79 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 149.
80 Al-'Ayni, Tqd, iii, 150.
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Furthermore, the young sultan was reminded of the achievements of al-Zahir Baybars - the
demanding yardstick against which any succeeding Mamluk sultan had to be judged - in his
campaigns against Cilicia:

"his raids, and the castles which were taken, and the conquest that had
belonged to the greatest of his amirs and mamluks".81

In this way, al-Ashraf was spurred to emulate his predecessor, or even to go beyond the
scope of Baybars' exploits: he "secretly decided that he would go to Sis himself, and
conquer it".82 It could not have been so very secret, as we are told that the Sultan proceeded
to instruct his wazir, Ibn Sal'us, to make preparations for the forthcoming expedition, by
obtaining provisions, and also by writing to his Syrian rta'ibs, ordering them to both ready
themselves for the campaign, and get ready to provide the Sultan with what he would be
needing, in terms of provisions and siege-machinery; they were told that he "intended the
capture of Sis".83

While neither of these suggestions, Armenian mistreatment of merchants, and al-
Ashraf's envy of Baybars, should be dismissed as causes for the proposed raid, perhaps the
reason was more to do with the Sultan's energetic and aggressive foreign policy, with Cilicia
first in his firing-line. The story about the merchants may represent the Mamluks' desire to
act with legal sanction: any attack on merchant traffic would have been a clear breach of the
terms of the treaty of 1285, and would have allowed the Mamluks to attack the Armenians
without any moral qualms. Such 'legalism' can be seen in Qalawun's desire, realised by
Shafi' b. 'All (then a civil servant and later the historian who recorded this incident), to

manufacture from the riot in Acre in 1290 a justification for launching the final campaign

against that city: the sultan did not wish to be seen as the one breaking the ten-year truce
concluded seven years earlier with the Franks.84 Envy of Baybars' achievements, and the
desire to outstrip them, may have been motivating factors for the actions of al-Ashraf and
other Mamluk sultans, but perhaps not necessarily especially in this particular case.

We are told by al-'Ayni that al-Ashraf "rode with vehement resolution until he came to

Damascus", where he was well-received.85 He was preceded there by his nd'ib al-saltana
and the wazir, and arrived himself on Sunday 9 Jumada II 692 (17 May 1293).86 Abu'l-
Fida' reports that the Sultan had travelled to Damascus via al-Karak by dromedary,

81 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
82 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
83 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
84 See for example, Holt, Age of the Crusades, 157-58. That a Mamluk sultan should exhibit such

moral, or perhaps legal, scruples may come as something of a surprise. Nevertheless it may be an
aspect of their self-appointed role as defenders of the dar al-islam, which was not merely about
beating the Mongols and Franks, but was also reflected in, for example, the restoration of the
caliphate in Cairo, or the (frequent) denunciations of non-Qur'anic taxes, for example at the
accessions of Baybars in 1260 and Qalawun in 1280 (see Thorau, Lion of Egypt, 92, 102; and Irwin,
Middle East, 41, 65).

85 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
86 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 784 (Quatrcmere, Histoire, II:i, 147); Ibn Taghribirdi's al-Nujum al-zdhira

(viii, 14) and Ibn al-Dawadari's Kanz al-durar (viii, 340), both also give the same date.
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accompanied by that writer's father and cousin (al-Muzaffar Mahmud, the then lord of
Hama), while the army took the direct road to Damascus, presumably led by Baydara and
Ibn Sal'us.87 Ibn al-Dawadari and Mufaddal tell us that, upon his arrival in Damascus, the
sultan instructed "the army to prepare to leave for Sis"; al-Maqrizi reports that the target was

to have been Behesni, but given that the king proceded to buy off the attack by ceding this
and two other fortresses as well, it might be better assumed that al-Ashraf s intention (if only
for certain his stated intention) was more ambitious.88 Indeed, al-'Ayni, at the end of his
account of this incident, refers to the "raid against the bildd takfur", that is the land of the
king, in general.89

We are informed by al-'Ayni that the Sultan had not been in Damascus for two days
when

"a mamluk of the nd'ib of Aleppo arrived, reporting that envoys from the
lord of Sis had come [to Aleppo] accompanying the nd'ib takfur [that is, the
officer, or deputy of the king] and a group of Armenian grandees."90

Two days later, these envoys themselves arrived at Damascus. They were summoned to the
maydan, where al-Ashraf sat awaiting them; we are told that the "nd'ib takfur and those
with him were taken aback at what they saw of the mighty army of the Sultan." This was

not the only aspect of the display which was intended to impress them: we are informed that
the "Sultan al-Ashraf admired finery in clothes".91 The Armenians prostrated themselves
before the Sultan,92 and produced a letter from the "takfur", which was read to al-Ashraf. It
contained "many entreaties, and an exposition of [the King's] humility", but also that the
King had come to know of the Sultan's intentions, which he said were for no good reason,

as he had interfered with no merchants; he insisted that he did not mislead the Sultan. The

King suggested that the Sultan send to him someone that he trusted, and that,
"if anything [concerning the mistreatment of merchants] was maintained
against him or one from his lands he would [repay] double what was said to
have been taken of the wealth of the merchants".

87 Memoirs, 20; Abu'l-Fida' does not explain here why the troops were sent to Damascus but does
mention al-Ashraf s hunting in the desert, his arrest of the leaders of the Al Fadl bedouin, and his
honourable treatment of the relatives of Abu'l-Fida'. After the Sultan's return to Cairo, he sent
orders for the remaining Egyptian troops, along with the force of Hama, to be sent to Aleppo "to be
stationed there as a threat to the enemy" (Memoirs, 21), which may be understood as the Mongols as
well as, or instead of, the Armenians. Perhaps the preparations and troop movement in this year was
not simply concerned with terrorising the king of the Armenians, but with a normal policy of
Mamluk sultans to be seen in Syria.

88 Ibn al-Dawadari, Kanz, viii, 340; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 557 (it is unclear if
Mufaddal is copying Ibn al-Dawadari, or if they share a common source: see above, p38, nlO); al-
Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 784 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:i, 147).

89 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 152.
90 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
91 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
92 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
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Furthermore, "he swore that he did not have in his lands a Muslim captive".93 In order
further to placate the Sultan, he offered to double "the tribute fixed against him", by the
terms of the treaty of 1285, and then the envoys

"brought out what was accompanying them, of excellent crystal, and gold
and silver vessels, and ornamented vessels, and precious stones, and
enormous carpets; and they displayed others, gifts suitable for kings."94

Al-'Ayni adds as a - very interesting - afterthought to his account that the letter also stated
that the king considered his lands to be "the land of the Sultan, and that he was his [the
Sultan's] nd'ib" in them.95 If this assertion was actually in the letter to al-Ashraf, then this

».

is the clearest statement yet that the Cilician kingdom was considered to be in thrall to the
Mamluks, rather than merely being tributary: to be a 'governor' or 'deputy' is very different
from being even a subject 'king'. Of course, it is unlikely that such a sentiment was

intended, by the king or by al-'Aynl, to be understood literally, but merely as a - rather
extreme - expression of humility, and was doubtless taken as such by the Mamluk recipients
of the letter.

Along with the envoys came a letter from the nd'ib of Aleppo, who advised that the
Sultan agree to the Armenians' offer of peace, and Mufaddal, following al-Jazarl, tells us

that "the amirs intervened on behalf of the lord of Sis", doubtless meaning that they spoke
against rejecting the Armenians' offer.96 This contrasts with al-'Ayni's account of the
uniformly bellicose advice the Sultan had received in Cairo; perhaps the amirs recognised
that the strength of their position would allow them to wring whatever concessions they
desired from the Armenians without the risks of a campaign, but perhaps they were in truth
unhappy with al-Ashraf's energetic and ambitious rule.97 In any case the plan for the total
conquest of Cilicia was quietly abandoned, if indeed that had ever been the Sultan's
intention; al-Ashraf approved of the guidance he was given, and agreed to call off his
expedition in exchange for the surrender of the fortresses of Behesni, Marash and T'il
Hamdun: the king was to send the keys of the castles to him. The Mamluks had for some

time been wanting to obtain the first two fortresses - as we have seen above, Qalawun had
tried to extort them in 688/1289 - and the latter also had a very important strategic

93 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
94 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 150.
95 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 151.
96 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 151; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 557; al-Jazari, in Sauvaget,

Chronique, 26.
97 The latter is suggested as a possibility by Irwin (Middle East, 81-2), although it seems probable that

the amirs would have been more concerned about the intended rawk in Egypt, through which they
stood to lose income relative to the Sultan, or about the tendency for senior amirs to be summarily
arrested, than about his foreign policy. Nevertheless it is quite conceivable that any latent opposition
or mistrust of the Sultan may have been manifested in a general unwillingness to participate in his
grand schemes. On the other hand, it is doubdess possible that the amirs had been somewhat pacified
by a tactful distribution of largesse by the Armenian ambassadors.
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position.98 It seems that the Armenian envoys were senior enough to be considered
competent to agree to such a deal on behalf of their king: al-Jazari states that the king had
offered to buy peace at whatever cost, "in strongholds and in money".99 It is possible that
their instructions were simply to accede to whatever was demanded: Mufaddal explicitly
states that the envoys told the Sultan that "their lord would obey all what was demanded of
him".100 This is in contrast with 688/1289, when Het'um had felt able to haggle with
Qalawun; it reveals just how much the political climate had changed: there were no Franks
left in Syria, the Ilkhan was the useless Geikhatu, and the Mamluks had recently
demonstrated their awesome military superiority. Mufaddal, and Ibn al-Dawadari, later
relate the reason for the king's willingness to hand over these important fortresses: when, in
the previous year, the Sultan had captured Hromgla and the Catholicos,

"a great dread overtook the lord of Sis, and he feared for his lands, and he
could not secure himself except that he bargain for his life and his lands with
these castles".101

This indicates that at least some in the Sultanate interpreted the Armenians' submission to al-
Ashraf as a direct consequence of his earlier expedition.

The Armenians did, however, make one ineffectual attempt to keep hold of Behesni at
least. The envoys left, accompanied by the amir Sayf al-Din Tughan al-Mansuri, wall of the
dependencies of Damascus.102 They returned, with the keys of the castles, and with a letter,
in which the Armenian king

98 In their discussions of these negotiations, both al-Jazari (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 26; followed by
Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 558) and al-'Aynl ('Iqd, iii, 151) emphasise the
importance of these castles, especially Behesni. Both historians emphasise that Behesni had only
come into the hands of the Armenians at the time of Iliilegii's invasion of Syria in 657-8/1259-60:
perhaps it was thought that as it had been so recently held by Muslims, it should be so again; quite
apart from its strategic value, the Mamluks may have been keen to acquire it as part of their claimed
Ayyubid inheritance. For further details on Behesni and Marash, see above p38, nlO. T'il Hamdun
(or, commonly, just "T'il"), is the Armenian name for the castle called in Arabic Tall Hamdun, and
today called Toprakkale. Unlike the first two named castles, which are both to the east of the
Amanus mountains, T'il is in the south-east corner of Cilicia itself, to the south of the Jayhan river.
The castle, of black basalt, is on a mound in a very strategically important position, overlooking
major roads west towards Adana, east towards Osmaniye, the Amanus Gates and towards 'Ayn Tab,
and south to Payas, and Alexandretta (Arabic Iskandaruna; Turkish iskenderun); today it sits inside a
triangle formed by the junction of the E-90 and E-98 highways. Edwards also mentions a track that
heads north from the castle, which joins the road to Kadirli (and therefore in the direction of Sis).
Edwards postulates a long history of settlement for this mound, back to the second millenium BC;
the castle itself may have been founded by the Byzantines, or the Hamdanids, or even the crusaders,
while its present form probably owes much to later Mamluk rebuilding work. For further details, see
Edwards, Fortifications, 244-253; and Guy Le Strange, Palestine Under the Moslems (repr. Beirut
1965), 543 (a rather misleading extract from the geography of Abu'l-Fida', the Taqwirn al-buldan).
For pictures of T'il today, and of the modern routes it commands, see Photographs 13-14, below,
pl61.

99 Al-Jazari, in Sauvaget, Chronique, 26.
100 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 557.
101 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 558-59; Kanz, viii, 341. These sources seem to be following al-

Jazari, but Sauvaget only provides a summary of this part of the text (Chronique, 26).
102 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 784 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:i, 147).
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"asked of the Sultan that Bahasni belong to the Sultan and he be his na'ib in
it, and look after all who came to it".103

The Sultan refused this request, which of course would have effectively meant Behesni
remained firmly in the hands of the Armenians, took the keys, and additionally increased the
tribute owed by the king by 100,(XX) dirhams.104 It seems another officer had already been
despatched to take possession of Behesni; certainly, news of its hand-over reached
Damascus on Rajab 10 (June 16, 1293), which caused celebrations in the city.105 The
Sultan wrote to his na'ib in Aleppo, cancelling the raid against the lands of the takfur.106
As with Hromgla, al-Ashraf sought to absorb these important conquests fully into his
Sultanate. He garrisoned Behesni at least, and designated for it a qadi and a khatlb, as well
as a na'ib, who may have had authority over the other new acquisitions. We are told by al-
'Ayni that Tughan was given this post, but according to al-Maqrizi, it was the amir Badr al-
Din Bektash al-Zardkash, with Tughan appointed as na'ib of 'Qal'at al-Muslimun'
(Hromgla) later in the year, on Sha'ban 1 (July 7).107 The Sultan left Damascus on

103 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 151.
104 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 151; al-Jazari, and Mufaddal, state that the tribute was doubled (Sauvaget,

Chronique, 26; Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 559).
105 Al-Jazari (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 27) states that the arrival of the post announcing the occupation of

Behesni arrived three days before the departure of the Sultan, which the previous paragraph dates to
Rajab 13. Al-Maqrizi, on the other hand, states that the date of the arrival of this news was Rajab 1
(June 7) (Suluk, I:iii, 748; Quatrem^re, Histoire, II:i, 147). It is possible that this news, and these
celebrations, and therefore the effective take-over Behesni, preceded the return of the Armenian
envoys, with their request for the governorship of the castle. Reconciliation of the passages
concerning these negotiations in al-Maqrizi's Suluk with those in al-'Ayni's 'Iqd is hampered by the
former's brevity: he simply summarises the whole process with,

"[al-Ashraf] ordered preparations for a military expedition to Bahasni, and its capture from
the Armenian people of Sis. Messengers of Sis arrived, begging pardon, and he agreed the
matter with them about the surrender of Bahasni, Mar'ash, and Tall Hamdun. The amir
Tughan, wall of the lands [i.e. dependencies] of Damascus, went with them to take
possession of them. On Rajab 1 the post arrived at Damascus of their recovery, and the
good news resounded" (Suluk, I:iii, 784).

Al-'Ayni's account is not so economical. Mufaddal's version is between the other two in length, but
may add clarification. According to him, Tughan accompanied the envoys back to their king, while
Behesni and the other castles were handed over to an officer (na'ib) of the Sultan. It was the news of
this unnamed officer's success that caused the celebrations in Damascus. It was after the news of the
hand-over that Tughan and the Armenian ambassadors returned to Damascus, bearing gifts (Nahj, in
Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 559-60; this seemingly follows the account of al-Jazari, summarised by
Sauvaget, Chronique, 27), and al-Maqrizi is surely referring to this embassy when he writes of
Tughan and the envoys arriving in Damascus after al-Ashraf's departure, and following him from
there (Suluk, I:iii, 784; see below). Presumably then, this is not the return of the envoys described
by al-'Ayni, with their attempt to keep hold of Behesni. The hand-over of the keys of the castles to
the Sultan would of course have been only ceremonial; he would not have needed any keys to take
possession of the castles. Nevertheless, al-'Ayni's account does suggest that there were three visits
to Damascus by the envoys, on the second of which, not mentioned by al-Maqrizi or by Mufaddal,
the keys were handed over and the attempt to keep Behesni made. Whether this was before or after the
Mamluks had actually taken possession of the castles is unclear, but I would assume the former, as
being the more logical reading of the 'Iqd.

106 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 152.
107 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 151; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 784 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:i, 147, 148). Al-Jazari

names the new governor of Behesni "the amir Badr al-Din Bektash al-Mansuri, who had been the
governor of the citadel of al-Subayba and of Baniyas", both important strategic points between
Damascus and the coast (see H.N. Kennedy, Crusader Castles (Cambridge 1994), 184), but later, he
calls the wall of Behesni Badr al-Din al-Zardkash. He also mentions the appointment of a "qadi,
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Saturday 13 Rajab (June 19);108 five days later, Tughan and the Armenian envoys arrived
there again, bringing presents and the required tribute.109

Doubtless much to the relief of the Armenians, the Sultan al-Ashraf Khalil was not to return

to Syria, for that next winter the discontent that was simmering under the surface of the
Mamluk administration boiled over, and he was murdered, on Monday 13 Muharram 693
(14 December 1293).110 Al-'Ayni, in his summary of al-Ashraf's reign and character, lists
his characteristics: apart from his handsome appearance, his bravery, energy, and loftiness
of ambition are mentioned. Foremost among his achievements, in the judgement of this
historian, who was writing after the demise of the Qalawunid sultans, over a hundred years

after al-Ashraf's death, was of course that, after his reign - which lasted only three years -

who was at the same time his khatib", and that "all sorts of men were enrolled to guard it, as was
customary for the citadels" (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 27; 81).

The fortresses taken by the Mamluks in northern Syria and Mesapotamia remained garrisoned, and of
importance, for some Ume. They, in particular Behesni, seem to have been used as forward stations
for the gathering of intelligence and the receipt of refugees. For example, in 698/1299, the Mongol
rebel Siilemish was received in the Sultanate at Behesni, whence he was escorted to Damascus by the
castle's na'ib (al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 876-77 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 130-34); Mufaddal (Nahj,
in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 627) also mentions his arrival at Behesni; on Siilemish, see below,
ppl01-107). A few years later, in 703/1303-4, we are told that the na'ib of Aleppo came to hear of
another important refugee, Jankli (or Janghli) b. al-Baba, crossing the Euphrates, at which point he
wrote to Behesni to tell the Mamluk garrison to send the Mongol on to Aleppo (and presumably to
intercept him first - although it is possible that he came to hear of the refugee because he had been
informed by Behesni, where Jankli already was; al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 304). Behesni's position as one of
the frontier fortresses charged with leading the fight with the Ilkhanate, as forward bases from which
to launch raids, is suggested by the account of Abu'l-Fida' of the reasons for the Mamluk raid on
Melitene in 714/1315: not only did its citizens, Christian and Muslim, mix freely (and even
intermarry), and adhere to the Ilkhanate, giving the Mongols "intelligence of the Muslims", but also
they dared to confront, defeat and kill or capture Muslim raiders who passed near the town. We are
told that "[t]he soldiery and infantry garrisoning the fortresses such as Qal'at al-Rum [Hromgla],
Bahasna [Behesni], Kakhta, Karkar and so on used to raid enemy territory in Anatolia and elsewhere,
and their route usually ran near to Malatya [Melitene]" (Memoirs, 67; on Kakhta and Karkar - the
modern "Eski [Old] Kahta" (also called "Yeni Kale [New Castle]" to distinguish it from the Classical
remains above) and Gerger Kalesi (Armenian Gargar), both east of Behesni, in the mountains
surrounded on three sides by the great eastwards loop of the Euphrates from Adiyaman to Melitene -

see Cahen, Syrie, 124-6, and Boase, 'Gazetteer', 164, 169). The border fortresses of the Euphrates
seem to have been given some sort of administrative identity, with Behesni perhaps standing out: it
is with the governor of Behesni that the na 'ib of Aleppo has correspondence. It is interesting to note
that when Ghazan invested Baktimur with the governorship of northern Syria (in 699/1300), the
territories explicitly mentioned as in his domain were not only "the kingdoms (al-tnamalik) of
Aleppo, Hama, Shayzar, Antioch and Baghras" but also "all the fortresses and districts of the
Euphrates and Hromgla and Behesni and what pertained to them of the districts and empty (i.e.
unfortified) [lands]" (Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 654).

108 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 560.
109 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 784 (Quatremdre, Histoire, II:i, 147); the word I have translated as tribute is

spelt HML, the presents al-TQADM. Mufaddal also mentions the arrival of the ambassadors with
gifts after the Sultan's departure (Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 560).

110 This is the date given by al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iii, 207), and also by Irwin, Middle East, 82; Ibn Taghribirdi
gives Muharram 14 (Nujum, viii, 41).
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no Franks remained in Syria; but his conquests from the Armenians (Hromgla, Behesni, and
the other castles from the land of Sis) are also emphasised.111

The Armenians were given a breathing space after al-Ashraf s murder, both by the death
of this energetic sultan, and by the bout of instability which wracked the Mamluk Sultanate
afterwards.112 Al-Ashraf s killers, led by Baydara, who took the title al-Qahir, were caught
by Zayn al-Dln Kitbugha al-Mansuri, and viciously executed. The late Sultan's eight-year-
old brother al-Nasir Muhammad was put, briefly, on the throne; the wazlr Ibn Sal'us was

tortured to death, and replaced by 'Alam al-Din Sanjar al-Shuja'i, who himself was killed
following his own aborted attempt on the life of the na'ib al-saltana, al-Ashraf's avenger

Kitbugha. At the beginning of 694/end of 1294 Kitbugha removed al-Nasir Muhammad,
and took the regnal name of al-Malik al-'Adil. His na'ib al-saltana was Husam al-Din
Lachin al-Mansuri, formerly Baydara's closest associate, and one of al-Ashraf's murderers.
In 696/1296 Lachin attempted to murder Kitbugha, who then was persuaded to retire to

Syria, and Lachin took over, as al-Mansur. In 698/1298, Lachin himself, and his deeply
unpopular nct'ib al-saltana Mankutamur al-Husami, were murdered, and al-Nasir
Muhammad was recalled from al-Karak, as a compromise between the two candidates for
the throne, Sayf al-Din Salar and Rukn al-Din Baybars al-Jashnikir al-Mansuri, who became
na'ib al-saltana and ustadar respectively. In 708/1308, al-Nasir Muhammad suddenly
abdicated, and Baybars became Sultan, as al-Malik al-Muzaffar, but in 709/1310 his position
had become untenable, and he fled, allowing al-Nasir to return to Cairo unopposed. Both
Baybars and Salar were killed by the Sultan, for whom the abdication had been a manoeuvre

designed to assert his authority over the Sultanate: his third reign was to be stable,
autocratic, and long.113

The Abdications of King Het'um
In this same period the Kingdom of Armenia in Cilicia suffered its own bout of dynastic
instability. King Lewon II, at his death in 1289, had left three daughters and seven sons:

the latter were, in order of birth, Het'um, T'oros, Smpad, Gosdantin, Nerses, Oshin and
Alinakh. Het'um succeeded, but seems to have had little enthusism for kingship, and
certainly did not marry.114 Het'um II repeatedly abdicated, but seems to have been
unwilling to actually see power wielded by another king - he also repeatedly sought to

111 Al-'Aynl, 'Iqd, iii, 207-8.
112 However, the chronicle of al-Jazari mentions the capture of three Armenian fortresses by the na'ibs of

Behesni and Aleppo in the year 693/1294 (it is possible that this was in Jumada II, the date given for
the previous entry, which concerns the capture of Alanya by Majd al-Din Ibn Qaraman, where the
khutba was read in the name of the Mamluk Sultan; in Sauvaget, Chronique, 29).

113 For surveys of this period of Mamluk history, see Irwin, Middle East, 83-104, and Holt, Age of the
Crusades, 107-13.

114 Hayton of Gorigos tells us that Het'um succeeded "as was right and proper, ... but did not wish to
marry or rule" (Flor, 207); the continuer of Samuel of Ani's Chronography also reports that Het'um
did not marry, but instead guarded his celibacy (RHCArm., I, 463).
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regain his throne. It is possible that the disasters and disappointments that befell his
kingdom influenced his desire to enter the cloister, but it seems likely that he was motivated
by genuine piety to become a cleric, mixed perhaps with the guilt caused by feelings of duty
to his dynastic inheritance, which meant that he was not able to completely let go of the reins
of state. The same dilemma can be seen in the career of Het'um, or "Hayton", count of
Gorigos: in his history, written for the pope, he mentions his pious voyage to the
Carthusian convent of Vauvert, Paris, and then his return to Cilicia, whose parlous state he
"worked without rest night and day" to remedy, "with a great deal of sweat and sparing
neither expense nor labour";115 following these labours, and a (minor) success over a

Mamluk raiding-party, he felt able to finally take his vows.116 He takes great pains to

justify this decision, and explicitly states that he should not feel guilty or dishonourable in
abandoning his lay duties117 (presumably indicating that he and others did indeed have a

strong sense of their obligations as secular leaders), emphasising not only his efforts to
rebuild his country (as witness to which he calls upon God, Otto de Grandson,118 the
masters and brethren of the Templars and Hospitallers, and the people of Armenia and
Cyprus),119 but also that he had long been putting off his tonsure, given that his lords,
family and friends had hitherto been in such dire straits, but now "the kingdom of Armenia
is reformed in better state".120 The subtext to these personal justifications is clear: Hayton
is implicitly criticising the vacillations, and the lack of a sense of duty, of his royal
namesake.121 Whatever its cause, King Het'um's indecision between crown and cloister

115 Flor, 330 (in the Latin, not die incomplete French version).
116 Flor, 205-6.
117 Flor, 206.
118 The choice of Otto de Grandson is interesting. He was a Savoyard nobleman, and a very close friend of

Edward I of England, who he served faithfully as captain and ambassador (one version of the story of
Edward's near-assassination in Acre has Otto, rather than Eleanor of Castile, sucking the poison from
his wound: see Michael Prestwich, The Three Edwards - War and State in England 1272-1377
(London 1980), 7). He led Edward's embassy to Pope Nicholas IV in 1289-90, which was concerned
with the organisation of a new crusade, and, although these plans were to come to nothing, Otto was
in Acre, and distinguished himself, during its final defence (M. Prestwich, Edward I (London 1988),
328-29). Clearly, he remained in the eastern Mediterranean for a while afterwards, and indeed visited
the Armenian king. Interestingly enough, Otto has been identified as the author of a treatise
analysing the problems of the English crusade of 1270, which recommends that any future expedition
winter in Armenia (i.e. Cilicia), to allow the horses to recover, before advancing on Jerusalem in the
spring (presumably this was written sometime before 1291, for after that date the alternative, going
straight to Acre, would not have been considered (Prestwich, Edward I, 75). On this see also C.
Kohler, 'Deux projets de croisade en terre-saint, composes h la fin du xiiie sibcle et au ddbut du xive',
ROL, x (1903-4): 406-57, who discusses the similarities between Otto's project and Hayton's,
outlined in Book IV of his Flor, and Otto's relationship with Hayton). Otto died, an old man, in
1328. On his life and career, see C.L. Kingsford, 'Sir Otho de Grandison (12387-1328)',
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, third series, iii (1909): 125-95; and on his
involvement with Edward 1's crusading plans, see Beebe, "Edward I and the Crusades", passim
(especially 219-21, 262-65).

119 Flor, 330.
120 Flor, 206.
121 The principles that inspired Hayton to put off the tonsure seem to echo those that prevented Gerald of

Aurillac from becoming a monk: Gerald was persuaded by Bishop Gausbert that "for the sake of the
general welfare he should continue to wear secular dress", and therefore, to deal with his secular
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(and the unlikelihood of his ever producing a heir of the body) seems to have resulted in, or

at least contributed to, dynastic instability, as his brothers jockeyed for position to become
his replacement, or successor.

Establishing precisely the dates of Het'um's various abdications and restorations is a

difficult, and perhaps impossible, process, complicated by conflicting sources, and
confusion over the conversion of dates, for example, from the Armenian to the Common
era.122 The Armenian sources only rarely give precise dates, and there is a general tendency
to elide the series of events together, into an entry for one year: for example, according to
the Gestes des Chiprois, most of the dynastic turmoil of Het'um's reign took place in 1294.
Nevertheless, even if one cannot always be certain of exactly when an event took place, one

can be fairly certain at least of the order of the events.123
Het'um seems first to have abdicated in the early 1290s, either in the midst of, or shordy

after, the period of al-Ashraf's conquests. The Chronological Table of Hayton (Het'um of
Gorigos) reports under the Armenian year 742, which Dulaurier equates with 1293, that
King Het'um ceded the throne to his brother T'oros and embraced the religious life with the
name "Magar" (translated by Dulaurier as "Macaire"); the other work probably by this same

author, the Flor des Estoires, tells us that the king entered a monastery in Mamistra
(Msis).124 Later in that year's entry in Hayton's Table, we are told that Het'um remounted
the throne. Unfortunately, the dates given in the Table are not necessarily trustworthy: the

concerns. See Gerald Sitwell (tr.), 'Life of St. Gerald', in St. Odo of Cluny: being the Life of St.
Odo of Cluny by John of Salerno, and the Life of St. Gerald of Auriliac by St. Odo (London
1958), 134.

In fact, it may be that Hayton had been forced to leave Cilicia, for the Cypriot Premonstratensian abbey
of Bellapais, in 1305, because of his opposidon to King Het'um, as is suggested by Mutafian
(Royaume Armenien, 77-79). The Cypriot chronicle collected and translated by the sixteenth century
Venetian Francesco Amadi states that Hayton fled from Cilicia for fear that the king would lay hands
on him (R. de Mas Latrie, Chroniques d'Amadi et de Strambaldi (Paris 1891), i, 'Chronique
d'Amadi', 254). Hayton was closely aligned with the faction supporting Amaury of Tyre, and
Mutafian even suggests a role for him in the politics that led to Amaury's seizure of power in 1306.
He was certainly later used by the new regent of Cyprus as an emissary to the Pope, Clement V, in
1307, and it was while with the Pope that he wrote his La Flor des estoires (on Hayton's mission
to the Pope, see Edbury, Kingdom of Cyprus, 119-21). Bundy ('Het'um's La Flof, 230) is less
certain than Mutafian about Hayton's reasons for leaving Cilicia, and points out that the Cypriot
chroniclers who present him as being forced to flee because of his sedition against King Het'um are
likely to have been "hardly indifferent analysts due to his later involvement in Cypriot politics";
however, he does not question Hayton of Gorigos' bias against King Het'um, and writes of his
"denigration" of the king in his Flor.

122 Riidt-Collenberg (Rupenides, 71, nl53) states that "The chronology of this unstable gentleman is still
very obscure and controversial." The confusion over some of the dates can be seen in Boase's
Cilician Kingdom: at one point, Het'um is blinded in 1299 ('Gazetteer', 174), in another he is "back
on the throne" (after his blinding) in 1298 ('History', 29).

123 Neither Boase ('History', 29), nor Mutafian (Royaume Armenien, 71-3) cover these "luttes fratricides"
in great enough detail to be concerned with furnishing dates for every part of the struggle; the dates
they do provide occasionally conflict with each other.

124 Hayton, Table, 489; Flor, 326.
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cession of Behesni, which happened in 1293, is mentioned under the preceding year.125
There is other evidence to question the accuracy of the Table at this point. Another entry
included in this year reports the naval engagement between Genoese galleys and Venetian
transports, which (while also discussed - in much greater detail - in the Gestes des
Chiprois as if in this year) in fact occurred in 1294.126 The order of the entries within the
Table does not help to tie down the abdication and restoration more exactly within the year:

the first entry concerns al-Ashraf's murder, which was at the very end of the year (14
December 1293). Again, this may support the idea that these entries are a year out, as news

of the killing may well have reached Cilicia early in the year following, 1294.
According to the Flor, Het'um regained his throne after a year, which would suggest a

longer period for T'oros' rule than that allowed by the Table.121 We can in fact be fairly
certain that his restoration was indeed in 1294, as the Flor tells us that when he sought to

regain the throne, and to restore order within his kingdom, Het'um made use of the
assistance of Otto de Grandson and other nobles from Cyprus, and it seems that Otto did in
fact visit the king of Armenia in that year.128 In itself, this does not help to date Het'um's
initial abdication, but if his first period off the throne was indeed as long as a year, then his
initial abdication would have to be sometime in 1293.129 Mutafian states that Het'um

abdicated "a little after" al-Ashraf was bought off with the cession of the three fortresses in
the summer of 1293: it is quite possible that these negotiations had been the last straw for
him.130 Nevertheless, this first abdication of Het'um's may never have been complete:

125 The handover of Behesni is mentioned in connection with the fall of Hromgla, which perhaps explains
the error in the dating - if the author remembered the two events together, it is perhaps not surprising
he got the year wrong for the later one. The entry for the year 743/1294 is also a year precipitate: it
deals with the deaths of Geikhatu and Baydu, and Ghazan's accession, all of which actually took place
in 1295. This may well imply that the entries for 742/1293 should be dated to 1294.

126 Hayton, Table, 489; Gestes, 276-81.
Edbury (Kingdom of Cyprus, 103) confirms that the general war between the two Italian republics

broke out in 1293, but that the battle off Ayas - a decisive victory for the Genoese - was in 1294.
Interestingly, the chronicle of al-Jazari (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 36) mentions the conflict in Ayas
between the Genoese and the Venetians, which was reported (in Damascus) by "merchants from Sis
and Ayas", and which is dated to the end of Jumada II 693 (May 1294): this once again reveals the
potential value of the Arabic sources for this period.

127 Flor, 327.
128 Flor, 327; The Gestes des Chiprois (279) confirm that Otto was visiting Cilicia, in order to speak

with "the king of Armenia", in the same year as the battle off Ayas: Otto met with the advancing
Genoese fleet at "Courc" (Gorigos) and sought to mediate, without success. On this see also
Kingsford ('Sir Otho', 151), who states that Otto and Cypriot barons had been invited by T'oros to
lend "assistance in settling the affairs of his kingdom." It is not clear why Kingsford names the
Armenian king T'oros, and this does seem to conflict with the account of the Flor. It is, of course,
possible that the affairs of the kingdom were settled by Het'um being restored. Kingsford suggests
that without "doubt it was during this visit that Otto made the acquaintance of Hayton, the Armenian
historian", who of course was later to cite Otto as his witness, in the Flor.

129 Boase ('History, 29), who does not give a source for this date, states that the abdication was in 1292. It
is possible that this stems from the misdating of the Gestes' account of the sea-battle to 1293,
which, along with a reading of the Flor, would indeed imply an abdication in the year before.

130 Royaume Artnenien, 71. On the other hand, if one follows Boase's earlier date for the abdication, it is
possible that the disorder that Het'um confronted (according to the Flor) on his re-accession either
contributed to, or resulted from, the powerlessness of the king before the Mamluk threat, and the
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T'oros does not seem to have been crowned, nor to have issued any coin in his own

name.131

The next of Het'um's abdications, again in favour of T'oros, according to the Flor des
Estoires, was after another two years.132 I would suggest that in fact this 'abdication'
refers to Het'um's visit to the Ilkhanate, which, as we already know, was in 1295, the year

of Geikhatu's death, and the accessions of first Baydu, then Ghazan.133 Indeed, the Gestes
des Chiprois report that when Het'um made his visit to the Mongols - dated here,
erroneously, 1294 - he left his brother T'oros in charge in his place.134 Another source, the
Chronological Tables of Samuel of Ani, relates Het'um's hand-over of the kingdom to
T'oros to his pacification of Ghazan's persecution of churches, which Bar Hebraeus
describes in his account of Het'um's journey of 1295 to the Ilkhanate.135

At some point Het'um took the habit of the Friars Minor, and the name John to go with
it. He is called John from about this time on both by the Gestes des Chiprois (frere Johan
d'Ermenie) and by Hayton's Flor des Estoires', Mutafian suggests that he chose the name in

homage to John of Montecorvino, the Franciscan Pope Nicholas IV's envoy to the
Orient.136 Brosset's version of Samuel of Ani's Tables indicates that Het'um "became a

consequent obeisance to al-Ashraf s desires displayed in the negotiations of 1293: the disorder was
caused by discontent with this policy of total submission to the Mamluks; or it had so debilitated the
kingdom that whoever was king had only been able to submit thus to al-Ashraf. It may have been a
mixture of these, but either way Het'um's restoration, rather than his abdication, may have been
provoked by the negotiations of 1293. Following this earlier dating leaves us with the conclusion
that we cannot be certain even of who the king dealing with al-Ashraf was: T'oros or Het'um?

131 Mutafian, Royaume Armenien, 71; Bedoukian, Coinage, passim.
132 Flor, 327.
133 On the events in the Ilkhanate in 1295, and Het'um's involvement with them, see above, pp54-56.

The date of 1295 for this second abdication would also support that of 1293 for his initial one, if we
follow the Flor's two-year gap.

134 Gestes des Chiprois, 282. The error in this dating again shows how the Gestes are a year out at this
point, as with the dating of the Genoese victory at Ayas, and Otto de Grandson's visit to Cilicia.

135 Bar Hebraeus, Chronography, 505-6; the continuation of Samuel of Ani's Chronological Tables, tr.
Brosset, 475; unfortunately, the date attached in these Tables to these happenings is unclear: it is
either 742 or 743, which should correspond to 1293-4, but Brosset's version of the Tables equates
these with 1295 and 1296; perhaps we should accept the facts given by this source, but be careful
with its dating. On the problems associated with converting dates from the Armenian era to the
Christian era, see Riidt-Collenberg, Rupenides, 48.

136 Royaume Armenien, 71. John of Montecorvino, bom in southern Italy in 1247, had been active in
Armenia and Persia before returning to the Pope in 1289, acting as King Het'um's legate (although
perhaps more significantly Arghun's ambassador to Rome, he was also carrying letters from Het'um
proposing an alliance against the Mamluks: see Bundy, 'Het'um's La Flor', 227-8). Pope Nicholas
IV sent him back to the East shortly afterwards, and he travelled through the Armenian kingdom once
more, on his way to Tabriz, before, in 1291, heading for China. He travelled by way of India, where
he spent some time, in order to avoid the lands threatened by the Mongol rebel Qaidu, and only
arrived in 'Khan-baliq' (i.e. Beijing) in 1294. Friar John was made archbishop of Khan-baliq, and
patriarch of the Orient, in 1307, and died in 1328. On John of Montecorvino see, for example,
Christopher Dawson (ed.), The Mongol Mission: Narratives and Letters of the Franciscan
Missionaries in Mongolia and China in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries, tr. by a Nun of
Stanbrook Abbey (London 1955), xxxi-xxxiv, 222-31; Igor de Rachewiltz, Papal Envoys to the
Great Khans (London 1971), 160-78; D. Morgan, The Mongols (Oxford 1986), 186. Mutafian
states that Het'um took the name John at his first abdication, which he dates to 1293, which would
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monk" in connection with his abdication in favour of T'oros, before his visit to Ghazan;

Hayton's Flor implies that the conversion was before his visit to Constantinople; the Gestes
des Chiprois report that he converted after Smpad's seizure of the throne, but before he was

imprisoned and blinded.137
Het'um's conversion to the Latin rite, and his 'pro-Latin' policies, did not prevent him

seeking alliance with the Byzantines.138 Two of Het'um's sisters were affianced to

Byzantine princes, and although one died before her marriage, the other, Rit'a (called by the
Byzantines Xenia, and then Maria after she entered a convent), was married to Michael
Palaiologos, later the Emperor Michael IX, on January 16, 1296.139 Het'um, and
accompanying him T'oros, visited their sister in Constantinople: possibly they went there
for the marriage itself.140 Hayton's Chronological Tables reports that the brothers'
departure for Constantinople was in the year 745, which indeed converts to 1296.141 The
Dulaurier version of Samuel of Ani's Tables has the visit in its entry for 746/1297, but also
includes details of their return, which happened about a year later, so we are told: this might
imply that their departure had been in the year previous, that is, 1296.142 The brothers seem

to have been away from Cilicia for some time: in addition to the reference cited above,
Hayton's Flor reports that they spent six months in Constantinople.143 The longer space of
time given might in fact cover not just their initial stay in Constantinople, but also their
wanderings between their first attempted return and their eventual capture.

Upon their departure for Constantinople, they left the government in the hands of a third
brother, Smpad. The continuer of the chronicle of the Constable Smpad phrases this as

Het'um establishing Smpad as king of Armenia;144 whatever the position he granted his
brother, Het'um seems certainly to have wanted to regain his authority on his return. While
they were absent, Smpad decided upon rebellion, encouraged (according to Het'um of

have been only a a couple of years alter the Franciscan's passage east; however, the primary sources
only say that Het'um became a friar, called John, later, in about 1295-6; moreover, Hayton {Flor,
326) explicitly states that at his first abdication the king took an Armenian habit - Hayton, by the
time he comprised this history himself a Praemonstratensian prior, may of course have been seeking
to discredit King Het'um in the ears of his work's intended papal audience.

137 Brosset (ed.), Tables, 475; Flor, 328; Gestes, 283.
138 Mutafian (Royaume Armenien, 71) makes this point, but it must be said that neither did it prohibit his

friendship with the Ilkhans: in truth, in the desperate situation in which Cilicia found itself, its king
had to seek alliances and friendship wherever it could.

139 For this date and other details about Rit'a, see Rudt-Collenberg, Rupenides, Table III, and 71, nl57.
140 The continuation of Constable Smpad's Chronicle of the Kingdom, 655, explicitly states that their

reason for visiting Constantinople was to see their sister.
141 The entry for this year also mentions the death of the Sultan Lachin, which was in 696/1296; Hayton,

Table, 490.
142 Dulaurier (ed.), Tables, 464.
143 Flor, 328.
144 Chronicle of the Kingdom, 655-6. The writer gives these events as taking place in 746/1297,

although this may be the date of the brothers' imprisonment, rather than their departure.
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Gorigos) by the Catholicos and the kingdom's grandees.145 The brothers were denied entry
to the kingdom on their return, despite their arming of two galleys (according to the Gestes
des Chiprois).146 They returned to Constantinople, via Cyprus, and, provisioned with "a
large quantity of gold", they made for the Ilkhanate, doubtless to seek Ghazan's aid in
regaining the kingdom.147 Smpad had himself gone to the Ilkhan, however. Hayton
reports that,

"[t]he aforesaid Smpad, who had seized both kingdom and treasury, hurried
with many great gifts and was quickly ushered into Ghazan's presence. He
offered Ghazan the gifts he had brought and accomplished his whole
business satisfactorily. He even took a member of Ghazan's family as
wife.148 In addition, he received from Ghazan a mandate which allowed him
to arrest and detain his aforementioned brothers."149

During Smpad's return voyage to Cilicia, with his new wife, he came across his two elder
brothers, in the region of Caesarea, and arrested them.150 The continuation of the Constable
Smpad's Chronicle of the Kingdom and Dulaurier's Chronography of Samuel ofAni both
date Smpad's take-over to 746/1297.151 It is quite possible that, while there are strong

grounds for believing that Het'um's departure from Cilicia was in 1296, his late return there,
in captivity, only happened in 1297: we are told that he spent some time in Constantinople,
and his travels after his frustrated return, along with the time spent raising funds, will have
added to the period of his absence.

Het'um and T'oros were imprisoned by their brother, in the fortress of Partsrpert.152
After some time (presumably in early 1298), and, according to Dulaurier's Chronography of
Samuel of Ani, at the instigation of the great men of the kingdom, Smpad ordered that

145 Hayton, Tables, 464; Mutafian (Royaume Armenien, 71) considers it probable that the Catholicos
thought Smpad provided a better guarantee of a pro-Latin policy (than the Franciscan, Het'um!?); he
also states that the purpose of the visit to Constantinople was, "without doubt", to discuss the union
of the Churches (presumably the Greek Orthodox and the Armenian), although he does not cite a
source which suggests this.

146 Gestes, 283.
147 Dulaurier (ed.), Chronography of Samuel of Ani, 464; also, Gestes, 283.
148 The French text, on p. 209, says; Smbat "took as wife a lady that was next [i.e. related] to Ghazan".
149 Flor, 328 (Latin text).
150 Chronography of Samuel ofAni, 464; Gestes, 283.
151 Chronicle of the Kingdom, 655-6; Chronography of Samuel of Ani, 464.
152 This is the prison given in Dulaurier's Chronography of Samuel of Ani, 464; the Chronicle of the

Kingdom (656) mentions it only in connection with T'oros' murder. This castle (also called
Barjrberd) cannot be securely placed today, although Edwards (Fortifications, 241, n3) - extremely
tentatively - suggests that it can be identified with Tamrut Kalesi, in the mountains about 60
kilometres north of Adana, near a track that runs from Aladag/Karsanh to Pozanti (which is just north
of the Cilician Gates); it would therefore be west, rather than north of Sis, which latter is the locality
suggested by Boase ('Gazetteer', 175). According to the Taqwim al-bulddn of Abu'l-Fida' (250-51),
"Bars-Bart" was "a strong citadel on a high mountain, the greatest stronghold of the king of the
Armenians, and in it is his treasury and his summer residence. It is in the north ... between the land
of Sis and the land of the son of Qaraman ... upon the frontier... and it is seen from afar".
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T'oros be strangled, and Het'um, by now in the fortress of Molivon,153 blinded with a hot
iron.154 King Het'um seems to have been blinded rather inefficiently: certainly his blinding
does not seem to have overly impeded his future actions, and Hayton, who would have been
in close contact with his cousin, refers to him as still seeing with one eye, as does Abu'l-
Fida'.155 One effect of Smpad's actions was the rebellion of the fourth brother, Gosdantin,
the lord of Gaban.156 The Gestes des Chiprois report that at the news of the killing of
T'oros, and the maiming of Het'um, "he was very upset, and therefore he spoke to many of
the most rich men of Armenia",157 and decided upon rebellion. This rebellion was

successful, and Smpad was imprisoned: Gosdantin was delighted to find Het'um still
alive.158 Gosdantin now became king, although Hayton reports that he was only the bailliff
for the young son of T'oros, Lewon.159

We can put a fairly secure date on Gosdantin's take-over of power from Smpad. The
Chronography ofSamuel ofAni, in its brief entry for the year 747/1298, tells us that "while

153 Chronicle of the Kingdom, 656. Edwards (Fortifications, 195) confidently identifies this fortress as
the modern Milvan Kalesi, above the valley of the £akit (on the modern road map, £akir) river,
northwest of the town of Karaisah, in the direction of Pozanti.

154 Dulaurier's Chronography of Samuel ofAni (464-5) enters these events, along with Smpad's preceding
usurpation and Gosdantin's subsequent rebellion, under the year 746/1297; in contrast, the Chronicle
of the Kingdom (656) enters these executions, and Gosdantin's rebellion, under the year 748/1299.
If, as is suggested by Hayton's Flor (328), and the Gestes des Chiprois (283), as well as these
sources, Gosdantin's uprising followed hard on the murder of T'oros, we can with some certainty date
this execution to the first half of 1298. Riidt-Collenberg, Rupenides, Table III, gives the date of
T'oros' killing as July 23, 1298: this seems too late, as we can be fairly certain (see below) that
Gosdantin was acting as king a week later, but nevertheless it is conceivable that Gosdantin's coup
was provoked and successful in this short period (it would be interesting to know Riidt-Collenberg's
source). Again according to Riidt-Collenberg (Rupenides, 66, nll6, and 71, n.150), T'oros'
executioner was the Marshal, Oshin, brother of Hayton/Het'um of Gorigos, the historian. This
Oshin was apparently executed in 1309.

155 Flor, 329; Memoirs, 37, 45.
156 Chronography of Samuel ofAni, 465; Chronicle of the Kingdom, 656. Gaban, though pronounced

unidentified by Boase, is a fortress near the modem village of Geben, south of Goksun (Coxon) and
north of Andirin, in the valley of the Korsulu £ayi, a tributary of the Chahan. The castle dominated
one of the most important routes through the Anti-Taurus mountains, and was an important customs
post for the Armenian kingdom. It was clearly an important, royal, lordship. See Edwards,
Fortifications, 124-31; Mutafian, Royaume Armenien, 50; and Boase, 'Gazetteer', 163-4.

157 Gestes, 283 (sub anno 1294): "... & l'autre avcuglc, si en fu mout dolent, & pour ce parla it plusors
des plus riches d'Ermenie...".

158 Chronography of Samuel of Ani, 465, provides this detail, and also reports that Smpad was initially
able to escape to the land of the Romans ("Horomk"'), before being captured. Hayton, Flor, 329,.
also implies that Smpad's capture was some time subsequent to Gosdantin's seizure of power.

159 Flor, 329, refers to him as holding the "baliagium regni" for Lewon. Dulaurier's Chronography of
Samuel ofAni has Gosdantin described as "baron Giligioy" (i.e. baron of Cilicia; Dulaurier translates
it as "baron d'Arm6nie"), as opposed to Smpad, who had been "T'akawor" (i.e. King); of course, the
writer of this passage may only have used the term "baron" to avoid the linguistic infelicity of
repeating the word "king". The Chronicle of the Kingdom states that "by the wish" of Het'um,
Gosdantin "sat himself on the throne" (656). Both Smpad and Gosdantin are listed as kings in
Brosset's edition of the Chronological Tables of Samuel of Ani (477; neither T'oros, nor his son
Lewon III are listed as such, although both are mentioned in the accompanying marginalia), as they
are in the list of kings in the appendix to the continuation of Smpad's Chronicle of the Kingdom
edited by Dulaurier (RHC Arm., I, 679). In contrast to the merely nominally king T'oros, there are
surviving coins minted in the reigns of (and in the name of) both Smpad and Gosdantin, so the latter
must have possessed at least this attribute of kingship (Bedoukian, Coinage, passim).
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Smpad ruled over the Armenians, the Egyptians invaded Cilicia".160 From the account of
the Muslim writer Abu'l-Fida', who was personally involved in the invasion, we can be
certain that Smpad was ruling on June 20, but by July 30 it was Gosdantin who was leading
the negotiations with the Mamluk army.161

Gosdantin began, we are informed by Hayton, to persecute the followers of Smpad -

presumably this refers to some sort of mopping-up operation necessary to establish firm
control throughout the kingdom - and, confronted by the Mamluk army, "the lord"
Gosdantin,

"governed the Kingdom as well as he could, by fortifying lands and castles
against the power of the enemy; and he took pains to have his elder brother,
Brother John, [i.e., Het'um] taken care of, he who saw still with one

eye."162
Gosdantin ruled only for a short time,163 before he himself was removed, and imprisoned,
by Het'um.164 This coup was not unopposed: Hayton - who, it seems, is frequently keen
to give King Het'um a bad press - tells us that, despite Gosdantin's care, Het'um,

"was not content with Gosdantin's governorship of the realm, and with some
men-at-arms seized him at night and imprisoned him. There was conflict in
Sis between nobles opposed to the imprisonment of Gosdantin, and
Het'um/John, and many Armenian gentlemen were killed."165

The Gestes des Chiprois suggest that Het'um "did not bear good wishes for Gosdantin",166
without giving a reason: perhaps he was simply unable to see another ruling on what was

160 Chronography of Samuel ofAni, 463. Hayton, Flor, 329, gives his account of the Mamluk invasion
after his description of Gosdantin's rebellion, but rather than giving us a strictly chronological
account, he is simply describing what a mess the country was in.

161 Memoirs, 28-9. We are informed that the "invasion of the land of Sis and the siege of Hamus
happened in the reign of Smpad"; earlier, Abu'l-Fida' describes the Mamluk army as having "halted at
Hamus on Friday, 9 Ramadan, corresponding to 20 Haziran [June]". It is the new king Gosdantin
that opens negotiations with the Mamluk army, leading to the surrender of various fortresses
including Hamus: the "surrender of Hamus was on Friday, 19 Shawwal of this year 697", that is, 30
July, 1298. As regards the eyewitness status of Abu'l-Fida', we are told of his share of the human
booty from this siege. For further details of this expedition, see below, p84ff.

162 Flor, 329.
163 According to the Chronography ofSamuel ofAni, 465, one year; according to Brosset's version of the

Chronological Tables of Samuel of Ani, 477, for six months. Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 37), writing
in his summary of "other events" at the end of his entry for the year 699 (September 1299
-September 1300), states that the transfer of power from Gosdantin to Het'um took place "[i]n this or
the previous year", which was when Gosdantin released Het'um "and made him king", while he
"became his subject". The brothers "remained on these terms for a short time", then Het'um
"betrayed [Gosdantin] and requited him shamefully. He sought to seize him, so [Gosdantin] fled to
Constantinople, and [Het'um] was established in the kingdom of Sis."

164 Luttrell states that "when in 1299 Hetoum overthrew his brothers Sempad and Constantine, who had
seized power a few years earlier, the Hospitallers in particular apparently gave him a measure of
assistance" ('The Hospitallers' Interventions', in Boase (ed.), Cilician Kingdom, 118-45; 122).
While it would be helpful to use this as confirmation that Het'uin's restoration was in 1299, Luttrell
does not indicate his source, so it is possible that his date for the intervention is based on his belief
in a date for the restoration, rather than the other way around.

165 Flor, 210 (French) and 329 (Latin).
166 Gestes, 283: "... ne rendy pas bon grd a Constans...". The Chronicle of the Kingdom, 656; the

Chronography of Samuel of Ani, 465; and the Chronological Tables of Samuel of Ani, 477, all
also mention Gosdantin's deposition by Het'um.
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by right his throne. Some time later, possibly in 1300, Gosdantin and Smpad were both
sent for safe-keeping to Constantinople.167

Het'um once again abdicated, this time in favour of the young son of his murdered
brother T'oros, Lewon (III). The date of this hand-over is not clear. Lewon cannot have
been born much earlier than 1289: his mother, Margeret, sister of King Henry of Cyprus,
only married T'oros in 1288.168 The Gestes des Chiprois report that "Het'um had this
infant crowned during his lifetime".169 However, the Chronography ofSamuel ofAni tells
us that Lewon was "consecrated king in the year 755 [1306] ... [Het'um being] invested
with the dignity of grand baron of Armenia".170 Lewon would then have been about 17,
which would make such a date for this seem likely, rather than earlier. The year 1301 is

presented by some modern writers as the time of this abdication, but Het'um certainly seems

to have been active as leader of the Armenian forces during Ghazan's invasions of Syria,
after this date. Apart from Abu'l-Fida', who recounts that Het'um installed the "young son

of T'oros as king, and made himself his atabeg",171 the Arabic chronicles still refer to him
as being king at the time of his death.172 It is possible that the coronation of Lewon did not
indicate that Het'um was necessarily abdicating, but merely that he was seeking to establish
his succession securely; on the other hand, there were coins issued in the name of Lewon
III.173 While the colophons translated by Sanjian frequently describe Het'um as king up to

1306, colophons from 1307 and 1308, recording his murder, refer to him as "Grand
Baron", and Lewon as king (in one entry, as the "young and newly anointed King
Lewon").174 In any case, it is likely that Het'um remained the power behind the throne, as

167 Chronography of Samuel of Ani, 465; Gestes, 283; Flor, 210 (French), 329 (Latin); the date for their
exile comes from the Tables of Samuel of Ani, 477, which gives 749 in the Armenian era (equated
with 1302, rather than 1300).

168 Riidt-Collenberg, Rupenides, Table III, and 71, nl50 bis, gives the date of the marriage as January 9,
1288; see also Edbury, Cyprus, 115, and the Gestes, 284, who mention Lewon's mother.

169 Gestes, 284.
170 RHC Arm., I, 465; Dulaurier translates the Armenian as "grand baron d'Armenie". Riidt-Collenberg

(Rupenides, 74, nl77) gives the date of his coronation as July 30, 1306; however, in Table III he
states that Lewon ruled from 1301, which is the date also given by Mutafian (Royaume Armenien,
73).

171 Memoirs, 37-38; this is part of the entry for the year 699 (/1299-1300), but Abu'l-Fida' is consciously
looking ahead to Het'um's later murder, and abbreviating Armenian internal affairs up to that point.

172 For example, al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:i, 279); al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 458;
Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 47), refers to Het'um as "lord of Sis" at the time of his murder, perhaps
reflecting the fact that Het'um remained the de facto ruler even after his last abdication.

173 Bedoukian, Coinage, passim-, Bedoukian (14) suggests that Lewon was co-ruler from 1301-5. I have
not discovered the source fixing the accession of Lewon firmly in 1301, although the Chronicle of
the Kingdom, 656, and the Gestes, 284, by presenting Lewon's coronation as the conclusion to the
saga of the usurpation of Smpad, the rebellion of GosdanUn, and the exile of both of these, seem to
imply that Lewon was at least nominally ruler only shortly after the last of these events. Hayton,
Flor, of course, has Lewon's reign starting from the success of Gosdantin's uprising. As Hayton's
aim may have been to denigrate Het'um, and conversely to laud Lewon (e.g. his encomium, 206, 213
(French), 331 (Latin)), in order to interest the pope in sponsoring a passage to the east, the 'weak'
Het'um may have been painted out of the picture rather too early. Another example of this may be
Hayton's unwillingness to provide a name for the "king of Armenia" active in Ghazan's invasions of
Syria, who was surely Het'um; see also Bundy, 'Het'um's La Flor', passim.

174 Sanjian, Colophons, 50-5.
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is implied by his special title (given by the Chronography of Samuel of Ani) and by the
failure of the Arabic writers, except for the well-informed Abu'l-Fida', to realise a change in
monarch had taken place.

The Mamluk Campaign of 697/1298
In the midst of these internecine squabbles came another major Mamluk invasion of Cilicia.
Indeed, Hayton implies that the Mamluks were prompted to invade by the kingdom's
internal dissension. He introduces his brief summary of the invasion by explaining that,

"The Saracens, who were by no means sleeping, saw that so many scandals
and quarrels were flourishing between the brothers, the sons of the Armenian
King, and attacked the kingdom of Armenia manfully and powerfully."175

The Arabic sources, however, give a different reason for the expedition. Both al-Maqrizi
and al-'Ayni explicitly relate the decision to send the army against Cilicia with the arrival of
news of conflict amongst the Mongols. Al-'Ayni merely states that,

"At that time there was established dissension among the Mongols, and the
Sultan understood from that report that he would be able to capture fortresses
and suppress many enemies".176

Lachin therefore decided to consult with his amirs about raiding Cilicia and capturing Sis.
We are provided with more precise information by al-Maqrizi, who reports that,

"the news arrived from Aleppo telling of conflict between Taqtay and the
party of Nughiya, until there were killed from them many of the Mongols and
the king Taqtay was defeated. And Ghazan had killed his wazir, Nawruz,
with a great number of his followers. The opinion was to seize Sis because
of the discord amongst the Mongols".177

The first reference is undoubtedly to the affairs of the Golden Horde, to contention between
the Khan, Toqta, and the khan-maker Nogai, who was the leading general of the Golden
Horde and the effectively independent ruler of the western part of the Horde's dominion.
By the late 1290s Toqta was seeking to assert his independence from his over-mighty
general, who had installed him on the throne in 1291; conflict between the Italians trading in
the Black Sea ports, the Genoese (protected by Toqta) and the Venetians (who requested
assistance of Nogai), exacerbated the tension between them. In about 1297 this led to civil
war. In a battle between the Dniester and Prut rivers, the army of Nogai was successful,
Toqta being forced to flee beyond the Don.178 The second reference in the passage above is
to the execution of Nawruz, on 13 August 1297, by Ghazan's general Qutlugh-Shah.

175 Flor, 329.
176 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 386.
177 Suluk, I:iii, 837 (Qualremere, Histoire, II:ii, 60). The implication of the Arabic text is that this news

arrived sometime in Rabi' II 697 (January-February 1298).
178 On Nogai, who had led armies against the Ilkhanate and had very close relations with the Byzantine

emperors, and the details of this conflict with Toqta, see Leo de Hartog, Russia and the Mongol
Yoke: the History of the Russian Principalities and the Golden Horde, 1221-1502 (London
1996), 69-73. In 1299 Toqta had grown strong enough to return, defeat and kill Nogai.
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Nawruz had of course been Ghazan's main supporter in his rebellion against Baydu, and
was even credited with influencing his conversion to Islam, but the Ilkhan had been
convinced that he had been in treacherous correspondence with the Mamluks.179

In contrast to al-Maqrizi and al-'Ayni, Mufaddal merely states that Lachin was persuaded
by Mankutamur to send the armies to Sis, in order to conquer it and uproot its castles.180 It
is possible that Mufaddal is implying that Mankutamur was seeking to use this expedition as

a device to get certain of the senior amirs out of the way at a time when the administration,
and the finances, of Egypt were about to be overhauled. Certainly, al-'Ayni lends some

support to this view, with his description of the discomfort of the Mamluk amirs after the
despatch of the second wave of the army, because the greatest of them had scattered, and
those remaining feared Mankutamur's faction.181

The leader of the expedition was to be the amir Badr al-Din Bektash al-Fakhri Amlr-Silah,
who, according to Ibn al-Dawadari and al-Maqrizi, was to have with him 10,000
horsemen.182 Other leading amirs named as being in this detachment, which left Egypt in
Jumada I,183 include Husam al-DIn Lachin al-Ruml al-Ustadar, Shams al-Din Aqsunqur
Kartay al-Mansurl, Sayf al-Din Bektimur al-Silahdar, Sayf al-DIn Buzlar, and Sayf al-Din
Aghizlu;184 these each were accompanied by their personal followers (muddfi).195 This
force arrived at Damascus on 5 Jumada II (20 March 1298). Sultan Lachin had written

179 On the fall from favour of Nawruz, and his execution, see J.A. Boyle, 'Dynastic and Political History
of the Il-Khans', in J.A. Boyle (ed.), The Cambridge History of Iran, V: the Saljuq and Mongol
Periods (Cambridge 1968): 303-421; 381-85. Boyle, coincidentally, compares the position of
Nawruz within the Ilkhanate with that of Nogai in the Golden Horde.

180 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 601.
181 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 697. P.M. Holt, who uses neither Mufaddal or al-'Ayni in this article, also

concludes that the "expedition to Cilicia offered the sultan the opportunity of removing another
powerful amir [Bektash] from Egypt" ('The Sultanate of al-Mansur Lachin (696-8/1296-9)', BSOAS
xxxvi (1973): 521-32; 527).

182 Kanz, viii, 369; Suluk, I:iii, 837 (Quatremfcre, Histoire, II:ii, 60).
183 The date is given by al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 838 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 60), and al-Nuwayri,

Nihayat (in Elham, Kitbuga, 68 [Arabic]/202 [German]; and cited by Blochet, 'Histoire', 601, n2).
Al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iii, 386) gives Jumada I as the date when Lachin consulted with his amirs about the
idea of attacking Cilicia. Jumada I 697 corresponds to the second half of February and the first half of
March, 1298.

184 Al-'Ayni spells this name "AGhRLW" (7qd, iii, 387); the reading "agizlu" for this word is provided by
J. Sauvaget, 'Noms et Surnoms de Mamelouks', Journal Asiatique, ccxxxviii (1950):31-58; 37.

185 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 27; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 837-38 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 60); al-'Ayni,
7qd, iii, 386-7; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 601-2. The name of Kartay is variously
spelt: krtyh; krtyha; krtbh(a); Holt reads it as "Karita"; Elham's reading of both al-Nuwayri
(Kitbuga, 68 [Arabic]/202 [German]) and Baybars al-Mansuri (Kitbuga, 20 [Arabic]/121 [German]) is
"Kurtuba"; and Li Guo's reading of al-Yunini (Dhayl, i, 101) is "Kurtay". Bektash al-Fakhri had for
long been one of the most senior amirs: Irwin (Middle East, 88) calls him the "last surviving
Salihi emir of the first rank" at the time of his death, unusually by natural causes, in 1306 (see Ibn
al-Suqa'i, Tali, tr. Sublet, 73-74). Baktimur had been one of those who had hunted down the
followers of al-Ashraf s murderer Baydara: he apparently extracted and ate Baydara's liver (Irwin,
Middle East, 85). In 697, the time of this expedition, Baydara's former close associate, Lachin, was
the Sultan.
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ahead to his nd'ib of al-Shdm Sayf al-Din Qibjaq186 forewarning him of the advance of the
expeditionary force, and instructing him to send along with it the amirs Rukn al-Din Baybars
al-Jaliq al-'Ajami,187 Sayf al-Din Bahadur As, Sayf al-Din Kujkan, and Baha' al-Din Qara-
Arslan al-Mansuri.188 Three days later they departed, augmented by these and their
respective troops, and by Qibjaq himself, who advanced only as far as Horns.189 The
Sultan had also written to other leading governors in Syria, instructing them to accompany

the army. The nd'ib of Safad, Faris al-Din Ilbaki190 al-Saqi al-Zahiri, the lord of Hama, al-
Muzaffar Taqi al-Din Mahmud II, and the armies of Horns, the lands of the littoral (bilad al-
sahil) and Tripoli, all assembled at Aleppo: Abu'l-Fida' tells us that his cousin arrived there
with his troops from Hama on Monday, 23 Jumada II (7 Nisan/April).191 It is likely that at
least some of the army of Aleppo accompanied this expedition. Mufaddal states that Lachin
had ordered both "the armies of Syria [/Damascus?] and Aleppo (al-shdmiya wa'l-
halabiya)" to advance on Cilicia, and al-Maqrizi also mentions that the army of Aleppo was

present during the campaign; although other sources do not mention him, Baybars al-
Mansuri (and, copying him, al-'Ayni) seems to imply that the nd'ib of Aleppo himself, Sayf
al-Din Balaban al-Tabbakhi, led his forces on this campaign.192 Before the army left from

186 Qibjaq's name appears in the various sources and translations in varying forms (Qabjaq, Qifjaq, Qafjaq),
but clearly derives from the name of the Kipchak Turk tribes, from whom many mamluks were taken
in the seventh/thirteenth century (on the Kipchaks, known to the Greeks as Cumans, see, for
example, Irwin, Middle East, 14-18). This Qibjaq was a senior mamluk; on his involvement with
the Mongol capture of Damascus in 699/1300, see below, ppl09-15.

187 Al-Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 837) calls this amir "Baybars al-Jaliq"; al-'Ayni {'Iqd, iii, 387) calls him
"Rukn al-Din [a common honorific for mamluks named Baybars] Jaliq". According to Sauvaget
('Noms', 46), 'jalik', Turkish 'yalik', is on its own a surname, or an "6pith6te qualifiant un cheval".

188 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 387; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 837-38 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 60); Mufaddal,
Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 602; al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (Elham, Kitbuga, 68 [Arabic]/203
[German],

189 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28.
190 Al-'Ayni {'Iqd, iii, 389) spells this name "Ilbaki", and it seems derived from the Turkish Ilbegi;

nevertheless, Holt (Memoirs, 28) reads it as "Albaki". Al-Nuwayri (Nihdya, in Elham, Kitbuga, 68
[Arabic]/203 [German]) states that the army of Safad was led by the amir 'Alain al-Din al-Aldkri al-
Mansuri - translated as "al-Aldenizi (al-Aldakizi)".

191 Memoirs, 28. In contrast to al-Maqrizi {Suluk, I:iii, 838; Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 61), neither
Abu'l-Fida' or al-'Ayni {'Iqd, iii, 387) mention the participation of the army of Horns: perhaps it
stayed behind with Qibjaq. Although al-'Ayni states that the nd'ib of Tripoli was also ordered by the
Sultan to participate on this raid, there is no indication in the sources that he so did: al-'Ayni later
quotes from the Nuzhat al-Ndzir's account of this expedition, which includes mention, perhaps
before the second wave of this raid, of the news arriving of the death of this man, 'Izz al-Din Aybak
al-Mawsili (Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 30, calls Aybak the "governor of the Conquests", i.e. those from
the Franks). Mufaddal {Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 602) also mentions the participation of a
former mamluk of Qalawun's son al-Salih 'All, Sayf al-Din 'Azzaz al-Salihi; the other sources do not
mention him in this context, but do name him as one of those who fled to the Ilkhanate after
Mankutamur's attempt to arrest the leaders of the expedition on its return from Cilicia (e.g., Abu'l-
Fida', Memoirs, 30; al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 389). It is possible that Mufaddal had confused two similar
lists of amirs; on the other hand, 'Azzaz was certainly with these amirs after the raid, so it could be
reasonable to assume he had been with them during it.

According to al-Yunini {Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 101), the Damascene troops partaking in the campaign
had preceded the Egyptian forces to Aleppo, along with the other Syrian forces.

192 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 602; Suluk, I:iii, 838 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 61); Zubda, in
Elham, Kitbuga, 20 [Arabic]/121 [German]; 'Iqd, iii, 387 (even when not manifestly quoting
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Aleppo, they were overtaken by another force sent from Egypt, led by the amir 'Alam al-Din
Sanjar al-Dawadari.193

We are told by al-MaqrizI that during the march of the expeditionary force across Syria,
and the assembly of the army at Aleppo, "the pseudo-king (mutamallik) of Sis learnt of their
march [and] sent to the Sultan beseeching forgiveness, but he did not grant it."194 Smpad
could have had little more than a month, from learning of the army's egress from Egypt to its

departure from Aleppo, to have attempted a diplomatic solution to the crisis, and failed in
this. Any such embassy would have had to travel very quickly from Cilicia to Egypt; but
this fact of al-Maqrizi's should perhaps not be so very lightly dismissed: it is quite possible
that an embassy was sent out from Smpad upon his learning of the expedition, and, by the
time it met with Lachin, Bektash could already have been approaching Cilicia. In any case,

soon after its assembly at Aleppo, the Mamluk army departed, and made for the lands of the
Armenian kingdom.

The army proceded to al-'Umq, the depression between Antioch and Aleppo,195 and
then divided. Part, led by Bektash, went through the pass of Baghras to Alexandretta, and
thence north, attacking T'il Hamdun on the way. Meanwhile, the troops led by al-Muzaffar
Mahmud of Hama, and the rest of the jaysh under Sanjar al-Dawadari, and Aqsunqur
Kartay, marched up the other side of the Amanus range, up the valley of the Karasu, to the
pass of Mari (the Amanus Gates; in Arabic, the pass of Marri or Marra). The two
detachments re-assembled on the River Chahan.196 According to al-Nuwayri and al-
Maqrizi, the army then "all together, entered the Darband of Sis on Thursday, Rajab 4"

Baybars, al-'Ayni copies, and at times expands on, the Zubda for his brief account of this first
expedition). Blochet, in a note to his edition of Mufadilal's history (601, n2), adds detail from the
work of al-Nuwayri: he reports that a "section of the army of Aleppo, under the command of 'Alam
al-Din, surnamed Alzaghali [spelt alzghly], joined with the Egyptian troops." Could this be a mis¬
reading, by Blochet or al-Nuwayri, for "Aydughdi" (surnamed Shuqayr), the mamluk of the Sultan
who pursued the amirs, from Aleppo and with a detachment of the "expeditionary force" (presumably
the Egyptian army) on their flight towards the Ilkhanate, in the aftermath of this raid (see, e.g.,
Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 30)?

193 Al-MaqrizI, Suluk, Iriii, 838 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 61); al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbuga,
68 [Arabic]/203 [German]). Other sources merely mention his participation on the campaign, as one
of the leaders of the Egyptian detachment (e.g., Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 27; al-'Ayni, Iqd, iii, 387).
Al-Yunini (tr. Li Guo, 101), at the beginning of his account of the whole campaign, only names
Sanjar al-Dawadari and "Kurtay" as being the leaders, despite Sanjar's late arrival (Sauvaget's version
of al-Jazari's chronicle briefly mentions Sanjar passing through Damascus on his way to Aleppo and
thence Cilicia; Chronique, 69). Sanjar, like Bektash, was another survivor of the Salihi mamluk
khushdashiya: he died in 699/1299-1300 (see Ibn al-Suqa'i, Tali, tr. Sublet, 110-11).

194 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 838 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 61). Al-Maqrizi uses the word mutamallik to
refer to the Armenian king on several occasions. The fifth form of the root MLK implies meanings
of appropriating kingship, acting as a king, or acting despotically, hence the translation as 'pseudo-
king'. It may be that al-Maqrizi is implying some level of dependency on the Sultan, with the
Armenian being a 'sub-king' or 'petty-king'.

195 Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, 391, gives the alternative reading, al-'Amq.
196 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 838 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 61); Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28, does not

mention Aqsunqur.
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(April 17).197 What is meant by this is not clear: it does not seem likely that this refers to
the Cilician Gates, which are sometimes called this.198 It could be that al-Maqrizi is thinking
of the passage of the army through the Amanus Gates, or perhaps he is only referring to the
road to Sis, rather than a specific pass. At this point the leaders of the army fell into
dissension: Bektash wished to besiege and capture the castles, while Sanjar wanted merely
to make a raid. Al-Maqrizi explains this by stating that Sanjar "wanted to be leader of the
army"; certainly his opposition frustrated Bektash's plan, and the latter was forced to agree

upon a chevauchee.199 Abu'l-Fida' reports that the raid was carried out in the middle of
Rajab, corresponding to late April and early May.2(10 The Mamluk army crossed the Chahan
and dispersed: al-Muzaffar Mahmud201 "camped before the town of Sis", while Bektash
went to Adana.202 The armies killed their Armenian captives, and collected and drove along
the cattle. Regathering, from Adana the army moved to Msis, where they stayed for three
days before erecting a bridge over the Chahan: this may indicate repairs to the still-standing
classical bridge, which had been destroyed by Baybars in 1275.203 The army crossed the
river, and went by way of the pass of Baghras to the "meadow of Antioch (Marj Antakyay
on 21 Rajab (4 May), where they camped for three days.204 They crossed the Orontes by
the Iron Bridge (Jisr al-Hadld), to the east of Antioch, and headed back towards Egypt.205

Meanwhile, Bektash had written to Balaban al-Tabbakhi, na'ib of Aleppo, informing
him of Sanjar al-Dawadari's dissension. Balaban informed the Sultan, who condemned
Sanjar's rejection of Bektash's leadership and strategy, stating that Bektash was in
command, and "that they should not return unless after the capture of Tall Hamdun"; if they

197 The accounts of these two writers are very similar for this expedition: al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham,
Kitbuga, 69 [Arabic]/204 [German]); al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 838 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 61).
Al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iii, 387) also states that the arrival of the armies in the land of Sis was in the month
of Rajab. The division of the armies and their separate entry into Cilicia is not mentioned by al-
Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 101), who only mentions the army entering the darbandat sis, on this
date.

198 See, for example, Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 135. Indeed, Li Guo infers al-Yunini's
darbandat sis to be the Cilician Gates. However, there seems to be no reason why this army should
have gone through this pass, either to enter Anatolia from Cilicia, or the other direction.

199 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 838-39 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 61).
200 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28.
201 Al-Nuwayri (Nihdya, in Elham, Kitbuga, 69 [Arabic]/204 [German]) names Sanjar al-Dawadari as

being with al-Muzaffar at this point.
202 According to al-Nuwayri (Nihdya, in Elham, Kitbuga, 69 [Arabic]/204 [German]), Bektash stopped at

"Nawirza" (i.e., Anawarza) en route to Adana.
203 Al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 69 [Arabic]/204 [German]); al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839

(Quatrem^re, Histoire, II:ii, 61). On Msis, its bridge, and Baybars' depreciations, see Edwards,
Fortifications, 198-200.

204 Al-Nuwayri, Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 69 [Arabic]/204 [German]); al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839
(Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 61-2); the date is given by Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28. This is also the
date given by al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 101) as being the day when news of the capture of T'il
Hamdun was "announced by musical bands in Damascus".

2°5 Al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 69 [Arabic]/204 [German]); al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839
(Quatrem^re, Histoire, D:ii, 61-2). Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 28) reports that al-Muzaffar was returning
towards Hama, but al-Maqrizi's version would imply that this was the route taken by the whole
army, perhaps heading towards Qibjaq at Horns, beyond Hama.
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came back without taking it they would no longer possess an iqta' in Egypt.206 This threat
is echoed in an extract from the Nuzhat al-Nazir, preserved by al-'Ayni. This states that
the,

"armies stayed in al-Sis about a month. They took the aforementioned
territory, and the nd 'ib of Aleppo wrote to the Sultan informing him of that.
He sent back to him the reply, with thanks and praise to him, and to the
amirs. Mankutamur wrote a letter containing rudeness to the amirs, which
said that if they did not capture Sis, none of the amirs should go back to
Egypt, and truly there would not remain in their possession an iqta from the
Sultan."207

This follows al-'Ayni's account of the invasion of Cilicia (based on Baybars al-Mansuri's
Zubda); in contrast with al-Maqrizi's version of events (and that of the partial eye-witness
Abu'l-Fida') he does not record the expedition as consisting of two separate invasions of
Cilicia. It is possible that he has adapted this extract from the Nuzhat to accord with his
elision of the two invasions, in which case we can infer the Nuzhafs agreement with the
Suluk, that the letter from Balaban contained Bektash's complaints rather than an

ennumeration of the places taken on the second invasion. Of course, the order is to capture
Sis, rather than T'il; if the two sources are describing the same communication, it is unclear
which was intended. Certainly, Lachin's original intention seems to have been for the
conquest of Sis itself, so perhaps the version of the Nuzhat, assuming it has been well
preserved by al-'Ayni, can be preferred; nevertheless, there is the problem that "Sis" is
sometimes used in the Arabic sources as shorthand for "bilad al-Sis" (as is the case with
other lands and their capitals), rather than always strictly referring to the town itself alone.
Abu'l-Fida', who does not mention any threat, merely states that a decree arrived from
Lachin ordering the troops to reassemble at Aleppo, before al-Muzaffar had returned to
Hama.208

Abu'l-Fida' informs us that his cousin's army had only reached Qastun, before it received
the order to return to Cilicia, and al-Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi state that the army was in al-
Ruj, the district between the north-western slopes of the Jabal al-Summaq and the Orontes,
where is Qastun.209 From there, the army proceded to Aleppo, where al-Maqrizi states that
they remained for only three days, and al-Nuwayri for eight days. The account of Abu'l-
Fida', however, clashes with these: according to him the army arrived at Aleppo on Sunday

2°6 Al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 70 [Arabic]/205 [German]); al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839
(Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 62). The reference to the iqta's may have been just a threat, but it may
have been a threat reinforced by the then ongoing rawk in Egypt.

207 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 389.
208 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28.
209 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28; al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 70 [Arabic]/205 [German]); al-

Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839 (Quatremdre, Histoire, II:ii, 62). On Qastun, see Le Strange, Palestine,
490; for a map marking al-Ruj, see Cahen, La Syrie clu nord.
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28 Rajab (11 May), and left for Cilicia on 3 Ramadan (14 June).210 The version of al-
Maqrizi seems preferable here: Abu'l-Fida' does not perhaps allow enough time between the
army's arrival back in Syria and the arrival of the order for its reassembly. Nevertheless, we

are told that Abu'l-Fida' himself participated in this second campaign. The army entered
Cilicia by the pass of Baghras, the Syrian Gates. A detachment led by Kujkan and Qara-
Arslan attacked Ayas, according to al-Maqrizi and al-Nuwayri, but was ambushed by the
Armenians "in the gardens": they excused themselves in the face of Bektash's rebuke by
complaining of "the narrowness of the road and the surrounding trees" which meant they
"lacked strength over the enemy".211 Strangely, this Armenian victory is not recorded by
any of the Armenian historians, although this incident may be referred to in the Gestes des
Chiprois, which mentions that the Mamluks "sent their officers to the town of Ayas",212
although the implication is that these officers "were lord over" it.

The main body of the army headed north. The forces commanded by Bektash and al-
Muzaffar, and some of the detachment from Damascus, including Baybars al-Jaliq, laid
siege to the castle of Hamus, while "the rest of the troops went down into the lowland
below".213 Hamus can, if only tentatively, be identified with the castle today called £ardak
Kalesi, high on a mountain just to the southeast of the city of Osmaniye, at a very strategic

spot, guarding trails through the mountains to the east and north, including that which
eventually passes through the Amanus Gates.214 Abu'l-Fida' dates the arrival of the army at
Hamus as Friday, 9 Ramadan (20 June). He states that a "great number of Armenians had
gathered there seeking refuge", along with their livestock, and that there "was little water in
Hamus, where they suffered increasingly from thirst." The livestock, and then many of the
people, were dying of thirst, which meant that,

"on 25 Ramadan [6 July], the seventeenth day of our siege, the people of
Hamus sent out about 1,200 women and children. The troops divided them
up as booty. My share was two slave-girls and a mamluk."215

210 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 62); al-Nuwayri,
Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 70 [Arabic]/205 [German]).

211 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 839 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 62); cf. al-Nuwayri, Nihaya (in Elham,
Kitbuga, 70 [Arabic]/205 [German]).

212 Gestes, 292 (sub anno 1299): the Saracens "manderent lor baylis a la vylle de Layas.
213 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28.
214 Hamus was called in Arabic Hamus, and is mentioned by various Arabic geographers. Abu'l-Fida' (see

Le Strange, Palestine, 543) describes Hamus as to the east of Tall Hamdun, and visible from it,
which Qardak indeed is, but then Toprakkale is visible from most areas of 'Cilicia Pedias', the
Cilician Plain (see, for example, Edwards, Fortifications, 251-2). Edwards (Fortifications, 110-13)
unenthusiastically identifies Hamus with £ardak. The description of this campaign given by the
eyewitness Abu'l-Fida' seems to support the identification, as he describes the division in the army
between those on the plain below and those besieging Hamus, which the topography of £ardak
makes much more comprehensible than that of other sites suggested, such as Bodrumkale (suggested
by Cahen, Syrie, 147-48). Abu'l-Fida' also mentions the shortage of water in Hamus, and Edwards
states that there "appear to be no wells or springs within the fortified complex" of £ardak (Memoirs,
28; Fortifications, 110).

215 Memoirs, 28. Presumably, by "mamluk", Abu'l-Fida' meant that he was given a boy that he intended
bringing up as a mamluk.
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The siege continued, hampered in the middle of July by "thick fog and rain"; al-Muzaffar fell
ill, and as he had no physician with him, his cousin Abu'l-Fida' himself treated him until he
regained health.216 Abu'l-Fida' informs us that when "it was necessary to hold a council"
of the amirs, those based in the lowland would climb the mountain to al-Muzaffar's tent.

This continued until Flamus was surrendered to the Mamluks.217 Abu'l-Fida' explains that
while the laying of the siege was during the reign of Smpad, it was Gosdantin who
surrendered it, after negotiations, on Friday 19 Shawwal (30 July 1298).218 Incidentally,
this is the most specific date we have for any of the many changes of king in Cilicia in the
1290s; Abu'l-Fida' seems surprisingly well informed on the turbulence that was afflicting
the Armenian kingship. At his accession, Gosdantin contacted the Mamluk army in Cilicia
which was "operating against Hamus and other places", and,

"assured them that he would be obedient and compliant to the decrees of the
sultan of Islam, and that he would be his governor in this land."219

The army220 stipulated that the River Chahan should be the new boundary between the
Sultanate and the kingdom, and Gosdantin therefore surrendered all the territory, and
fortresses, south of this river. This truce is also referred to by Hayton, in the Flor. The
"Saracens", we are told,

"captured several country residences and subjugated as many strongly-
fortified castles. They put the rest of the Kingdom in such a condition that
the inhabitants of the Kingdom of Armenia had to yield further castles to the
Saracens, (apart from those they had already captured), which by a truce they
would be granted for some time.221 The inhabitants were in constant doubt
whether they might suddenly be deprived of everything they had. The
enemies of the Christian faith thus occupied nearly a third of Armenia,
because of the aforementioned fraternal quarrel."222

216 In support of the impression that Abu'l-Fida' gives of a hard fought siege, al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li
Guo, i, 102) reports the killing of the amir 'Alam al-Din Sanjar [known as] Tuqsuba al-Nasiri during
the siege, "and that a large number of amirs were wounded and many soldiers killed."

217 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 28.
218 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29. Abu'l-Fida' states, incorrectly, that this date corresponds to 8 Ab/August.

Gosdantin's accession must have been between Ramadan 9 (20 June), when the siege of Hamus
began, and Shawwal 19 (30 July), when it ended.

Al-Yunini mentions the delivery of a pigeon-post to the citadel of Damascus, on the evening of
Tuesday 3 Dhu'l-Qa'da (12 August), reporting the capture of the castles of "Humaymis" (Hamus) and
"Nujayma" in the land of Sis. We are told that "the news of the victory kept being announced by
musical bands from the [Damascus] Citadel and in front of gates of amirs' residences for seven days",
so important were these castles considered (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 103).

219 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29.
220 While Abu'l-Fida', the participant, presents the negotiations for surrender as being with the army, al-

Yunini, the Damascene, reports the passage through that city of the Armenian king's envoy on
Tuesday 10 Dhu'l-Qa'da (August 19), whose "mission was to request a truce agreement and the
sultan's mercy" (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 103). It is possible that this embassy was sent in order to
ratify with the sultan the agreement already reached on the ground between Gosdantin and the leaders
of the Mamluk army.

221 Flor, 329: "... ut treuge eis per tempus aliquod prestarentur...".
222 Flor, 329. Here as elsewhere Hayton is keen to bkune all the ills of Cilicia on the troubles provoked

by King Het'um's vacillations.
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The Gestes des Chiprois exaggerates this Mamluk success: the Mamluks "were lord over

nearly all the land of Armenia."223

The accounts of al-Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi of this second invasion contain some differences
to the version of Abu'l-Fida', outlined above. They provide the information about the
aborted attack on Ayas; following this incident, Bektash marched on T'il Hamdun, which he
found abandoned, on Wednesday 7 Ramadan (18 June), and which he then garrisoned.224
The Gestes des Chiprois give some support to the notion that T'il Hamdun was occupied on

the march north into Cilicia: it mentions the "Saracens" taking a castle named "Betil", before
the despatch of the force to Ayas.225 Meanwhile, the amir Balaban al-Tabbakhi, the na'ib
of Aleppo, had sent an army to Marash, the citadel of which was captured at about the same

time as T'il.226 The Armenians of T'il Hamdun, and presumably others from the
surrounding area, had gathered in a valley "near the castle of Nujayma and Humays" (the
latter surely an alternative to "Hamus"); Bektash, at T'il Hamdun, learnt of this, and also
"that the people of the castle of Nujayma were protecting them". Twice Bektash sent
detachments against these Armenians, but both returned "without accomplishing their
objective", which was presumably the conquest of this castle and the capture of these
refugees.227 Therefore the amirs went, with a more sizeable body of men, and,

"they fought with the people of Nujayma until they drove them back to the
castle, and they marched against the valley and they killed and they captured
those who (were) in it; and they camped before the castle of Nujayma for one

night. The army went to the low ground (al-WTAa), and the amir Bektash
and al-Malik al-Muzaffar stayed, confronting those in the castle, fearing that
the people of Nujayma would come out and get hold of those at the rear of
the army, until the army got to the low ground, then they joined up with
them."228

223 Gestes des Chiprois, 292: "... ensi seignorierent presque toute la terre d'Ermenie."
224 Suluk, I:iii, 839 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 62-3); Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 70 [Arabic]/206

[German]). The latter source states at this point that the captured castles were handed over to the amir
'Alam al-Din al-Shaybani, the nd'ib in Baghras.

The date (7 Ramadan) is also that given by al-Yunlni (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 101-2), and "the news [of
its capture] was announced for a second time" in Damascus on Sunday 12 Ramadan (23 June). "A
midday prayer was called out on the [Damascus] Citadel by the Khallliya Band". The first
announcement was that following the castle's brief occupation during the first invasion of the year.
Al-Yunlni's account of the actual military expedition is very brief: the two captures of T'il Hamdun
follow each other, with no explanation that there were two separate raids.

225 Gestes des Chiprois, 292.
226 Suluk, I:iii, 839 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 63). Al-Nuwayri (Nihaya, in Elham, Kitbugd, 70

[Arabic]/206 [German]) states that the force consisted of Turkmen, and that this was in the same
month of Ramadan (June/July). There is some lack of clarity within al-Yunini's Dhayl as to the
precise date when the capture of the citadel of Marash was announced in Damascus, but it is clear that
it must have been some time in Ramadan (tr. Li Guo, i, 102, and see also n42).

227 Suluk, I:iii, 839-40 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 63).
228 Suluk, I:iii, 840 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 63); cf. al-Nuwayri, Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 70

[Arabic]/206 [German]).
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Then orders were received from the Sultan that they should besiege this castle;229 no

timescale is given for this, but the Sultan seems to have been remarkably up to date with the
course of the campaign in Cilicia. The army returned to "Nujayma", where once again
Bektash and Sanjar al-Dawadari quarrelled. Sanjar argued that,

'"when the Jaysh assault it all together they do not know who is fighting
from who is weak and feeble, and my view is that an amir attacks every day
with his thousand.' He began to be conceited of his bravery, and to dismiss
the matter of the castle, and said, 'I will obtain it with ease'. They gave in to
him and agreed on sending those under his leadership to its assault before
everyone else."230

With his squadron, Sanjar attacked the castle, but his horse got startled by a missile, and he
was thrown. Alternatively, according to al-Yunini, he "was hit by a rock on the leg and was

incapable of riding thereby".231 Either way, he had to be earned back to the camp; others in
their turn pressed the attack. The castle, according to al-Maqrizi, was full of people:
workers, countryfolk, and children; water became scarce. There were various attempts to
break out, but the men were massacred and the women and children enslaved, until no men

in any condition to fight remained in the castle; additionally, those that were within were

fighting over water supplies. Finally, they agreed to surrender the castle: the hand-over
took place in Dhu'l-Qa'da, with the surviving defenders being allowed to depart to wherever
they wished.232

While some modern writers have accepted al-Maqrizi's (and therefore al-Nuwayri's)
account,233 it is not necessarily the case that this "Nujayma" or "Najima" actually existed.
Al-Nuwayri's and al-Maqrizi's version of the siege and capture of this castle bear many

similarities to the account of the capture of Hamus given by Abu'l-Fida'. Both mention the
large number of civilians gathered in the besieged castle, and the consequent problems of
thirst. One version mentions attempts to break out, leading to the capture of women and
children; the other refers to women and children being sent out into slavery. Abu'l-Fida'
presents Bektash and his cousin al-Muzaffar as being the representatives of the army that
remained before the castle, on the mountain heights; al-Maqrizi refers to these two as staying
behind at the mountain top, to protect the descent of the rest of the army. The implied
geography of the castle site, high above the plain, is the same in both versions.234 The two

229 Suluk, I:iii, 840 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 63); cf. al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 71
[Arabic]/207 [German]).

230 Suluk, I:iii, 840 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 63-64); cf. al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbugd, 71
[Arabic]/207 [German]).

231 Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 102.
232 Suluk, I:iii, 840-41 (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 64-65); cf. al-Nuwayri, Nihdya (in Elham, Kitbugd,

71-2 [Arabic]/207-9 [German]).
233 For example, Dulaurier, RHC Arm., I, passim; Cahen, Syrie, 148, where, citing Quatremfcre's edition

of al-Maqrizi, he states, "[j]e ne sais ou situer Nadjima": he makes no other reference to this casde.
234 Additionally, al-Yuninl's account of the wounding of Sanjar al-Dawadari presents the incident as

occuring during the siege of "Humaymis", that is, Hamus (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 102).
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castles are mentioned in an unsatisfactorily explained connection by al-Nuwayri and al-
Maqrizi: the valley filled with Armenian refugees is "near the castle of Nujayma and
Humays" (that is, "Hamus"). Because of these similarities, it may be the case that,
somewhere along the historiographical line of descent, someone has misread or

misunderstood an account of the capture of Hamus, attributing it to a castle with an invented
name. "Nujayma", or "Najima", although interestingly used by al-Yunini,235 is not
mentioned by other sources I have consulted, Armenian or Arabic: other sources refer to

"Qal'a Najm" (Mufaddal)236 or "Qal'at al-Najm" (al-'Ayni, Ibn al-Dawadari)237 being
captured by the Mamluks in the course of this campaign. It is possible that some writer
simply mis-read "Nujayma" for "Najm", or that the other writers mentioned have simply
converted the unfamiliar former name for the more familiar latter; possibly, just as

"Humaymis", a diminutive form, is preferred by some Arabic writers to Hamus, then
perhaps "Nujayma" ('little star') should merely be seen as a diminutive of "Najm". None of
these options explains the conflict with the account of (the eyewitness) Abu'l-Fida'. If the
first of these alternatives is accepted, that Qal'at al-Najm was one of the castles taken during
the expedition, it would imply that the Armenians had managed somehow to maintain hold
of this castle, also known as Jisr Manbij, which is some considerable distance south of Bira
on the Euphrates, on the route from Manbij in Syria to Harran (or Saruj and Edessa).238
This outpost of the Armenians would have had no line of communication with the rest of the
kingdom, and was in the middle of the devastated frontier zone between the Ilkhanate and
the Sultanate: it is very unlikely that the Armenians did in fact hold this place, or that it was

the castle captured in the campaign against Cilicia in this year. There is clearly some

confusion about this name in the Arabic sources, and the most likely conclusion seems to be
that al-Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi's account of the siege of a castle actually refers to the siege of
Hamus; and that other sources have mistakenly read the name of a well-known castle on the
Euphrates for that of one of the castles actually captured, or for something else.239

235 Dhayl, ed. Li Guo, ii, 7 (tr„ i, 103).
236 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 602.
237 'Iqd, iii, 387; Kanz, viii, 370.
238 On Jisr Manbij, see Le Strange, Palestine, 501-2. Ibn Shaddad (Description, 297-99) also describes

this casde, which he calls Qal'a Najm, and which he says was entirely devastated by the Mongols;
according to Rashld al-DIn, this was the case for the whole of this part of the Euphrates frontier (see
Amitai-Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 202, 207).

239 The origin of this mistake in two of the most important sources for the history of the Mamluk
Sultanate is not clear. It seems fair to conclude that al-Maqrizi used al-Nuwayri's Nihaya as his
source for this incident, perhaps (as has been suggested for other circumstances) via the work of Ibn
al-Furat, which is lost for this period (Little, Introduction, 73, 77). Al-Nuwayri's source for this
information is less clear: he makes frequent use of the work of al-Jazari/al-Yunini (Introduction, 31-
32), but in this case he gives a much more detailed account than do the Syrian historians. Little
(Introduction, 59-60) points out that, "although an-Nuwairi did use this [al-Yunini] or, more
probably, the original version [al-Jazari], he must still have used another Syrian source for certain
information not contained in the Dail...". Al-Yunini does refer to the capture of a castle called
"Nujayma", but the brief details he gives of a siege is that of "Humaymis'VHamus; he also provides
very little information about the expedition as a whole. It is possible that the source of al-Nuwayri's
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Abu'l-Fida', who does not mention any "Najlma" or "Najm", lists some of the castles
handed over, which he describes as all being "as strong fortresses as one could wish":
Hamus, then T'il Hamdun, then "Kuwayra, al-Naqir, Hajar Shughlan, Sarfandkar and
Mar'ash", along with the associated territory. Al-Maqrizi reports that eleven fortresses were

taken from the Armenians; he does not mention "Kuwayra", and in addition to those listed
by Abu'l-Fida' he names "znjfra".240 Ibn al-Dawadari says that the expedition took only
four castles, listed as "Tall Hamdun, al-Nuqir [.sic], Qal'a Najm, and Hajar Shughlan".241
Mufaddal and Baybars (who do not mention "al-Naqir"), and al-'Ayni, all add to this quartet

Hamus, "Sarwandakar/Sirfandakar" and Msis, the latter of which was mentioned in

connection with the first, raiding, expedition by al-Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi, which possibly
explains how these writers included it in their lists of captured castles; al-'Ayni also
mentions "Haruniyya".242

There are problems with identifying several of these castles. Hamus, as has been said,
may be £ardak. T'il Hamdun is certainly Toprakkale, ten kilometres west of the modern
city of Osmaniye. "Sarfandkar", in all its variant spellings, including the Armenian
Saruantik'ar, is today called Savranda (as it was by the Franks), and is in the Amanus
Gates, the pass of Mari, east of Osmaniye.243 The castle called "al-Naqir" by these Arabic
historians corresponds to that known as Neghir or Nghir to the Armenian writers; while the
possible identification of this castle with Mancilik Kalesi, in the mountains east of Payas, is
uncertain, it seems likely that it was indeed to be found in this Amanus range.244
Haruniyya, originally founded by the Caliph Harun al-Rashid, was called Harun (or
Harunia) by the Armenians, and today is known as Haruniye. Near the modern town of
Diizifi, it is north of the main road east from Osmaniye, but is above a track that heads
north-east towards Marash.245 Hajar Shughlan is less easy to identify, or even to find an

Armenian name for; it is possible that this is the castle, in a pass through the Amanus range

attribution of the events of the siege on this expedition to a castle called "Nujayma" rather than
Hamus was a misreading of the text of al-Jazari/al-Yunini, where "Nujayma" is at least mentioned;
but perhaps the simplest explanation is that the confusion derives from al-Nuwayri's main source for
the events of the campaign, whatever that was. Even so, we are still left with some confusion
concerning this castle called "Nujayma" or "Najm", and where it was.

240 Suluk, I:iii, 840 (Quatrembre does not include the list of sites in his translation); cf. al-Nuwayri,
Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 72 [Arabic]/209 [German]; Elham translates znjfra as "Zangafra").

241 Kanz, viii, 369-70.
242 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 602; 'Iqd, iii, 387. In his brief account of the expedition in the

Dhayl, al-Yunini only mentions the capture of die citadels of "Humaymis" and "Nujayma" (tr. Li
Guo, i, 103), the news of which was delivered by pigeon-post to the citadel of Damascus on the
evening of Tuesday Dhu'l-Qa'da 3 (August 12).

243 On Saruantik'ar/Savranda Kalesi, see Edwards, Fortifications, 216-21.
244 On Mancilik, and its possible relation to Nghir, see Edwards, Fortifications, 184-87; also, Sanjian,

Colophons, 77, 79, which implies a site in the Amanus for Nghir; for a different view, see Boase,
'Gazetteer', 175.

245 See Edwards, Fortifications, 143-47; Le Strange, Palestine, 449-50.
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north-west of Darbsak and east of Iskenderun, known today as £alan.246 I have not found
other references to "Kuwayra", mentioned by Abu'l-Fida', nor to "znjfra", mentioned by al-
Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi.247 Even though some of these identifications are questionable, it
can be seen that these castles are probably all in the Amanus mountains, or in the
neighbouring part of Cilicia; this fits with the terms of the peace, given by Abu'l-Fida', that
the castles and lands south of the Chahan river should be surrendered. Not only was the
Sultanate expanding northwards, however, but also westwards, with the conquest of
Marash and those castles linking it with Cilicia.

Rather than devastate these new acquisitions, turning them into a no-man's land like that on

the Euphrates frontier, Sultan Lachin "ordered the cultivation of these territories to be
continued",248 and he appointed a governor, based at T'il Hamdun. Al-Yunini mentions
that men of all origins were enrolled to garrison these fortresses.249 According to Abu'l-
Fida', the first appointee as governor was removed in favour of the amir Sayf al-Din
Asandamur al-Kurji.250 Al-Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi, however, state that Bektash himself

246 Cahen (Syrie, 142-43) identifies Hajar Shughlan not only with £alan (which he calls "Tchivlan Kale";
he does not express any doubt about this identification) but also with the crusader fortress called La
Roche de Roissol. Edwards (Fortifications, 99-102) "somewhat reluctantly" agrees with Cahen, but
concludes that, "[considering that a number of medieval fortifications still remain undiscovered in the
southern Anti-Taurus, it is impossible to determine with certainty the Frankish name of £alan." Le
Strange (Palestine, 447) provides a description by Yaqut of Hajar Shughlan.

247 It is unlikely that the latter name refers to Zincirli, near Fevzipa§a, on the eastern side of the Amanus
Gates, as Sinclair does not mention any mediaeval remains there (although both he and Cahen
mention Hittite ruins: Sinclair, Eastern Turkey, 97; Cahen, Syrie, 145).

248 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29.
249 "On Friday, Dhu al-Qa'da 13 (August 22, 1298), the viceroy [the nd'ib of Damascus] issued orders to

recruit soldiers, as usual, from all backgrounds to guard the citadels in Mar'ash, Tall Hamdun, and
Nujayma. Citadel garrisons were thus recruited and all were well equipped" (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i,
103). Al-Jazari's version of this additionally mentions the garrisoning of "Humaymis'VHamus (in
Sauvaget, Chronique, 69).

250 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29; Asandamur was later made governor of the "Fortresses and Coast" after the
withdrawal of Ghazan from Syria in 1301. In 1310 he was involved in the reassertion of al-Nasir
Muhammad's rule in Syria, and became governor of, successively, Hama, the Sdhil again, and
Aleppo; he was arrested in 1311, "and that was the end of him" (Abu'l-Fida', Metiwirs, 39, 50-56).

While it may be that the first appointee, unnamed by Abu'l-Fida', was 'Alam al-Din al-Shaybani,
mentioned by al-Nuwayri in connection with die garrisoning of captured castles earlier in the
campaign (see above, p92, n224), it is possible that this mention of an aborted appointment refers to
an attempt by Mankutamur to get rid of a rival for Lachin's affections, described by Mufaddal (Nahj,
in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 609-10) and al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iii, 422). Sayf al-Din Kurji had been
manumitted by Lachin, and had "helped his master to obtain the sultanate, by obtaining the support
of the sultanic mamluks" (Mufaddal). Lachin put him in charge of these mamluks (according to al-
Yunini he was "the head of the Burji regiment": Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 113), and through this post he
became an intimate of the Sultan's: he looked into "their duties and ... their conditions, and would
go to the Sultan when he wished not to conceal secrets from him, and he was not sent away" (al-
'Ayni). We are told that Mankutamur became "jealous of his nearness [i.e. to the Sultan], and aimed
for his remoteness" (al-'Ayni), and when news arrived of the army's conquests in Cilicia, he "advised
the Sultan to send Kurji to Sis to be the governor of the newly-conquered territories. The Sultan
agreed to the plan. When Kurji learnt of litis plan, he pleaded with the sultan to be allowed to stay"
(Mufaddal). Mufaddal reports that in "such ways did Mankutamur alienate the amirs"; al-'Ayni states
that Kuiji "hid his enmity in his soul". These statements were probably intended to be ominous: it
was Kuiji that was soon to be Lachin's murderer (see Holt, Age of the Crusades, 109-10).
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conferred the conquests on Asandamur, who was one of the amirs of Damascus.251 Abu'l-
Fida' judges this decision to have been a mistake, "as will appear from the return of these
territories to the Armenians when Ghazan invaded the land" two years later.252 Al-Nuwayri
and al-Maqrizi report that when the "Tatars" arrived, Asandamur sold the stores remaining in
the castles and fled, leaving the Armenians free to reoccupy them; Abu'l-Fida' states that the
Armenians regained all the territory they had conceded to this campaign south of the Chahan,
apart from Hajar Shughlan.253 Hayton also attributes the recovery of the lost territory to the
intervention of the Ilkhan Ghazan. He describes Ghazan's invasion of Syria in the winter of
1299 as being in response to the march of an army which Lachin's successor had
"assembled ... with the intention of subduing the whole Kingdom of Armenia with ease".
However,

"Ghazan, a more powerful warlord than the Sultan, stood against him,
manfully fought him with his whole army, and, by the grace of Jesus Christ,
snatched the Kingdom of Armenia out of his hand. From fear of Ghazan, the
enemies of the Christian faith abandoned all the castles in Armenia which

they had seized and quickly fled by a shorter route".254
Hayton may be somewhat economical with the truth here, keen as he is to present the Ilkhan
to his papal audience as the defender of the Christians. Nevertheless, it is clear that it was as

a result of Ghazan's invasion of Syria that the Armenians regained their castles; although
there may indeed have been problems with the provisioning of the Mamluk garrisons in
them.

In contrast with the high opinion which Abu'l-Fida' and al-Yunini express of the captured
castles,255 Mufaddal describes the campaign as leading to the conquest of "places which
were not advantageous", "little castles, [the value of] which did not cover a fraction of what
was stipulated against the lord of Sis" in the tribute agreed by the previous treaties. The
Armenian king had been "under financial obligation and was offering obedience and service
[i.e., to the sultanate], but when they captured those paltry places he interrupted that
stipulated [tribute]". This was compounded by the swift return of the castles to the
Armenians, which Mufaddal blames on the lack of "sufficient provisions" given to the
garrisons, which meant that they "withdrew, and the Armenians returned to them and they

251 Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 72 [Arabic]/209 [German]); Suluk, I:iii, 841 (Quatrem£re, Histoire, II:ii,
65).

252 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29.
253 Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 72 [Arabic]/209 [German]); Suluk, I:iii, 841 (Quatremhre, Histoire, II:ii,

65); Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29.
254 Flor, 330.
255 After noting the arrival of news of the capture of the citadels of "Humaymis" and "Nujayma" in

Damascus, al-Yunini states that these "were extremely strong and well fortified. So the news of the
victory kept being announced by musical bands from the [Damascus] Citadel and in front of gates of
amirs' residences for seven days." He later states that the garrisons recruited for these castles were "all
... well equipped" (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 103).
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triumphed; sometimes they came across a Muslim in one of them, and they would kill
them."256

Leaving Asandamur behind, the army left Cilicia. Al-Muzaffar of Hama left at the beginning
of Dhu'l-Qa'da, and arrived at Aleppo on the 9th (18 August).257 Meanwhile, the Sultan
had sent a new force from Egypt, apparently to reinforce the attack on Cilicia. According to

al-'Ayni this new army was despatched because the armies in Cilicia were struggling: their
provisions low, outnumbered, and faced with opponents augmented by forces sent by "the
lord of Cyprus, ... the lords of the islands of the Mediterranean, and from the Franks".258
However, the exact chronology of his account is unclear at this point, and it may be that a

reference to later aid brought by the Hospitallers259 has crept into this account of the
expedition: other sources neglect to mention such support for the Armenians at this juncture.
It may well be that this new Mamluk force was intended to contribute to the garrisoning of
the recent conquests; in any case, the Arabic sources are broadly in agreement as to the
composition of this new force: the amirs leading it are named as Sayf al-Din Bektimur al-
Zahiri al-Mansuri al-Silahdar, 'Izz al-Din Taqtay, Mubariz al-Din Awlya b. Qaraman, and
'Ala' al-Din Aydughdi Shuqayr al-Husami; these were accompanied by three thousand
cavalrymen from the army of Egypt.260 They arrived at Damascus on Tuesday Dhu'l-Qa'da
17 (August 26), and left it for Aleppo on the 20th (August 29); they remained in Aleppo with
the army newly returned from Cilicia.261 Al-Nuwayri and al-Maqrizi, after mentioning this
new force, inform us that Armenian king then sent to the Sultan, "imploring pardon"; it is

possible that this new force had indeed been intended to continue the attack on Cilicia, but
was halted by this conciliatory embassy, which is also referred to by al-Yunini and al-
Jazari.262

256 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', 602-3.
257 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 29-30.
258 'Iqd, iii, 405.
259 According to Luttrell, the Hospitallers assisted Het'um's overthrow of Gosdantin, which he dates to

1299; and also "[s]tatutes of the Hospital passed in 1300 and 1301 show that brethren still went fairly
regularly to Cilicia, while between 1300 and 1305 the master Fr William of Villaret led two
considerable expeditions to Armenia [i.e., Cilicia] and stayed there some time" ('Hospitallers'
Interventions', 122-23).

260 Al-'Ayni (who does not mention Aydughdi), 'Iqd, iii, 405; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 841 (Quatrcmere,
Histoire, II:ii, 65). Al-Nuwayri's account calls Taqtay "Sayf al-DIn", and Awlya the son of
"Qazman" (Nihaya, in Elham, Kitbuga, 72 [Arabic]/209 [German]). Al-Yunini mentions only
Baktimur, the leader, and the three thousand cavalrymen (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 103).

261 The dates are those given by al-Yunini (Dluiyl, tr. Li Guo, i, 103); al-Maqrizi and al-Nuwayri date their
arrival as Tuesday 16 Dhu'l-Qa'da (Suluk, I:iii, 841 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 65); Nihaya, in
Elham, Kitbuga, 72 [Arabic]/209 [German]); the 16th was in fact the Monday (see, e.g., Cattendroz,
Tables).

262 Suluk, I:iii, 841 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 65); Nihaya (in Elham, Kitbuga, 72 [Arabic]/209
[German]). While al-Nuwayri, the earlier writer, merely calls the Armenian king sahib sis, al-
Maqrizi refers to him as the mutamallik sis, or pseudo-king of Sis. The Armenian envoy passed
through Damascus on Tuesday 10 Dhu'l-Qa'da, and "[h]is mission was to request a truce agreement
and the sultan's mercy" (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 103; cl". al-Jazari, in Sauvaget, Chronique, 69). The
anonymous work edited by K.V. Zetterstden also mentions the arrival of envoys from the lord of Sis
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It is also possible that this new army had something to do with the forthcoming arrests of
many of the leading amirs of Syria and the expeditionary force. Certainly, al-'Ayni saw the
despatch of the new army in this context: following the army's departure from Egypt, the
nd'ib al-saltana Mankutamur and his khushdashiyya, seeing that the greatest of the amirs
had been scattered, began to plot the seizure of their political opponents in Syria.263 Abu'l-
Fida' - who does not mention the despatch of Bektimur's force - and Baybars al-Mansuri
(followed by al-'Ayni) state that it was while the army newly-returned from Cilicia halted at

Aleppo that the order from Lachin for the arrest of the senior amirs arrived there.264 It
seems clear from the account of al-Yunini that Bektimur's force had already arrived there as

well.265 According to al-Maqrizi and Baybars (followed by al-'Ayni), the bearer of these
orders to the nd'ib of Aleppo, Balaban al-Tabbakhl, was one Sayf al-Din Hamdan b.
Salghay.266 Abu'l-Fida and al-Yunini report that those fearing arrest fled to Qibjaq at

Homs, and then together with him made for the Ilkhanate.267 Abu'l-Fida' reports that

seeking the Sultan's tnercy, but without giving dates (Beitrdge zur Geschichte der
Mainlukensultane (Leiden 1919), 45).

This is the interpretation suggested by Blochet, in his note to his edition of Mufaddal's Nahj
('Histoire', xiv, 603, nl): "the king of Sis sent an embassy to Cairo, and this army did not go
beyond Aleppo". However, Blochet, who seems to be using al-Maqrizi, seems to have misunderstood
the sequence of events that prompted the new expedition: he states that the army under Baktimur et
al was despatched after the castles had been abandoned to the Armenians in the face of a perceived
Tatar threat but it is clear from the text of al-Nuwayri, al-Maqrizi and Abu'l-Fida' that this force was
sent in this same year, 697, and that the cashes were abandoned in the face of Ghazan's invasion of
Syria two years later.

263 'Iqd, iii, 405. The expeditions also served to get amirs out of the way to avoid opposition to Lachin's
cadastral survey in Egypt, known as the rawk al-Husami, after his laqab. It seems that the rawk
commenced at about the same time as the first expedition was sent out from Egypt: al-Maqrizi states
that Lachin embarked on the survey on 6 J umada I (9 February), which was probably shortly before
Bektash departed. The process would have continued while the armies were away, and it is noticeable
that chroniclers present Mankutamur and Lachin as threatening the amirs on campaign with the
removal of their iqta's if they neglected orders. We are told by al-Maqrizi that an immense iqta' was
reserved in the rawk for Mankutamur (Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 65).

264 Memoirs, 30; Zubda, in Elham, Kitbuga, 20 [Arabic]/122 [German]; 'Iqd, iii, 387.
265 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 110).
266 Suluk, I:iii, 847 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 69); Zubda, in Elham, Kitbugd, 20 [Arabic]/121-22

[German] (his name is given as Sulghiyya); 'Iqd, iii, 387-88. This is also the impression given by
al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 110): Hamdan arrived bringing orders for Baktimur, "who was then
stationed at Aleppo", but other orders, for his own arrest, were brought secretly.

267 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 112); Memoirs, 30. Abu'l-Fida' states that they fled to Ghazan in "the last part
of Dhu'l-Qa'da of this year" (late August/early September). Al-Yunini's account, which is more
detailed, dates Qibjaq's defection to Rabi' II 698 (January 1299), and names Sayf al-Din Kunjak as
leading the force sent out from Aleppo, with Aydughdl Shuqayr. They discovered that Qibjaq had
crossed the Euphrates ahead of them, but were able to recover some of his heavy equipment.
However, "[i]n the middle of their chase, they heard the news of the sultan's assassination. Their
enthusiasm for capturing Qibjaq therefore diminished." Lachin was murdered in this month, so, if we
accept al-Yunim's account,we perhaps should also accept his date. According to Boyle CIl-Khans'.
386), having crossed the Euphrates, Qibjaq and his confreres learnt at Ra's al-'Ayn of Lachin's death,
and "regretted their decision to defect to die Il-Khan. It was, however, too late to turn back and,
admitted to Ghazan's presence, they assured him, with such conviction as they could muster, of their
support". This detail would tend to support al-Yunini's, later, date.
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"Aydughdi Shuqayr, the mamluk of Husam al-Din Lachin, set out after them from Aleppo
with a detachment of the expeditionary force in order to intercept them".268 Aydughdi
Shuqayr al-Husami was named by al-Nuwayrl and al-Maqrizi as one of those leading the
force newly despatched from Egypt, and his involvement in the pursuit of the fleeing amirs
perhaps suggests that at least part of this force was primed to support the intended arrests
and Cilicia as the target was merely a cover269 (it is, of course, possible that Aydughdi was

merely reacting to the situation that presented itself to him, by the course of action he
considered most loyal to his master).

Even though they were soon to recover much of the land they had lost, it is clear that the
Armenian kingdom had been devastated by the Mamluk campaign of 697/1298. The effects
of the campaign were not merely the loss of a few castles, strategically significant as they
may have been. Baybars al-Mansuri (followed by al-'Ayni) summarised the actions of the
expeditionary force in Cilicia:

"[t]hey launched attacks against its people, and they assaulted its horses and
its men, and they subjugated its rugged [i.e. mountainous] and its coastal
regions."270

This is echoed by the 'pro-Armenian' writers. The continuer of Samuel of Ani's
Chronography gives only a brief mention of this invasion, but is clear as to its serious effect
on Cilicia:

"While Smpad ruled over the Armenians, the Egyptians invaded Cilicia
[Giwlige] and set fire to all the villages and all the towns; a host of
inhabitants were killed or reduced to slavery."271

Hayton also makes reference to the damage wrought, and the losses of population: even

after,
"the Kingdom of Armenia, after God, had been invaded by Ghazan's power
and freed from the hands of its enemies, (as it is said), yet because of the
aforesaid fraternal discords, it was emptied of its wealth and diminished in
power. All its leading men, nobles, barons, and active warlords, leaders, and
senior captains, because of the aforesaid reasons, suffered a complete eclipse
and today not one is to be found alive."272

Qibjaq may have been confident of a good reception at the court of the Ilkhan, as his father had been a
silahdar there (Irwin, Middle East, 99). While there, according to al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iii, 389), Qibjaq
married an important Mongol princess, the sister of Bulghan Khatun, who was Ghazan's wife.

268 Memoirs, 30.
269 This is the opinion of al-Maqrizi: Suluk, I:iii, 847 (Quatremhre, Histoire, II:ii, 69).
270 Zubda, in Elham, Kitbuga, 20 [Arabic]/121 [German]; 'Iqd, iii, 387.
271 Samuel of Ani, Chronography, RHC Arm., I, 463 (sub anno 747/1298).
272 Flor, 330.
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Hayton is doubtless exaggerating, perhaps to make the need for Western assistance seem all
the more urgent, perhaps to exalt his role in the rebuilding of the country. Hayton also
describes the psychological impact of the Mamluk campaign:

"[a]t that time, the Kingdom of Armenia was in such a weak state and thrown
into confusion by so many vicissitudes that every day people were afraid the
Kingdom itself would be completely lost."273

It was only through the intervention of God, who allowed the Mamluks to kill Lachin, that
the armies hastening to finish the kingdom off were, "by the mercy of God, hindered at that
time."274 This may of course be a reference to the third army sent from Egypt by Lachin,
which soon after its arrival in northern Syria became split and embroiled in the circumstances
surrounding the defections of Qibjaq and the others; but it also seems possible that it
represents the distress amongst the Armenians: they feared a new invasion, and the news of
the murder of Lachin explained why it had been - temporarily - postponed. This terror is
reflected in the Gestes des Chiprois' description of the king, which the writer names

Het'um, cowering in a mountain fastness: the kingdom of Armenia was in a very bad state,

with,
"the Saracens making great mischief, oppressing it greatly. ... Het'um, the
king of Armenia, held on to the mountains in great fear and suffering great
misfortune, and neither did he dare approach close to the plain".275

The author of the Gestes was also clear that the eventual delivery of the kingdom was due to
the intercession of Ghazan: "in the end the Tatars, from whom he [i.e. the king] held
himself a man, came to his aid, as I will tell you".276

Wounded as it was, the resumption of the war in Syria between the Ilkhan and the
Mamluks provided the Armenian kingdom with a breathing space in which to recover. Of
the castles taken by the Mamluks in 1298, by 1300 all, except Hajar Shughlan,277 had been
regained.

The Rebellion of Sulemish

In between his accounts of the sending of the two armies of the Mamluk campaign against
Cilicia in 697/1298, al-'Ayni mentions the despatch of another Mamluk army which operated
within the Armenian kingdom.278 It is clear from other sources, however, that this incident

273 Flor, 329.
274 Flor, 329.
275 Gestes des Chiprois, 292-93.
276 Gestes des Chiprois, 292-93: "Haiton, le roy d'Ermenie, se tenoit as montaignes it grant doute & a

grant meschef ni nen ozet aprocher vers le plain, & en la fin les Tatars, de quey il se tenoit home, ly
firent aye, si come je le vos diray; mais je vos viaus devizer des Tatars aucune raison, por ce que vos
sach6s lor comencement, & coment il vindrent."

277 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 37.
278 'Iqd, iii, 400. Abu'l-Fida' also includes his brief account of Sulemish's rebellion under this year, in

his summary of "other events" gathered at the end of the year's section.
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actually occurred the year after, in 698/1299.279 It may be that it was the arrival of this army

that gave Hayton the idea that the Mamluks were persisting in their attempts to subjugate the
Armenian kingdom entirely, even after the cessation of hostilities in 1298, and the
subsequent submission of the territory south of the Chahan; its defeat may have inspired in

part his report of Ghazan's exertions in defence of the Armenians.

The grandson of Bayju (who had been the leader of the Mongol army at the battle of Kose
Dagh, and was later one of Hiilegii's leading generals on his invasions of Iraq and
Syria),280 Siilemish had been appointed commander-in-chief in Rum by Ghazan at the end
of 1297, following his involvement in the suppression of a rebellion there led by the
Ilkhan's general Baltu.281 In the winter of 1298-99, communications between Anatolia and
the Ilkhanate were cut off: writing about the Mamluk army in Aleppo in the late autumn of
1298, al-MaqrizI remarks on the harshness of the winter.282 Siilemish took this opportunity
to revolt, killing the generals Ghazan had sent with him. His intentions are unclear:
presumably he was looking for independent rule in the lands of the Seljuk Sultanate of
Rum.283 Indeed, al-Yunini reports that "[h]e claimed to be the sovereign of Anatolia and
refused to obey Ghazan any more. He appointed officials, attributed stipends, and granted
robes of honour."284 Siilemish allied himself with the Qaramanid Turkmen: according to

al-Yunlnl, "[t]he sons of Qaraman, with more than 10,000 horsemen, submitted themselves
to his rule and joined in his service."285 These tribesmen had been attempting to assert their
control over the area to the north and west of the Armenian kingdom, and had found it

279 For example: Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 622-23, 627; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 874,
876-78 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 130-35); Gestes des Chiprois, 298 (although the Gestes also
put the Mamluk campaign against Cilicia of 691/1298 under the year 1299); for confirmation of the
later date, see Boyle, 'Il-Khans'. 386-87. Other than the Gestes, non-Arabic Christian chroniclers do
not mention Siilemish's rebellion.

280 According to al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iii, 400), Siilemish was the son of Afak, the son of Bayju; al-Maqrizi
(Suluk, I:iii, 874) calls him Salamish b. Alal b. Bayju, but Quatremfere (Histoire, II:ii, 128) reads
these names as Afal and Manju. Elham (Kitbuga, 22 [Arabic]/126 [German]) translates the text of
Baybars al-Mansuri's Zubdat al-fikra as "Sulamis b. Afak b. Banju al-Tatari". On Bayju, see
Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 273-77; Boyle, 'Il-Khans'. 346-48, 350.

281 Boyle, 'Il-Khans'. 386.
282 Suluk, I:iii, 841 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 65); Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 386.
283 Cahen (Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 301), writing about the succession of Mongol generals-turned-rebels in

Anatolia states that,
"[t]hese men apparently had no definite intention of revolting, but having become masters of
a country through their victory over a former rebel, they directed an administration which the
Ilkhan wished to place under a control that they preferred to evade, and they could do so only
by a revolt. Moreover, ... they consisted primarily of men whose fathers or grandfathers had
previously held commands in Rum, which signifies a certain attachment there, however the
lands had been acquired."

In the case of Siilemish, this latter point is implied by the account of al-'Ayni (quoting from the
Nuzhat al-ndzir (attributed today to al-Yusuli): 'Iqd, iii, 401).

284 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 121).
285 Dhayl (ed. Li Guo, ii, 64; cf. i, 121, where he translates awldd qaramdin as "Qarmanlis"). Al-Maqrizi

also mentions Siilemish's alliance with the son of Qaraman, the amir of the Turkmen (Suluk, I:iii,
876; Quatrcintae, Histoire, II:ii, 132).
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convenient in the past to look to Cairo for support; previously, they |sad also been involved
with Baltu's rebellion.286 Siilemish himself "sent envoys to the sultan in Egypt, looking for
help and support against Ghazan"; these arrived in Damascus in Rajab (April 1299), on their
way to Egypt.287 Before any such help had arrived,288 Stilemish's army, numbered at
50,000, faced a force sent by Ghazan, under the control of Qutlugh-Shah. The armies met,
on 27 April, near Aq-Shahr289 on the high road to Persia between Sivas and Erzincan, and
Siilemish was put to flight.290 Heading towards Sis (by which seems to be meant the lands
of the lord of Sis, the Armenian kingdom), at the end of Rajab (late April/early May) he
came to Behesni, the na'ib of which escorted him to Damascus, where he was well
received.291 His arrival there is dated to Thursday 12 Sha'ban (15 May).292

The Arabic sources give varying reasons for Siilemish's flight to the Sultanate. Al-
'Ayni, quoting from the Nuzhat al-nazir, merely states that he rebelled against the muluk al-
mughul; at another point we are told that Siilemish "came to know that Ghazan greatly
wished to kill him, so he fled to the dar al-islam".293 The latter version is that given by
Abu'l-Fida'.294 Both al-Yunini and Mufaddal describe the arrival of a report that Ghazan
was preparing for an invasion of Syria, part of which he was to lead in person from Diyar
Bakr, but with another detachment led by Siilemish to come, with the armies stationed in the

286 On Qaraman and the Qaramanids, see Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 281-82, 293-301.
287 Al-Yunini, Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 121). See also Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 386; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 876

(Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 132).
288 According to al-Yunini and al-Maqrizi, the Sultan sent an order to Damascus for troops to march to his

aid, but just as the amirs intended for this mission (five from Damascus, and fifteen from Homs,
Hama and Aleppo together) were about to leave Damascus, on 5 Sha'ban 698 (8 May 1299), the
news came of his arrival at Behesni (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 122; Suluk, I:iii, 876; Quatrem^re,
Histoire, II:ii, 132). According to al-Jazari (in Sauvaget, Chronique, 81), this order from the Sultan
had only arrived on Sha'ban 1 (May 4).

289 Guy Le Strange (Mesopotamia and Persia Under the Mongols in the Fourteenth Century AD (from
the Nuzhat-al-Kulub of Hamd-Allah Mustawfi) (London 1903), 48) reports that at this time "[t]here
were two places called Ak Shahr - 'White Town' - one lying seven leagues north-west of Arzanjan"
(the modem Erzincan).

According to al-Yunini Stilemish had been besieging Sivas before the arrival of the Ilkhan's army
(Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 122).

290 Boyle, 'H-Khans', 386; Rashid al-Din, tr. Thackston, 643. Al-Yunini reports that Siilemish had an
army of about 60,000, and that Ghazan's army was led by one Bulahim (i.e., Mulay): first the
"Tatars" commanded by Siilemish, then his Riimi troops, went over to Mulay's side, then the
Turkmen fled to the mountains, leaving Stilemish with fewer than 500 men (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i,
122). Al-Maqrizi's account (Suluk, I:iii, 877; Qualremere, Histoire, II:ii, 132) is the same, except
that he calls the Ilkhan's general Bulay (the name given by Ibn al-Dawadari to the general Ghazan
sent to greet Qibjaq and his confederates after their Bight across the Euphrates: Kanz, viii, 375). Al-
'Ayni (Tqd, iii, 402), names the leaders of the army sent against Siilemish as "Juban" (Choban) and
"Qutluja" (Qutlugh-Shah).

291 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', 627; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 876 (Quatremhre, Histoire, II:ii,
130-32). The latter names the nci'ib 'Izz al-Din al-Zardkash, but the Arabic edition makes clear that
there is a gap in the manuscript between '"Izz al-Din" and "al-Zardkash". Al-Yunini calls him Badr
al-Din al-Zardkash (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 122), as does al-Jazari, who titles him Behesni's wall (in
Sauvaget, Chronique, 81). The latter goes into detail as to the preparations made in Damascus for
Siilemish's arrival.

292 Al-Yunini, Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 122); al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 876 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 130).
293 Tqd, iii, 402, 400.
294 Memoirs, 30.
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land of Rum, from the direction of the land of Sis to Aleppo, where they were to converge;

Siilemish, however, rebelled, so the invasion was abandoned.295 There is an echo of this in

the account of al-Maqrizi: Ghazan, at Baghdad, has to call off his projected invasion of
Syria in order to deal with Siilemish's rebellion.296 It seems that Ghazan was indeed
wintering in Iraq, at Wasit, between Basra and Baghdad, whence Qutlugh-Shah departed for
Anatolia on 15 February 1299, but whether he did intend to invade this winter is
questionable: the common practice, followed later in 1299, was to invade at the beginning
of the winter, to give the Mongols the maximum campaigning time in Syria before the
summer sun drove them back to Azerbaijan.297 It may well be that the story of Ghazan's
invasion being postponed as a result of Siilemish rebelling, and that this rebellion was

provoked by fear of Ghazan rather than through self-interest, represent the spin put on

events by Siilemish himself, or by writers in the Mamluk Sultanate wishing to cast the
Mongol rebel in a favourable light. The Gestes des Chiprois, in contrast, present the
recalcitrant Siilemish as refusing to do the bidding of Ghazan, until the latter sent the army

against him which prompted his flight to Syria.298 Interestingly, the Syrian writer al-
Yunlni, while noting that the rebellion by Siilemish had "dissipated" Ghazan's
"determination to proceed to Syria", reports that the origin of the rebellion lay in "Stilemish's
ambition for power", which "grew wider as he arrived in Anatolia."299

The confusion in the sources from within the Mamluk Sultanate over the precise year in
which Siilemish rebelled may have been caused by uncertainty as to which Sultan was ruling
at the time. Lachin was murdered on the night of 11 Rabi' II 698 (16 January 1299); al-
Nasir Muhammad was restored to the throne on 14 Jumada I (17 February).300 It seems

that Siilemish's initial appeal for Mamluk assistance was sent to Lachin, and it is possible
that because of this some writers have placed their accounts of the whole affair during his
reign. Al-'Aynl is one of these, but nevertheless the extract he preserves from the Nuzhat
al-ndzir makes it clear that while his letter was to Lachin, Sulemish came to Syria after this
Sultan had been killed, "and he arrived in Egypt in the reign of al-Nasir and his nobles

295 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 120-21); Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 622-23.
296 Suluk, I:iii, 876-77 (Quatrem^re, Histoire, II:ii, 132).
297 Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 386. On (lie Mongol tendency to invade Syria at the beginning of winter, cf.

Hiilegii's invasion in 1259; the invasion of 1260 which culminated in the first battle of Iloms; the
invasion led by Abagha's brother Mengii Temiir, stopped at the second battle of Homs, 1281: these
are the three major invasions of Syria by the Mongols before that later in 1299.

When not engaged on some military expedition, Ghazan always wintered in the lower-lying areas of his
empire, such as 'Iraq or the Mughan Steppe, and passed the summer in the cooler uplands, for
example in Azarbayjan.

298 Gestes des Chiprois, 298.
299 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 121).
300 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 32, 33; Irwin, Middle East, 94. Holt (Age of the Crusades, 110) puts

Lachin's murder a day earlier; al-Yunini states that the murder was after the evening prayer of
Thursday Rabi' II 10, which may explain the confusion (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 113).
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Baybars and Salar".301 Given that we know that Siilemish's defeat at the hands of Qutlugh-
Shah was on 27 April, this would make sense; but if al-Maqrizi's report that the Mamluks
were just preparing to come to his aid when they learnt of his arrival in Syria is to be taken at

face-value, there must have been a considerable delay between Lachin's receipt of
Siilemish's request and the Mamluk response. Perhaps the delay is to be attributed to the
turmoil in the Sultanate surrounding the change of Sultan; perhaps it was important for the
Mamluks to present themselves as at least having intended to go to the assistance of their ally
in Rum.302

Still in Sha'ban (May), Siilemish departed Damascus for Cairo, by means of the post-
horses.303 He was honourably received by the Mamluk court, and given an "appropriate
stipend"; another stipend was provided for Mukhlis al-Din al-Rumi, his original emissary to
the Mamluks, and his brother Qatqatu was granted an iqtct '.304

Nevertheless, Sulemish stayed in Cairo for only a month; he seems to have been keen to

go back to Rum. The reason for this is unclear: most of the sources merely state that he
returned with a Mamluk detachment sent by the Sultan. According to Abu'l-Fida', he was

"hoping to gather its [Anatolia's] people around himself', and the Gestes des Chiprois
report that he "asked of the sultan of Babylon that he give aid to him of men-of-arms for
fighting against" Ghazan.305 It is clear that Siilemish's escort was not large enough to

conquer Rum by itself; it is possible that he expected an uprising in his favour, which might
explain his choice of route - via Sis, which would mean in the direction of the lands of the
Qaramanids - but it is also possible that his mission was only intended as a raid, perhaps, as

the Persian sources seem to indicate, with the object of searching for members of his family
still remaining in Anatolia.306

In response to Siilemish's request for assistance, reports the Gestes des Chiprois, "the
sultan ... willingly ... gave him 1,000 horsemen, who were from the land of Aleppo".307
The leader of this force was the amir Sayf al-Din Bektimur al-Jalami, who was one of the

301 'Iqd, iii, 402. Abu'l-Fida' places his brief account in 697, and says that Siilemish was honourably
received by Lachin, who then assisted his return to Anatolia (Memoirs, 30).

302 Intriguingly, al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 123) does report the movement of four thousand
cavalrymen from Egypt to Aleppo, who passed through Damascus on Rajab 17 (April 20). This
force is not mentioned in connection with Sulemish; possibly it was merely a reinforcement for
Aleppo's garrison.

303 Al-Yunini dates his departure to "the eve of Sunday, Sha'ban 25" (May 28; Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 123;
cf. al-Jazari, in Sauvaget, Chronique, 81). Al-Maqrizi states that he left Damascus on the night of
Sunday 15 Sha'ban (18 May), which is the date al-Yunini gives for Siilemish's tour around the
religious sites of the city (Suluk, I:iii, 877; Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 132; Quatremere gives the
date as Tuesday 16 Sha'ban, which is clearly erroneous).

304 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 877 (Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 132); on Qatqatu as Siilemish's brother, see
al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 400.

305 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 30; Gestes, 298.
306 B0yie ell-Khans', 386) states that Sulemish decided "to return to Rum in search of his family".
307 Gestes, 298: "Selemiche ... requist au soudan de Babiloine quy ly ay dast de gens d'armes pour

combatre encontre sele gent [i.e. Ghazan]; & le soudan le fist volentiers, & ly dona .m. homes a
chevau, quy furent de la terre de Halappe".
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amirs attached to the garrison of Aleppo.308 According to al-Maqrizi, Siilemish himself
asked to be accompanied by Bektimur; Abu'l-Fida' merely states that Bektimur led the
Mamluk expeditionary force, while al-'Ayni reports that it was the na'ib of Aleppo who
despatched the force, led by Bektimur.309 Siilemish arrived back in Damascus on 21
Ramadan (22 June), where he was joined by Bektimur, and they departed the following day.
As they passed Aleppo, they were joined by the Mamluk detachment, and from there they
"took the route of Sis"; the pass they used through the mountains is not named, but at this
time the area south of the Chahan was still occupied by the Mamluks.310 The Gestes des
Chiprois reports that the Mamluk army "passed by Armenia, and the king of Armenia did
not dare oppose them because he did not have the power."311 It is clear that the Armenian
king, probably by this time Het'um II again,312 was still smarting from the losses of the
previous year, and was keen to remain on good terms with the Mamluks. It seems that at

precisely the time Siilemish was preparing to return to Anatolia, through Cilicia, there were

Armenian envoys carrying gifts to the Sultan's court, accompanying a delegation from
Het'um's brother-in-law, the Byzantine Emperor.313 In any case, Siilemish was able to go

past the town of Sis, before being intercepted by a body of Mongols. These had perhaps
been informed of Siilemish's approach by the Armenians; al-'Ayni goes so far as to report
the involvement of the "lord of Sis" in the attack on the Mamluk force, along with "the
Tatars that were in his territory".314 The Mongol force held "the narrow passes" against

308 Bektimur's nisba is given as al-Jalaini by Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 30), al-Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 878; see
also n.l); Baybars al-Mansuri (Zubda, in Elham, Kitbuga, 23 [Arabic]/127 [German]) gives "al-
Jalami". Quatrem6re's translation of the Suluk (Histoire, II:ii, 133) gives "al-Jakmi"; and al-'Ayni
('Iqd, iii, 400) gives "al-Halabi".

309 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 877-78 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 132-33); Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 30; al-
'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 400.

310 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 878 (Quatrem£re, Histoire, II:ii, 133). The date of Siilemish's passage
through Damascus is also given by al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 123; cf. al-Jazari, in Sauvaget,
Chronique, 81), and here, as elsewhere, al-Maqrizi may be using al-Yunini or al-Jazari as a source.
Nevertheless, al-Yunini does not provide an account of this expedition of Siilemish's into Cilicia,
merely stating that he passed through D;unascus, on the way to Aleppo, whence he was accompanied
by al-Zardkash.

311 Gestes, 298: "... passerent par Ermenye, & le roy d'Ermenie ne l'oza contredire pour ce que il n'en
avoit le poier "

312 See above, pp82-83.
313 Al-Yunini mentions the arrival of this embassy in Damascus on Thursday, Ramadan 4 (June 5), and its

departure for Egypt two days later. The Byzantine emperor sought to share some harbour facilities
with the Mamluks, and the lord of Sis was acting as his intermediary. We are told that "[t]hey carried
with them imuiy presents: gems, hawks, and falcons" (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 126; cf. al-Jazari, in
Sauvaget, Chronique, 83). Al-Maqrizi also mentions this embassy: submerged in a paragraph
concerned with internal developments - prefaced by a brief account of the imprisonment of an amir,
and followed by a report of the appoinunent of a new wazir - is a report that on 16 Ramadan (17
June), the Sultan, "received the ambassadors from the lord of Sis and from the lord of Constantinople,
carrying with them the gifts" (Suluk, I:iii, 878; Quatrem^re, Histoire, II:ii, 133).

314 'Iqd, iii, 400; al-Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 878; Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 133) merely states that "the
Tatars, advised of his march, attacked them"; Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 30) says that "[t]he Mongols
came out against them, and fought them". Boyle Oil-Khans'. 386), doubtless following a Persian
source, states that Sulemish "was captured by the Armenians upon entering Cilicia".
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Siilemish;315 in the ensuing battle, Bektimur and a number of the Mamluk troops were

killed, the rest put to flight.316 The Gestes des Chiprois reports that the "Saracens",
defeated, fled to the Armenian mountains, where the local Armenian Christians captured
nearly all.317 Siilemish and some survivors managed to get to a fortress in Anatolia, where
they took refuge. Ghazan, according to the Arabic chroniclers, despatched a force after
him.318 He was extracted from his fastness, and brought before the Ilkhan. He was

executed in the public square in Tabriz on 29 Dhu'l-Hijja/27 September; al-'Ayni describes
his execution as a "terrible killing", while Rashid al-Dln gives it no description except to say

it was done "in a hideous fashion.... His body was burned and his ashes scattered to the
wind".319

This episode illustrates the precarious position of the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia. The
Mamluks saw the country as the natural route of communication with their allies, or potential
allies, in Anatolia, and especially the Qaramanids, who were just the other side of the Taurus
mountains from the Armenians. The Armenians, especially in moments of weakness such
as this one, were afraid to interfere with Mamluk forces crossing their territory, aware of the
possible repercussions if they did.320 On the other hand, the kingdom was also tributary to
the Ilkhanate, and needed to keep on good terms with it, and not just because of its
detachment stationed in Cilicia - which it is likely were those Mongols who dealt with
Siilemish and Bektimur - but also because of economic considerations. The kingdom
derived a considerable income from the transient trade, connecting the Mediterranean with
the Mongol Empire, and this was an income it needed to protect, especially because of the
great drain on the treasury caused by the tribute to the Mamluks. The existence of a Mongol
garrison permanently residing in Cilicia was doubtless a reassurance to the Armenians, but
Het'um himself was to find out the danger of having such close contact with such a

potentially unruly contingent, which had by now, of course, been officially converted to the
enemy religion.

Ghazan's Invasions of Syria
Whether or not Ghazan had intended to attack Syria in the winter of 1298-99, the next few
years were to witness a series of invasions from the Ilkhanate. This was to be the last time
that the Mongols made a concerted effort to challenge the Mamluk grip on Syria. Various

315 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 400.
316 Al-Maqrizi's obituary for Bektimur states that "he was killed before Sis" (Suluk, I:iii, 879; Quatremere,

Histoire, II:ii, 135), which, if accurate, would help to place the site of the engagement more
accurately.

317 Gestes, 298.
318 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iii, 401; Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 30.
319 'Iqd, iii, 401; Rashid al-Din, tr. Thackston, 644; Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 387.
320 When the Armenians did interfere with Mamluk forces, on occasion they could regret it, and seek to

emphasise their contrition and repentance to the Mamluk government: see below, ppl29-34.
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sources give different reasons for the renewal of hostilities, but perhaps these should merely
be seen as sparks, or excuses, and Ghazan's attempts to occupy Syria be seen in the context
of the history of Mamluk-Ilkhanid relations since the time of Hiilegii.321 Peace had never

been established and, despite Ghazan's conversion to Islam, the enmity between the
Mamluks, the defenders of the dar al-islam, and the Ilkhanid Mongols persisted. The war

had merely gone cold for a while, played out in satellites such as the Armenian kingdom and
the Rumi Sultanate. The friendly receptions given to one side's rebels by the other side's
court show that each continued to look for ways to harm the other's interests: on the one

hand, we have seen the welcome given to Siilemish in Cairo, and there were also the waves

of wafidiyya, Mongol refugees settled in the Mamluk Sultanate, since the time of
Baybars;322 and on the other, the treatment of Mamluk rebels such as Qibjaq and his
confederates. In any case, eighteen years after the last major Mongol attack on Syria, at the
beginning of 699/end of 1299, Ghazan crossed the Euphrates.

Even if we need not look for reasons beyond the continuation of the conflict for Ghazan's
invasion, it seems fair to say that Ghazan saw provocation. According to the Gestes des
Chiprois, the invasion was the result of Ghazan's anger at the Mamluks' assistance for
Siilemish, and the latter's invasion.323 In June 1299, Ramadan 698, troops sent by the
na'ib of Aleppo, Balaban al-Tabbakhi, attacked and pillaged the town and region of Mardin.
The Mamluk army committed atrocities, including the desecration of mosques, and they took
many prisoners with them on their withdrawal; as Abu'l-Fida' states, this attack "served
Ghazan as a pretext for his invasion".324 Ghazan obtained a fatwa to justify his
forthcoming campaign as a war of retaliation;325 in his communication with al-Nasir
Muhammad the next year, after the Mongol withdrawal from Syria, Ghazan condemns the
Mamluk atrocities against Mardin and its province, and cites them as the reason for his
invasion.326

321 While the Mamluks were content to attack the Ilkhan's satellites, or to raid his territory, it was the
Mongols who brought about the serious confrontations between the two armies by launching major
invasions. On the reasons for the ongoing war between the Ilkhans and the Mamluk Sultans, and for
the ultimate failure of the Mongols ("[t]he dynamics of the Mamluk-Ilkhanid war"), see Amitai-
Preiss, Mongols and Mamluks, 229-35; I have been unable to consult Amitai-Preiss's forthcoming
'Aims and Motivation of Ilkhanid Strategy towards Syria and the Mamluks' (in D. Morgan (ed.), The
Legacy of the Mongol Empire).

322 On the wafidiyya, see, for example, Irwin, Middle East, 91; a large group of Mongol refugees had
been settled in the Sultanate as recently as 695/1296. These were Oirats, as, possibly, was the then
Sultan, Kitbugha, and had perhaps been displaced in the turmoil following Ghazan's accession and
conversion. The Mamluk army marching to confront Ghazan in the winter of 699/1299 was
disturbed by a plot among these Oirats to restore Kitbugha, and hundreds of them were executed: see,
for example, Irwin, Middle East, 100; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 883 (Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 142-
44).

323 Gestes, 298.
324 Memoirs, 35; see also al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 878 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 133).
325 Boyle, Tl-Khans', 387.
326 The communication is preserved in full by al-Yunini (Dluiyl, tr. Li Guo, i, 181-84 [Ghazan's letter],

194-98 [al-Nasir's reply]); and by Mufaildal (Nalij, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 43-49, 65-74).
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Ghazan crossed the Euphrates at Qal'a Ja'bar on 7 December. His army was large, and
contained detachments of Armenians and Georgians, as well as the recently defected
Mamluk amirs, such as Qibjaq and Bektimur.327 The Mamluks, led by al-Nasir
Muhammad, advanced to Horns, and then north to intercept the - much fresher - Mongols in
the vicinity of Wadi al-Khazindar. Ghazan himself was distinguished in the fighting; the
battle was decisive, and the Mamluks were routed. The Sultan and the survivors of the
Mamluk army fled back to Egypt, and were harassed on the way by the Druzes of the Jabal
al-Kasrawan, the uplands north-east of Beirut. While Ghazan sent a detachment, under
Mulay, to pursue al-Nasir Muhammad, he himself proceeded to occupy Homs and then
Damascus, although the latter's citadel continued to hold out. At the beginning of
February/middle of Jumada I, Ghazan returned to Persia, leaving behind Qutlugh-Shah
besieging the citadel of Damascus, and Qibjaq as the city's governor. A similar Mongol-
Mamluk duumvirate governed in northern Syria; the latter was Bektimur, another of the
refugees from Lachin. According to al-Yunini, it was reported on Monday, Jumada I 22

Ghazan's letter reports that the people of Mardin and its province had come to his court to beg him to
aid them. Al-Nasir Muhammad's reply to this embassy, sent on 28 Muharram 701/3 October 1301
(Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 194 ) responds to Ghazan's condemnation of the Mamluk attack on Mardin, by
arguing that any such atrocities were committed not by his soldiers (whose "nights were spent in
vigils and their days in fasUng") but rather by "petty irregulars and greedy bandits". Interestingly, al-
Nasir questions Ghazan's protestation of always acting with the interests of Islam at heart, in a
passage where he describes the llkhan "aggressively recruiting in every town" and receiving help
"from Christians, Georgians and Armenians (al-nasari wa'l-kurj wa'l-arman)".

327 Irwin, Middle East, 100. Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 35) does not mention the participation of Armenians
in this invasion, but only "great hosts of Mongols, Georgians, men of Mazandaran [translation
uncertain] and others". Al-Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 892; Quatremcre, Histoire, II:ii, 160) and al-'Ayni
('Iqd, iv, 47) present the Armenian king as being active in the pillaging following Ghazan's victory.
Mufaddal (Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xiv, 640), al-Yunini {Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 139-42) and al-
Nuwayri (cited by Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 151, nl6) preserve copies of the firman issued by
Ghazan after his conquest of Damascus; this includes, at the very beginning, a reference to "all our
victorious troops, Mongols, Persians, Armenians, Georgians (al-muglial wa'l-tazik wa'l-Arman
wa'l-Kurj) and others". One of the by-products of this expedition was the reconquest by the
Armenians of almost all of the territories recently lost to the Mamluks. According to al-Maqrizi
{Suluk, I:iii, 886; Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 146), just as the news arrived at Damascus of Ghazan's
crossing of the Euphrates, "the amir Asandamur al-Kurji, governor of the conquests [made in the
lands] of Sis, arrived, after having levied the revenues of Tall Ilamdun, and bringing with him the
lord of Sis" [!? This latter phrase must surely be an error or a mis-reading by al-Maqrizi]. This was
probably part of the general evacuation of Mamluk forces from northern Syria, in response to
Ghazan's invasion: Balaban al-Tabbakhi, nd'ih of Aleppo, pushed back with the troops of that town
and of Hama to join with the main Mamluk army before the battle of Wadi al-Khazindar. Later on,

"[w]hen Ghazan, after the conquest of Syria, had retaken the route to the East, the Armenians
coveted the possession of the towns which had been captured from them by the Muslims.
They seized Tall Hamdun and several other places"

(al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 902; Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 170). According to Abu'l-Fida {Memoirs,
37),

"[w]hen Ghazan came with the Mongol hosts to Syria, the Armenians had designs on the
territories which the Muslims had conquered from them. The Muslims were unable to hold
them, so the garrison-troops and footsoldiers there left them and evacuated them. The
Armenians occupied them .... Of all these citadels [those recently taken by the Mamluks],
only that of Hajar Sh[u]ghlan was left to the Muslims. The Armenians occupied the other
fortresses and territories to the south of the River Jayhan [Chahan]."

On this Armenian reconquest, see also above, pp97-98.
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(February 15) that the lord of Sis had left Damascus, early in the morning, and that Qutlugh-
Shah had also departed.328 In Rajab/early April, Qutlugh-Shah joined Ghazan near Mosul,
leaving behind a Mongol garrison under Mulay,329 which itself withdrew in the face of a

Mamluk army approaching from Egypt, in correspondence with Qibjaq. By early
Ramadan/late May the Mamluks were back in control of the whole of Syria. The reasons for
this swift collapse in the Mongol occupation of Syria are unclear. They seem to have been
unprepared, or unwilling, to lay siege to the Mamluk citadels (that of Homs surrendered
without a fight), and to have been more keen to strip Damascus of its wealth than to govern

it with any eye to the future.330 It is possible that Ghazan intended to make Syria a client of
the Ilkhanate, ruled through friendly Mamluk amirs;331 the treachery of Qibjaq and the
others, who seem to have regretted their flight to the Ilkhanate as soon as they heard of the
murder of Lachin and Mankutamur, would have been the death-blow to any such plans.332

The Damascene writer al-Yunini provides us with a fascinating insight into King Het'um's
appearance during the occupation of Damascus.333 The writer (or, perhaps, al-Jazari334)
had been told by another Damascene notable and historian, al-Birzali, of Ibn Taymiyya's
account of his negotiations with the Ilkhan's forces, which had been related to him by the
religious leader himself during the latter days of their occupation. Ibn Taymiyya, whilst "at
Qutlu-Shah's place", had seen the lord of Sis, who "looked pale, having grown a thick
beard. Along with him were a small group of men [from Cilicia] who looked humble and
guilty." This encounter may have been when Ibn Taymiyya met with Qutlugh-Shah just a

day or two before his, and Het'um's, departure from Damascus, which might explain his
haggard, downcast demeanour.

328 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 156).
329 Once again, this Mongol general is called "Bulahim" by al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 163-64); see

above, pl03, n290.
330 The sources comment on the extent of the plunder taken from Damascus. For example, al-'Ayni

reports that at least three million dinars were taken from the city by Ghazan, in addition to other
booty, bribes and extortions ('Iqd, iv, 47-48).

331 This point is also made by Little, Introduction, 129: "[i]t is obvious that Gazan tried to exploit his
[Qibjaq's] status as a Mamluk to persuade the commander of the Damascus citadel to surrender and,
secondly, to capitalize on his popularity as former governor of Damascus to stabilize the situation
once the main body of the Mamluk [? docs he mean Mongol?] army had been evacuated. In this
respect, it is significant that although Qibgaq was given a title of honor and was invested with a
grandiloquent decree, a Mongol general was also given the tide of viceroy and left behind at Gazan's
departure."

332 For brief accounts of this invasion, see Boyle, 'Il-Khans'. 387-89; Irwin, Middle East, 100-1; Holt,
Age of the Crusades, 110-11 (the latter suggests that Qibjaq and his companions were captured and
then pardoned by the Sultan. This is contradicted, for example, by Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 36) who
reports their secret correspondence with the Mamluks before the recovery of Damascus; and by al-
Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 165-67) who reports Qibjaq breaking with the Mongols, and travelling
south to meet al-Nasir).

333 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 157-58).
334 See Li Guo's comment to his translation of the Dhayl (i, 157, n304).
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There is the development of a theme in the histories from the Mamluk Sultanate, that the
Armenian king was involved in atrocities perpetrated during the Mongol occupation of Syria.
The Damascene suburb of al-Salihiyya was attacked and plundered, and some later
historians blame the Armenians.335 According to al-Maqrizi, on Saturday, 15 Rabi' II (9
January, 1300),336 several days after the Mongols occupied Damascus, "the Tatars began to

pillage al-Salihiyya". They stripped treasures from the great mosque, colleges and tombs,
and uncovered buried treasure. On the eighteenth, the Shaykh al-Shuyukh, prompted by Ibn
Taymiyya, went to investigate and the Tatars lied. Nevertheless, the inhabitants of al-S
alihiyya were made refugees in Damascus. This summary is essentially the same account of
the incident as that given, in greater detail, by al-Yunini.337 However, in contrast to the
account of the Dhayl, al-Maqrizi continues to explain the motive for the pillaging of the
suburb:

"the lord of Sis had given a considerable sum in order to do this. This prince
had wished to destroy Damascus, in revenge for the ravaging of his lands.
The amir Qibjaq had taken the side of the city, and opposed its destruction,
but abandoned al-Salihiyya to the king, who set fire to the mosques, and the
madrasas, and killed or took as slaves a number of the inhabitants, and
entirely destroyed the place. The number of the dead and prisoners totalled
nine thousand nine hundred people."338

Al-'Ayni gives a similar account of the destruction of al-Salihiyya, once again blaming the
Armenians. Interestingly, al-'Aynl goes into the motivation of the Armenian king in more

detail:

"The lord of Sis hated the Muslims in his heart for what they had done in his
territory which had been taken from him, and for the destruction which had
been laid waste, and for his men which they had killed, and for the raids
which were recurring against his territory from the side of the Muslims.
When he agreed to assist Ghazan, the lord of Sis came before Ghazan, and
requested that he allow him to enter by al-bab al-sharql and to egress from

335 On the location of al-Salihiyya, a settlement beneath the Jabal Qasyun to the north-west of Damascus,
see Le Strange, Palestine, 529; and Michael Chamberlain, Knowledge and social practice in
medieval Damascus (Cambridge 1994), 53, who identifies it as the site of a Hanbali madrasa and
neighbourhood (see also map 1, p. xiv).

336 The text actually says "the fifteenth day of the month", which, from the context, seems to be Rabi' II:
Suluk, I:iii, 891 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 159). Other sources more explicitly give this date: for
example, Ibn Kathlr, al-Biddya wa'l-nihaya (14 vols., Beirut/al-Riyad 1966), xiv, 8.

337 Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 145-47). Al-Maqrizi presents (lie Tatars fleeing from al-Salihiyya at the
appearance of the shaykh al-shuyukh, and al-Yunini's account specifies that it was Ghazan's chief
shaykh, newly arrived in the city, who interrupted the pillaging: it makes sense that the Mongols
would have been frightened of Ghazan's appointee. From al-Yunini's account of the Mongol
occupation of Damascus, it is clear that other suburban areas were also looted (e.g., i, 142, 150), and
al-Salihiyya itself was attacked again (i, 151). His account also describes systematic looting by the
Mongols of areas within Damascus itself (e.g., i, 155). Ibn Kathlr also mentions the intervention of
Ghazan's shaykh; the details he gives are similar and complementary to the account of al-Yunini
(Biddya, xiv, 8).

338 Suluk, I:iii, 892 (Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 160).
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bab al-jabiya,339 and place the sword between the two gates, and avenge

(himself) on the Muslims".340
Again, al-'Ayni describes Qibjaq's intervention on behalf of the city. Al-'Aynl gives a

different figure for the number of captives taken by the occupying forces: he says that there
were 11,000 men, women and children taken prisoner, and 10,000 horses,341 most of them
taken from the mountain of al-Salihiyya; most of the prisoners, however, managed to flee or

hide, and most of the remainder died before being brought to Ilkhanid territory.342
While some earlier historians,343 closer in time to the events they describe, do blame the

Armenians (and Georgians) for some of the atrocities committed during the occupation of
Damascus, the theme that they were uniquely responsible for the destruction of al-Salihiyya
may have developed as a result of several influences. Firstly, the Mongols were, by now,

officially Muslim, and some writers may have found difficulty in blaming them for such
acts: a convenient scapegoat was provided by the Christian troops accompanying the
Ilkhan's army.344 Another reason for the identification of the guilty party with the
Armenians may have been provided by Qibjaq. The latter, appointed governor of Damascus
by Ghazan, after his return to the Mamluk fold must have been keen to excuse his
involvement with the Mongol invasion. Qibjaq may have sought to emphasise his role in

defending Damascus as best he could from the bitter Armenians, and al-Salihiyya was the
price he had to pay. Qibjaq remained in favour until his death in 710/1310-11:
contemporary historians may have been unwilling to question his (official) version of
events, and their reticence passed on into the works of those later chroniclers, such as al-

339 These are on the east and west sides of the city respectively; on the gates of Damascus, see Le Strange,
Palestine, 231.

340 'Iqd, iv, 48.
341 Interestingly, al-Yunini gives the figure of 10,000 horses being seized by the Mongols from Damascus

as a whole, prior to their launching an assault on die citadel, which was holding out for the Mamluk
Sultan (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 149, and n279).

342 'Iqd, iv, 47-48.
343 Little (Introduction, 71) cites, for example, Baybars al-Mansuri and al-Dhahabi. It must be noted that

al-Yunini, whose account of the Mongol occupation of Damascus, and of the looting of al-Salihiyya
is very detailed, merely calls those engaged in the pillaging "the Mongols".

344 According to Little (Introduction, 70-1), for example, Ibn Kathir for one tries "to exonerate the
Mongols, recently converted to Islam, for atrocities committed in the environs of Damascus by
singling out Christian elements of the Mongol army, i.e., Georgians and Armenians". Little points
out that "[w]hile it is true that Baibars al-Mansuri charges the Armenians with raiding as-Salihiyya,
that al-'Umari and ad-Dahabi accuse them, as 'Unbelievers', with setting fires, and that ad-Dahabi
extends the accusation to cover the Georgians, ... Ibn Kathir [is the first who] identifies the culprits
specifically as Christians." However, while Ibn Kathir (Bidaya, xiv, 8) identifies those attacking al-
Salihiyya as "the Tatars and the lord of Sis", it seems that the Georgians and the Armenians, "the
Christians who were with the Tatars", are only isolated for blame in the burning of the Jami' al-
Tawba in al-'Uqaybiyya, a suburb between the Jabal Qasyun and Damascus: the Tatars are explicitly
mentioned in connection with the atrocities in al-Salihiyya and elsewhere, which somewhat
undermines Little's interpretation of Ibn Kadiir's motive. On al-'Uqaybiyya (al-'Uqayba on
Chamberlain's Map 1: Knowledge and social practice, p. xiv), and the 'Mosque of Repentance',
see Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-a'yan, ed. I. 'Abbas (8 vols., Beirut 1968-72), v, 334; also W. Mac
Guckin de Slane (tr.), Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary (4 vols., Paris 1842-71), iii, 491.
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Maqrizi, who used them.345 It is possible that the seeming inconsistencies within al-
Maqrizi's account of the affair reflect his preservation of two different versions of the event:
that which he provides initially, which simply blames the "Tatars", and lauds Ibn Taymiyya
(the version given in greater length by al-Yuninl); and another version, putting the blame on

the Armenians, which he gives afterwards, leading him to make repetitions.
The details of Het'um's involvement with this invasion are also given in more

sympathetic sources,346 and these may support some of the accusations made against him by
the Mamluk writers. The Gestes des Chiprois reports of this expedition that,

"[t]he king of Armenia, who was Het'um, and called himself Brother John of
the Friars Minor, ... went on this chevauchee, and by him was done great
damage to the Saracens in all manners that he could injure and damage
them."347

Hayton, in the Flor, describes the involvement of the king of Armenia348 in the campaign,
stating at one point that the writer himself had been a participant in it.349 The king joined in
the pursuit of the fleeing Sultan, with the Mongol general "Melai" (Mulay), returning to join
Ghazan before his march from Homs to Damascus.350 This story is considerably
embroidered upon by Nerses Balienc',351 who has Het'um rushing after the Sultan, for six

345 On Qibjaq's speedy readmission into the Mamluk ranks, Little (Introduction, 129-30) says that "there
was, of course, no lack of arguments and excuses to justify" his flight and return: he and his
companions could "show that they had done everything possible under the circumstances to aid the
Mamluk cause", such as trying to ensure Ghazan's total defeat at Wadi al-Khazindar, then dissuading
Ghazan from pursuit of the fleeing Sultan; "in addition, when the ruler of Sis asked permission to
sack Damascus, Qibgaq intervened with Gazan so that only as-Salihiyya was delivered to the
Armenians."

346 For details of how the involvement of the Armenian king in this campaign was viewed in Western
Europe, see Schein, Fideles Cruris, 166-7. It appears that many in the West, including Pope
Boniface VIII, believed that the Holy Land had been decisively conquered by the Mongols, "joined by
the Christian kings of Lesser Armenia and Georgia, and in some versions by the Lusignan king of
Cyprus", and would be surrendered to Christian hands. At Epiphany (1300) "[ajccording to the
[Western European] chroniclers, the Mongol il-khan ... sang mass, together with the king of Lesser
Armenia, at the Holy Sepulchre".

347 Gestes, 302: "Le roy d'Ermenie, quy fu Haiton, & se dizoit frere Johan de Freres menors, ... si fu en
ceste chevauchee, & par luy fu fait grant damage as Sarazins en toutes manieres que il les post
ennuire & damager."

348 Throughout his account he is careful not to mention his name, as if to imply that it was someone other
than Het'um, of whom Hayton is highly critical elsewhere, displaying such dynamism.

349 Flor, 195.
350 Flor, 194-95; Hayton also mentions the harassing of some of the Mamluk army fleeing from the

battlefield by the Christians of Mount Lebanon, who killed and captured many ("une grant partie de
ceaus Sarazins tindrent la voie devers Triple, lesquels furent touz morz e pris par les Crestiens
demorans au mont Liban"). This surely refers to the montagnards of the Jabal al-Kasrawan mentioned
by the Mamluk historians, although it is probable diat these were predominandy Druzes (see Irwin,
Middle East, 101).

351 Nerses' account of the expedition is inserted into Dulaurier's edition of Smpad's Chronicle of the
Kingdom, in the RHC Arm., I, 656-64. The account is very confused in its organisation: it begins,
logically enough, with Het'um pressing Ghazan to invade; then there is the defeat of al-Nasir
Muhammad, followed by the story of his pursuit by Het'um; then the narrative returns to a
discussion of the battle, and Het'um's glorious and leading role in it; then Nerses describes Het'um's
visit to Jerusalem after his return from the pursuit of the Sultan, during which "he received a diploma
of the khan that conferred on him in gift that town with the surrounding territory" (660); and then
how Het'um passed the winter with Ghazan in Damascus, before the pair of them returned home.
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days, until he came to a place named "Doli, not far from Cairo", "four days march from
leaving the [Syrian] frontier".352 Realising that he had gone far enough, he left his mark,
and returned to Ghazan: the "imprint of his sword [in 'Doli'] exists still, as a souvenir of
this brilliant exploit".353 Nerses describes Het'um's belligerence throughout the campaign -

indeed, it is the Armenian king who persuades Ghazan to invade in the first place.354
Nerses may be an extremely unreliable source, but his version of this invasion does contain
many elements supported by other writers, such as the eyewitness Hayton, and it is
extremely interesting to read his account of Het'um's attitude towards Damascus:

"[w]hen the king strongly exhorted the Khan to burn down Damascus, he
replied to him: 'It would be a crime to put to flames such a city; I have given
it to my son, and it will be conserved for him.'"355

Later on, after Qibjaq's return of the city to the Mamluks, Het'um rushes to the court of
Ghazan, to upbraid him for not following his advice:

'"[t]his has not turned out', he said, 'as you said it would, when I counselled
you with the entire destruction of your enemies. You didn't wish to listen to
me at all, and now your disgrace will perpetuate itself from generation to
generation! How can you call yourself lord and master if you let yourself be
hunted down and deceived by that miserable Egyptian nation?' The king
added also a mass of other reasons."356

Ghazan concedes the point to him, and resolves to invade again. While it is tempting to take
Nerses' story as confirmation of the Mamluk sources in their accusation of Het'um's wish to
sack Damascus, it must be said that Nerses' whole account is keen to present the Armenian
king as being an extremely gung-ho leader of the Christian war against the Muslim infidel,
and in this context such a desire for destruction does not stand out as exceptional.
Nevertheless, Nerses' account may reflect long-existing traditions about Het'um - which
may, just conceivably, have been influenced by the Mamluk version of events.

On the role of Qibjaq in the Mongol army, there are some similarities in the Armenian
sources that parallel the accounts of the Mamluk historians. Hayton mentions that it was

Qibjaq who caused the Mamluk army to advance so hurriedly to Wadi al-Khazindar, by

This version of events has been accepted as genuine by at least one modern historian of the period, who
has written that, "[a]ccording to an Armenian source confirmed by Arab chroniclers, Hetoum II with a
small force reached the outskirts of Cairo and then spent some fifteen days in Jerusalem visiting the
Holy Places" (Schein, Fideles Crucis, 163). The Arab chroniclers cited include Mufaddal and al-
Maqrizi (the Blochet and Quatrcmcre translations), and al-Nuwayri, used from Little's discussion in
his Introduction to Mamluk Historiography, I do not see how any of these references (especially the
latter, which does not mention any Armenian involvement at all) confirm Nerses Balienc' story.

352 Al-Yunlni (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 155) reports the issuing by the Ilkhan's occupiers of Damascus of a
document which claimed "the Egyptians" had been pursued as far as "al-Raml" (al-Ramla?).

353 In the Chronicle of the Kingdom, 658.
354 In the Chronicle of the Kingdom, 657-58: Ghazan gives in "to the pressing insUgations and to the

supplications of the King Ilet'um, who was of the order of Friars Minor, [and] invaded, at the head of
his Tatars, the territory of the Sultan of Egypt, Melek' Nasr, who was then a child of fourteen years."

355 In the Chronicle of the Kingdom, 657.
356 In the Chronicle of the Kingdom, 661.
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secretly communicating to them the information that Ghazan had ordered his army to rest
their mounts.357 Hayton was well aware that Qibjaq was later to betray Ghazan's trust by
returning Damascus to al-Nasir Muhammad,358 and it could be that he is explaining the
sudden and precipitous advance of the Mamluk army by inventing this story, or repeating a

rumour current in the Armenian camp. It may well be that there was indeed some conflict
between King Het'um and Qibjaq during the occupation of Damascus, which may have
intensified the Armenians' mistrust of the renegade Mamluk; perhaps this stemmed from
Qibjaq's intercession preventing the sack of Damascus, which both the Mamluk sources and
Nerses Balienc' state to have been Het'um's intention.

It is, of course, quite possible that the Mamluk sources are telling the truth: namely, that
Het'um first sought to sack Damascus, and then led, or at least took part in, the attack on al-
Salihiyya. If Het'um's attitude towards the Sultanate was really as bellicose as the Gestes
des Chiprois and Nerses Balienc', as well as the Mamluk historians, suggest, then such an

enterprise is understandable. What is perhaps most significant about this issue is that the
Armenians were especially blamed for the atrocities carried out during the Mongol
occupation of Damascus, for whatever reason. This may be another example where the
Armenian participation in Mongol triumphs only served to provoke the Mamluks against
them.

The following winter, Ghazan determined to invade Syria once more. Preceded by a force
under Qutlugh-Shah, he crossed the Euphrates at Qal'a Ja'bar, on 17 Rabi' II 700/30
December 1300. The Mongols passed by Aleppo, which had been evacuated by the
Mamluks, and Ghazan encamped just to the south, in the region of Qinnasrln, with Qutlugh-
Shah halting nearby at Sarmln.359 Ghazan turned back, on 22 Jumada 1/2 February,
crossing the Euphrates at Raqqa.360 Ghazan was unable to proceed further with this
expedition because of extremely inclement weather conditions. Al-'Aynl reports that,

"God sent upon his army a great rain and snow, its like unknown before that,
and along with that the rain fell upon their horses. Their cavalry were
afflicted by the cold and the snow falling on them, and falling to the earth.

357 Flor, 192; "Capchap" is called "le traitre".
358 Flor, 198.
359 Al-'Aynl, and al-Maqrizi (whose account of lliis invasion is similar, but slightly briefer), report that

after passing Aleppo Ghazan set to raiding first in the Jabal al-Summaq (the mountainous area in the
west part of the province of Aleppo; see Le Strange, Palestine, 81), then towards Qurun Hama (the
mountain above the city of Hama: see Le Strange, Palestine, 359) and the region of Shayzar. It was
reported, according to al-'Ayni, that the Mongol army "plundered, captured many people, and took
many cattle belonging to the Turkmen and the people of the land" ('Iqd, iv, 128; cf. Suluk, I:iii, 908-
9, Quatremdre, Histoire, II:ii, 176). According to al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 176), from the
region of Jabal al-Summaq and the countryside around Antioch Ghazan's forces "snatched an
inordinate number of horses, sheep and cows, ;uid captured a large number of men, women, and
children" who had gone to the mountain thinking it to be a safe refuge from the Mongol invaders.

360 Al-Maqrizi dates Ghazan's crossing of the Euphrates to 11 Jumada 1/22 January (Suluk, I:iii, 909;
Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 176); this clearly conflicts with the summary account of Ghazan's
movements in this year given by Boyle ('H-Khans', 389).
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... [It was] reported that with Ghazan there had been ... 12,000 head of
horse dushdr, but not more than a thousand of them remained."361

The Christian sources report that King Het'um (and some leading Cypriot barons) met with
Qutlugh-Shah,362 but it is not clear how involved Armenian forces were with this aborted
campaign.363 Nevertheless, the Arabic sources charge the "lord of Sis" with having bought
many of the Muslim prisoners taken by Ghazan's troops. Al-'Ayni relates that it was

reported by the same source (a mamluk sent by the na'ib of Aleppo) that brought news of
Ghazan's invasion and plundering, that,

361 'Iqd, iv, 128 (it is possible that the word dushdr is a misreading for juslidr, 'livestock'). Excess
precipitation, and mud, is the reason given by other Arabic sources for Ghazan's decision to retreat
(and for the difficulties faced by the Sultan in opposing him): see, for example, al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr.
Li Guo, i, 176-77); al-Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 908-9; Quatremfere, Histoire, II:ii, 176); Mufaddal (Nahj,
in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 36); and Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 38). Rashid al-Din, on the other hand,
while including mention of problems caused by the mud, reports that Ghazan retreated because he had
not heard of a Mamluk army approaching to meet him, and did not wish, as there was therefore not
going to be a battle with the Mamluk army, to devastate a Muslim country (Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 389).
Given the consistent references in other sources to the havoc wrought by the weather, and the
plundering the Mongol army did carry out whilst in Syria, this seems an unnecessary explanation.
The Gestes des Chiprois relates how King Het'um, accompanied by Guy d'lbelin, count of Jaffa,
and John, lord of Jubayl, went to meet with the Mongol general "Cotlesser" (i.e. Qutlugh-Shah),
who had invaded the area of Antioch with 40,000 horsemen. "Cotlesse" told them that "Ghazan was

coming, but he had been struck by great infirmity on die road, from great winds and from great cold
which he had had on this road, mid that many of their beasts were dead." "Cotlesse" raided throughout
the province of Aleppo, as far as Homs, but "returned to his country without doing more" (305-6).
The Gestes des Chiprois also mention that Cypriots had been involved with Ghazan's previous
invasion: some took Jubayl, and Guy of Jaffa and John of Antioch intended, before news arrived of
the collapse of Mongol power in Syria, to join up with the king of Armenia, "who was in the host
of the Tatars" (303). Hayton also relates that the Cypriots, as well as the Armenians, had been
summoned to contribute to this second invasion, but after Ghazan fell ill, the campaign was
cancelled, and all returned to their homes (Flor, 198-99). Nerses Balienc' seemingly does not refer to
this invasion, but elides the events of the years intervening between Ghazan's first, successful
invasion, and the invasion of Qutlugh-Shah and Het'um in 1303: the latter is presented as having
occurred in the winter following the former (added to Dulaurier's translation of the Chronicle of the
Kingdom, 661).

Following the retreat of Ghazan from Syria, while the main Mamluk army returned to Egypt, it was
decided to send the amirs Sayf al-DIn Baktimur al-Silahdar and Baha' al-Din Ya'qub, and their
adherents, north to Aleppo, to reassure the territory of Mamluk protection, and to restore the
reputation of Mamluk forces (al-'Aynl, 'Iqd, iv, 128).

362 Gestes des Chiprois, 305-6.
363 One by-product of this aborted campaign was the occupation by Cypriot, Templar and Hospitaller

forces, who intended to link up with Ghazan, first of Tortosa/Antartus (November 1300), and then of
the island of Ruad/Arwad off-shore (Jonathan Riley-Smith (The Crusades: A Short History (London
1987), 207) implies that the island had not been lost by the Franks in 1291 with the rest of the
Levant; this disagrees with my understanding of die sources). On this occupation, and its extirpation,
see Mufaddal (Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 81-2); Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 40); and al-Maqrizi
(Suluk, I:iii, 928-9; Quatrem6re, Histoire, II:ii, 194-6). The Templars remained on this island, "a
source of much trouble for the Muslims, particularly for those who lived on the sdhil", according to
Mufaddal; according to Abu'l-Fida', the Franks "had fortified themselves on the island ... [and] would
sally forth and waylay Muslim travellers by the coastal route". Within two years, the Mamluks
despatched a force to retake the island, led by Asandamur al-Kurji (by now the na'ib of Tripoli
(Mufaddal); or of the Coasts (Abu'l-Fida')), mid also by the commander of a fleet of twenty galleys
sent from Egypt for this purpose called Sayf al-Din Kahardash al-Zarraq al-Mansuri (al-Maqrizi,
Mufaddal). The Templars were attacked; many were killed, and some were taken prisoner (Mufaddal:
"more than two thousand"; al-Maqrizi: 280). This victory was in early 702 (Abu'l-Fida':
Muharram; Mufaddal: Wednesday 2 Salar; al-Maqrizi: Friday 28 Safar).

On the Cypriot involvement with Ghazan's invasions of Syria, see Edbury, Cyprus, 104-6.
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"the lord of Sis had offered great wealth to him [Ghazan] for buying many of
the prisoners of the Muslims".364

Mufaddal states that the prisoners were purchased at 10 dirhams a head, and the Armenian
king sent them (presumably to be sold as slaves) to the lands of the Franks.365 This story is
not reflected in the pro-Armenian sources, and it may merely reflect two topoi in the Mamluk
historiography of the Armenian kingdom: that it was virulently anti-Muslim, and that it was

wealthy.

Following this aborted campaign, Ghazan determined to return, and more seriously. The
next winter saw no new invasion of Syria,366 but in 701/1302 Ghazan was making
preparations for the coming winter. From his summer quarters, on the banks of the Caspian
Sea, near the Mughan Steppe, he wrote a - still surviving - letter to the pope. He referred to
an earlier exchange of communications, informed the pope of his own preparations, and
advised him that he should also prepare his troops, summon the other European rulers, and
"not fail to keep the rendezvous".367 Ghazan also exchanged embassies with the Mamluk
Sultan, which did nothing to postpone his invasion. Ghazan waited in Iraq until he learnt
(Sha'ban 6, 702/March 26, 1303) that his vanguard, led by Qutlugh-Shah and Choban, had
crossed the Euphrates, at Raqqa, and was approaching Aleppo. He despatched his troops to

join Qutlugh-Shah, but himself withdrew to his own domains: the reason for his non-

participation in this campaign is unclear.368
The Mongol army advanced unopposed on Damascus (the inhabitants of Aleppo and

Hama being evacuated to Damascus),369 arriving in its vicinity on 1 Ramadan/19 April.
Over the following two days they fought the Mamluk army awaiting them at the Marj al-
Suffar.370 At first the Mongols had some success, but they became surrounded; eventually

364 'Iqd, iv, 128.
365 Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 36. Al-Yunini also states that Muslims were sold by the Mongols for

10 dirhams, and that the lord of Sis "and some Armenians purchased a lot of them, so did some
Georgians and Christians. They dispatched them in many ships and sent them by sea to West Europe
under the escort of a group [of soldiers]" (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 176).

366 However, according to al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 199), some Mamluk secret agents came to
Cairo in Safar 701 (October 1301) reporting "that Ghazan had decided to wage a [new] campaign and
was advancing towards Syria, and that Bulahim [i.e., Mulay] had already approached the Euphrates.
They (i.e., the Mamluks) thus started preparing die troops." It seems that this may have been a false
alarm.

367 Boyle, Tl-Khans', 390-1.
368 Boyle (Tl-Khans', 393) discusses the unconvincing reasons given by sympathetic chroniclers. That the

failure of the war-like Ghazan to lead this invasion should be so mysterious is frustrating: it may be
no more than a coincidence, but the Mongol invasions of Ayyubid and Mamluk Syria were only
successful when led by the ruling Ilkhan. Perhaps Ghazan's absence betrays a lack of commitment,
or confidence, on the part of the Mongols (as with Iliilegii in 1260 or Abagha in 1281)?

369 According to al-Maqrizi (Suluk, Iiiii, 931; Qualremere, Histoire, II:ii, 198), a Mamluk force gathered at
Hama surprised and destroyed a Mongol detachment that was terrorising local Turkmen, on 11
Sha'ban/31 March Presumably this was but a small detachment of the main Mongol army.

370 On the Marj al-Suffar, the celebrated Umayyad battleground in the cultivated plain around Damascus,
see Le Strange, Palestine, 504. The site of the battle is also called Shaqhab, for example by al-
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they were allowed to break free, but were pursued in their flight, suffering numerous

casualties. The Mongol generals, including Qutlugh-Shah (who had brought the news to
Ghazan swiftly) and Choban (who had remained behind with the army to give some order to
the retreat), were censured and beaten.371

The Armenian historian Hayton was a participant on this campaign: indeed, at one point
he excuses himself for going on at such length about it, by reminding his audience that he
had been there.372 He relates how "the king of Armenia" was ordered by Ghazan to

accompany Qutlugh-Shah, who was sent to take Damascus. In the face of this invasion, the
Mamluks had employed a scorched-earth policy in northern Syria. Horns was easily
captured, and its population massacred; as the army approached Damascus they heard of a

Mamluk force awaiting the sultan's arrival, and Qutlugh-Shah went to attack it, with the
Armenian king. They defeated the Mamluk expeditionary force, but the sultan himself did
not give fight. They returned to the plain of Damascus, which was then flooded by the
locals, causing confusion and loss of life and supplies. They retreated, and many

Armenians, Tatars, and Georgians were lost crossing the Euphrates.
"After the king of Armenia crossed the Euphrates, not without great travail
and hardship to his men, ... he went straight to the city of Nineva, where
Ghazan was. Ghazan received him favourably and benignly, with great
compassion for the damage which his men had suffered. Because he and his
men had served so loyally and well, Ghazan gave to the king especial grace.
He gave him 1,000 Tatar cavalry and commanded them to help defend the
land of Armenia, at the expense of the kingdom of Turkey; and he gave to the
king expenses from the said kingdom of Turkey, so that he could buy over to
his will another thousand cavalry. After that, the king of Armenia took his
leave of Ghazan, and went to his country. And Ghazan said to him that he
thought well of guarding his land, until he could go personally to recover the
Holy Land."373

Nerses Balienc' characteristically presents Het'um as being the dominant party in the
invasion, and also describes the hardships of the retreat.374 His account of the favours

Maqrizi (Suluk, I:iii, 932; Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 199), and by Holt (Age of the Crusades,
111); the latter also gives the date of the battle as being one day later than that given here.

371 On this campaign, see, for example, Boyle ('II-Khans', 394-95); and also al-MaqrizI (Suluk, I:iii, 930ff;
Quatrembre, Histoire, II:ii, 197-202).

372 His account fills chapter 42 of Book 3 of the Flor, 199-203 of the French edition.
373 Flor, 204. Once again, Hayton avoids mention of the name of this king of Armenia. It is possible

that the Mongol cavalry force referred to here is merely the garrison that may already have been
present in Cilicia before this time (for indications of the existence of such a garrison, see above,
ppl06-7), rather than a new force, as Hayton's text suggests; on the other hand, this force could be
supplementary to the pre-existing garrison, and its donation perhaps derived from the Mamluk
invasion of the previous year (on which, see below, ppl23-24).

374 Inserted into the Chronicle of the Kingdom, 661-63; Nerses presents this campaign as following
closely on from the invasion of 1300, and Qibjaq's subsequent hand-over of Damascus to the
Mamluk sultan. Het'um rushed to Ghazan's court, and urged him to invade again, which the Ilkhan
resolved to do, and
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shown by Ghazan to the Armenian king after the debacle compares with that of Hayton.375
In the colophon to a Bible produced in a Cilician monastery at this time, the scribe mentions
how on May 17 - the day he wrote the colophon - the monks had,

"received the bad news that the lord of our country marched forth, together
with the troops known as Mughal, against the land known as Sambn [Syria];
and, because of our sins, he was defeated by the infidels [and] fled to the
land of the Babylonians, near Xazan Xan; hence, our country is in a grave
tatarean [tartaros] state",376

"at the same time, he prescribed the king to make his preparations for campaign, and to
come at that time to rejoin him.

"Het'um, on his return to his states, assembled a considerable army of 61ite warriors; four
thousand knights carrying masses of turns, a thousand infantrymen, four thousand
crossbowmen, and a number of engineers for directing the sieges, because he had the order of
the khan to take, at his beginning on campaign, all the fortresses and strong points and to
destroy them, and then to march forwtird. The army which the king had intended to act with
him was composed, in entirety, of eighteen thousand men.

"When the moment for departure had arrived, and especially in the course of the summer,
the sultan sought to win over by presents die officers who were close to the khan and his
counsellors. They were to impress upon their master that in the country where he was to
enter the air was scorching and insalubrious that diere was a number of dangers to run. They
exhorted him that in no way should he leave himself, but that he should substitute one of
his generals. Persuaded by these reasons, he ntuned in his place the lieutenant of his empire,
named Qutlugh-shah [Khut'lushah], who had the title of bayl [Dulaurier translates this as
atabek, but perhaps the term is a Trankicism', derived from bailli, or bailiff, rather than a
'turkicism']. He, at the head of only a diousand Tatars, marched on Damascus. The
Muslims let him occupy this town as before.

"For his part, the king of Armenia arrived with his contingent."
The sultan was encamped on the site of the previous battle; there was a stand-off for three days
between the sultan and the Mongol troops, with the king of the Armenians all the while pressing the
Mongol general to come to arms. 1 Iowever, the latter "did not budge, corrupted, as several people
assure, by the gift of nine loads of gold he had received from the sultan so that he would not fight."
This was confirmed when, following a Mamluk skirmish on the fourth day, the Mongols fled back to
Damascus, and continued fleeing, along widi the Armenians, who were unwilling to face the sultan
alone.

"Meanwhile the Egyptians, in truth Turks that they are, had prepared an ambush; they were
withdrawing themselves from the two rivers which run in the great plain, to the east of
Damascus over an area of two days march. It is by diere that the Tatars were to pass,
because all others exits were closed."

They were ambushed crossing the river, and all but five or six thousand, and only Armenians,
perished. They then had problems crossing die Euphrates, having after a few days wait to pay the
Mongols to help them cross; even so, many died in die deserts.

"Meanwhile the king of Armenia, escaped from die danger, went to carry his condolences to
the khan on the disaster which had happened. They say that Ghazan was in tears. He made a
solemn vow to march himself the following winter against the Egyptians."

This account, while clearly embroidering upon the role of King Het'um, bears enough similarities to
the account of Hayton to make it of interest, and not only in how it reflects the late fourteenth-
century view of the achievements of Het'um II. The account may also echo a genuine feeling
amongst some of the Mongols of Persia against the invasion of Syria.

375 Inserted in the Chronicle of the Kingdom, 664:
"While this was going on, this good prince showered the king of Armenia with presents; he
handed over diplomas and privileges, and ceded to him the taxes taken annually from his own
empire, in order to recompense him for his disaster and his pains. 'Return', he said to him,
'to your states and be content, I will wreak vengeance on the Egypdans.'"

376 Sanjian, Colophons, 46-47. The scribe was writing in die monastery of Grner, near Baijrberd/Partsrpert
(in the mountains north of Adana: see above, p80, n 152).
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by which he presumably meant the threat of Mamluk vengeance, which indeed was to come,

in a serious invasion of Cilicia the following year.

In the following autumn, Ghazan began preparations for another invasion, but became
ill. Having designated his brother Khar-Banda heir, Ghazan died on Sunday, 11 May 1304,
aged only thirty-three.377 Undoubtedly the most gifted of all the Ilkhans, Ghazan was

mourned by the Armenians, such as Hayton, who lauds him as wise, writes of how he
delivered the Armenian kingdom from the "power of the Saracens", and how the king was

disturbed at rumours of his death.378 An Armenian scribe, writing in the Van region,
referred to how, "in this year [1304] the benevolent and just Ghazan Khan, who was the
guardian of our Armenian nation, departed this life, causing much grief among the
Christians".379 Another, writing in Nakhichevan, wrote how upon the death of Ghazan,
"great grief befell all the peoples of the east, especially among our suffering Christian
nations"; he was remembered for his sense of justice and his removal of taxes, and also for
his conquest of Syria: "[i]n these times, the arrogant, haughty, and imperious Ismaelites
were subdued, and the glory of the holy church was uplifted, the singing of the psalms and
the songs of hallelujahs increased, [and] the faith of the Christians flourished".380 Nerses
Balienc' presents Ghazan's death as resulting directly from his keenness to invade Syria yet
another time.381

In the gaps between the various attempts of Ghazan to occupy Syria, the Mamluks launched
punitive attacks on the Ilkhanate's loyal satellite in Cilicia.

The attack on Sis, 701/1302
In the midst of its description of the "great scandal" between Phillip IV of France and Pope
Boniface VIII, which was to lead to the attempt by the French and their Roman allies to
arrest the Pope at Anagni, on 7 September 1303, the Gestes des Chiprois reported "another
great misfortune, which befell the Christians of Syria".382 This was an attack on the

377 Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 395-96.
378 Flor, 330, 206, 331.
379 Sanjian, Colophons, 49.
380 Sanjian, Colophons, 48-49.
381 Nerses' account of Ghazan's preparations for this expedition, and his death, are inserted in the

Chronicle of the Kingdom, 663-64. Having vowed to King Het'um that he would march against the
Mamluks in the winter of 1303-4, he prepared a huge army, consisting of fourteen tilmens,. The
sultan, apprised of the immense preparations, bought over the khan's close advisers, who tried to get
him to put off the expedition, without success. But when it was time to leave for Syria, those close
to him who had failed to dissuade him from his phut poisoned him, blaming it on a woman he loved.
"By his death, the counsels and the efforts of the king of Armenia came to nothing", or so concludes
Nerses.

382 Gestes, 308: "Et enssi fu eel tens grant escandle entre le pape & le roy de France; & si vos layra a
parler de se, & vos retrayray un[e] autre grant malaventu[t]re, quy avint as crestiens de Surie."
Raynaud, the editor of the Gestes, follows the date given in the text and ascribes all the events
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Armenian kingdom by the forces of the Mamluk Sultanate. The Gestes des Chiprois tell us

that,
"the Sultan of Babylon sent to the kingdom of Armenia 4,000 Turkish
Saracens, who overran all Armenia up to the chief city, which is named Sis,
which has a very strong castle, there where the greatest number of people
gathered, and King Het'um of Armenia was very nearly captured, for he was

caught out with very few people,383 but God aided him so that he escaped,
and took refuge within the castle of Sis.

"The Saracens set fire to the city of Sis, which is very large, and there
encamped for 12 days, but they saw well that they could not do harm to the
castle, and they left and returned to a city which is called Aleppo, 4 days
journey from Armenia."384

While some of these details are not supported by the Arabic sources, they do inevitably give
more information about the progress of the Mamluk armies.

Both al-Maqrizi and al-'Ayni report that the reason for the Sultan determining upon a raid
was that the news had arrived from Aleppo that the Armenian king385 had detained the
tribute which was due, had thrown off his obedience to the Sultan, and had embraced the
cause of Ghazan.386 Given that the Mamluk sources are clear that the Armenians had been

involved with Ghazan's invasion of the previous year, it seems strange that such "news"
should be news at all. It is, of course, possible that there was some sort of rapprochement
between the Sultan and the king after the Mongol withdrawal from Syria that is not
mentioned in the sources, but it seems perhaps more likely that this raid had been planned
some time before, and was not, as the sources suggest it was, merely a reaction to a newly
developed state of affairs.387 The amirs Badr al-Din Bektash al-Fakhri Amir Silah and 'Izz

described to the year 1303, the year of the attack on Anagni. However, it is clear that the events
reported before the account of the raid, such as Phillip's summoning of a parliament in opposition to
Boniface (p.307), are those that took place in 1302. The actual account of the arrest of Boniface
comes after the account of the raid, and of the recapture of the island of Ruad/Arwad by the Mamluks
(p.310-11). While it appears that the writer of the Gestes, and Raynaud following him, got his dates
wrong, his chronology is reasonably accurate. It is clem from the Arabic sources that the raid
described in the Gestes occurred in 1302.

383 This intriguing detail seems the only logical interpretation of the French text: "... la ou le plus de la
gent se recuillirent, & se failly poy que le roy Haiton d'Ermenie ne fu pris, car il fu pris & eschery de
gent" (Gestes, 308). According to Victor Langlois ('Voyage a Sis, capitale de l'Arm6nie au moyen
age', Journal Asiatique, fifth series, v (1855): 257-300), who travelled to Sis in the mid-nineteenth
century, the monastery of the Armenian catholicos - the ruins of which are still traceable above the
town on the way up to the castle - was built on the site of the Armenian royal palace (269). It may
be that this story reflects some difficulty Het'um may have had in getting from his palace to the
castle above. For a picture of the monastery ruins today, see Photograph 5, below, pl57.

384 Gestes, 308-9.
385 Al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iv, 183) calls the sahib sis "Takl'ur", as if that were his personal name. Al-Maqrizi

CSuluk, I:iii, 922) refers to "al-Takfur, mutamallik Sis": "Takfur" is clearly derived from the
Armenian for 'king', while mutamallik, of course, seems to mean 'pseudo-king', or 'sub-king'.

386 Suluk, I:iii, 922 (Quatremhre, II:ii, 190); 'Iqd, iv, 183.
387 That neither source mentions the atrocities the Armenians me supposed to have inflicted upon the

Damascene suburb of al-Salihiyya, which one might expect would have been seen as reason enough
for such a punitive course of action, may perhaps reflect the later development of the incident as a
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al-Din Aybak al-Khazindar, with their adherents, were despatched from Egypt, in Ramadan
701 (May 1302).388

The army arrived in Damascus on Thursday, Shawwal 9 (June 7), and left four days
later, accompanied by "a large number of Damascene troops", which force included the
amirs Rukn al-Din al-Jaliq, Sayf al-Din Qullu-Bek, and Sayf al-Din Bahadur As.389 They
proceeded to Hama, where they were joined by the town's na'ib, Zayn al-Din (formerly al-
'Adil) Kitbugha. Together, they left Hama on 25 Shawwal (23 June), the army including
the historian Abu'l-Fida'.390 They arrived at Aleppo on Thursday, 1 Dh'ul-Qa'da (28
June), and left, with its na'ib, two days later.391 On 7 Dhu'l-Qa'da (4 July) the army

entered the pass of Baghras, and dispersed throughout Cilicia, burning the crops and looting
what they could. The army launched a concerted attack on the city of Sis, and plundered a

great deal from the fugitives making for its citadel (it is possible that the King was caught up

amongst these civilians, and that it is to this that the Gestes des Chiprois refers when it
reports the capture of Het'um). The Mamluk army retreated through the pass to the meadow
of Antioch (Marj Antakya), and reached Aleppo on Monday, 19 Dhu'l-Qa'da (16 July).392
News must have been despatched to Damascus, as al-'Ayni, citing Ibn Kathir, reports that
there were that month celebrations for a lew days in the citadel of that city at the report of
"the forcible capture of places of the territory of Sis".393 The detachment from Hama, with
Kitbugha, who had fallen ill, arrived back home on Wednesday, 27 Dhu'l-Qa'da (24 July).
The main body of the army seems to have spent some time in Aleppo: al-'Ayni, citing Ibn
Kathir, reports the return of the jaysh to Damascus, where it was greeted by the na'ib al-
sultana and the city's own jaysh, on 21 Dhu'l-Hijja (17 August).394 The troops from
Egypt left shortly afterwards; according to al-Maqrizi, Badr al-Din Bektash returned to Cairo

major theme in the accounts of the Mongol occupation of Syria: the earlier sources used by al-
Maqrizi and al-'Ayni for their versions of this raid did not view the Armenian involvement in
Ghazan's invasion so censoriously. On the other hand, it is always possible that the simplistic,
formulaic immediate reasons given by these sources for the raid were not actually those motivating
the Mamluks at the Ume.

388 This is the date given by al-'Ayni, citing Ibn Kathir as his source ('Iqd, iv, 184); and by al-Maqrizi
(Suluk, I:iii, 922; Quatrembre, II:ii, 190), but, as some text is missing at this point, it may be
unreliable.

389 Al-Yunini, Dhayl (tr. Li Guo, i, 206). Al-Yunini does not say where these troops went, content
merely to give the dates of their arrival and departure from Damascus, although later he does refer to
the return of the troops from the expedition to Cilicia (i, 207).

390 Memoirs, 39; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 922 (Quatrcmere, II:ii, 190).
391 Al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iv, 183), in his account of the policy decided upon by the Sultan, states that the na'ib

of Horns was also supposed to go on tire chevauchee; however, neither Abu'l-Fida' nor al-Maqrizi
(whose account is for once more detailed th;in al-Ayni's) menUon his participation.

392 The accounts of this raid given by the eyewitness Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 39-40) and al-Maqrizi (Suluk,
I:iii, 922; Quatremere, II:ii, 190) are very similar; both give all the dates used above.

393 'Iqd, iv, 184.
394 'Iqd, iv, 184. According to al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 207) the troops returned to Damascus on

Thursday, Dhu'l-Hijja 20 (August 16), and the "[Townspeople came out to welcome them".
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at the same time as the news arrived there of the successful assault on the island of

Arwad/Ruad, at the end of the month of Safar, 702 (October 1302).395
This raid seems to have been a comparatively minor expedition. The army was only in

Cilicia for less than two weeks, did not seemingly attempt any sieges, and there are no

reports of the capture and enslavement of numbers of prisoners. This speed seems to have
been ordered by the Sultan; indeed, al-'Ayni reports that the plan was that the army should
"enter the territory of Sis ... and lay waste to it and remove its crops, but that they should
not seize their [i.e., the Armenians'] livestock unless they happened across some, and unless
they are in the borders of the territory".396 To have spent time rounding up cattle would
have only slowed down the progress of what was clearly intended to be a short, sharp shock
for the Armenians. While there may have been celebrations in Damascus at the "forcible
capture" of places in Cilicia,397 any such occupations seem not to have been permanent.398
The purpose of the chevauchee seems to have been destruction, as a punishment to King
Het'um and his people, and it seems to have been regarded as a success. Certainly, the
extent of the damage was referred to in the Gestes des Chiprois, as provoking Het'um to

appeal for aid, and vengeance, to the Ilkhan Ghazan. It is reported that he sent his brother
(who is not named, but, if this account is true, was presumably either Oshin or Alinakh, the
two surviving brothers not in exile) to the 'Tatars', to complain to Ghazan of the harm done
by the Mamluks to the kingdom;399 the Ilkhan, we are told, had assembled a "very great

395 Suluk, I:iii, 929 (Quatremkre, Histoire, II:ii, 196). Al-Yunini (Dhayl, tr. Li Guo, i, 207) states that
the soldiers based in Egypt set off for Cairo on Monday morning, Dhu'l-Hijja 24 (August 20).

396 'Iqd, iv, 183-84.
397 Al-'Ayni, citing Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 184.
398 No mention is made in the sources of any garrisons being left behind by the Mamluks; when they

raided, more seriously, two years later, they sought die capture of T'il Hamdun, and the secession of
the lands south of the Chahan, which would have been the very places most likely to have been
occupied, if any places indeed had been, in 702/1302 (see below, ppl25-28).

399 While the Gestes des Chiprois refers to this raid, and to die amount of damage it caused, it is
surprising that Hayton makes no mendon of it in his Flor. He skips from his account of the aborted
invasion of Syria in early 1301 straight to that of the Mongol-Armenian attack of early 1303, in
which he speaks of being a combatant (Flor, 203). It is possible that Hayton had been away in
western Europe at the time of this invasion: he informs us diat he was away for two years, making a
pious voyage to the Carthusian convent of Vauvert in Paris (Flor, 330 [Latin version]), and this
must have been between 1300 (he was involved in die invasion of Syria in 1299-1300: Flor, 195)
and 1303 (when he again invaded Syria). On his return, Hayton reports that he "found the Kingdom
of Armenia filled with every tribulation", and therefore set to work, "until [it] was, by the grace of
Jesus Christ, restored to a better condidon" (Flor, 330 [Latin version]): it may be diat this raid had
contributed to the kingdom's parlous state. The context of diese remarks of Hayton's is interesting,
as it follows a discourse on how Ghazan had "stood against [the Sultan], manfully fought him with
his whole army, and, by the grace of Jesus Christ, snatched die Kingdom of Armenia out of his hand"
(Flor, 330 [Latin version]). This itself follows on from his discussion of the dynastic infighting,
which the 'Saracens' had sought to exploit: Hayton refers back to this immediately after describing
the invasion of the kingdom of Armenia "by Ghazan's power", when he suggests that, despite the
deliverance of Ghazan, "yet because of die aforesaid fraternal discords, it was empbed of its wealth and
diminished in power". It is not clear if Hayton is referring to any specific example of Ghazan freeing
the kingdom "from the hands of its enemies" or just making a generalisation, but he does state in this
context that, "[f]rom fear of Ghazan, the enemies of die Christian faith abandoned all the castles in
Armenia which they had seized and quickly fled by a shorter route". This seems to refer to the
Mamluk garrisons withdrawing from Armenia as a response to Ghazan's invasion of Syria in
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host" in "Turkey", with the intention of invading Syria once more that winter.400 As we

have seen, above, the campaign that was launched, the following spring, led not by Ghazan
but by his foremost generals, and involving the participation of a substantial Armenian
detachment led by Het'um, was to prove something of a debacle, and the last serious attempt

by the Mongols to occupy Syria.

In their annals for the Hijri year following the raid, 702 (August 1302-August 1303), both
al-'Aynl and al-MaqrizI report of naval booty seized from the "lord of Sis" himself.401 This
was, according to the former, a 'Frankish-style' vessel; according to the latter, there were

"several vessels loaded with merchandise"; both agree that, whatever their number, they
were fitted out by the king himself. As the boat(s) approached "the territory of Cyprus and
the islands", a violent wind carried it/them to Damietla, where it was/they were seized and
plundered. Both sources are agreed that the amount of merchandise thus gained by the
Muslims was of the value of about 100,000 dinars. That this incident should be preserved
in the accounts of historians working much later in the century is intriguing: perhaps it was

the great amount of booty gained that attracted their attention, but perhaps such a naval
success was uncommon in the very much land-based Mamluk Sultanate. What should be
understood from this incident in regard to Mamluk- Armenian relations is not clear: perhaps
such acts of God were not considered covered by the mercantile clauses of the truces
between the Sultan and the King; perhaps the Armenians had not yet made sufficient
appeasement for their alliance with the Ilkhan, and had not yet reached terms with the Sultan,
and so were still without a new truce. If this is the case, then it is perhaps surprising that the
Mamluks did not seek to be more active against the Armenians; perhaps the constant threat of
a new Mongol invasion, and the then ongoing negotiations between the Ilkhan and the
Sultan, were what prevented the Mamluks from doing more, other than the short raid of
701, to bring the Armenian kingdom back to tribute-paying heel.

698/1299-1300 (on which, see above, pp97-98, and pl09, n327), but this would make the
chronology of Hayton's account very shaky. Alternatively, this could refer to the seeming non-
occupation of the castles handed over to the Mamluks after their invasion of Cilicia in 703/1304 (on
which, see below, ppl25-28); but this does not seem sensible, as, far from helping the Armenians
resist this invasion, Ghazan in fact lay dying in Persia. It must be noted that Hayton's Flor is not
chronologically arranged: his accounts of the Ilkhan's invasions of Syria, and of the troubles of the
Armenian kingdom, are dealt with separately, which explains why mention of the Mamluk raid is not
made between the chapters covering the Mongol invasions of 1301 and 1303. It is also possible that,
as Hayton is always keen to promote the Ilkhan, in order to interest the Pope in his plans for a new
crusade in alliance with the Mongols, he may not have wished to give too detailed an account of the
Mamluk raids into Cilicia, and Ghazan's inability to act to prevent them. By not going into too
much detail on the Mamluk raids, and by giving no indication as to timing, Hayton was able to
present Ghazan as the Armenians' - and therefore the Christians' - angel of deliverance, while also
allowing himself a positive role in the rebuilding of the country.

400 Gestes, 309.
401 Al-'Aynl, 'Iqd, iv, 269-70; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 942 (QuaUemere, Histoire, II:ii, 214).
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The Mongol invasion of Syria of 702/1303 led by Qutlugh-Shah, and featuring the
significant involvement of Het'um II, was decisively defeated by the Mamluks, and perhaps
now they felt more free to turn to deal with the rebellious Armenian kingdom. In 703/1304
the Mamluks launched an attack on Cilicia that was more sustained and focussed than that of

701/1302.

The Mamluk expedition of 703/1304
The Arabic sources do not give specific reasons for the Mamluk expedition in this year,

which presumably was simply a response to the Armenian involvement in the Mongol
invasions, and their continuing non-payment of tribute. However, al-'Ayni, citing Ibn
Kathlr, reports briefly that the expedition was preceded by a raid into "the territory of Sis".
This force was attacked by "the Tatars within the territory of Sis", but escaped.402 It is not
stated whether this raid was intended as a preliminary to the main expedition, or whether the
defeat of this raid in some way helped provoke it; nevertheless, news of this raid is included
under the rubric for the main expedition.

The Sultan appointed the amir Badr al-Dln Bektash al-Fakhri Amlr-Silah the leader of the
expedition, and sent him from Egypt with a large force of cavalry, which numbered three
thousand.403 Other Egypt-based amirs mentioned in the sources include ,'Alam al-Din
Sanjar al-Sawabi and Shams al-Din Sunqur-Shah al-Mansuri, both with their adherents.404
This force arrived at Damascus on 12 Ramadan (18 April 1304).405 Accompanied by two
thousand troops from Damascus, led by the amir Sayf al-Din Bahadur As, they left for
Aleppo, where the various Syrian detachments were, as customary, to converge. The
account of al-Maqrizi states that letters were sent to the na'ibs of Tripoli, Hama, Safad and
Aleppo, with orders for the mobilisation of the troops stationed there,406 and other sources

report Sayf al-Dln Qibjaq with the army of Hama, Sayf al-Dln Asandamur al-Kurji with the
army of Tripoli, and Sayf al-Dln Balaban al-Jukandar al-Mansuri with the army of Horns, all
assembling at Aleppo.407 The na'ib of Aleppo, Shams al-Din Qarasunqur al-Mansuri, also

402 'Iqd, iv, 300-1.
4°3 Al-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 301; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 91. Mufaddal's

figure of five thousand represents the sum of die forces despatched from both Egypt and al-Sham,
i.e., Damascus; his figures therefore agree with those of al-'Ayni.

404 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, Itiii, 949; Mufaddal, Nalij, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 91. Al-'Ayni (citing
"Baybars [al-Mansuri] and others") mentions the return to Egypt of Sanjar al-Sawabi and "Sunquijah
al-Mansuri", along with Bektash, from this expedition, in his entries for the following year ('Iqd, iv,
344). The spelling "al-Sawabi" is given by al-Maqrizi as well as al-'Ayni, but Blochet's edition of
Mufaddal's Nahj gives "al-Suwani", and Quatremere translates al-Maqrizi as "Sawani" (Histoire, II:ii,
227).

405 Al-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kathlr, 'Iqd, iv, 301; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii,
227).

406 al-Maqrizi, Suluk, Itiii, 949 (Quatrembre, Histoire, lltii, 227).
407 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 92; ttl-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kadiir, 'Iqd, iv, 301.
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joined the expedition with his town's army.408 Bektash, the nominal leader of the
expedition, fell ill and stayed behind in Aleppo: we are informed, rather surprisingly, that he
sent his tulb (battalion)409 accompanying his son.410

The army split into two detachments. The first, accompanying Qibjaq, headed north
towards Hromgla and Malatya;411 and the other division, with Qarasunqur, marched
towards al-Darband, presumably the pass of Baghras, across the Amanus mountains into
Cilicia. They raided across Cilicia, burning crops (this must have been in May/June),
destroying villages and taking plunder and captives.412 They laid siege to T'il Hamdun,
where a "large group of the Armenians blockaded themselves in the citadel".413 After a long
and hard-fought siege, the castle was taken on 13 Dhu'l-Qa'da (17 June, 1304).414
According to Ibn Kathir, quoted by al-'Ayni, it was captured by force ('anwa); but
according to Abu'l-Fida', al-Maqrizi, and the sahib al-nuzha (the name al-'Ayni gives for
the writer today identified as al-Yusufi415), it was taken by agreement (aman).416 As the
sources go on to tell of the fate of some of those found in T'il, who were allowed to go free,
the latter version may perhaps be preferred. Additional support for this view can be found in
a colophon to a Bible, written in northern Cilicia in July 1304, which reports that T'il was

occupied by the Muslims 'by peaceful means".417
After reporting the capture of T'il, both Mufaddal and al-'Ayni (here quoting Ibn Kathir)

state that there was an agreement reached with the "lord of Sis, that from the river Chahan
[nahr jahan] to Aleppo belonged to the Muslims, and from the river and beyond belonged

408 Al-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 301; Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 44; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet,
'Histoire', xx, 92.

409 Dozy, Supplement, II: a battalion, or corps of troops commanded by a senior officer. Dozy cites al-
Maqrizi, who gives the word a Kurdish origin.

410 Al-'Ayni, quoting the sahib al-Nuzha, 'Iqd, iv, 302; according to al-Maqrizi, "his son went with the
armies" in his stead (Suluk, I:iii, 949; Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 228). Cf. Mufaddal, Nahj, in
Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 92; and al-'Ayni, quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd, iv, 302.

411 Al-'Ayni, quoUng Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 301; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 92. This does
not seem a logical route for an assault on Cilicia from Aleppo: it seems more likely that the
expedition this year was not aimed solely at the Armenian kingdom. Al-Maqrizi, while mentioning a
letter sent to Hama ordering participation in the expedition, does not mention Qibjaq by name as a
participant in the invasion. Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 44) reports "an expeditionary force ... sent from
Egypt together with Sayf al-Din Qapjaq with die troops of Hamah and Qara Sunqur with the troops
of Aleppo. They invaded the land of Sis ...". Abu'l-Fida' does explain that he "was not on this
expedition as [he] was in the holy IJijaz", on the hajj, to excuse the brevity of his account: this
perhaps also might explain his implication of Qibjaq's involvement in Cilicia.

412 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, Il:ii, 228); Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire',
xx, 92; al-'Ayni, quoting the scihib al-Nuzha, 'Iqd, iv, 302.

413 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 228).
414 Al-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 301; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 92.
415 On whom, see Donald P. LitUe, 'The Recovery of a Lost Source for Bahri Mamluk History: al-Yusufi's

Nuzhat al-Naiir fi sirat al-Malik al-Ndsir', Journal of the American Oriental Society xciv
(1974): 42-54; and Little, Introduction, 81-82 (on the relationship between al-'Ayni and al-Yusufi).

416 Al-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 301; Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 44; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949
(Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 228); al-'Ayni, quoting the sahib al-Nuzha, 'Iqd, iv, 302.

417 Sanjian, Colophons, 47. The scribe says that the occupation was "[i]n this month", that is, July:
perhaps the news took that long to reach the grotto in the Taurus mountains where the scribe
describes himself as writing (at the monastery of Xach'atur, near Barjrbert/Partsrpert).
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to the Armenians", whieh effectively returned the frontier to that agreed earlier, in
697/1298.418 Furthermore, the Armenian king undertook to "swiftly pay two years'
tribute".419 The passages given by the two sources are very similar: interestingly, one of
the few differences between them consists of a phrase in Mufaddal's version but not al-
'Ayni's, which suggests that the agreement was made not just "with the lord of Sis" but with
"the princes [al-muluk] who were in" T'il.420 It is possible that this supports in some way

the Armenian king's contention that he had been betrayed by his lieutenants besieged in T'il,
by suggesting that they had acted in some way independently of him. On the other hand,
this phrase may only be an echo of this charge of Het'um's, of which more below, which is
not reported by Mufaddal.

There are, in the Arabic sources, several similar versions of a story concerning Het'um's
reaction to these events.421 We are told that there were in T'il Hamdun, when it was taken

by the Mamluks, several Armenian grandees (called niuluk by al-Maqrizi and al-'Ayni's
sahib al-Nuzha\ and called "a group of the governors of the castles [nuwwab al-qila]
neighbouring to" T'il by al-Nuwayri, quoted in al-'Ayni's 7cyc/).422 These numbered either
six (al-Maqrizi), or eight (al-'Ayni, quoting both al-Nuwayri and the sahib al-Nuzha).
They had gathered in T'il either to receive payments (al-Nuwayri, in al-'Ayni), or in order to
visit a church (the "sahib al-Nuzha"). In return for surrendering the castle, they were

allowed to go free by the Muslims after the surrender of the castle, which supports the
version of the capture being by amdn (al-Maqrizi, who does report T'il's capture by amdn,
does not state that they were released). According to al-'Ayni's sahib al-Nuzha the
Armenian king was shocked by what he saw as a treacherous surrender of the castle; al-
Maqrizi reports that

"Takfur king [malik] of Sis grieved at that, and he sought to harm the princes
{al-muluk) who had surrendered the citadel of Tall Hamdun by the
amdn".423

Al-'Ayni's extract attributed to al-Nuwayri states that "when the Muslims had freed them,
messengers from the lord of Sis arrived", and the other sources are even more specific,
reporting that Het'um "immediately wrote to the nd 'ib of Aleppo", who was the expedition's
leader.424 The Armenian king pointed out that those who had surrendered T'il were the

418 See above, p91.
419 Al-'Ayni, quoting Ibn Kathir, 7qd, iv, 301; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 92-93. The

passages are so similar, as if to imply the two historians here share a common source.
420 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 93.
421 For example: al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatreinere, Histoire, II:ii, 228); al-'Ayni, quoting al-

Nuwayri, and the sahib al-Nuzha, 'Iqd, iv, 302-3.
422 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatreinfere, Histoire, II:ii, 228); al-'Ayni, quoting the sahib al-Nuzha,

'Iqd, iv, 302; and quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd, iv, 302.
423 Al-'Ayni, quoting the sahib al-Nuzha, 'Iqd, iv, 302-3; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatrem£re,

Histoire, II:ii, 228).
424 Al-'Ayni, quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd, iv, 302; and quoting the sahib al-Nuzha, 'Iqd, iv, 303; cf. al-

Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatrcmere, Histoire, II:ii, 228).
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region's castellans, and alleged that they had repeatedly prevented him sending to the Sultan
to offer obedience, and "were those who had held back the delivery of the khardjor the
tribute owing to the Sultan.425 He also said, as if to inflame the cupidity of the Mamluks,
that "none of my subjects are as wealthy as these".426 The amirs of the army sent after
them, and caught up with them in their hideout. Qarasunqur ordered their execution.
Looking at this from the Armenian perspective, the arrest and execution of those granted a

safe-conduct was an act of treachery, and it may be to this incident that a Cilician scribe (the
same one who referred to T'il's occupation "by peaceful means") refers in a surviving
manuscript colophon, translated by Sanjian. The Muslims, "betraying their promise, ...

slaughtered whomever they found in it [T'il]; and many who escaped from their hands were

drowned in the great Chahan river".427 Whether or not this story in the Mamluk sources

disguises this "betrayal", we are told that one of the castellans, seeing the fate of the others,
converted to Islam, and claimed to have a brother in the service of the Sultan. He was

called, by al-Nuwayri (quoted by al-'Ayni), al-Sarmaq, and he was the lord of the
(mysterious) castle of Nujayma.428 He offered to surrender his castle, and "pledged to

capture Sis".429 The na'ib ordered the return of the property formerly pillaged from him by
the army.430 We are informed that both "the amirs and the Sultan were delighted" with this
castellan.431

The Arabic sources are reticent as to the fate of the captured castles, and as to who, if
anyone, was left to garrison the newly-acquired territory. Abu'l-Fida', in his brief account
of the expedition, does report that, once "regained from the Armenians" T'il Hamdun was

"razed to the ground"; al-'Ayni, citing "Baybars [al-Mansuri] and others", agrees that it was

"demolished".432 In any case, we are informed that the armies were ordered to return to

Egypt,433 and they arrived back there in Muharram 704 (August 1304).434

425 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, 11:ii, 228); cf. al-'Ayni, quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd,
iv, 302.

426 AI-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 228).
427 Sanjian, Colophons, 47-48. Al-'Ayni (quoting Ibn Kathir, 'Iqd, iv, 301) seems to support this

Armenian witness by stating that after the truce "many men from the amirs of the Armenians and
their chiefs" were killed.

428 On "Nujayma", see above, pp93-94; al-'Ayni, quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd, iv, 302; al-Maqrizi, Suluk,
I:iii, 949 (Quatrem£:re, Histoire, II:ii, 228). Quatrcmere, whose translation is not as full as the
Arabic edition at this point, calls this castle "Hamiya" (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 228).

429 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 228); and al-'Ayni, quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd,
iv, 302. According to the latter, he "pledged to capture Sis with a thousand horsemen": presumably
he was asking for the Sultan to provide him with (his force.

430 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, 11:ii, 228).
431 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatrembre, Histoire, 11:ii, 228).
432 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 44 ; al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 304 (in his entries for the year 704/1304-5).
433 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, I:iii, 949 (Quatremere, Histoire, 11: ii, 228); al-'Ayni, quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd, iv,

302.
434 Al-'Ayni (quoting al-Nuwayri, 'Iqd, iv, 302) gives the date; both al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iv, 304) and al-Maqrizi

(Suluk, II:i, 12; Quatremkre, Histoire, II:ii, 249) mention the return of Bektash and the army to
Egypt among their entries for the ye;ir 704.
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The Mamluk raid into Cilicia, 704-5/1305-6
Once again the Mamluks launched a raid against Cilicia, but this time, initially, no force was

despatched especially from Egypt for the purpose. Al-'Ayni and al-Maqrizi both state that
the reason for the raid was that the Armenian king had delayed the customary tribute he
owed to the Sultan: the usual reason, perhaps, for such a minor raid.435 On the other hand,
the Armenian writer Hayton attributes a different motive to Mamluks (perhaps not wishing to
reveal to his Papal audience that the Armenians were tributary to the Sultanate). He reports
how the Armenian king - who Hayton, as usual, fails to name, but who was, as Abu'l-Fida'
confirms, Het'um II436 - was disturbed by the news of Ghazan's death, which meant that,

"the enemies of the Christian faith from that point were exalted to great
arrogance, and in consequence the Sultan of Egypt, who had a particular
hatred of the King and the Christians of that Kingdom, sent over a large
number of armed men who began to ravage the whole Kingdom of Armenia,
and particularly overran the plain, inflicting much widespread damage."437

None of the Arabic sources relate the death of Ghazan the previous summer with this
campaign, but it is possible that with the death of this Ilkhan, the Mamluk forces in Aleppo
felt better able to turn their attention away momentarily from the Euphrates frontier.

The raid seems to have been launched on the authority of the nd'ib of Aleppo, Shams al-
Din Qara-Sunqur al-Mansurl. He appointed one of his own mamluks as its leader, his
Ustadar Qashtamur al-Shamsi, with several other amirs and a force from the halqa and the
ajnad.438 The army totalled roughly a thousand men, although Hayton gives a much higher
estimate, stating that they were "7,(XX) Saracens of the best from the household of the sultan
of Egypt".439 The expeditionary force raided into Cilicia, "pillaging, and burning many

villages, and taking women and children prisoner".440 The Flor emphasises the extensive
nature of the damage, and also that the Mamluks concentrated their efforts, understandably,
on the Cilician plain, "despoiling and stealing up to the city of Tersot (Tarsus)" - which
Hayton reminds us, doubtless for effect, is "where the apostle St. Paul was born" - and

435 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 381; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Hisloire, II:ii, 254).
436 Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 45): "The lord of Sis in this year was Hetoum, son of Leon, son of Hetoum.

It was he who had been taken and blinded by his brother, Sempad, so that he lost the sight of one
eye, as has been related in the annal for 699."

437 Flor, 331 [Latin version]. This is one of the last incidents, chronologically speaking, described by
Hayton, before his exile from Cilicia.

438 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 381; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 254). The halqa was a
freebom (that is, non-mamluk) cavalry force, the importance of which declined through the Mamluk
period: see D. Ayalon, 'Studies on the Structure of the Mamluk Army - II', BSOAS xv (1953): 448-
476 (especially 448-59). Used here in opposition to the halqa, the ajnad were presumably the
regular (mamluk) armies.

439 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatreincre, Hisloire, II:ii, 254); Hayton, Flor, 205. Mufaddal (Nahj, in
Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111) states that the Mamluk force was ten thousand men. As the Armenian
force that opposed them was only six thousand, it is possible that Mufaddal was implying some
degree of cowardice on the part of the Aleppan amirs. Alternatively, Mufaddal may simply have
misread his source: for a minor expedition made up entirely from the garrison of Aleppo, ten
thousand seems far too huge a number.

440 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Hisloire, II:ii, 254); cf al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 381.
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reducing the Armenian kingdom "to a state in which it had never been before".441 A Cilician
scribe wrote in a manuscript colophon that his work had been completed,

"in bitter and wicked times, when we were suffering at the hands of the
nation of Ismael, for in this year the forces of Egypt penetrated our country
of Cilicia, on account of my evil deeds, [and] inflicted a cruel scourge in
many localities, carried off the youth and children into captivity. Those of us
who were left here are in anguish, [and] are terrified during the day and at
night..."442

The Mamluks seem to have collected some amount of spoils, which the Aleppan amirs were

keen to protect.443
Hayton reports that, "as they [i.e., the Mamluks] returned, the king of Armenia

assembled his host and went against them".444 From tiie Arabic sources, however, we learn
that the Armenian king was not merely reliant on his own resources. It is clear that the force
that went against the Mamluks contained a large body of Mongols. These were either "[t]he
detachment of Tatars in the town of Sis"; or "a group of the Tatars [who] had arrived in Sis
to collect al-mal [presumably the Armenian tribute to the Ilkhan]"; or "the son of Qutlugh-
Shah [who] was on the borders of the land of al-Rum with 3,000 horsemen".445 These
latter were, according to Mufaddal, "pursuing [unsuccessfully] the mother of the amir Sayf
al-Dln Salar upon her flight to Syria", but were won over to the cause of the Armenians by
the payment of nine hundred dirhams each.446 The Armenian force was also augmented, it
appears, by a group of Franks, who happened to be with the king.447 Altogether, we are

told, the defending force numbered six thousand cavalrymen.448 They went to confront the
invaders, and caught up with them, near Ayas.449

441 Flor, 205.
442 Sanjian, Colophons, 50.
443 Al-'Ayni (citing Ibn Kathir), 'Iqd, iv, 384.
444 Hayton, Flor, 205.
445 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 382; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 254); al-'Ayni (citing

Ibn Kathir), 'Iqd, iv, 384. Abu'l-Fida', whose account of this expedition is succinct, merely states
that "the lord of Sis gathered hosts of the Mongols, who were joined by the Armenians and the
Franks" (Memoirs, 45).

446 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 110-11. It was not uncommon for successful mamluks to
seek to bring family members from their homeland to Egypt. Salar, who had become a mamluk after
being captured during the course of Baybars' expedition to Anatolia in 675/1277, was an Oirat
Mongol, and his family had to escape from the Ilkhanate in order to join him (on Salar, see Ibn al-S
uqa'i, Tali, 113-14; Irwin, Middle East, 70). Irwin (Middle East, 101) states that this "Mamluk
foray into Cilicia encouraged a few hundred Mongols, including some of Salar's reletives, to defect
from Anatolia. These Wafidiyya eluded capture by a larger Mongol army"; as we have seen, the
sources from the Mamluk Sultanate seem to indicate that these defectors were on Uieir way before the
Mamluk raid.

447 Al-'Ayni (citing Ibn Kathir), 'Iqd, iv, 384; Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 45; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet,
'Histoire', xx, 111. It would be interesting to know who these Franks were. Mufaddal also reports
the presence of "murtaddin [renegades/apostates]" in the force accompanying die Armenian king.

448 Al-'Ayni (citing Ibn Kathir), 7qd, iv, 384; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111.
449 Ayas is named as the locale not only by Hayton (Flor, 205) but also by Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 45).
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According to al-'Ayni and al-Maqrizi, the Mamluks, returning to the Sultanate, were

ambushed, "the Tatars shooting at them with arrows and the Armenians with stones".450
However, in several sources, Qashtamur, the leader of the expedition, is blamed for his
negligence in allowing such a confrontation to occur. According to Abu'l-Fida',
"Qashtamur was weak-witted, a poor organizer and fuddled with wine, so he failed to
control the troops, did not get intelligence of the enemy, and underrated them. ... They
took Qashtamur by surprise".451 According to Mufaddal, and al-'Ayni's extract from Ibn
Kathir, however, the Mamluks did in fact learn of the approach of the Mongol/Armenian
force.452 The Aleppan amirs "advised ... Qashtamur that they depart with the booty before
the enemy endangered all".453 Their leader "beat his chest and said, 'Who are they?! I will
face them alone!' One of the amirs said to him, 'this is what we would say and do if we

were kings [i.e., heroes], but our opinion is that we retreat'."454 Qashtamur did not

acquiesce, and within the hour the amir who had spoken against him, and others, amounting
to a quarter of the army, left him behind. This group pushed on, across the mountains,
through the night, and were able to escape to Mamluk territory. The rest of the army were

caught by their pursuers early the next day, near Ayas, and "[t]hose of the Aleppan army

who were not killed were put to flight", and most of these survivors were captured.455
Hayton, inflating the number of the Mamluk army, states that, "by the will of God, the
enemies were defeated in such a manner that of the 7,000 Saracens not 300 escaped that
were neither put to flight or killed or captured" 456 The captives included four named amirs
(Shams al-Din Aqsunqur al-Farisi, Fath al-Din b. Subra al-Mihmindar,457 Sayf al-Din
Qashtumur al-Najibi, Sayf al-Din Qashtumur al-Muzaffari)458, as well as a "number of the
army (jund)", and these were taken by the Mongols to the "«rJ«".459 We are told that only
a small group of this force, after hiding in the mountains, got back to Aleppo, "naked and
unhorsed".460 These nevertheless included Qashtamur al-Shamsi himself: "[w]hen the
news [of the defeat] came to the amir Shams al-Din Qara-Sunqur he asked about his mamluk
Qashtamur, the leader, and he was told that he was safe. He said 'Praise be to God! The

450 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 254); ;il-'AynI, 'Iqd, iv, 382.
451 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 45
452 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111; al-'Ayni (citing Ibn KaUiIr), 'Iqd, iv, 384.
453 Al-'Ayni (citing Ibn Kathir), 'Iqd, iv, 384.
454 Mufaddal,Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111.
455 Al-'Ayni (citing Ibn Kathir), 'Iqd, iv, 384.
456 Flor, 205.
457 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 381, n4, gives a discussion of the meaning of this term. Irwin (Middle East, 115)

describes the mihmanddr as the officer in charge of bedouin affairs.
458 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 381; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 254); cf. Mufaddal,

Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111.
459 Al-'Ayni (citing Ibn Kathir), 'Iqd, iv, 384 (also cf. al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 382). The ordo was the Mongol

camp; in this context, perhaps urdu might be translated as 'headquarters', mid presumably refers to the
residence of the Ilkhan Kharbanda himself; which is, indeed, what al-Maqrizi says (Suluk, II:i, 16-17;
Quatremdre, Histoire, II:ii, 254). Mufaddal states that six of the amirs of Aleppo, included these
four, were captured. In contrast, al-Maqrizi states that Aqsunqur al-Farisi also escaped.

460 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 45.
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loss to the Muslims does not hurl me because my mamluk is safe!'"461 Seemingly
untouched by Qara-Sunqur's sentiments, Mufaddal comments that "[fjrom the time of al-
Malik al-Zahir [Baybars] to this, there had not been a comparable defeat to the people of Sis,
and, with respect to Islam, this was very disheartening."462

There is some confusion with regard to the dating of this expedition. All the Arabic writers

put their accounts of it in the course of their entries for the year 705 (24 July 1305-12 July
1306), but there are some indications that the affair may have begun at the end of the
previous year. Indeed, our Armenian source, Hayton, who emphasises that he "was present
at these events", puts the date of the Mamluk invasion as being "in the month of July", and
its defeat itself on Sunday 18 July, equivalent to DhuT-Hijja 24, 704.463 It is difficult here
to reconcile the dating provided by tire Arabic sources with this. Two Arabic historians who
give (otherwise differing) accounts of this raid do state that the departure of the Aleppan
force for Cilicia was "in DhuT-Hijja of the previous year [i.e., 704]".464 This would appear

to fit in with Hayton's version, but that one of these writers, al-Maqrizi, goes on to describe
how successfully the Mamluks were pillaging in Muharram.465 According to Abu'l-Fida',
the raid was "[i]n the early part of Muharram of this year [705], corresponding to the last ten

days of Tammuz [July 1305]", and "the land of Sis" was "invaded ... on the first of that
month [i.e., Muharram; July 24]".466 None of this, however, really agrees with the date
given by Hayton for the battle.

The Armenian king was in the unusual position of having successfully dealt with a

substantial Mamluk raiding party, and it seems that he may have found this uncomfortable.
According to Hayton, who was doubtless trying to present the political and military situation
in the Middle East as positively as he could, "after this defeat the Saracens did not dare to
enter the land of Armenia, so the sultan sent and closed a truce with the king of Armenia.467
This is the opposite of the rather more believable account provided by the Arabic sources.

461 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111.
462 Mufaddal (who was himself, of course, a Copt), Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 111.
463 Flor, 331 [Latin version; the French version, p. 205, gives July 17, which was, however, a Saturday],
464 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 254); Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire',

xx, 110.
465 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 16 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 254).
466 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 44-45.
467 Flor, 205. Quite apart from any wish not to put the Pope off any intervention in the Middle East -

which was in fact what he was proposing in the fourth book of his Flor - by making the
circumstances of the Armenian kingdom seem too wretched, Hayton may have had other, more
personal reasons for putting a positive spin on recent events in his homeland. Immediately following
his account of the battle and the subsequent truce, and his profession of eye-witness status, Hayton
explains that, as God had gnuited the Armenians this victory, he did not feel guilty, or dishonourable,
in becoming a monk, and leaving his country 1 le goes on to say that this had been something he had
put off, given that his lords, family and friends had hitherto been in such dire straits. Hayton is here,
of course, ignoring any involuntary aspect that there may have been to his exile.
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Al-'Aynl reports that after the battle, the lord of Sis realised the weakness of his position,
and how his initial success could prompt future peril.468 Fearing the consequences, he
"repented", and wrote to Qara-Sunqur, the na'ib of Aleppo, offering obedience [al-ta'a]
and the restoration of the tribute, and requesting pardon and forgiveness. He also reported
the departure of those who opposed the sending of the cjati'a (tribute), by which he may be
referring to his Mongol 'protectors'. His request was forwarded to Cairo, where it was

considered by the Sultan and his leading amirs. It was decided that an army should be
despatched from Egypt, of which the lord of Sis should be informed, and he should be
warned that he should accede to the wishes of the Mamluks, fulfil his promises, and "pay
his customary tribute as amends for the attack, and pay for the insurrection; and, if he
delayed and interrupted, the jaysh was near to put pressure on him sufficient for his
suffocation".469

The force despatched from Egypt consisted of four thousand cavalrymen, led by the
senior amir Badr al-Din Bektash al-Fakhri Amir Silah. He was accompanied by other
important figures,470 with the historian Baybars al-Mansuri al-Dawadar acting as his deputy:
al-'Ayni preserves Baybars' own account of the expedition.471 Other named participants
include the amirs Jamal al-Din Aqqush al-Mawsili 'the Lion-Killer' and Shams al-Din al-
Dukuz al-Silahdar, and these were accompanied by a group from the halqa, the non-mamluk
cavalry. They departed Cairo in the middle of Sha'ban 705 (February/March 1306).472 The
expeditionary force reached Gaza, where it encamped. Qara-Sunqur in Aleppo was

informed of the army's arrival in Syria, and he then wrote to the Armenian king, warning
him of its proximity, and telling him that if he did not promptly offer obedience and forward
the due tribute, "then the armies (would) trample his territory and annihilate his utmost parts
and his inherited [i.e., his borders and his heartlands]".473 At the arrival of this message,

the lord of Sis "sent offering submission, and soliciting confirmation of the aman, with
oaths".474 According to al-Maqrizi, the "mutamallik sis despatched the tribute, and gave as

an excuse [for his actions] that he had not been responsible for the battle, which
[responsibility] was, on the contrary, with the Tatars"; additionally, he promised that he

468 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 382.
469 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 382. According to al-Maqri/.i (Suluk, II:i, 17; Quatrem&re, Histoire, II:ii, 254-55),

the decision to despatch this expedition was taken in response to a communication from the na'ib of
Aleppo reporting the Mainluk defeat.

470 Al-'Ayni ('Iqd, 382), citing a source he calls "the transmitter [al-rciwi]", refers to the participation of "a
group of amirs and leaders and lords al-Tablukhdna and al-mi'in [i.e., amirs of forty and a hundred]".

471 Al-'Ayni, 'Iqd, iv, 382-83. Baybars, while expressing respect for his seniority and glorious past,
criticises Bektash's arrogance, and his failing sight and hearing. Upon his return to Cairo, Bektash
requested, and was granted, exemption from future service, on account of his age. On Bektash, see
Ibn al-Suqa'i, Tali, 73-74.

472 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 17 (Quatremere, Histoire, 11: ii, 255); al-'Ayni (citing Baybars al-Mansuri),
'Iqd, iv, 383.

473 Al-'Ayni (citing Baybars al-Mansuri), 'Iqd, iv, 383.
474 Al-'Ayni (citing Baybars al-Mansuri), Tqd, iv, 383.
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would seek the recovery of the captured amirs from the Mongols.475 His envoys were

forwarded to Cairo, and his penance was considered satisfactory. The army left Gaza at the
end of Shawwal (early May, 1306), and was hack in Cairo at the beginning of Dhu'l-Hijja
(late June).476

Het'um's apparent promise to seek the return of Mamluk prisoners may not have been
empty. In his entries for the year 706 (13 July 1306-1 July 1307), Mufaddal reports the
arrival of the tribute of Sis [hml sis], which "consisted of 600,000 darahim sultaniyya, and
cloth and horseshoes and nails and other things, the total [amounting to] forty loads, and
270 Muslim prisoners." Al-'Ayni and al-Maqrizi report that Fath al-Din b. Subra was one of
those who returned.477

The aftermath of this transient Armenian success betrays the dangerous position in which the
Armenian kingdom found itself. With the southern defences of the kingdom lost, the
mountains no longer provided the defence for the fertile plain, which was exposed to
Mamluk attacks, and the Armenians had little chance of withstanding these on their own.

The possible 'Frankish' assistance for the Armenians in this instance is interesting, and may

reflect a growing awareness of the unreliability of the Mongols.478 The Mongol alliance
was a double-edged sword: even when the Mongols did provide a defence for Cilicia, this
could only be in the short-term. The Armenian king recognised that, as soon as the Mongols
departed, the Mamluks could return, seeking revenge. Additionally, Mongol assistance
could be very expensive - especially if tribute was being paid to Cairo as well - and the
Mongols themselves were looking, since the death of Ghazan, with less favour on their
Christian satellite.

475 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 17 (Quatremere, Histoire, Ikii, 255).
476 Al-'Ayni (citing Baybars al-Mansuri), 'Iqd, iv, 383.
477 Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 116; al-'Ayni (who calls the Uibute the qati'a), 'Iqd, iv,

422; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 30,36 (Quatremere, Histoire, Ikii, 270, 277 [the latter sub anno 707]).
478 There is some evidence to suggest Unit the Armenians did indeed receive some aid from the 'Franks' in

this period. The Hospitallers lent some "considerable" assistance twice between 1300 and 1305
(Luttrell, 'Hospitallers' Interventions', 123). Pope Clement V sought to bring about a Genoese
expedition to Cilicia in 1306, and managed to organise the sending of some financial aid for the
kingdom in 1307. Unfortunately for the Armenians, aid from the 'Franks' was easily distracted by
the conflicts then underway in Western Europe. An expedition organised by Clement V in 1308-10
designed to assist die Armenians (and to enforce die mercantile embargo on Egypt) seems to have
been used instead by its Hospitaller leaders to reinforce their hold on Rhodes. Philip V of France's
planned crusade was long-delayed by his troubles with Flanders, and when a minor passagium
particulare did eventually set out, with the expressed aim of helping the Armenian king, its entire
fleet was lost in a naval battle fought between Guelfs and Ghibeilines. The French King Charles
IV's advanced plans for a Uiree-p;ut expedition to Cilicia and the Holy Land, following the serious
Mamluk attacks on Cilicia (and especially the vital port of Ayas) in 1322, collapsed when Pope John
XXII pointed out that, with the current political situation in the West, Charles could expect to receive
no financial aid from outside France to enable even another passagium particulare. The rivalries of
die European monarchies repeatedly and seriously inhibited any possibility of meaningful aid for the
Armenians from that direction (N. Housley, The Avignon Papacy and the Crusades, 1305-1378
(Oxford 1986), 12-23).
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The Murder of Het'um

On November 17, 1307,479 Het'um (by now merely the 'Grand Baron'), along with his
nephew King Lewon III, was murdered by the leader of the Mongol garrison in Cilicia,
Bularghu.480 The death of Het'um II - ruler of the Armenians through one of the most
dramatic periods of the kingdom's history - was a momentous event, of considerable
significance for the changing nature of the Armenian-Mongol relationship, and was

extremely repercussive for the history of the Armenian kingdom. However, it is often
swiftly passed over, by recent writers as much as by contemporary Armenian
chroniclers.481 Nevertheless, several sources give detailed accounts of the events that led up

to the murders, and those that followed.

479 The date is given in the 'Chronological Table' attributed to Hayton (490); and by the writer of a
colophon to a manuscript produced in Cilicia in this year (Armenian era: 756). The Arabic sources
place their accounts in the year 707 (July 3, 1307 - June 20, 1308).

480 Bularghu is not consistently n;imed in the sources: I have followed the spelling given by an Armenian
colophon mentioning him, written in Cilicia after the event (Sanjian, Colophons, 55), and by the
two editions of the continuation of Samuel of Ani (Brosset (ed.), Chronological Tables, 477;
Dulaurier (ed.), Chronograph)', 466). Another colophon calls hirn Pelarghoy (Sanjian, Colophons,
54); the Chronicle of the Kingdom (664) calls him Bilarghu, as does Holt in his translaUon of
Abu'l-Fida' (Memoirs, 47). Al-'Ayni ('Iqd, iv, 458-59) names him Burl[a]ghu; al-MaqrizI (Suluk,
II:i, 38) does the same, but does not give either of the short vowels (Quatremhre (Histoire, II:ii, 279)
transcribes this as Burlugou). Among the recent writers on the Armenian Kingdom, Edwards
(Fortifications, 10), Boase ('History', 29), and Der Ncrsessiar. ('Kingdom', 658) all call him
Bilarghu.

Bularghu/Bilarghu may be something of a strange name, as it seems to have the meaning of 'lost
property'. V. Minorsky provides a long discussion of the meaning of the word and its variants,
citing Marco Polo, Rashid al-Din, and documents from Venice and the Golden Horde. He concludes
that the meaning 'lost property', "from a different point of view ... could be considered as 'found
property"'; the Bulargliuchi described by Rashid al-Din and Marco Polo may have been the royal
officer responsible for the collection of lost property and its return to its proper owners (Iranica:
Twenty Articles (Tehran 1964), 82-84; see also G. Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente
im Neupersischen (3 vols., Wiesbaden 1963-67), 213-15; and Rashid al-DIn Tabib, The Successors
of Genghis Khan, tr. J.A. Boyle (New York 1971), 280, and nl41).

481 For example, the Chronicle of the Kingdom (664): "Bilarghu cut the throats of the young king Lewon
and his paternal uncle the Baron Het'um, beneath the walls of Anazarba [Anawarza]"; Brosset's
edition of Samuel of Ani (Chronological Tables, 477): "Bularghu killed (the king) Het'um and the
young Lewon"; Hayton's 'Chronological Table' (490): "On the 17th of the month of November, the
Grand Baron of Armenia, Het'um, and the son of the Baron T'oros, brother of Het'um, Lewon, king
of Armenia, along with other significant personages, were treacherously put to death, beneath the
walls of the fortress of Anawarza"; Mutafian (Royaume Armenien, 73): "En 1307, H6thoum et L6on
sont assassinds par le g6neral rnongol de Cilicie: les temps onr bien change!"; Boase ('History', 29):
"In 1307 Hetoum and his nephew, Thoros' son, now king as Leon IV [jjc], visiting the Mongol
emir Bilarghu at Anawarza, were murdered with all their followers. The Il-Khan avenged their death,
but their assassination was indicative of the changed position of the Christian communities"; Der
Nersessian ('Kingdom', 658): "on November 17, 1307 ... [t]he Mongol emir Bilarghu treacherously
killed Hetoum, king Leon, and about forty of the dignitaries and nobles who accompanied them";
Schein (Fideles Crucis, 214), who three pages before refers to "Hetoum II of Lesser Armenia,
murdered on 13 August 1307": "The coup of the Mongol chieftain Bikirghou, a Moslem fanatic,
which ended in the assassination of Iletoum II aiid Leo IV (17 November 1307), put an end to the
friendly relations between Lesser Armenia and the Mongols of Persia which existed under Hetoum II."

The longest account of the incident in the available Armenian sources is that of the continuation of
Samuel of Ani's Chronography (ed. Dulaurier, 466); however, even this source gives precedence in
the entries for this year to religious matters, concerning the accession of a new Catholicos, the debate
over a union with Rome, and over the dates of Christinas and Easter (465).
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The sources are not agreed as to the exact name of Het'um's murderer, nor are they
consistent as to his rank, and reason for being in Cilicia. According to one source from
Armenia, "the villainous nuin [Noyau] Bularghu" merely came "to Cilicia [Kilikec'woc']
with a hidden plan and under some pretext or other".482 Abu'l-Fida' states that Bularghu
was "the commander of the Mongols stationed in Anatolia".483 Al-Maqrizi does not give

Bularghu's post, but reports that he was the Mongol amir that had come to Cilicia in order to
collect the year's tribute from the Armenian kingdom, on behalf of the Ilkhan.484 According
to al-'Ayni (who cites Baybars al-Mansuri as his source for his account of the incident) and
Mufaddal, he was the commander of the tumdn (tiirnen) of Mongols resident in Sis, by
which they seem to mean Cilicia.485

While some sources sympathetic to his victims explain Bularghu's actions as stemming
from a desire to acquire the Armenian kingdom,486 writers in the Mamluk Sultanate see a

less straightforward reason for the murders. Al-'Ayni, citing Baybars al-Mansuri, states that
the origin of the incident lay in Bularghu's intention of "building a madrasa in the town of
Adhanah [Adana], and putting a minaret in it".487 Al-Maqrizi's version develops this view
of Bularghu:

"he had surrendered himself [i.e., to GodJ and was fervent in his Islam, and
he was determined to build a jdini' [mosque] in Sis [which would] openly
make the call to prayer, just as there the Christians are open about striking the
[church] bells."488

The lord of Sis was not keen to go along with this plan, and wrote to the Ilkhan, Khar-
Banda, to complain about his officer, alleging that Bularghu was in league with the

482 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronograph)', 466. A noyan is an important Mongol officer: J.A.
Boyle states that the "word means "lord" or "chief" and as an epithet was normally applied only to
persons of the highest rank", and is thus comparable to the Arabic amir ('The Mongol Commanders
in Afghanistan and India According to the Tabaqdl-i-Ndsirl of Juzjani', Islamic Studies ii (1963):
235-47; 243, nlO).

483 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 47.
484 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279). Al-Maqrizi explains that "Haytum

mutamallik sis ... was paying the revenue [al-qati'a] to the Mongols just as he paid it to Egypt, and
every year one of their amirs came to him until he handed over the tribute; and (this year there) came
to him from the Mongol amirs Burlughu".

485 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458; Mufaddal, Nahj, in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 140. Mufaddal does not actually
name Bularghu in his brief report of the incident, which is his very last entry under the year 707.

486 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronograph)', 466: "the Tatar chief ... desired to make himself master
of Cilicia". The Gestes des Chiprois (325-26) also describes Bularghu asking for possession of the
kingdom, "on behalf of the Great Khan" from Ilet'um. We are unfortunate that the longest account
of this episode, that of the Gestes des Chiprois, is incomplete, with a section of the manuscript,
immediately prior to the incident, missing: we have lost most of the background to the murder,
which seems to involve Het'um's receipt of a ferman from the Ilkhan.

Der Nersessian ('Kingdom', 658, n50) and Sanjian (Colophons, 54, nS) refer to the story that Bularghu
may have been incited by Armenians opposed to the changes being introduced by Het'um and the
Catholicos to the ritual of the Armenian Church in order to bring it into line with Roman practice.
Der Nersessian implies that this story in fact originated in the work of a late eighteenth century
historian Tchamitch (or Tchamlchian), who does not give his source, and states that she had not
found any reference to it in her own research in the sources.

487 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458.
488 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
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Mamluks.489 According to al-Maqrizi, Khar-Banda "sent his disapproval to Bularghu, and
threatened him, and ordered him to attend [the Ilkhan's court]; and [Bularghu] became
furious with Het'um", realising the source of the complaint against him.490 On the other
hand, al-'Ayni states that Bularghu decided to act against Het'um after companions of his
resident at court ("in the ordo") informed him of the King's letter of complaint to the Ilkhan,
which caused him to fear for his life, and to decide to try in some way to "assign the crime to
the lord of Sis, and deceive him [i.e., Khar-Banda]".491

According to the pro-Armenian sources, Bularghu invited Het'um to his camp, as if to
hold counsel.492 This seems to have been "beneath the walls of Anawarza".493 According
to the Arabic sources, Bularghu had invited Het'um to a banquet, to which, ignorant that the
Mongol had learnt of his complaint to the Ilkhan, the Armenian came.494 According to al-
MaqiizI, Het'um and his companions were under safe-conduct.495 Al-MaqrizI states that he
was accompanied by "a group of the leading Armenians and two brothers of his";496 al-
'Aynl only mentions his brothers, and names them as "Alinakh, Lewon, and Oshin [Alnaq,
wa-Layun, wa-Awshin/",497 The Armenian sources also describe an escort of important

figures: according to one, Het'um was "escorted by the young king Lewon, his nephew,
the seneschal [sinechal] Oshin, then constable [kundsdabl], and by many other great

personages".498 The Gestes des Chiprois also mentions "several other knights with him
who were from Acre, one of them by the name of Gille Antiaume".499

489 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458; al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
490 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
491 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458.
492 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466.
493 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466; Chronicle of the Kingdom, 664. What is meant

by this phrase in these two sources is unclear. The camp could have been outside of the walls of the
city, or perhaps within the boundaries of the city, but beneath the walls of the citadel on the outcrop
above, which seems to be the implication of the version in the 'Chronological Table' attributed to
Hayton ("beneath the walls of the fortress"). This latter interpretation is perhaps supported by the
colophon to a manuscript produced in Cilicia in 1307 which describes the murders as happening "at
the foot of Anazarb" (Sanjian, Colophons, 54).

494 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279); al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458.
495 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
496 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
497 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458. Lewon was, of course, Het'um's nephew, and Alinakh and Oshin were the two

brothers who survived Bularghu's plot, as we shall see.
498 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466. A manuscript colophon (Sanjian, Colophons, 54)

written in Cilicia in this year, speaks of the "fellow martyrs" of the "Armenian Grand Baron Het'um"
and "the pious King Leon"; "Awshin [Oshin], the asparapet [a term derived from Persian meaning
'generalissimo', perhaps equivalent to 'constable'] of the Armenians, and Baron Vasak, their
[paternal] uncle". According to Riidt-Collenberg (Rupenides, diagram III (H2); and 66, n.120), Oshin
the "Seneshal" was the first cousin once removed of Het'um II, the son of Het'um I's elder brother,
the Constable Smpad. Het'um II did indeed have a paternal uncle called Vasak (Vacaghk), but
according to Rudt-Collenberg (diagram III (H2); 67, nl28) he died young. None of Het'um II's
brothers (and therefore Lewon Ill's paternal uncles) seem to have been called Vasak: this individual
remains unidentified.

499 Gestes, 325.
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It seems that the meeting did not last long. An Armenian writer states that "[a]s soon as

they had arrived, the Tatar chief, who desired to make himself master of Cilicia, had them
stopped and massacred".500 Al-'Ayni reports that the Armenian visitors "had not become
settled" when the murderers pounced on them;501 al-Maqrizi, persisting in his description of
a banquet scene, states that "as soon as they spread their hands to the food, swords were

drawn on them from every side".502 The account given in the Gest.es des Chiprois is

slightly different. We are informed that,
"As soon as this great Tatar lord lit upon him, ... he decided to act upon his
intentions and requested, on behalf of the great khan, the kingdom of
Armenia. Het'um replied to him that it was not rightly his, as it was of [i.e.,
belonged to] this infant, his nephew, who had the name Lewon. This great
lord thereupon without delay ordered his man to slay him; so his man struck
him with his sword, and all the knights and others who were with him."503

This, of course, reflects the fact that Het'um had by this time officially abdicated in favour of
the son of his brother T'oros (who had briefly been King himself); other Armenian sources

refer to Het'um not as King but as "Great Baron".504 The new King, Lewon III, was also
one of the victims. According to the Gestes des Chiprois,

"when the infant Leon the little saw that they had killed his uncle and the
others, he fled among the tents of the Tatar women to save his life, but
nothing availed him, because the Tatars went to take him and the women
betrayed him, and they cut off his head, [he] who was a child who had not
10 years of age."505

Other Armenian sources record the murder of Lewon, and Abu'l-Fida' mentions the death of
Het'um's nephew also, but calls him by his father's name, T'oros "the younger".506
According to al-'Ayni, the Armenians were able to mount at least some resistance, as he
remarks that Bularghu himself was wounded in the melee.507

According to an Armenian source, "providence had it that Het'um had not brought with
him his brother Oshin". Oshin, "having been made aware of these murders, immediately
sought refuge in the fortress of Sis". He "gathered together what remained of the nobles of
the kingdom, as well as a considerable force, attacked the vile Bularghu, [and] chased him

500 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466.
501 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 458.
502 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
503 Gestes, 325-26.
504 por example, Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466; Sanjian, Colophons, 54, 55.
505 Gestes, 326. According to Riidt-Collenberg (diagram III (H2); 74, nl77), Lewon was in fact born in

1289, which would have made him 18; however, he also refers to the alternative age suggested by the
Gestes des Chiprois.

506 Chronicle of the Kingdom, 664; Samuel of Ani (ed. Brosset), Chronological Tables, 477; Samuel of
Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466; "the handsome and all-bountiful youth" Lewon is named as a
victim by two manuscript colophons that mention the murders (Sanjian, Colophons, 54-55); Abu'l-
Fida, Memoirs, 47. Al-'Ayni, obviously confused as to which members of the Annenian royal
family were in fact murdered, specifically names Alinakh as being killed (7qd, iv, 458).

507 Al-'Ayni 7qd, iv, 458.
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from the country", holding firm until the return of his brother Alinakh from the Ilkhan.508
The Gestes des Chiprois also hints at Bularghu attempting to capture Oshin, but the account
of his resistance to the Mongol is more passive, with Bularghu, far from being chased away,

simply giving up and leaving:
"[w]hen this thing [i.e., the murder] happened, the brothers of the King
Het'um, Oshin and Alinakh, held firm their place and their castle; and when
the Tatars saw that they could in no way carry out their intention [i.e.,
complete their mission], they returned very repentant and in great fear lest
Ghazan [sic] would punish them".509

What is clear is that Oshin became the new King, while Alinakh was sent to Khar-Banda to

complain at the actions of his officer.510 The Gestes des Chiprois presents a detailed
account of the way in which these decisions were made. Oshin and Alinakh were twins, but
Oshin, crucially, was born first.

"Oshin wished that Alinakh be king, but Alinakh, who had regard to loyalty
and reason, said to him that the honour [la hautece] came better to him [i.e.,
suited him better], because he was born first from the womb of their mother
before him; and so Oshin held the kingdom of Armenia in his power, and
afterwards he was crowned.

"And because of the death of their lord and brother, the king Het'um,
they were very doleful, and [also] from the death of the infant the little king
their nephew, and when they had cried and grieved as was their custom and
buried the body, the said Oshin, king of Armenia, sent Alinakh, his brother,
to the Great Khan Ghazan [sic] of the Tatars, to complain about the death of
their brother and of the infant their nephew, that his man [Bularghu] had
killed [them] under his [i.e., the Ilkhan's] safeguard, coming from his
command, by the presentation of his ferman."511

This last part refers back to a missing section of the manuscript, which seems to have
described Het'um's visit to Bularghu as resulting from a ferman sent to him.

The Arabic sources give a slightly different version of the appeal to Khar-Banda. Al-
Maqrizi reports that only Het'um's brother Lewon [Layfun], with a small group, managed
to escape the massacre, and he went to Khar-Banda and "informed him of the killing by
Bularghu of his brother Het'um and his amirs".512 Al-'Ayni reports that Bularghu set out
towards the ordo, and on the way "seized somebody called Aydughdi al-Shahrazuri, one of

508 Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466.
509 Gestes, 326.
510 This information is given in the Armenian sources., for example: Chronicle of the Kingdom, 664,

665; Samuel of Ani (ed. Dulaurier) Chronography, 466 (the former chiles Oshin's coronation, which
took place in Tarsus, to the following year, 1308). Of the Arabic sources, Abu'l-Fida', as usual well
informed as to the internal affairs of the Armenian kingdom, also gives this information, getting the
names of the brothers right (Memoirs, 47).

511 Gestes, 326. The "great grief among the Armenian nation" at the deaths of Het'um and Lewon is also
attested to by the scribe of a manuscript colophon written in Cilicia that year (Sanjian, Colophons,
54); he beseeches us all to remember Het'um and Lewon, "who were martyred for our Armenian
nation, so that Christ God, Who is eternally blessed, would seat them at his right hand, amen!"

512 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279).
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the mamluks of the amir Shams al-Dln Qarasunqur, nd'ib of Aleppo". This Aydughdi had
been in attendanee on the lord of Sis, sent in order to request the Mamluk tribute [al-qati'a],
and Bularghu had known of his presenee there. Bularghu took him to Khar-Banda, in order
to support his elaim that what he had done "to the lord of Sis was because of his collusion
with the Muslims and his correspondence with them." However,

"[t]hen the brother of the lord of Sis, called Lewon, came to the Ordo, and he
brought with him the women of his killed brothers, cloaked in mourning,
covered with black [clothing], complaining about the killing of their
companions."513

The role of this Lewon in these accounts is clearly a reflection of that of Alinakh.
Khar-Banda took the side of the Armenians, and executed Bularghu. According to the

Gest.es des Chiprois, the Ilkhan held Het'urn's murder whilst apparently under the
protection of his safeguard to have been "very grievous and a great disloyalty". He
summoned Bularghu, and beheaded him, along with "all the others who had used their
sword to kill" Het'um and Lewon, at which point Alinakh returned to Cilicia.514 Al-'Ayni
reports that "[w]hen Khar-Banda became acquainted with the news he ordered Bularghu be
killed by the sword. He was killed on the spot."515 Abu'l-Fida' also mentions that
Bularghu was "killed with the sword".516 Al-Maqrizi states that after the execution Khar-
Banda "appointed Layfun mutamallik sis and he despatched him to it [i.e., Cilicia]"; al-
'Ayni, in a similar but more ambiguous vein, reports that the Ilkhan "installed the lord of Sis
in his kingdom and sent him back to his territory".517 This perhaps reflects the opinion of
those in the Mamluk Sultanate that the Armenian kingdom was wholly subject to the
Ilkhanate.518

513 Al-'Aynl 'Iqd, iv, 459.
514 Gestes, 326-27. Bularghu's execution is also reported by the Chronicle of the Kingdom (664), which

reports that "the Baron Alinakh, lord of Tarsus, went before Kharbanda Khan. He condemned
Bilarghu to death, in punishment for die murder which he had committed; after which Alinakh
returned before his brodier Oshin."

515 Al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 459.
516 Abu'l-Fida', Memoirs, 47. That Bularghu was killed explicidy widi a sword is significant: shedding

his blood at his execution was seen as a mark of dishonour for him. The Mongols would inflict
death on someone of nobility by some mediod that would not involve die spilling of his blood, if
diey wished him an honourable execution. Thus Hiilegu's method of killing the Caliph al-Muta'sim
by rolling him in a carpet and trampling him to death, the same way, for example, in which Jamuqa,
an erstwhile comrade of Chingiz Khan's, was executed (see, for example, Morgan, The Mongols,
152).

517 Al-Maqrizi, Suluk, II:i, 38 (Quatremere, Histoire, II:ii, 279); al-'Ayni 'Iqd, iv, 459. Mufaddal (Nahj,
in Blochet, 'Histoire', xx, 140) also states that after Het'um "his son Lewon [Lifun] came to power,
and Allah knows best."

518 This is more or less precisely the opposite of the conclusion of Bertold Spuler in his account of the
assassinations, which is seemingly based on the early eighth/fourteendi century Persian collector of
chronicles Qashani (on whose Zubdat al-tawarikh, see C. Cahen, 'The Historiography of the
Seljuqid Period', in B. Lewis and P.M. Holt (eds.), Historians of the Middle East (London, 1962),
73-74), stating that it was under Lewon III that "Cilician Armenia more or less passed out of
Mongolian overlordship". His, or perhaps his source's, presentation of events is so at odds with that
given by the Armenian and Arabic sources that it perhaps can be swiftly dismissed; nevertheless, it
may at least has value as an indicator of what was circulated about the incident in the Ilkhanate.
According to Spuler, "in 1307/8 Muslims from Asia Minor under Bulargi invaded" Cilicia; Lewon
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The Gestes des Chiprois adds a postscript to this tale of Het'urn's murder and Oshin's
accession. Of the two brothers Het'um had sent to Constantinople for safe-keeping, with
their sister, "Dendin" (Gosdantin) was by now dead, but Smpad was still alive. When he
heard of the death of Het'um, he went to Cyprus, where another sister was married to the
regent, Amaury, lord of Tyre.519 After several days, he left on a galley for Cilicia, and
demanded that, as he was the elder, Oshin should hand over the crown. Oshin replied that
as Smpad had blinded his lord, one brother, and strangled another, so by these actions he
had revealed himself a traitor; as traitors had no right to hold land, the kingdom had come to

him, Oshin. Smpad, with no hope of success, returned to Cyprus. Oshin sent an armed
galley, commanded by a Genoese grandee, "sir[e] Baude Espine" to intercept him on his
return to Constantinople. This captain fell ill at Rhodes, but there commisioned another
Genoese grandee, "sire Sadon Doire", to go after Smpad. Smpad was travelling from
Cyprus to Constantinople on board the galley of another Genoese, named "sire Jeany de
Guyzolfe".520 'Doire' intercepted this latter, and by threatening force got 'Guyzolfe' to
hand Smpad over. 'Doire' took Smpad to Ayas, via Famagusta, along with a child of
'Espine' who was carrying a letter from him, explaining what had been done, and how
Smpad had been captured. Oshin and Alinakh threw Smpad in prison. Alinakh himself died
suddenly: while out hunting, he drank some milk which was very cold, caught a sickness,
and died. This, we are told, caused much grief for his twin Oshin. Afterwards, perhaps
wishing to put Smpad somewhere further away in the event of his own death (now without
an obvious heir), Oshin sent Smpad along with some Venetian galleys, with "sire Nicolet

sought Mamluk aid, "at which Bulargi was so enraged that he murdered the king during an audience"
(quite what Lewon was doing at "an audience" with the leader of a force invading his country is
unclear); a servant escaped and notified the Armenian castellans, "who in turn attacked the Mongol
troops" who were in the castles, as "presumably they assumed that they bore some responsibility as
they [the Mongols] were the overlords of Asia Minor"; "Bulargi" then attacked Cilicia, but was
repulsed to Kayseri; "Oljeitii apparently realised the damage which had been caused by Bulargl's
unauthorised actions, and therefore sent Prince Erenjen" to Anatolia to depose him and "invalidate his
measures" [according to Calien (Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 301), the 'prince of die blood' Erenjen was in
fact despatched to govern Rum in about 705/1306 by Oljeitii]; strangely, Spuler concludes that "this
had no influence on the development of Cilician Armenia" (Die Mongolen in Iran: Politik,
Verwaltung und Kultur der Ilchanzeit 1220-1350 (third edition, Berlin, 1968), 106-7). It can be
seen that the perpetrators of the assassination are presented as "Muslims" (Muslims who, rather
strangely, tire outraged at Lewon's appeal to al-Nasir Muhammad) rather than as Mongols, who are
caught up in the affair as innocent bystanders. This version does obviously bear some elements
comparable to the Arabic and 'pro-Armenian' sources, but often diese are in some way twisted: for
example, the appeal to the Mamluks is made by Lewon, not by Bularghu. It is interesting, and
perhaps indicative of the attention paid to the Armenians in the Ilkhanate, that a Persian source
should be so at variance with our other sources; conversely, that such detail is given in the Arabic
sources might indicate that the Armenian kingdom was still of some importance to the Mamluks.

5 19 On Amaury, and his assumption of power as "governor and rector", and the civil war in Cyprus in
general, see, for example, Edbury, Cyprus, 113ff.

520 jjiese Genoese merchant captains may be representatives of three important families of the city:
Spinola, Doria and Ghizolfo. I have not been able to find mention elsewhere of these three specific
individuals.
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Morissin", to Cyprus. Smpad, however, died at sea, from illness, not far off the island.
"Then King Oshin ruled in Armenia without any contradiction."521 There are no dates given
for these events, and the length of time they took to unfold is unclear. Other sources suggest
Alinakh died in 1309 or 1310, and if either of these are accepted, then Smpad's capture must
have been before then, and his own final exile, and death, after.522

The Ilkhan Khar-Banda Oljeitii
With the death of Ghazan, his brother Khar-Banda became Ilkhan, with the regnal name of
Oljeitii.523 The new Ilkhan continued the policy of enmity towards the Mamluks. In 1305
he wrote to Phillip the Fair of France hinting at collusion against the Sultan, and seems to
have written to the King of England also. His embassies certainly received encouragement
from Pope Clement V. Later in the year he sent an embassy to Cairo, but this was not an

attempt at conciliation. Nevertheless, Oljeitii made one and only attack on the Mamluk
Sultanate, in 712/1312-3, and this was the result not so much of a long-standing plan as of
the defection of dissident Mamluk amirs to the Ilkhanate. After a month spent besieging
Rahba, the Mongols retreated, from what was to be their last attempt to conquer Syria.

Oljeitii had been baptised whilst an infant, flirted with Buddhism, before becoming a

Hanafi Sunni, although there appears to have been a certain amount of residual shamanism.
In the winter of 708/1309-10, he finally settled on becoming a Shi'ite (nevertheless, his
death in 716/1316 seems to have been the result of the traditional intemperance of the
Ilkhans). While his spiritual journey may have been far from straightforward, and while the
crucial Mongol conversion to Islam may have been in the reign of Ghazan, Oljeitii's reign
has been seen as a turning point in the relationship between the Ilkhan and his Christian
subjects, and satellites. The murder of Het'um II and Lewon III by Bularghu has itself been
seen as indicative of a new state of affairs.524 While this ignores the Ilkhan's punishment of
Bularghu, as well as the fact of his embassies to potential allies in Western Europe for an

attack on the Mamluks, it is clear that Christian contemporaries of Oljeitii also saw a change
in their own conditions at his accession.

521 Gestes, 327-29. After this conclusion, the writer then turns to "un[e] autre aventure", which is that of
the suppression of the Templars, after Jacques de Molay had identified loans made by his treasurer in
Paris to the French king.

522 The Chronicle of the Kingdom (666) gives 1309; Riidt-Collenberg (Rupenides, diagram III (H2); 72,
nl61) reports that he died on 28 August, 1310 (he also states that other sources attribute his death to
being kicked by a horse). Brosset's edition of the continuation of Samuel of Ani's Chronological
Tables reports that "at the instigation of the princes Smpad was exterminated", which event is
connected with the persecution of religious opponents of Oshin's regime. Dulaurier's edition of the
Chronography of Samuel of Ani has the persecution of those opposed to the Latinisation as being in
1309.

523 On Oljeitii (Mongol for 'Fortunate' or 'Auspicious') as ruler of Persia, see Boyle, 'Il-Khans', 397ff.
His original name, Khar-Banda, Persian for 'Ass-herd', was also changed to the more suitable Khuda-
Banda, 'Slave of God'. He was additionally given the ism Muhammad, and the laqab Ghiyath al-DIn.

524 For example, see Schein, Fideles Crucis, 214; Boase, 'History', 29.
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The manuscript colophons translated by Sanjian show a change in attitude towards the
new Ilkhan, at least among the Armenian scribal community. A scribe in Armenia, in 1304,
noted the death of the "benevolent and just" Ghazan, and his succession by Khar-Banda,
who, "too, exhibits goodwill toward everyone". Another writer in the same year expressed
the hope that "Christ the King [would] guide him to protect the Christians with piety and
affability". As late as 1306 a scribe could record that his "holy Gospel was copied during
the reign of Sultan Oljeitii, who is a wise and merciful king, and an uplifter of the
downtrodden". In a colophon from the same year, another scribe reports the conversion of
the Mongols to Islam, stating that "they coerce everyone into converting to their vain and
false hope. They persecute, they molest, and they torment", which included "insulting the
cross and the church". In 1307 one scribe wrote that Khar-Banda "looked like the

Antichrist", and sought to "efface Christianity from Armenia and Georgia". Another
recorded the conversion of all of the Mongols, who subsequently were harassing the
Christians to convert themselves:

"some they molest, some they torture, some they kill, and they confiscate the
possessions of others. Not content with all these, they also levied taxes upon
all the Christians and made them wear symbols of opprobrium, a black linen
over the shoulders, so that whoever saw them would recognize that they are
Christians and would curse them; and they make every effort to efface
Christianity from the earth."

Other colophons refer to this requirement to wear a symbol, and also to the Mongols seeking
to extract as much from their Christian subjects as possible, to the point when "sons and
daughters in our land are being sold to pay excessive and intolerable levies, and numerous

villages and monasteries are in ruins".525
It may well be that Oljeitii was able to exert less control over his Mongol subjects than

had Ghazan, and that the full consequences of the Mongols' conversion to Islam was

beginning to be felt only during his reign. Certainly, with the death of Ghazan, the Mongols
of Persia were to expend much less energy on an aggressive policy towards the Mamluk
Sultanate, which might have helped the Armenian King to regain his lost lands. With the
decline of the Ilkhanate, and the consequent lessening in the amount the Ilkhans were willing
or able to do to assist the Armenians of Cilicia, they were only to become more open to the
depredations of the Mamluks, and of their Turkmen enemies in Anatolia.

The long reign of Het'um II covered a period of decline in the fortunes of the Armenian
kingdom, and the loss not only of lands they had once held outside of Cilicia, but, crucially,
of territory and fortresses inside Cilicia itself.526 Only the Mongol raids into Syria allowed

525 For all ihese references, see Sanjian, Colophons, 49ff.
526 This decline can also be identified in die quality of the coinage issued by the Armenian kings in this

period. Although there are, surprisingly, no surviving silver coins issued by Het'um II, diey were
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the Armenians to reclaim lands lost to the Mamluks, and these reclamations were only
transitory. Riven by religious differences, the kingdom was also harmed by feuding within
the royal family, and was affected by the ongoing civil war in Cyprus.527 Decades of
intermittent warfare must have resulted in much destruction amongst the land of Cilicia and
its people; certainly, the military aristocracy seems to have suffered greatly, through the
feuding, through Ghazan's expeditions, and not least through the treachery of the Mongol
captain in Cilicia.

Oshin and his successors were forced to deal with a changed relationship with the
Mongols, hitherto their 'protectors'; with Cyprus, their closest Christian ally; but not least
with the Mamluks, who now possessed a bridgehead into Cilicia, a new confidence, with
the decline of the Mongol threat, and a new stability, with the long third reign of al-Nasir
Muhammad.

minted under Smpad, Gosdantin and Lewon III, and they reveal that the debasement seen during the
reign of Lewon II continued apace, along with a decline in the standard of workmanship (see
Bedoukian, Coinage, 54, 91, 110-12, and Graph II).

527 The Cypriot civil war was eventually to result in the death of Amaury of Tyre (June 5, 1310) and the
defeat of his party, which had been aligned with the Het'umids. Amaury was, of course, married to
Het'um II's sister, Zabel/Isabella, and one of their daughters had been betrothed to the young Lewon
III. Amaury used Cilicia as a place of exile for supporters of his brother, and even sent the latter
(King Henry II) there in Februar y 1310. On all these affairs, see Edbury, Kingdom of Cyprus, 123-
29.
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Conclusions



Epilogue:
The Continued Decline and Eventual Fall of the Armenian Kingdom
Oshin ruled until 1320. He was possibly poisoned by his brother-in-law, who was a son of
the historian 'Hayton', and who married the young heir to his own daughter. In 1329
Lewon IV killed off his father-uncle and wife-cousin, and married the widow of Henry II of
Cyprus, a pro-Latin and pro-Cypriot move. Lewon IV's reign saw major Mamluk invasions
in 722/1322 and 735/1335, the two of which gave the Sultan effective control of Ayas, the
lifeline of the kingdom and a major source of its prosperity. Another raid in 737-8/1337
caused much damage and ended with the cession of wide territories. At the same time, the
Ilkhanate was itself extinguished, with the death of Abu Sa'Id in 736/1335. Lewon proved
insufficiently active in his kingdom's defence, until he himself was murdered in 742/1341.
The throne was offered to a branch of the Cypriot Lusignans of Armenian royal descent, and
one of their number, Guy, ruled for two years with the Armenian name Gosdantin (II). He
was himself killed in 745/1344, in what may have been an anti-Latin rising. Power was

seized by a junior Het'umid, called Gosdantin (III). The latter sought to buy off the Mamluk
Sultan by ceding territory, and also to kill off any lingering Lusignan claimants. He
involved King Peter I of Cyprus in the affairs of the kingdom by granting him Gorigos, to
be a bastion against the Qaramanids. In 764/1362 he died, and was succeeded by his
cousin, Gosdantin IV. In the aftermath of the collapse of Peter of Cyprus' aggressive policy
towards the Mamluk Sultanate, and his own murder,1 this new Gosdantin opened
negotiations with Cairo. However, having lost the trust of his barons, he too was murdered
in 774/1373. In his place came Lewon V, who claimed to be a legitimate scion of the
Armenian Lusignan line, and was crowned in Sis (Tarsus, along with most of the rest of the
kingdom, having long since been lost) in 1374. (It is possible that this same Lewon had
earlier sought to rule in Sis, after the death of Gosdantin III.) A year later (776/1375), a

Mamluk force from Aleppo sacked Sis and took its king to prison in Cairo. The Mamluks
allowed a Turkman dynasty, the Ramazanids, to establish itself in Cilicia, retaining nominal
suzerainty.2 Eventually released, Lewon travelled between the courts of Western Europe, in
vain seeking assistance in winning back his kingdom. To this end, he became involved in
the peace negotiations between Charles VI of France and Richard II of England, both of
whom paid him pensions. Lewon the Last died in 1393, and was buried in St-Denis, his

On King Peter, his war, and his murder, see Edbury, Kingdom of Cyprus, 160-79.
On the Turkmen dynasties that occupied the lands of the Armenian kingdom, see F. Babinger,

'Ramadan-Oghullari', EI2 VIII: 418-19 (an updating of the article in the first edition of The
Encyclopedia of Islam (4 vols.; Leyden 1913-34), IV, 1112); F. Siimer, 'Ramazan-Ogullari', islam
Ansiklopedisi (13 vols.; Istanbul 1940-88), IX: 612-20; J.H. Mordtmann, 'Dhu '1-Kadr', EI2 II: 239-
40 (revised by V.L. Menage from the article in the first edition of The Encyclopedia of Islam, I,
959-61); M.H. Ymang, 'Dulkadirlilar', islam Ansiklopedisi, III: 654-62 (translated and expanded from
Mordtmann's original article).
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empty title adding to the collection of those owned by the kings of Cyprus, and thence to
those by the House of Savoy.3

The history of the Armenian kingdom in the eighth/fourteenth century is even more troubled,
and much less clear, than that of the seventh/thirteenth. The 'pro-Armenian' sources

traditionally used decrease in reliability and number: historians become reliant on the
extremely tendentious account given by Jean Dardel, who became chaplain to the last king in
his Egyptian captivity, and later in Europe. Dardel's version is not so much intended to give
an accurate account of what happened, but rather to promote the cause of his royal master -
whose claims were dubious - in western Europe.4 Once again, the Arabic sources from the
Mamluk Sultanate have not been made use of to any major degree by writers on this period.
In any case, perhaps because of the poverty of sources, or because the Crusader States were

by then becoming long gone, the last years of the Armenian kingdom have received little
attention.

It may well be that there is also a lessening in the amount of attention given to the affairs
of the Armenian kingdom, or its relations with the Mamluks, in the Arabic sources

themselves. Unfortunately, al-'Ayni's 'Iqd has as yet not been edited for the period after
707/1307; it will be interesting to see what his, usually extremely full, chronicle contains, as

the events it describes draw closer to his own lifetime. Nevertheless, a quick glance at al-
Maqrizi's Suluk seems to indicate that there is indeed less material for the following decades.
On the other hand, less famous sources, such as al-Yusufi's Nuzhat al-ndzir, may be found
to give revealing accounts of important events (in the case of the surviving fragment of the
Nuzha, for example, an eyewitness account of the Mamluk attack on Cilicia in 737-
8/1337).5 However, it does seem likely that, as the kingdom itself ceased to be so important
for the Mamluk Sultans - with its weakened position and, more importantly, with the decline
of the Ilkhanate - so the affairs of the kingdom were to receive correspondingly less attention
from the Mamluk chroniclers.

Serious Mamluk attacks seem to have been less frequent, but more directed at specific
targets, such as control of Ayas. Raiding seems to have become increasingly the task of the
net 'ib of Aleppo, rather than of armies sent especially from Egypt. The collapse of Mongol
power in the Near East allowed the emergence of Turkmen principalities: not just the ancient
enemies of the Cilician Armenians, the Qaramanids, but also the Ramazanids, the
Dulkadirids, the Qara-qoyunlu. The Armenian settlement in Cilicia was a target for Turkmen

3 On these matters, see Boase, 'History', 30-33; Mutafian, Royaume, 80-90; and Riidt-Collenberg,
Rupenides, especially Table III (H2) and the corresponding notes, which help to make some sense of
all die changes of monarch and dynastic line. On die later career of Lewon V, see also A. Sharf, 'An
Armenian King at the court of Richard II', Bar-Ilan Studies in History (1978): 115-28.

4 Jean Dardel, Chronique d'Armenie, Ch. Schefer and L. de Mas Latrie (eds.), RHC Arm., II, 1-109. On
Dardel, see Boase, 'History', 32; and Riidt-Collenberg, Rupenides, 76, nl96.

5 Al-Yusufi, Nuzhat al-ndzir ft sirat al-malik al-ndsir, A. Hutayt (ed.) (Beirut 1986), 364-419. See
also Little, 'The Recovery of a Lost Source'.
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adventurers, and it is revealing of the changed state of affairs, not just for the Armenian
kingdom itself hut for the whole of the region, that not only was it not a major Mamluk
invasion that dealt the coup de grace to Sis in 1375, but also that the Turkmen were allowed
to dominate the province afterwards. While the Mamluks continued occupation of some of
the castles and the towns (the people of Kozan, the new name for Sis, claim their mosque to
be from the Mamluk period), the province was effectively given over to the Turkmen.
Armenians themselves remained, under Turkman, Timurid and Ottoman rule, until the
'ethnic cleansing' of this century.

The Mamluks and the Armenian kingdom during the reigns of Het'um II
While there has been some work done on the history of the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia, the
period after the end of the Crusader States has been neglected. In this thesis I have tried to
look at this period in much greater detail. Simply because Acre fell, it does not mean that the
Eastern Mediterranean ceased to have importance in the West; I would also suggest that the
Armenian kingdom in Cilicia had an important role in the course of the history of the Middle
East itself, quite apart from its significance for the West.

I have concentrated on the military affairs of the Armenian kingdom, as revealed through
the accounts of, primarily, Arabic writers. Inevitably, these writers are predominantly
informative on matters concerning the Mamluk Sultanate, such as its relations and conflicts
with the Armenian kingdom. However, they also discuss, for example, the Armenian kings'
involvement with the Mongols, especially with regard to the Ilkhans' invasions of Syria. It
is possible to trace the increasingly subject status, and the weakened position, of the
Armenian kingdom before the Mamluk Sultans. Moreover, the thesis also sheds light on the
internal affairs of the kingdom, such as Het'um II's problems with his brothers or the
circumstances of his murder by Bilarghu, which is available in the Arabic sources.

Juxtaposed to tendentious Armenian accounts of events, such as Hayton's Flor or the work
of Nerses Balienc', the Arabic histories can provide a more sober corrective. Nevertheless,
the Arabic sources have proved to be much more than merely complementary to the 'pro-
Armenian' sources traditionally used by historians of the kingdom, providing much
interesting information, and often describing events in much greater detail, perhaps partly
because of Armenian reticence at the inglorious defeats of their twilight.

At the time of the Mongol irruption and the rise of the Mamluk Sultanate, the Armenian
kingdom was, if not actually at its peak, then certainly not long past it. In terms of territory,
while the early seventh/thirteenth century saw the Armenian kingdom lose lands on its
western frontier to the Seljuks, the Mongol alliance brought lands in the east, as far as the
Euphrates. Hitherto an isolated island of Armenian control in a sea of Muslim-held territory,
the Catholicos' residence at Hromgla shared, if only temporarily, a border with the Armenian
kingdom. While bringing with it arduous obligations, often with unfortunate consequences,

the alignment with the Mongols did give some measure of protection, and even some chance
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of expansion, for Het'um I, Lewon II, and even Het'um II. The end of the Crusader States
may even have contributed to the popularity, and prosperity, of the Armenian kingdom, with
Ayas suddenly the major Christian-held port on the eastern seaboard of the Mediterranean.

Nevertheless, this was clearly a period of decline for the Armenian kingdom. At the
beginning of the Mamluk assault on Cilicia, the Armenian king could try to stand up to even

major invading forces, and to try to hold out to avoid extreme humiliation in negotiations.6
Alter the battle of Mari in 664/1266, the Armenian army never again attempted to hold the
passes, and instead sought to survive a Mamluk invasion by retreat to the mountains or to
castles. Oftentimes, however, even strategically valuable castles would be abandoned
without any attempt at defence to the Mamluk invaders (such as T'il Hamdun in 697/1298),
and we do not hear of Cilician castles, strong as they were, successfully withstanding a

serious attempt at a siege by the Mamluks (for example: Hromgla, taken by assault; Hamus,
by agreement). It is possible that the understandable unwillingness of Het'um II to commit a

field army against Mamluk invaders may itself have contributed to the lack of success of his
castellans in defending their fortresses: there was no hope of relief. The only times the
Mamluks suffered setbacks in Cilicia, the involvement of Ilkhanid troops was prominent.
As Abu'l-Fida' at least of the Mamluk Sultan's followers seems to have recognised, the
disunity of their royal family must have contributed to the state of near-paralysis exhibited by
the Armenians in the face of Mamluk attacks. While Het'um II has received censure from

modern writers on the kingdom for his management of affairs, and while it is difficult to

argue with the view that his vacillations harmed the security of the kingdom, the difficulty of
the position in which he was should perhaps be emphasised: the Mamluk forces were

overwhelmingly superior, the Armenian kingdom became one of their main targets, and the
help he could expect from outside his own domain was limited and generally insufficient.

It should also be considered that the instability of the Mamluk Sultanate itself, such as the
succession crises of the 690s/1290s, could on occasion allow some degree of respite to the
Armenians of Cilicia. Ghazan's repeated incursions into Syria enabled the Armenians to

regain lands previously lost. Nevertheless, the Arabic sources reveal that the Armenian
collaboration with the Mongols meant that they were singled out as being especially
deserving of the effects of Mamluk, and Muslim, wrath. It can be seen that the attitude of
the Mamluks to the Armenian kingdom did change somewhat over the course of the period
covered in this thesis. Baybars seems to have sought to punish the Armenians for their close
relationship with both the Franks and, above all, the Mongols. His attitude to their kingdom
was similar to his attitude to the remnants of the Crusader States, which he sought to efface
from the map of the Middle East. However, with his death, Mamluk plans for an immediate
conquest of the Armenian kingdom were shelved. Not even al-Ashraf Khali! seems to have

For example, Het'um I's success in keeping Behesni from Sultan Baybars in 666/1268; or Het'um II's
success in retaining Behesni, again, and Marash, from Qalawun in 688/1289.
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seriously intended a full conquest, whatever al-'Ayni says:7 he was quick to allow himself
to be bought off. Following Qalawun's treaty with Lewon II, the Armenian kingdom was

saddled with a huge annual tribute, and while the Mamluk sources may still bring attention to
the Armenian involvement with Ghazan, the invasions of the kingdom often relate more to a

failure to deliver the tribute than to more ideological motivations. Raiding was intended to be
punitive, for either of these reasons, rather than aimed at permanent conquest. The Mamluk
settlement of what territorial conquests they achieved does not seem to have been too

serious, with garrisons under-resourced and swift to abandon their fortresses in reaction to
the threat of Mongol invasion of Syria. What conquests the Mamluks did seek tended to be
aimed at gaining the mountain or other strategic frontier fortresses to ensure ease of access to
the Cilician plain, and to increase pressure on the Armenians to regularly cough up the
tribute: only later did the Mamluks seek to control, for example, Ayas. The constant need to

produce tribute, especially given the destruction wrought by raiding, and the losses of
territory, seems to have had a crippling effect on the economy of the Armenian kingdom, as

witnessed by the dramatic fall in the value of the coinage. Nevertheless, as long as the
Armenians continued to be a source of income for the Mamluk Sultan, it seems that it was

not at the forefront of their minds to finally dispose of it. The lessening of importance
attributed to the Armenian kingdom by the Mamluks may be seen in the decline in seniority
of those generals despatched against it, and also by the decline, through the fourteenth
century, of the amount of material in the Mamluk sources relating to the kingdom.

While the deterioration of the Ilkhanate in the first decades of the eighth/fourteenth
century inevitably weakened the position of the Armenian kingdom, it must be stressed that it
was during the reign of Ghazan, when the Ilkhanate was still at the peak of its powers, that
the powerlessness of the Armenians in the face of Mamluk aggression was clearly revealed.
The Mongol garrison in Cilicia, though offering some limited degree of protection, was not

enough to withstand a serious Mamluk assault: this seems to have been the view of Het'um
II, who rushed to apologise to the Sultan for the Mongol defeat of raiders in Cilicia
(705/1305-6). The fate of Het'um II himself revealed the perils of too close a proximity to
the Mongols.

By the reign of Lewon II, the Armenian king had ceased to seek to defend the plain of
Cilicia from Mamluk incursions, making no attempt to hold the passes that theoretically
provided a major barrier to invaders. By the death of Het'um II the Armenian king had
shown himself willing to abandon lands and fortresses within Cilicia itself. The period
covered in this thesis is that in which the Armenian kingdom became easy prey for the
Mamluks, and seemingly defenceless. The lands to the east of Cilicia (Marash, Behesni, the
Catholicos' residence at Hromgla), and then south-eastern Cilicia itself, with the fortresses
of the Amanus range, were lost. The settlements of the Cilician plain, such as Tarsus, Ayas,

7 'Iqd, iii, 150.
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or Sis itself, lay open to Mamluk raiders. Given this, and the collapse of Mongol authority
in Asia Minor and Persia, the eighth/fourteenth century was to be one of slow, steady decline
for the Armenian kingdom, to its eventual extinction.

I have not here attempted to produce a general history of the Armenian kingdom in Cilicia. I
have collected details on the contacts and relations between the Armenian kingdom and the
Mamluk Sultanate. I have not attempted to look at the cultural, commercial or religious life
of Cilicia in any meaningful detail. The definitive work on the Armenian kingdom in this
period still has to be written; much work needs to be done, I would suggest, in, for example,
commercial documents from the mercantile cities of the Western Mediterranean, or in the

Papal Registers. I would like to express my hope that the present work will assist in the
completion of such a synthesis. I have demonstrated that there is a great deal of worthwhile
information available in the Middle Eastern, Arabic sources on the Armenian kingdom;
doubtless there is still more, yet to be extracted from Arabic or Persian works which are not

yet available in printed editions. With the exception of the work of Canard and Scott, the
Arabic sources have merely served to provide the occasional supporting footnote reference
for Western historians of the kingdom; Boase's reference to "Imad Abu Charna"8 shows that
Arabists still have some proselytising to do. A full account (that is, more detailed than
Scott's dissertation) of the material available in the Arabic histories will, I hope, be of crucial
assistance to whoever decides to write a serious scholarly account of the travails of the
Armenians of Cilicia in the Crusader and post-Crusader period.

But this thesis is more than a list of information available in Arabic histories on the

Armenian kingdom. I hope it will be regarded as a contribution to the study of the Mamluk
Sultanate itself. Recent studies, such as that by Amitai-Preiss, have shown that Mamluk
foreign policy was complex and constantly mutating. The study of the external relations of,
and the shifting attitude towards, this satellite in the Superpower politics of the Middle East,
should reveal much about the nature of the Mamluk political world itself. Foreign policy is
never isolated from internal politics, and it seems clear to me that the attitude of the Mamluks
to their frontier can reveal a great deal about what was going on in Cairo, at the centre. On a

simple level, this can be seen in the contrast between the aggressive policies of a Sultan such
as al-Ashraf Khalil with those of other less active Sultans, such as Qalawun. Sultans would

occasionally make use of expeditions against the Armenian kingdom, or appointments to

conquests therein, to remove potential rivals, or potentially over-mighty subjects, from the
centre of the Mamluk political life in Cairo. The political machinations of Sultan Lachin and
his nd'ib al-saltana Mankutamur in 697-8/1298-9 against the senior amirs sent against
Cilicia, and against Mankutamur's rival in Cairo, Kurji, for example, have to be understood

8 See above, p4, n7.
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in this context.9 It is quite likely that a raid against Cilicia may have been undertaken merely
as a convenient way of getting an amir out of the way; conversely, it is interesting to note the
decisive impact the returning army often had on the affairs, and person, of the Sultan.10

I would like to suggest that this thesis also serves another purpose. There is an

enormous wealth of historical material available to modern historians from the Mamluk

Sultanate, and I hope to have demonstrated that this material can be used for more than
merely the internal affairs of the Sultanate. With the number of good editions now available,
and good new translations of important works, as well as studies on the historiography of
the period (and hopefully the number of all three will only continue to expand), the abundant
work of the chroniclers and historians of the Mamluk Sultanate should be seen as

increasingly accessible to even the non-specialist. The wider use of these sources can only
continue to broaden our understanding of the politics and history of the Middle East and
Eastern Mediterranean in the Mamluk period.

9 Kurji's proposed despatch to the Armenian frontier to be governor of the conquests recently made in
Cilicia was clearly seen, by both parties involved (in Mankutamur's motivation in making the
proposal, and in Kurji's reaction, in resisting the move), more as removal from Cairo, and,
effectively, as political exile. The despatch of senior amirs to Cilicia just as Lachin and Mankutamur
were undertaking the rawk al-Husami of iqta' property in Egypt, and the attempted arrest in Syria of
die amirs leading this army, also reveal the uses a Mamluk Sultan could make of the Armenian
kingdom in the context of the politics of Cairo.

It is noteworthy that in die eighth/fourteenth century die niyaba of Aleppo was often used to placate or
compensate Mamluk amirs who had lost out in die Cairo faction-fighting: examples of these latter
include Baybugha in 752/1351, or Taz in 755/1354 (see Irwin, Middle East, 139, 142). The role or
use of the frontier in die internal political factionalism of the Mamluk Sultanate is a topic diat
requires much more work, which I think would prove extremely rewarding.

10 For example, Qalawun's return to Egypt and Berke Khan's subsequent abdication, in 678/1279; or
Bektash al-Fakhri's crucial involvement in the settlement of affairs following the murder of Lachin,
upon his return from Cilicia in 698/1299, disposing of the murderers and installing al-Nasir
Muhammad.
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Illustrations



Cilicia and its environs
Based on the map 'Villes de Ciliciein Mutafian, Le Royaume Armenien, 15; scanned and redrawn by
the author, with helpfrom Kris Towson.
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1. Vahga (Feke Kalesi): The Rupenid base, north of Sis

2. Lampron (Namrunkale): The Het'umid base, north of Tarsus
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4. Sis (Kozan): The castle, looking south from the northern section, at the western side
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5. Sis (Kozan): Below the castle to the east, above the town: the ruins of the Catholicos'
monastery, the possible site of the royal palace

6. Hromgla (Rumkale): From the east, across the Euphrates
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7. Hromgla (Rumkale): The eastern approaches from the Euphrates bank

8. Hromgla (Rumkale): The series of gateways up the western slope, from the Merziman
Su
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9. Anawarza (Anazarbos): From the west, the ruins of the Classical city on the plain to
the left

10. Anawarza (Anazarbos): From the upper part of the citadel, looking south to the
lower bailey, on the western slope
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11. Saruantik'ar (Savranda): Near the pass of Mari, the Amanus Gates

12. Baghras: On the southern route across the Amanus chain
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13. T'il Hamdun (Toprakkale)

14. T'il Hamdun (Toprakkale): Overlooking the convergence of routes from Adana and
thence the Cilician Gates (to the west), and the Amanus Gates (to the east), heading south
towards iskenderun, and thence Baghras and Antioch
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15. Yilan Kalesi: Unidentifiable in Armenian sources, on an outcrop in the Cilician Plain,
overlooking the Chahan (Ceyhan, Jayhan, Pyramos) river

16. Gorigos (Kizkalesi): View of the sea castle from the land castle
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17. Ayas (Yumurtalik): View of the modern harbour, and its (predominantly Ottoman)
fortifications

18. Ayas (Yumurtalik): From the modern breakwater, past the (Ottoman, but note the use
of Classical spolia) fortifications guarding the modern harbour entrance, to the mediaeval
sea castle in the bay
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